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Note: The following materials were prepared by Sanford Thompson from

a survey of Piaket!s writings. Mr. Thompson undertook that'survey in

1966-1967, participating through the Faculty Aide program of Harvard

College in the project cited above.

a

A considerable amount of evidence has accumulated from d/verse

sources to support Piaget's. contention that s significant change in

children's intellectual processes occurs around age 7 (cf. Kendler and

Kendler, 1962; Reese, 1962; White, 1965, 1966a, 1966b). The number and

variety of the observed changbs are,impresSive, and it seems important

that they, be considered all together to see if some better understanding

of cause and effect can be'inferred from them. Piaget's body of writings

is large, and references to behavior change in the age period from 5-7
4

are scattered through those writings. The 'survey was undertaken to ex-

tract a fairly complete list of the behavior changps noted by Piaget.

There are three main sections in the material that f011ows:

I. The Transition to Concrete Operations: General Outline. This

single-page outline attempts to diarram Piaget's conception of the ex.4

ternal forces and internal changes which are important to the develop-

ment of concrete operations.

II. Explanation of Outline. This section gives a longer account

of each entry in the general outline an cites relevant text sources.
4

III. List of Behavior Changes Reported by PiaPet in the,5-7 Period.

This section lists observable indications of intellectuil change con-

comitant with concrete operations. There is separate outline section

)11

. for each book. Pareesized numbers refer to text pages.

4



The page numbers under Sectioha II and III refer to the specific

editions of Piaget's works which were used in the survey. Those edi-

tions are cited in a final Reference section.

Sheldon H. White
July 6, 1967



I. The
a Transition to Concrete Operations: A General Outline

The processes described in the chart start between 5 and 7, and some

come to cpmpletion in that time, others to,partial completion, but the

whole thing is not complete until 11-12.

Social Inteaction with
Peers on a basis of Mutual

/ Respect

,,,------77-----------
/' Pressure to Treat Onei:\ Pressure to Communicate"

t Own Thought as an Objgct )Desire to Justify

\of Thought

Loss of Absolutism
and Realism

Experience in the
Physical World

Beginnings of the
Loss of Animism and

Artificialism

gip

Confrontation with the inadequacy of preoperational

modes of thought, leading to invention, romancing,

guessing, reality testing, questions, and introspection.

I

!Beginnings of the Loss

of Egocentrism

d

lIntrospection,

1Further Loss of Absolutism
and Realism

,

$1 [Reversibility]

4

Increase in Mechani-
cal Orientation,
Tendency to Ask

"How?"

Genuin Phybical Explanations

star to appear

Gradual Lose:of Transduction (Juxtaposition)

plus Syncretism in Favor of Deduction

1-and

A

Increasing Equilibrium
Between Assimilation
and,ccommodation

Growth of Ability to

Decentrate

Further Loss of Animism

Artificialism

KEY: ( )Denotes a mediating process

.1b

---41 Denotes a growing logical prbcess

Reversibility -- Denotes a faculty (these are in proce9s boxes

because.they are gained alowlyj not suddenly).
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II. Explanation of Outline

I. Social Interaction with Peers on a Ba is of Mutual Respect.

1. Social .Interaction (SI) is the,pr marymcause of decrease in
monologue and collectjve monologue around age 7. (Language and

Thought of the Child, p. 40-43).

2. Logical thought is reac ed through the desire to verify, 4ich
has social origins. (Ju gment and Reasoning in the Ctiild,-4

p. 201-4). "Insofar a he is thinking only for himself, the
child has no need to be aware of the mechanism of his reasoning."
(JR 213).

3. "Difficulty with terms of dibcorlAnce are bound up with logical
difficulties traceable to socPal factors." (JR 55).

4. Disillusionment re. parental omniscience sets the stage Mr the
1 loss of animism, and is contemporary and probably interdependent

of increased peer activity.' (The Child's Conception of the World,

P. 385). A

N.B. 5. "...social life is necessary to rational development, but...it is
not sufficient tc create the power of reasoning... Once it has
liberated the appearance of the logical nouns in the child, the
social environment enables him to beco e 'permeable' to ex-
perience. And when this faculty has een acquired, the collabora-
tion of logical reason and experience itself suffices to account
for the intellectual development that kes place." (The Child's

Conception of Physical Causality," p. 25 ). " ...as the child

discovers that others do not think as he does, he makes efforts
to adapt himself to them, he bows to the exigencies of control
and verification which are implied by-discussion and argument.
and thus comes to replace egocentric logic by the true logic

created by social life." (PC, 302).

6. The age of 7-8 marks the appearance of the felt need for under=
atandipg and cooperation in play. (The Moral Judgment of the

Child,? p. 27, 43).

7. "...the sense of justice.
influences, and requires

1
Abbreviated LT

2AbbreViated JR

3Abbreviated CW

ee Abbreviatel. PC

5Abbreviated MJ

..is largely independent of then (adult)

nothing more for its development than

(N.B.) Statements so marked provide important
lingo between the social- interaction, -as
primary-cause model and the inherent-
need-for-logical-gquilibrium-as-prjmary-
cause model. (Both these models, of
course, posit physical' experience as a

necessary mediator.)

/
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the mut 1 respect and solidarity which holds among children -/

N- themseldes. It is often at the expense of the adult (alternate

translation; in spite of the adult?) and not because of him that

the notions of just and unjust find their way into the youthful

mind." (MJ, p. 198).

. 8. Finalism and the omnipotence of man are a projection of the

child-parent relationship. (CW, p. 371).'

II. Pressure to Communicate: Desire to Justify.

1. "What is socialized in language belongs onlii-to the faatkial

categories of thought...From this age (7 -8)- onwards theytry to

improve on their methods 'of interchanging ideas.:;" LT, p. 49)

2. Conver'iuition,t9th in the form of collaboration and the form of. "4.

Argument, goes through several stages; involviAg istre and.more ,

explicit, precise, and abstract speech. (LT, 562).
1...

3. Verbal expression can tranpform a general schema of experAncee

into a general 'law. But verbal'expresAbn depends on the desire

to,.communicate and convince. (jR, p.,30): r .

4. Logical thought is reached through the, desire to justify, which

has social origins. (JR, p. 201-4).

5. .7 -8 marks the appearance of a felt need for cooperation in,iames.

(NJ, p. 42) . *

6.- What pushes logical development is the felt need to 4c) bprond

the self, consider and integrate other points '-of vie ;"azd

\represent reality to, he self independent of predent'actione,.

The child is only motivated to do this in order to be able to

communicate. (The Construction of Reality in the.-Child,1:-

p. 366-7).

.

III. Pressure to Treat one's own thought as an object ,of Thought."

1. Before then age of 7-8, the explainer and the listener both think

that all the information has gotten across, though this is, of *°

course, not true, and can be socially malddaptive. Explanations ,

are sketchy and touch factual categories only, not logical or

causal relations. (LT, p. 100-107, 119-121).

2. Collaboration and conflict begin to become verbal around 5, be-

come complex and use logic and-causality'around 7 1/2, which

naturally implies that the child can think about his and his

DeeriA trhought. (LT, p. 58-72). i

I
lAbbreviated CRC
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3. Children below 11 or so cannot assume "for the sake of argument"

a point of view in which they disbelieve. (JR 64-69).

4. The ability to take another point of view moans you have a much

harder time distorting data through over-assimilation or accommoda-

tion you are able to regulate your 'own thought. (JR, p. 173-180).

Between 7 and 11, treatment of thought as an objec thought

is still imperfect. To be able to express a genera action
schema, /he child must conceptualize it, recreate the action in

his imagination (constantly checking the mental experiment with

his memory of the physical one!) and stay conscious of what he is

'doing.lgis process calls forth, on the verbal lAane, all the

-diffic es that had previously been overcome on'the plane of

action. Thus the child's verbal behavior displays transductJon,

nonconservation of substance, inability to decentrate or condider

more than'one variable at once, etc., long after his actions have

ceased doing so. It is continued social interaction which keeps

him trying, so that eventually the "shifting" (decalage) is also

overcome, around the age of 11-12. (JR, p. 213-215)

6, Becoming aware of a 'category 'of thought changes the nature of .

that category. (LT, p. 229). "Egocentric habits of thought have

'a considerEble effect upon the structure of thought itself."

(JR, p: 1).

7.,-1wAs the child slowly learns to distinguish the world from himself

1'(examples of indiasociation in this respect include animism.; en-.

dowing things with motive and purpose because motive and purpose

so pervade the child's fife that he "naturally" assumes them to

be universal), adherences of the two realms of experiences still

remain -- "fragments of internal, experiences which still cling

to the external world." These adherences include participation,

animism, artificialism, finalism, and the generalized idea of

force. These adherences disappear through a growing process of

self-awareness --

a. Becoming aware of "the existence and the mechanism" of one's

own thought (examples; separation of signifiers from things
signified; concept of thoughts as inside the head and the

end of its participation with speaking, the voice, and wind):

b. Discovery of the inwardness of thought weakens and destroys

animism, strengthens a mechanical view of the world.

c. Becoming "conscious of subjectivity' causes one toopecome

rid of egocentricity, which also diminishes finalism and

artificialism. (PC, p. 244-246). -

8. With increased social intercourse appear two important jle elop-.

Tits --
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a. Interpretation properly so called -- not in accord with

egocentric pre-relations, but in accord with other liossible

points of view, of which the child's on is only one.

b. Logical realism bedins to disappear, and the notion of

reciprocal relations is established. The child can see that

he is a brother to his'brother, that left,and right depend

on which way one is facing, etc. (PC, p. 247-248).

9. From 2 -1, the child has great ease at imitating and making internal

images. It is not until 7-8' that he becomes fully aware of what

he is doing and is able to do it deliberately and integrate it in-

to consciousness as a whole. (Play, Dreams, and Imitation iniChild- j

hood, p. 72-75).

Imitation undergoes a threefold progress around'7-8;

a. There is attention to detail-analysis.

b. There is consciousness of imitation-dissociation of the ego

frail the outside world, and

c. There is discrimination-use of imitation for particular

purposes, and those purposes are well understood and identi-

fied. (PDI, p. 78).

IV. Experience in the Physical World.

1. The child has no conception of chance (LT, p. 147) (PC, p. 277)

which is an index of the loss of moral realism as applied to

physical events, but also of increasing familiarity with the en-
'

vironment.

2. There is an increase of "how" Otntions, and of explanations in-

volving physical cause rather than precausality. (LT, p. 221-225).

3. The child of 7 begins to look for efficient rather than artificialist

causes of natural phenomena. (CW, P. 288-9, 295-6, 301-5). This is the

stage of technical (as opposed to mythological) artificialiam

(cw, p. 373-4) .

4. Around 7, the child begins to take a spontaneousqnterest in

machines and mechanical explanations. He abandons the vague idea

that the parts of a bicycle are all necessary, but all unrelated

(juxtaposition) for a search for contacts and an irreversible

-transmission of force, which quickly develops into the correct

explanation. (PC, p. 210-212

1
Abbreviated PDI

se

.1
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5. "Once it has liberhted the appearance off' the logical nouns in

the child, the social environment enables him to become

'permeable' to experience. And whenthis faculty has been

acquired, the collaboration of logical reason and experience it-

self suffices to account fbr the intellectual develobment that

takes fice." (PC, p. 252-.3).

6. Physical experience is what provides the standards for a-child's

mental 4Xperiments, starting around land reaching logioal co-

herence around 11. (JR, p. 213-215).

-
Note Piaget does not accord physical experience a very.

important causal pooltion in his scheme of causality. It is

'obviously necessary to life -and thought, but I think Piaget

thinks that'physical experience must be looked at in the proper

4011.
way before it can yield schemes, concepts, ankcontributions to

/logical growth. 'And the Original point of view or way of looking,

at experienA must originate from-something other than experience.

7. The child understands nature better once he has understood machines.

(PC, p. 231-3).

8. Around 7-8, a child systematically explores, with his hands, an

object that he can't see. True conception 6f space is based

upon activity, not mere perception. (Child's Conception of

Space.) p. 22-29, 37-40).

V. Beginnings of the Loss of Animism'and'Artificialiam.

1. Animism is restricted to things that move (leaves, clouds,

rivers -- not stones or houses, which were animate previous to

6 142-7). p. 179-182). This stage is transitional to the

'third stage -- only things that move of theirown accord (excl.

bicycles; machines, etc.) (CW,-p. 181), reached about 8 1/2.

2. "Conscious" and "Alive" are not synonyms. Forty percent of the

children were at the name stage regarding both. Forty percent

were more advanced regarding life, and twenty percent were more

advanced regarding consciousness -- so consciousness seems to .)

have a wider extension. (CW, p. 204-5).

3. Animism is caused by:

a. Finaliam (product Of egocentrism)

b. Connecition of "cause" with "purpose," and

1Abbreviated CCS

I,

al>



c. Contusion of physical,and moral necessity (both are products

of over assimilation of outside world to:existinglschemag,

known as indissociation, and attributing subjective feelings

to, objects; intro:Yection.) IOW, p. 231-242).

Artificialism is a product of finalism, which is a product of

egmentrigm. Participation is 'felt between the mountains, or

the moon, or.anything elieand man; and this is expressed as

the human manufacture of something living. (CW, p. 263-272).

5. 'Around7,'children startP6 look for an efficient cause -- like

smoke as the cause of cloudb. (CW, p. 273-280) (Examples: 'CW,

P'273-350).

. 6: Inaifferent.ation causes the child to see purpose and plan every-

where, and he naturally attributes.these plans to men. (CW,

P. 359)

1

7.. Animism and Artificialism are on the way out when the child begins

tp ask "how," and to feel the need for a causal agent. (CW,

3737-4): Causes for the decline:of animism and artificialism

are:

a., Disillusionment about parental omnipotence(social),

b. Decrease of egocentrism, and

, c. Onset of socialization (individual).

8. The appearance of the idea of "reflex" around 7 is perhaps the

\k/
most primitive technical artificialist concept -- air displaced

(or created) by a toying object swirls around behind it'and

helps push it alorf. (TIC, p. 2124)

9. The notion of a true causality is partly' dependent on the estab-

lishment of the reversible series -- processes can also be un-

done. Since mental processes areoirreversible, desubjectifica-

tion must occur before this can really start to change. (PC,

p. 271).

10. "Causality is the result of a sort of bodily contact between the

organism and the world, which is prior to consciousness of self..."

(PC, p. 272). This leads, around 7, to a generally physical con-

ception of causality; though the idea of logical necessity is ,not

yet present.' (PC, p. 277-281).

Loss of Absolutism and Realism.

1. The child moves away from syncretism in his perceptive intel-

ligence around 7, though verbal syncretism remains until 12 or

so. (LT, p. 128).
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2. The child moves away from adherence6 insofar as hd becomes,
aware of his subjectivity, moving in the threefold process

frdM realito objectivity, to reciprocity, and to relativity

(social-intellectual,' social, and intellectual) (see heading

III, numbers 6 and 7 (p. 3)) (PC, p. 246-251).

N
3. The child can come to understand the nature and'existence of

general laws through expression of them; he already has, of

course, a corresponding action scheAa, but verbal expression

brings it to consciousness, and gives it a feeling of logical

necessity, thus moving the child away from exclusive awareness

of cases and realism. (JR, p. 29-30).

4. After 7-8, a child is able to *3e a hypothetical viewpoint, ;

to distinguish hypothesis from reality. (JR, p. 67).

5% From 7 onwards, children are able to think of themselves as

their brothers' brother (no difference between only children and

siblings in this respect). (JR, p. 106). Around 8 or so,

children are able to judge right and left from theeyieWpoint of

another person, facing them. (JR, p. 107). Before this, how-

ever, "brother" and "left" are absolute categories, and does

not perceive the implied relation. A family is identified, not

by kinship, but because they all live together in a house.

(JR, p. 115-19).

6. The child of 6 thinks thought is with the mouth; thought is

identified with the voice. Around 7, it remains a voice, but

inside the head. (CW, p. 39-52).

7. Until 7, the child identifies a name with its referent. From

7 to 11, the identification persists, though the child perceives

that the word and the thing aren't the same. (CW, p. 55-60).

8. Concerning the origin of names, children until 7 think the name

is an intrinsic and unalterable part of the thing. From 7 to

11; the name was made up by the makers -- God or first men:

(CW, p. 63-70). The name is not localized, though it surrounds

the object, it is in the air, everywhere. (CW, p. 75-87)

9. Around 7, the child begins to believe that dreams arise within

ourselves but are actually present in the room. (CW, p. 106-117).

10. An example of Decalage -- around 7, children become aware of the

rules of the game of marbles, but consider them absolute and

sacred -- at just the time they are moving away from absolutism

in perceptive intelligence. (MJ, p. 56-65).

5
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11. Moral Realism J- Naughtiness depends on the amount of damage,

(NJ, p. 121-130) not the 'intent. A lie is-anything that is

not true, mistake or notk(MJ, p. 139-146). This is not always

the case in practice. A child knows a lie from an error, and

he knows Aow to distinguish motive from deed. But he doesn't

do it. (There is a.-whole section in MJ on this -- 109-196)

Pigget thinks moral realism comes from ,the sacred character of

adult rules, which do not corregpond to any felt need on the

child's part. The rules are only comprehended tHrough "in-

teriorization"-socialization (MJ, p. 163). Around 7 to around

11, a lie is wrong in itself -- no consideration of the purpose

of having such a rule (MJ, p. 169). This Aralism is thus not

entirely spontaneous -- it is partly a product of adult con-

straint, of the-situation of unilateral respect which exists be-

tween the child and the adult. (MJ, p. 135) (MJ, p. 194-6).

12. Punishment before 7 is expiatory to pay for having broken a

rule. From 7 to 11 it is retribute -- to restore balance, often

to the point of mathematical exactness. The idea that punish-

ment is valuable as a deterrent.and a reinforcer of solidarity

doeS not come until about 11. (MJ, p. 205, 217-18, 227-32).

Unilateral respect is present here, too.

13. Immanent Justice -- the notion that inanimate objects conspire

to punish the wicked -- decreases with age (7-8, 73% of the

sample believe in it. 9-10,1547 do) (MJ, p. 253).

14. 7-8 is the'age when equality wins out over authority. Equity

becomes dominant about 12-13. (MJ, p. 269, 278).

15. ,Between 7 and 9, the child renounces the notion of absolute

weight in explaining why objects float, and begins relating

weight to volume, even bringing the notion of specific gravity

(The Growth of Logical Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence,1

9(

p. 28-35) (PC, p. 136-150).

VII. Confrontation with the Inadequacy of Preoperational Modes of thought

leading to invention, romancing, guessing reality testing, question,

and introspection.

1. Clapaiede's law "We only become conscious in proportion to our

disadaptation" (JR, p. 213). "A question is the conscious

realization of a problem or of the difficulty, i.e., of the

direction in which to seek for its solution." (LT, p. 227-8).,

,2. Around 3,"when the child begins to distinguish the imaginary

from the real, he also begins to distinguish, and to feel

discord between, his desires and the realization of them.

1
Abbreviated GLT
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(Causality is probably from the latter to the former)...

"The child takes cognizance of the resistance set up by things

and people..." Since the child'can't distinguish animate'from
inanimate, this discord is perceived as intentional resistance.

Furthermore, eve iything. seems to obey some sort of necessity

which is both moral and physical.

N.B. 3. Between 6 ax4 8 the child is no longer satisfied with "explain-

ing away" phenomena in terms of themost plausible variable that

comes 7o mind. He wants, to find something that can work in all

cases, that is consistent with itself and with the facts. Pure

mental experiment (reproduction of the event in the mind) cannot

do this --. reality does not impose an interpretation.. Ratter the

child'must ask "What if...?" and account)for consequences,

causes, proofs, relations. "We have here an experiment which

thought makes, not on things, but on itself, in ()Peer to find

out what greater measure of'fertility or of logical satisfaction

it will gain from such and such a system of definitions or

premises." JR, p. 189-194; quote is on 193-4). "Logical

experiment is therefore an experiment carried out on oneself

for the detection of contradiction." (JR, p. 237).

4. Considering only one aspect of a perception in order to Judge

equivalence leads answers, which puzzle and baffle

the child. Trying out riments, wiltch eventuallylead,to

the right answer, are partly to gain certainty. (The Child's

Conception of Number? p. 87). (Can this be called avoidance

learning?)

VIII. Beginnings of the Loss of Egocentrism

1. Monologue (individual and collective) and egocentric speech

begins to diminish around 7. (LT, p. 41-2).

2. "...egocentric habits hair% a effect upon the struc-

ture of thought itself." (JR, p. .

3. Egocentrism prevents the desire for objective proof. (JR, p. 24).

4. When egocentrism has diminished to the extent that the child can

imagine several points of view toward something, assimilation' and

accommodation have a much harder time distorting one another,

and the child is n the way-to being able to coordinate different

viewpoints. JR P. 173-180).

5. In order to cease confusing the subjective and the objective, the

mind must become aware of. itself. It does this primarily via

social contact. (CW, p. 245).

1
Abbreviated CCN



6. In the child of 7 ,who is looking for efficient causes and

mechanical explan tions,,a lot of precausal finalism remains.,

(Night is. to let is sleep. Parents/defiAitionl/are to take

care of us.) And finalist is a product of egocentrism, in a

very primitive f . (CW, p. 288-90).

7. The growth of th ught can be characterized in terms of three

procesdes h from

a. realism to objectivity;

b. realism to reciprocity;

c. realism to relativity. (PC, p. 241-250).

8. As the child interacts with is peers, he adapts h elf to the

exigencies of control and ve ification, qnd so egocentrism is'

gradually lost-(PC, p. 302).

Around 7, cooperation in gates, based on rules, begins to appear.

(MJ, p. 28, 43-47).

10. On moral issues, such as lying or how to gauge responsibility,

the child is still realistic. But in social ones, such as the

function of punishment, he has moved ftom realism to a stage,of

equaljitarianism (which he oVerdoes to the point of vengeance),

which is a step away from egocentrism. (MJ, p. 201-17, 315).

IX.- Introspection ,

1. Genuine introspection is fou d from ei:bout 7 or so. (JR, p. 143)

gi;It gets more frequent Antil 2 when it is quite frequent.

(JR, p. 143).
4

2. Consciousness moves in an irreversible stream -- and the young

kid can't recapture what went on before. He contradicts himself

and forgets the reasons for his previous statements.

a. by amnesia -- forgetting his previous idea completely, and

,

b. by condensation -- hearing two standards or explanations,

and Orgetting one or both, or'fusing them in an un-

intelligible way. (JR, p. 164-7).

3 Introspection, and the end of confusion between the self and the

world, are both necessary for one another and reizyforce one

another in a mutually nourishing cycle. (CW, p. 245) (PC,

p. 251-6).



1. The child gains a sense of causality through three processes

a. Desubjectification of causality

b. Abreation of temporal series

c. Progressive establishment of reversible series.

Each successive loss of confusion and egocentrism increases in-

trospection, and makes possible the next bit of growth.' (PC,

p.- 267-271).

5. The child begins with "no more direct-cognizance of the self

than ... of external objects ... it is for lack of having dis-

t
covered his own subjectivity that the young child'feels;his

gestures', his words, and his thoughts, to be bound up with the

objects themselves." (PC, p. 272).

6. "Causality is the result of a sort of bodily contact between the

organism and the world, which is prior to consciousness of

self..." (PC, p. 272).

7. "Corresponding stages are at,Varying levels, because the in-

fluence of one belief upon another takes place unconsciously

and not thanks to a conscious and deliberate generalization"

p. 292) i.e., introspection is a product of growth, and not

a means until fairly late ... For instance --

8. Representative imitation becomes deliberate and takes its place

in ,intelligencewas a whole around the age of 7. (PDI, p. 72).

This is partly a result of a growing introspective capacity.
It, is also, very possibly, a means to still further understanding

of the mechanism of thought.

X. Increase in Mechanical Orientation -- ea..4.5y to ask the Question(

"How?". A;

1. A genuine idea of chance appears around 7. .(LT, 16. 145, 205-6).

2. The child at 7 begins to look for efficient causes of natural

phenomena. (CW, p.;288-9). This is technical or "merliate"

aftificialism. (CW, p. 373-4).

3. With the dimunition of Confusion between the,self and reality,

animist or artificialist -explanations are felt as insufficient,

and the child begins to ask "how"-questions. (PC, p. 267-271).

4. At the age of 8 boys can give an explanation ofjpow a bicycle

works, plus a sp4ptaneous drawing. This is preceded by a

stage, lasting until about 7, when the child thinks that all
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the parts are necessary, but simply juxtaposes them without
relating them -- 'egg, the explanation of tilke movement is

syncretistic. Boys.of this age are,%also.very interested in
machines. (PC, p. 197, 210). At this age, he is also able to

explain a.steam engine. (PC, p. 223-5, 231-3).,.

5. From 7 on, the child makes'an effort to understand his physical
models through representative imitation. (PDI, p. 7V778).

XI. Reversibility

1. Irreversibility is the result of the continuous assimilative
activity of the mind. The child, when,he makes a mental action,
does'not keep all the terms separate.' A + C, but A' and B

areipartly assimilated by C, and the child is not even aware
that this has happened. (JR, p. 167-173).

2. To have reversibilj.ty, you must have imitation to keep A and B
apart while you are finding C. (JR, p. 177).

3. From 7-8 to 11-12, mental operations tend toward reversibility.
(JR, p. 189-192).

4. ...egocentric habits of thought have.s. considerable.effect upon
the structure of thought itself." (at p. 1).

5. In the development of causality, reversibility is indispensible.
Reversible series must be established, the child must be able
to see that processes can go in either direction. (PC, p. 270 - 271).

6. Around 7, the child becomes able to analyze and reconstruct a model
through imitation, without distorting it. (PDI, p. 75-78).

7. Cognitive representation can give an overview of several percep-

tions, and aims at comprehension as such rather than at satisfac-
tion of immediate material aims. In order for this to be pos-
sible, a system of mobile, reversible mental operations must be
set up. (PDI, p. 238-9).

8. Around 7-8, the child is able to formulate, wh increasing ac-
curacy, the relation of reciprocal implication. (GLT, p. 7-8).

To explain buoyancy, the kids around 7-8 stop contradicting them-
selves and start separating variables and keeping them in mind.

9. The conceptual equilibrium of thought,is both modile and permanent,

which means it is reversible. (Psychology of Intelligence,* p. 48).

Abbreviated PI
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10. Beginning about 6, and relidOky about 7, the child can use

a compensation of dimensions reasoning to contlude that the

amounts of liquid in differently shaped containers are the

same. This is based upon a.conception of reversibility.

(CCN, p. 13-23, 29-32).

XII. Gradual Loss of Transduction (Juxtaposition plulksyncretism) in favor

of Deduction

1: Syncretism i ked by

a. Nondiscurtiveness -- thought goes right from premise to

conclusion in a single intuitive act;

b. Use of schema of.;>imagery rather than concepts;

c. Use of analogy, rather than comparison;

d. The presence of belief and conviction, which dispels any

need for demonstration. (LT, p. 127).

2. Habits of transdUction seem to begin to disappear around 7 -8.

(LT, p. 128).

3. Syncreefsm of reasoning -- the proverbs experiment -- assimilation

of all perceptible elements of the proverb to a general schema.

This is used in finding a "corresponding phrAse," and there is

mutual assimilation between it and the phrase. (LT, p. 14273).

4. Syncretism of perception -- a few prominent details form a pattern

which is noticed and remembered -- it is because of these details

that there is a whole.

5. Children only use logical justification very imperfectly until

7-8. "Then" in a logical sense is used only in the case of

paiticulars the is no appeal to an underlying general

case. (JR, p. 32-36).

6. Three characteristics of child thought -- absence of conscious

realization, absence of general propositions, and absence of

deduction -- are all explained by "juxtaposition." (JR, p. 57).

7. Juxtaposition (absence of relations), and syncretism (creation

of an all inclusive achema,)supplanting the details, are com-

plementary -- they are both used as substitutes for analyses.

(JR, P. 59).

8. Transduction is inference from particular to particular without

generalization. It is a-comb@nation oCitlementary relations,

but without reciprocity of these relations amongst each other,
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end consequently without the element of necessity that leads to

generalization. (JR, p.' 189, 198).

9. The hard thing is to learn to impose a definition and to reason
within As limiti. It Is tried by the child as an experiment,
'to see what sort of satisfaCtion will result. This is "a
logical experiment "` -- an experiment of thought upon itself.

(JR, p. 193-4).

10. From 7r8 to 11-12, mental operations tend toward reversibility,
reciprocity, and thus a sense of logical necessity, through the
development of rigor and of the ability and disposition to
generalize. (`IR, p. 185-188).

11. Participation -- which is "the ontological equivalent of
transduction" (JR, p. 303), begins to vanish around 7-8, as
the child evolves from realism to objectivity, that is, com-
prehension of the fact that an object has no life or will.
(JR, p. 243-5).

12. The development of object constancy depends on three other faculties:

e.-; Foresight -- ability to foresee the reappearance of bodies;

b. Coordination of schemata which make it possible to realize
that each of these bodies has lots of interconnected qualities;

c. Deduction, which makes it possible to reconcile the idea of
actual permanence with the apparent variations. (CRC,

p. 371-2).

13. The decline of transduction is clearly shown by the growth of
the idea that something is logically a necessity, rather than
an empirical probability. ,(PI, p. 140).

XIII. Growth of Ability to Decentrate

1. In reasoning about events, the child is aware only of cases, not
of general laws. (JR, p. 29, 57).

2. The phenomenon of child animism can be understood as two processes
which strengthen each other; indissor,iation of physical and
psychological reality, and introjection of the child's own feel-
ings into the objects to whicty he is attending. (CFI, p. 237-244).

These two notions are so persistent because the events to which

they refer can't be experimentally proven to happen otherwise.
Only a change in thinking habits can lead to the end of indis-

sociation and introjection. (CW, p. 238-9).



3. A child of 8 was not able to explain why water rises in a glass
when you put wood or pebbles in. It is because the pebbls are
"heavy" or the wood is "big."' His explanati' is oceidetrmined,
and he cannot separate out variables'like size and wtight, or
relate thenrIo get density. (JR, p. 18Q-186).

4. The child below 7-8 is the victim of misleading perceptions which
cause "incomplete intellectual constructions." (PI, p. 130).

5. The child centers onone aspect of the beaker (of water or beads)
at a time either'height or width, but not both at once. (PI,
p. 130-131).

6. Every decentralization, undertaken to correct an error, is a
regulation and a move toward reversibility and coordinatiorrof
viewpoints. (PI, p. 138-9).

XIV. Equilibrium between assimilation and accommodation

1. When the child is able to take another point of view, he is less
able to distort the data by conflicting assimilation and accommoda-
tion, and blurring of terms. PR, p. 173-180).

2. As the child reaches,7-8, assimilation and accommodation tend
toward reversibility, but achieve it only in the framework of
certain special configurations. (PDI, p. 277-281).

3. Example of conflict between assimilation and accommodation --
the child is:

a. unable to take another point of view than his own, and

b. very much at the ,ercy of the opinion of his group in his
viewpoint and speech. (CRC, p. 363).

4. Development is governed by an inherent need for equilibriUM. At
each stage, the mechanism provided by the factors in existence
makes for an equilibrium which is still incomplete, and the
balancing process itself leads thought to the next level.
(PI,. p. 47-49) .

5. "The crucial tprning point for the beginning of operations shows
itself in a kind of equilibration which is always rapid and some-
times sudden, which affects the complex of ideas forming a single
system." (PI, p. 139).
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III, List of Behavior Changes 'reported by Piaget in 5=7 period

I. Language and Thought of the Child

1. Diminution of collective monologue (18, 56-8).

2. Growth o7 collaboration on concrete fssues - 5-7 (58-63).

3 Collaboration in abstract thought - from 7 on (63 -5).

4. (The growth of conflict followi, the same stages).

5. The growth of the explanation, which allows for the li,stener's
ignorance and hi6 point of view -- from 7'on (107-1120).

6. Habits of transductive reasoning begin to disappear around 7-8
(127-8).

7. The idea of chance appears in the child,,thus syncretistic
justifications at any price diminish (143 -8T.

8. The "why" of logical justification, rather than that of psycho-
logical motivation, causal and finalistic explanation, of
justification of rules (164-6) (Extended discussion 171-199)

9. Decline of precausality (the tendency to justify everything by
syncretistic explanations) (220-227):

,d\
II. Judgment and Reasoning in the Child

.1. Correct management of the relation of implication -- age 7-8
(23)

2. Beginnings of correct Management of relation of discordance --
age 7-8 (47).

3. Around 7-8, the child can use deductive logic, if he personally
believes in the premises of the argument (67)

4. Around 7-8, the child can handle relational judgments (as on
the 3-brothers test), though his old mistakes show up on 61e
verbal plane until 11 (92)

5. This (#4) is an indication of decline in realism and absolutism.

6. Genuine introspection is found from 7 on, though only in
spots (143).



The child is able to give definitions or a sort around 7

(149).

8. From 7-8 on, mental operations tend toward reversibility

reciprocity of consequence and cause; logical, necessity (187).

9. thus, Transduction begins to decline from 7 on.

10. The logical experiment is found from 7 on.

III. The Child's Conception of the World

1. Thought moves from the mouth to the head, but the child still

thinks thought is material (49).

2. The child ceases 'to regard names.as'intrinsically connected with

their referents, and believes that God or the first man. named

things, and that the name could have been-different (6879). s

Ow

3. The child comes to think that dreams.drise-within him', but take

place outside him, in the room (106-117).

4. All these three things belong 'to the stage of "mediate" realism,'

'Where thought and its instAments are in the surrounding air or

sP4Cd as well as ..in the body (16).

5. The child restricts consciousness'to things that move (wind,

. rivers, bicycles, etc.), rather than attributing it to every-

thing (179-182), lasts until 9 or.so.

6. At about the same time, but probably a'little earlier (see

discussion 9n 204-5), the child assiinilates.life to things

which move (199-201). There is no distinction made, here or

in #4 (conscidusness) between spontaneous and imparted movement.

7. 7 is the age when children begih td'.1dok for an efficient cause'

of natural objects (like smoke from chimneys causing clouds)

rather than a purely artificialist one (men or God fashioned

the clouds directly) (288-9). ,This set of stages hold true

for night (290-8)-, clouds (298-307, thunder and lightning

(307-311), rain (311-320), snow,'icei,and doldj3t0-326),

rivers, lakes, and the origin of water (326-333),'trees,

mountains, and earth (333-349).,

8. The sequence of these stages is invariant, but the age at

which they are attained varies as much as two years, (7 in

Geneva, 9 in Spain) (306).

9. Around 5 1/2-6 finalism and diffuse artificialism begin to

disappear, to be replaced by mythological artificialism (whi h

5 P-1"
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involves direct creation of things by men), and his live

way, around 7 1/2, to "mediate," or technical rtific al

,
(369-374) .

- .

. The Child's Conception of Physical Causality/

.

,

1. About 5 1/3, the'child imagines artic tion of wilid th air

from the hands, or a bicycle pump, or reeks.' Bodies ike the

sun and moon are considered living. 6:)6-114 --lull of ex-

amplTs).

2. Around 7, the child starts looking rot a physical explanation

for the floating of boats, the level of water, Aitdows '142-195).

3. The child starts looking for an irreversible okieT in the opera-

tion of machines (211-12, 223-5, 226-236). 1

4.\,.qhe child overcomes adherences by three things -- becoming aware

af how his thought-works, understanding that thought is interior,

and the loss of egocentricity (246).

5. The child of 7 begins to differentiate moral and physical npces-

sity from each other (276-80).

6. Discovery of the logic of r6lations precedes that of classes

(298-300).

V. The Moral Judgment of the Child

1. Appearance of cooperation in games with rules, though the rules

themselves are not well understood (26 -8).

2. Appearance of awareness of rules, going along with a belief that

they are sacred and eternal (28).

3. The stage of cooperation is defined by a felt need for under-

standing (42)..

4. Though the child of 5-7 submits completely(to the rules in in-

tention they remain externsl. to his conscience in practice.

5. Around 7-8, children begin to switch from objective to sub-

jective conceptions of responsibility -- that intent must be

taken into "account as well as consequences (124).

6. Of course, the child of 6-7 is perfectly able to judge on the .

basis of intent, and gives himself breaks this way all the

time. And some children give subjective judgments all along.
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So Piaget thinks that objectiveresponslbility is a combination

orthe effect of childish thinking and adult constraint.

.(128 -135)

/
.

..
(

4 ,7,,

/ 7 . -The child of 6 stops thinking.of a lie as a naughty word, and

begins thinking it is ahything untrue,.mistake or net'-- agaih,

he can tell a lie from an error, but doesnot make'the.distinc-

tion in practice (142-146). .Intention is"morally relevant"

(155)

8. 7 is when the idea appears that one should not lie because it

is wrong in itself, supplanting the idea that one shoulli not lie.

because "you get punished" (168-9).

9.- The interrogator is. completely verbal, as regards lying. It is

possible that w have daalap;e-here -- the child's verbal behavior

lagging some ye s behind his situktional\antl perceptive bezavior

(184-5).

10. 7 is when punishment ceases to be regarded as expiatory and

becomes retributive -- to even up the score (201, 226-7).

11. Between 6 and 8, equality of treatment becomes the dominant part

of distributive justice, overcoming the more primitive idea of

unconditional obedience (278, 284-5).

12. Piaget links the development of a sense of justice to peer group

socialization, rather than emulation of,ad Lt. i ple.`

VI. Play, Dreams, and Imitation in Childhood

1. Around 7 or 8, imitation ceases to be egocentric and, frequently,

unconscious, and begins to become deliberate and purposive, taking

its place in intelligence as a whole (72).

2. Imitation changes character-in three basic ways around 7-8.

a. Imitation becomes detailed, involving analysis and recon-

struction of the model; 0

b. The child becomes progressively aware-that he is imitating 4

-- he separates reality from the ego;

c: The Ibbild, rather than imitating because of fhilure to dif-

ferentiate himself from his environment, or for some im-

mediate satisfaction, begins to use imitation as an aid to

the fulfillment of needs; thus imitation is controlled by

reflection (78).

4 ' , a ;
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3. Appearance, between 3 and 7, or games- with rules -- social

games (142).

4. Symbolic games diminish aftef4 or so, to be replaced by,' or

transformedrinto, games with rules (146).

5. Assimilation and accommodation, bktween 4 and 7, tend toward

equilibrium, but achieve it only in the framework of some con-

figurations -- bound up with iMmedia4 experience (243-4).

VII. The Construction of Reality in the Child

1. During the transition fram sensorimotor thought to the higher

levels of thinking, the child is less advanced on the verbal

plane than he is in action -- this is dcalage (361).

2. The preconceptual child is both

a. unable to take another point of view than his own, and

b. extremely suggestible, amenable to molding his-peer group

or adults in hit deeds and utterances. This is the effect

of the antagonistic operation of assimilation and accommoda-

tion (363).

Development is constantly spurred by the need to go beyond the

self, to account for other viewpoints, in order to be able to

communicate (366-7).

4. Three processes are involved in the development of object

constancy:

a. AccommOdation of organs which makes it possible to foresee

the reappearance of bodies.

b. Coordination of schemata which make it possible to endow '

each of these bodies/with a multiplicity of interconnected.

qualities.

c. Deduction peculiai to sensorimotor reasoning which makes

it possible to understand displacements of bodies and

reconcile their permanence with their apparent variations

(371).

5. The preconceptual mind seeks satisfaction at the expense of

truth, of consistency and logic. (Through the social process,

satisfaction is bound up with truth and logic. Through physical
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experience, tria; and error, and maturation of the brain and

sense organs, the sort of conceptions involved in logical thought

become possible. The first process provides the motive; the second,

the Teens.) (Page 384, also a little speculation).

6. From 2 to,7, the child meets and overcomes, on the plane of pre-

conceptual thought, all the obstacles which he encountered on

the plane of sensorimotor thought from 0 to 2 (357-8).

VIII. Logic and Psychology

1. Appearance of true reversibility and object constancy on the

plane of thought (13-14).

2. Development of a logic of classes and relationz, the relation

of seriation, inclusion, multiple characteristicS (15).

3. Dependence on concrete data continues -- conservation of weight

follows conservation of substance by a couple of years (17).

IX. The Growth of Logical Thinking from Childhood to Adolescence

1. Appearance of Concrete operations (internalization of actions

plus their gradual integration into reversible systems) around

7 P. 7).

2. Efforts to eliminate contradiction or confusion in explanations,

begin to appear around 7 (28).
9

3. Children begin to assign multiple attributes to objects, along

more than one dimension, to make physical explanations (28).

4. Kids start to be able to'compare and seriate objects, though they

are generally unable to pick the proper variables for solving

the problem at hand (49-50) Nor can they control experiments

(71-73).

5. Or, if they do reach a dedu4ion or generalization, they can't

'explain it, necessarily (96-7).

6. In the colorless chemicals experiment the child of 7-7.6 does

not make permutations -- he tries each with g, or all with g,

but not 2 or 3 at a time.

7. In a weight - lever - fulcrum experiment, the child can perform

operations on weight and distance, but only on a few states --

otherwise he gets confused (169-171).
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8. Thus children at this age can rationally discover correspondences,

but their explanations are still syncretistic, and their attempts

at coordination are very reminiscent of juxtaposition.

X. Psychology of Intelligence

1. Through the process of egocentric and intuitive thinking, the.

child ignores some things (inability to decentrate). But,

simply because he wants to operate effectively, he must learn

to take account of as many aspects of the situation as possible.

Ignored relations trip him up. Felt contradictions cause

dissonance. Every detour he makes impresses upon him another

point of view. He learns by experience (138-9).

2. Conservation of a whole begins to:take the form of a logical

certainty rather tha n a probable induction (140).

3. Deduction begins slowly to replace mental experiment (140).

41,

f\j 4\3 IJ



STAGE I. UP TO 4 OR 5 YEARS OF AGE

Child's Conception of Number

1. NonconservatiOn of continuous quantities (5-13).

2. Nonconservation of discontinuous quantities (25-29).

3. 1-1 correspondence is lacking -- compressing a group of objects

reduces their number -- "there are less of them" (43-44). In fact,

the child has no notion of number -- he just fails to differentiate

between number and space occupied (48).

4. Vile child's incapable of duplicating a given number of objects --

he merely tries to match their general appearance (86-87)

1dChildren can neither senate a set of objects nor make a 1 1 cor-
,

respondence with an already seriated set (101).

6. In ordinal correspondence -- picking, equivalent objects out of two

series (like finding the third-from-smallest), which are not neces-

sarily arranged in order -- the ehild uses no system at all -- he

picks completely at random (106-108).

7. When trying to seriPte,ten sticks of increasing length into a.stal.:.r-

case, the child tends to take them in any order, put their tops in

a staircase pattern, and ignore where the bottoms are (124-126).

8. In a series where each object is as many times as lo, as the first

as its ordinal value (object #2 is twice as long, #5 is 5 times as

long, etc.), the child does qpt know how to find how many times card

1 goes into card n (135-136).

9. If given a lot of brown beads and 2 or 3 white beads (all wooden),

the child says there are more brown beads than wooden ones. He can't

think simultaneously of the whole and the parts (brown and white

beads). A whole can't be divided into two parts and still retain

its identity as a whole (1714-174).

Child's Conception of Space

1. The child is unable to distinguish between figures that he can only P

touch and not see, except on simple topological bases -- open vs.

closed. He does not explore the object -- he grasps it only once

or twice. And since action is what leads to imitation, and imita-

tion is what leads to images the child cannot draw or recognize the

object (25).
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2. The child's representation of visual objects (like a drawing of a

man), observe topological relations (proximity, separation, order,

enclosure, continuity) only in simple shapes, or with small numbers

(49).

3. In copyin&geomstridal figv es, the first distinction is between'

opea-mnd:,c,19sed figures, then the other,topological relations are

observed. After that, straight and curved sides begin to be dis-

tinguished.

4. The/Child is unableto reproduce a series of objects. He can only

coOrdinate pairs -- put two objects in their proper relation

(83 -88).

5. /The child cannot tie'll knot, and can't recognize a knot if it is

/' tightened or loosened a little (108-113).

.
Questions concerning subdivision of a square or line down to its

final elements are not understood by the child (128-129).

I

.
,

7. The child cannot construct a straight line out of a series of objects --

he has no idea what constitutes a straight line, in t e sense of a

symbolic image going outside the field of perceptiOn.

The child is'unable to make geometrical drawings at all.

9.\ The child has no idea of a shadow pro,jection. He describes the ob-

,ject as he knows it is, regardless of the shadow's appearance (197).

10. The child has no notion of the surface of some water in a jar. He

draws a scribble without boundaries, sometimes even gong outside

the jar (384-387).

11. Placing a doll on a model terrain, in the some spot as the experimenter

places a dal on an i1entical terrain -- the child puts the doll in

a similar "ground" observing topological relations like proximity, en-

closure. Left-right; before-behind relations are not considered. If

the child's model is rotated, he pays no attention to the changes-of

perspective and reversals of relationships which that requires (423).

lg. Copying the layout of a model village -- the child observes no

spatial or numerical correspohdence; at best he copies a few proxi-

mities. But he may end up with twice the number of objects in his

copy as are in the origIpal, all in one corner (430-431).

,\ ;
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The Child's Conception of Geometry

1. When a child tries to draw a map of his neighborhood, it is found that

he takes no account of real distance, nor of the spatial relationships

between more than two objects (7-11).

2. Copying a tower made out of blocks -- the child's tower is supposed to

be the same'height as the model tower. Stage I children use no measure-

ment; only visual estimates. .And it is not height which they pay at-

tention to, but only vague similarity of detail. As, they approach

Stage 1I and begin to be concerned with height, they compare only the

tops of the towers, not their relationships to their basis, which are

on different levels (33-40).

4

The distance between two objects is not conserved if a screen is in-

terpolated between them. The children think that the two objects are

.closer together if something is put between them, and beeome closer

yet as the intervening object(s) take up more room. If-one object

is on a higher level thanthe other, the children say it is farther

from the object beneath to the object above than it is the other way

(73-75).

If shoWn a straight stick and a wavy stick, the Stage I child says

they are equal if the far end points are aligned -- he pays no atten-

tion to the near ndpoints, nor to the difference in shape (94).

If two straight ticks (equal in length) are aligned, and one pushed

ahead'a little, he Stage I child says that one is longer, being unable

to decentrate,f om the endpoints (95-96).

5. Measurement o the length of a zigzag paper strip by means of it-

eration of a very short strip is impossible at Stage I. The solution

involves a concept of subdivision (of the broken line into units equal

to the short strip) and orderly change of position (moving the mall

strip so that each measurement begins where the last one ended), which

are not differentiated enough in the child's mind to be complementary.

"Steps" are arbitrary in length, if they exist at all -- the child often

simply runs his finger along the line (117-123).

6. When asked to duplicate the journey of a bead part way along a string,

the children merely align the arrival points, and do not'regard points'

of departure at all. Measuring instruments are used only to verify

the alignment-dr-points of arrival, even
if the beads started from

different ends of equal, parallel, and aligned strings (131-137).

7. The child is unable to put a point On a sheet of paper in the same

position as a point on,another, identical sheet of paper. They make

no attempt to measure, and, instead make a purelyvisual estimate

.(156-157).



8. Children are unable to copy an angle, except by visual measurement

(1T4).

9. In copying a triangle, the child works entirely by guesswork, and

makes no measurements at all (185).

10. Children do not understa44,the problem when asked to add lip the

angles of a tri ngle (1964.97).

11. The geometr'ige1 loci of a circle and a straight line are beyond

children at Stage I, since they have no real notion of distance

(210).

12. Children are unable to conceptualize a mechanical path of movement

before it occurs (229).

13. Measurement of'area (by superimposition of smaller units) is im-

possible at this stage. Children do not conclude from seeing that

it takes more small units to cover area.B than area A, that area
B

is larger, because the middle term is not conserved, and thus their

thinking is intransitive (292-294).

1#
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STAG II. 4 or 5-7 YEARS OF AGE

4
Ch ld's Cionception of Number

1

1. Conservation of continuous quantities within narrow proportional

limits (13-16).

2. Conservation of discontinuous quantities within nari"ow proportional

limits -- but the child thinks that two strings of beads, made from

the supposedly unequal amounts of beads in each glass, would be of

equal length (29-32).

3. 1-1 correspondence is intuitive, and cannot cope with large perceptual

changes, such as compressing or expanding the row (44-47), but the

ability to do so arises aroujid 6 years of age (47-49).

4. When asked to duplicate a number or set of objects, the child becomes

very meticulous, but is still thrown off the track by perceptual altera-

tions. He is not yet capable of abstract, reversible coordination

(87-89).

5. The child becomes able to seriate a set of graded objects, and to make

a correspondence to an already seriated set (100-102). Seriation and

correspondence are intuitive and. perceptual, and the approach is trial-

and-error (104).

6. If told to pick equivalent 'objects out of two rows, children count

from the end. (They also make a consistent mistake. If they are to

pick object #5, they count' up to it, but not including it -- they

count through 4, which is the instrumental number. Then, on the row

where they must find the fifth object, they count up to 4 again, and

then say that it is the one they want. Piaget explains this by saying

that14, being the number on which the child is relying to find the

proper object, remains conscious while its relationship to the proper

object does not.) If the series is disarranged, number is conserved,

but efforts to find a corresponding object are random (110-118).

7. Children can arrange sticks into a staircase (a series of increasing

length) after trial and error -- it is hard for them to remember that

something is "larger than" the sticks already seriated, and "smaller

than" the sticks not yet seriated (126-129).

8. In an incremental series (card #2 is 2 times as long as card #1, card 5.

is 5 times as long as card 1, etc.), the principle of increment is

understood, as well as the relation of size to position, but he does

not apply this to numbers larger than four. He tries to divide the

card mentally to see how many times card #1 will fit in. Thus he does

not possess true cardination or ordination (137-138).

5
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i
9. If a child is given a lot of brown and few white beads, he can answer

the question "are there more wooden beads or brown beads?" by intuition.

He has to bake an efPprt to conceptualize the brown beads twice, once

with the white beads, and once without, before the answer becomes

operational (175-177).

Summary -- The child at this stage is capable of ordination and cardina-

tion, but.not operationally. He solve0 problems by trial and error. He

does not grasp, for instance, that a even position in a series necessarily

corresponds to an exact cardinal value; he does not keep gsition and

value both in mind at once (150-152). He cannot determinec'in any opera-

tional way, a cardinal value by reference to an ordinal. (How many times

larg r than card #1 is card #5?), or an ordinal value by reference to -

car nal (How many stairs have you climbed if you're on step #10?). Being

le to determine that the nth stair is the last term of a series of n

stairs is psychologically operational, not intuitive (152). Likewise,

the invariant relation of a term in a series to the one preceding it and the

one following it cannot be borne in mind, independent of perception, with-

out an operational construction whose most important characteristic is that

it is reversible (154-155).

Through physical experience, the child at stagS II gradually begins to

behalie in object constancy, conservations equivalence, the invariant rela-

tion betwe n ordinal and cardinal numbers in a series, and all the other

things he ails obvious by Stage III (204-205, 223).

Child's Conception of Space

1. The child's haptic perception begins to recognize some clues like

angles, curved edges, and to search actively for such clues (29-30).

2. Drawings of a man take more complete account of topological relations.

Perspective and distance are not observed (51).

3. In drawing geometrical figures, the kid differentiates euclidean

shapes as to proportion of sides, number of sides. The oblique line

(as in a rhombus) is mastered (60-80).

4. The child can copy series of objects by correspondence, but cannot

put his series in reverse order to the series he is to copy from, nor

can he build his copy into a circle, nor can he notate his copying

efforts 90° so that left-right becomes up-down. By the end of Stage II,

the child is able to transpose his copying into a circle (88-96).

5. The child learns to grasp the dynamic
tranSformations of a knot-

loosening or tightening (118-123).

3
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6. Ouestions on the idea of a point and of continuity. The child at

Stage-II is dominated by static perceptions. Thus, when asked to

draw the smallest possible square on s. sheet of paper already con-

taining a square, they edge downwards bit by bit, rather than extra-

polating from the _square they see to. a very tiny one -- successive

approximation when asked to subdiVide a line ultimately, they wind

up with a line about .2 mm long and say it can't be divided any further:

If you ask him what the shape of the ultimate end product of the sub-

division will be, you find that it will be the same shape as what you

Started with -- for a square, a square; for a line, a line, etc. And

the child insists that it is impossible that a lihe, a square, or any-

thing else, can ever be made!;put of points and be continuouek at the

same time. All these thingi Are explicable by reference to the

Stage II child's heavy reliance on perception, and his inability to

conceive of something (i.e., a square) as one of a large number of

squares of v lag size, or as made up of imperdeptible elements, like

points. Poin s. are not conceived by the child -- his ultimate

elements all ve shape. Since a point can't be perceived it is not

"real," doee not exist (130-138).

7. During Stage II, the child learns to construct a 'Straight line,

parallel to the edge of the table, or against a neutral ground, but

not obliquely to the edge of the table. At Stage IIB, a line can be

constructed oblique'to the edge of the table, by-the operational con-

struction of sighting along the line. This is operational because it

involves imagining all possible points from which to view the line,

and finding the best one for determining whether the line is straight

(165-170).

8. At Substage IIA, the child cannot draw a figure in perspective (i.e.,

a circle tilted away from the child to make an elipse is still drawn

as a circle). Representation of perspective demands awareness of a

point of view,,and of its effects on_the object's appearance, and of

. the fact that the observer andthe object are.in the same space which

extends beyond them both (176-178).
At Substage IIB, the kids are usually able to match the perspective

in which they see the object with the correct drawing in a series

of perspective drawings of the object, though their own drawings tend

to compromise between what they see and what they know the true shape

of the object to be (182-184).

9. The child understands that there is a relation between the orientation

c(gthe object and the shadow it will cast, but he does not generalize

this. He says that the shadow of a pencil end-on will be a small circle,

but he assimilates anything short of that to the schema of a pencil

seen full-length (197-199).

10. In an experiment with a 3-dimensional landscape model, where a doll

/ is placed in a different position than the child and the child is asked

1`;
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what the dall sees, the child at Substage IIA merely reproduces his

. own viewpoint. But he is aware that the appearance of the model will
change if it is viewed from somewhere else -- he can put a doll at

the point of view of a flat picturre of the model. After the child

himself has moved, he can reconstruct his previous perspective from 11-

memory. But to anticipate:a Perspective he has not yet seen involves
decentering and virtual rotation of the model, which are beyond him

(215-222). At Substage IIB, the child realizes that the view will be
different from elsewhere, but he does not rearrange the internal
elements, reversing left-right and before-behind -- these relations

are still considered "realistically" -- as absolutes (223 -233). /

11. The child can't imagine what a geometrical section of a solid will

look like before it is made. He draws the object as he knows it is,

not according to any particular viewpoint, and tries to include every-

thing, inside sand out (251-255). At IIB, the kids represent the act

of cutting itE0elf as a simple straight line going down or across their

generalized picture, and a little later, they begin to curve the line

to try to reproduce the shape of the cut solid, while in luding other

parts of the solid in defiance of the laws of projective geometry

(255-258).

12. Rotation and Development of Surfaces -- -at Substage IIA, the child

draws an objebt (cube, cone, etc.) as salient f ature --

a cube is a square, a cone is a triangle a circle, whether the

object is folded or unfolded. At Substage IIB, the child indicates
unfolding in rudiment says -- using a line to indicate the direc-
tion of the unfolding. When asked to outline a piece ot paper that

could be folded into the desired figure, he draws the figure somewhat
largei (299-80, 288).

13. Affinitive Transformation of a Rhombus -- using a pair of extensible

tongs. At Substage IIA, the child gives the rhombus no definite
shape -- he can't really anticipate the future shape of the rhombus.

He does not conserve parallels, either. At Substage IIB, he still
does not conserve parallelity or length of'sides, but he does admit

that the area of the rhombus will reach a maximum size and then begin

to shri a ain, though this change of area is assimilated to a con-

cept of cha ge in absolute size (308-313).

14. Similar f urea and proportis Substage IIA -- the child cannot draw

a similar triangle to one he is' shown, either inscribed, circumscribed,

or adjacent. There is no parallelism between corresponding sides,
angles are not equal. Nor can the child pick one out of a numberkof
triangles as similar to the model. At Substage IIB, parallelism ba7

gins to show up, especially with equilaterial or obtuse isosceles
triangles, or if the enlargement of reduction of size is small so
that corresponding sides are perceptually near each other. When

parallelism is achieved, it is by successive trial and error.

ft



Judgments of dimensional prpportion are still primitive, as the

child's greater error with rectangles shows (327-332; 343-346; 356-

361).
I

15. SysteMs of Reference -- if children are asked where the surface of

colored water in A jar is if the jar is tilted, their answers indicate

lack of a frame of reference, the sides of the jar, or the horizontal

on which the jar rssts. The water is imagined, at Substage IIA, tb

move, but its surfEEN.:1s always parallel to the base -- thus as the

jar is tilted, the water is represented as moving toward the neck;

increasing in volume. Houses and trees. are drawn as perpendicular to

the slopes of hills, rather than as upright. At level IIB, the child

draws some compromise between,the tilt of the base of the jar and the

horizontality, when asked to draw the surface of water in a tilted

jar. He still does not relate to any frame of reference -- he just

ilws it oblique to the jar. He also fails, much' of the time, its

ng the water surface flat -- he draws a curved line. He puts the

reel and houses vertically on the/hillside at first, though he

generally forgets and begins drawing them perpendicular again (387-401).

16. Placing a doll on a model terrain -- At Substage IIA, the child takes

account of relationships between the doll and 2 or 3 objects, or the

model as a whole, usually putting his doll in the same absolute posi-

tion, neglecting rotation of the model. If the experimenter's doll

is placed next to a landmark, the child will put his, doll next to

the landmark regardless of rotation, and some will try to coordinate

the left-right relations, though they do.not succeed if the model

is rotated. At Substage IIB, the child becomes aware that rotation

reverses relationships. He can coordinate them; though only one at

a timc and only later multiplying them. This is an intuitive, not an

operational process (424-425).

17. Copying th layout of a model village -- the children at Substage HA

do not use the board as a set of axes. They form simple relationships,

mostly between two or three objects, but do not coordinate tnese with

the rest of the objects. Distance is generally ignored. When asked

to make drawings, Stage II children just put the objects in a line or

a curve, sometimes trying to represent greater distance by drawing

the object smaller, but their are generally unable to convey the idea

of background. They also fail to maintain a consistent point of

view in the drawings (432-436).

The Child's Conception of Geometry

1. When children are asked to draw a map of their neighborhood, or of

how they go to school, they do not keep the landmarks in proper

order, nor do they respect relations of distance (11-14).

I I; .j Fl
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2. Copying a tower made of blocks, starting from a lower elevation.

The child at Substage IIA concentrates solely on manual transfer --

physically putting the two towers next to each other -- as a check of

0/ height. This is done in detail -- block by block -- as well as over-

all. At Stage IIB, they begin to use their bodies as a middle term,

stretching their arms, or marking a point on their legs while their

head is to represent the tower's top, etc. As they near Stage III,

they begin using physical objects as common measures, though in a

faulty,' uncoordinated way. The middle term:muat be the same height

as one, of the towers, or it must look like the thing being measured.

If it is too short, it is rejected, since these children cannot use

the concept of a unit (40-56).

3. Distance relations. Children at Stage IIA can construct an overall

distance between the separated objects, though they still claim that

this distance will vary with the thickness of the screen between them.

They claim that thefargtance is reduced -by an amount exactly equal to

the thickness of the screen. They still think that distance is

asymmetrical if there is a difference in height. Distance is und. -

stood by these children as empty space. They have no idea of " on

space" which can be either empty or filled (75-80). At Substage IIB,

children think of distance relations as symmetrical despite differences

in height, but dO not conserve overall distance. Alternatively, they

do conserve overall distance, but think that distance relationsAlre

asymmetrical. In the first case, distance is still equated with empty

space, but the child is able to take the viewpoint of the two ects

involved and thus sees that distance between them is the safe

ways -- it is no longer bound by an egocentric schema of "forWlita"

and "backward," or "far" and "near." In the second case, the child

reasons that since the figures have not moved, the interposition of

a screen does not alter the distance between them. But his considera-

tion of reciprocal distance is still contaminated by dynamic considera-

tions (80-83). 4

4. If shown a straight stick and'a wavy stick whose endpoints coincide,

the children say they are the same length until Stage IIB, when they

realize that it would be further to walk on the wavy one, or that the

wavy one could be stretched out full length (94495). If they are shown

two equal straight stibks, and one is staggered, they do not begin to

get the right answer until Stage IIB, when 9iir answers are still

intuitive (198-200).

5. Measurement and comparison of two zigzag lines by using a very short
strip of paper as a unit of measurement is impossible at Substage IIA.

At substage IIB, the child begins to understand the principle of

unit-iteration, but they apply it in a preoperational way. The steps

are of unequal length, or do not cover the whole line (123-125).

6. At level IIA, children cannot duplicate the partial movement of a

bead along a string except by aligning the beads. at IIB, they begin
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to become aware of the relations between the distance traveled and

that which is left, and of the effect of having different or unaligned

points of departure. Their understahaing is intuitive, however, and

when they.trylo measure, they wind xi,' measuring the wrong part of one

of the strings, or forget to mark thir exact place where the bead rested

against the ruler, etc. They are able to understand the operation in-

voked on a qualitative level, but are unable to apply it quantitatively.

Qualitatively, they see that the length of the strings is subdivided

into heating intervals, and they are able to compare these intervals

by measuring them but are unable to coordinate these understandings,

(137-142).

7. When asked to a point'on a piece of paper in the same place as

point on another, entical sheets of paper, children lit Stage I/A

make a purely visual ate, sometimes aided by a ruler. At

Stage IIB, most of them make one oblique measurement from the corner

Of the page, and try to preserve the inclination of the'ruler when

moving it from one sheet of paper to the other, but they have no way

to make sure the slope will be the same (152-161).

8. When asked to copy an angle, children at Stage IIA make a guess only.\

At IIB they measure both lines, but have no way to measure the slope

(176-177).

9. The best that kids at Stage II can do in copying a triangle is to

me sure all three sides without checking the angles at all; thus their

triangle does not close properly (185-188).

10. The children dima,that the angles of a ILItingle (when cut out and put

together) make a semicircle but they are not mare that this will still

be true if their order is changed until the end of the stage, and even

then'do not generalize the result to all triangles (197-198).

11. Children learn to handle the loci of a circle and a straight line in-

ductively. They begin by being able to make an irregular circle. and

to locate a midpoint between two points by visual estimate. But they

do not generalize the midpoint in both directions, as a bisector. )

They begin generalizing toward infinity at each end, and toward con-

tinuity throughout (212-224).

12. Children assimilate the idea of a simple rotation to the static outline

of the object -- they imagine that a rotating triangle will inscribe a

triangle, etc. Complex motion is not grasped unt4l Stage IIB, when

they start making compromises in the proper direction. Constituent

motions((for instance, rotary and linear, producing a, cycloid) are

frequently juxtaposed rather than combined (236-245).

'13. Subtraction of smaller areas from a large one -- the remainder is

judged smaller if the smaller areas are scattered than if they are all

together. Sometimes the children will say that the remainder is equal

for 3 small areas, in any position, but not for 4. This is articulated

..
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intuition at work. "These results are especially instructive...

because they show the almost imperceptible gradation from failure

Of all composition, through intuitive composition, at first simple

and then' articulated-, to operational composition. Each new (sub.7

traction which can be made from both areas, whatever its locatiofi)

without disturbing the recognitions of equality marks a step forward

.in development, until the point is reached When the solution is

generalized to all possible' situations" (261).

14. Conservation of area through change of shapeis absent at substage IIA.

"Area" is an abstract concept -- what the child notices is that the

shape has changed, or that the area covered by the spaced out parts

seems larger than the area covered by the parts compressed together

And even if the children see that the number of units is the same

they do, not think in terms of fixed sites as a frame of reference

(277-280). At Stage IIB, children pioceed by trial and error, em-

pirically, to eliminate some oflpheir errors. The child's powers of

composition can encompass changes of shape that are nOt too drastic,

but beyond that limit, area ilagain not conseryed (281-284).

1 . Measurement of areas by superimposing small unit areas over'them is

still perceptual' and nonoperational at Substage IIA. At IIB, the

children admit that if it takes more small units to cover B, then',B

must be larger. They will also,adm# that the cards which covered B

are equal to B in area, even when the cards are all spread out (295).

Ab

16. Subdividing areas -- concept of fractions. At Stage IIA, children

can cut a cake in half, sometimes to quarters as well. When asked

to cl4t the cake into,4 pieces, the have no idea of fractions as equal

and exhaustive portions of a whole. They grasp this idea intuitively

by Stage IIB. They have trouble dividing the cake into thirds or

fifths, because they lack an anticipatory schema for what thirds or

fifths should look like (312-320).

17. Doubling an area or a volume is impossible. Even with a line, the

children do no more than make an arbitrary increase in length. When

asked to double a square, they increase each of the sides a little'

(339-342).

18: The child at Stage IIA does not understand compensation of dimensions

in volume. He compares two blocks built pf small cubes only in terms

of the longest dimension, which he refuses to exceed, even if the

other dimensions of his block are much smaller than the corresponding

dimensions on the original block.# By IIB, children will exceed the

height of a model to compensate for a smaller base, but will not

exceed it enough -- they approach the problem intuitively (360-370).

0 /- I 2
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STAGE Ill. 7-11-YEARS. OF AGE

Child's Conception of Number

1. Necessary conservation of continuous quantitieS (19,4).

2. Necessary conservation of discontinuous quantities (32-40).

3 The child, gains an abstract notion of correspondence, and can dupliacate

a set,despite changes -- i.e., he has reversibility (89-92).

4. The child is able to seriate a'set of graded objects by use Of logic

(89-92)

5. When told to pick corresponding objects in disarranged series, children

first arrange the whole series and count, and, later arrange the series

only up to the number they-want (119-121).

Chilys. Conception of Space

1. The child's haptic exploration becomes methodical and parsimonious.

He considers and rejects possibilities as he goes along (21).

2. "Visual Realism" in drawing -- tries to take account of perspective,

distance, and proportions -- projective and euclidian relations are

beginning to emerge (projective relations are those between figures,

relating them according to points of view and perspective. Euclidean

relations are those among figures with relation to a framework or

coordinate system, conserving not only shape, but size.)

. The child slowly learns to reverse the order of a series, by trial and

error (98).

. When you ask a child aboUt ultimate subdivisions of a square, a line

and a triangle, you find that he has mastered the operations of seria-

tion and subdivision, which have become functionally reversible. But

these operations break down beyond the limits of the visible and

tangible, since concrete operations are not hypothetico-deductive in

character -- the children still have no conception of infinity, until

Stage IV (11-12), though they begin to talk about "millions" around

the age of 10 1/2 (140-145).

5. Children can represent perspective more accurately than before, though

they stgl make errors. For instance, they do not draw the cross ties

on a railroad closer together as the railroad recedes into the distance

until late in Stage III (substage IIIB). The reason is that they lack

a real extensive quantification, or a sense of real continuity -- the

same problems which prevent them from comprehending indefinite

;.; 4 3
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subdividlon or continuity in experiment 6 (187-188). At substage IIIB,

the child has a sense of continuity. and of extensive quantification,

and his drawings are much more accurate than before (188-192).

6. The child arrives at a proper explanation of foreshortening as a func-

tion of tilt (199-200.

7. The child makes an attempt at reversing leftk-right, before-behind rela-

tions, but'can't doit comprehensively. He does better with before-

behind relations, or takes account of only one relation and ignores the

remainder.(242-246).

8. The child correctly draws a geometrical section of the object (258).

9. The child, when asked to draw apiece of paper with which one could make

an object, draws the object in perspective -- they are trying to repre-

sent the act of unfolding (289-291).

10. Affinitive Transformations of a Rhombus -- the child now begins to try

to explain the change in area as a change in the height -width ratio,

though not explicitly. He also realizes that opposite sides -must be

parallel for symmetry (313-315).

11. Similarities and Proportions -- Parallelism of corresponding sides is

discovered as a necessary fact, as is equality of corresponding angles

(which is actually the same thing -- for the child, an angle meand'two

lines coming together). There is a beginning of proportionality, as
tite more and more successful drawings of similar rectangles show.
This proportionality is not fully grasped until Stage IV (332-342;

546-352 361-369).

12. When asked to draw the surface of water in a tilted jar, the child

first discovers horizontality when the jar is lying on its side, and

the water level is parallel to the sides. During all of IIIA,'the

child finds the horizontal and vertical through trial and error, and

by IIIB, he admits their logical necessity (401-415).

\3
Placing a doll on a model terrain -- rotation no longer has any effect

upon the child's judgments (425).

14. Copying the layout of a model village -- the child's drawings now have

a definite point of view. His physical copies of the model take accgunt

of relationships of objeqts with the board and with each other as well.

The only errors are in iskng exact measurements, or in making reduc-

tions to a smaller scale. Also, if an object on the model is moved and

the child has to copy the displacement, he resorts to a series of ap-

proximations. Not until IIIB (around 9-10 years of age) is he able to

take such displacements in stride (432-444).

t; 9 4



The Child's Conception of Geometry

1. Children,begih to coordinate landmarks, positions, and distances in

their drawings of their neighborhood, but they tend to build up two

or three areas which are internally correct, but incorrectly related

to one another, based upon the child's habitual journeys through town

(15-18). By level IIIB, two dimensional coordinates are preserved,

though proportion is not perfect.

2. Copying.a tower made of blocks. At Stage IIIA, the child still can't

use a unit --.his common measure must be the same length or longer.

He has achieved operatidnal equilibrium, but only qualitatively,

through'a synthesis of parallelism, horizontality, and conservation

which enables him to set upJogical criteria of equal height in his

mind (57-58). A short measure is used, finally, at IIIB, where unit

iteration is developed (62-63).

3. Distance relations -- distance is conserved, again "because the ob-

jects have not been moved" -- a fact which younger children were aware

of, but did not use. The child hap developed a schema of space which

refers to fixed sites, which are separated by an interval with a certain

rectilinear length (83-88).

4. When shown two straight sticks of equal length, one of which is

staggered, these children say the sticks are still equal. Their

reasons are that "the stick don't grow," or "you added a little at

that end, but took off just as much at the other end" -- which is a

clear example of the chiles beginning to think in terms of "sites:'

which may be filled or vacant (100-102).

5. Two zigzag lines can be accurately compared in ;Length by using a short

strip as a unit measure (126-127).

6. Children are able to measure and duplicate the partial journey of a

bead along a string, as long as their ruler is longer than the bead's

journey. Otherwise, they improvise supplementary lengths added to the

end of the ruler, and do not think to move the rulerto a successive

position until Stage IIIB. At IIIA, they lack the operational concept

of a movable unit (142-146). Conclusion -- two operations are involved- -

order and change of position, and subdivision. The first determines

asymmetrical relations between points on a line, such as order,,direc-

tion of measurement; etc. The.second determines nesting series of equal

intervals along a line. Until these operations are combined, there

may be conservation of length, as long as the child is old enough to

deduce from the fact that none of the points have moved the conclusion

that none of the intervals have changed, but measurement and comparison

cannot fake place (146t149).



7. When asked to put a point in the same place on a second sheet of paper
as an a first, kids realize the necessity for two-dimensional measure-
ment, and coordination of the measurements that are taken. By trial,

and error they discover that the two measurements should be perpendicular.
At Stage IIIB there is no hesitation (165-168). There is no time lag
between successful measurement in two or three dimensions -- the same
operations are used, but an extra direction is added (169)'.

4

8. When asked to copy an angle, children at IIIA can find no way to measure

the slope. They measure all the distances along the existing lines, but
can only try to gauge the slope. They do not learn to drop a perpendicular

until Stage IV (179-184).

.9. At SubstageIIIA, children try to copy a triangle by holding the ruler

at a constant slope. At Substage IIIB they learn to measure the height,
drawn perpendicular to any of the sides, to control the angles adjacent
to thgt side (188-191).

10. In dealing with cutout angles of a triangle, children at IIIA do nat
grasp that the size of the angles is mutually dependent, but, seeing

that the angles of all different shapes of triangles make 180°, they

feel it must be a constant and try to find out why -- empirically, and

by trial and error. It is not until Stage IIIB that the law is
generalized operationally (198-203), though it is still not considered

operationally necessary.

11. Children solve the Loci of a circle and of a straight line. Infinity

of the bisector is accepted, not as an abstract concept, but simply as

an example of unlimited iteration (222-225).

/-1 12. Mechanical motion is considered as the multiplication of two kinds of

motion, leading to educated guesses at Stage'IIIA, and empirical

(not operational) solution at IIIB (246-253).

13. Operational conservation of area, in the face of change in shape. The

child here relies on his understanding of transformations as such,

and does not need to compare any figures. This conservation appears

at the same time as that of diStance and length (topics 3-5, this

section) (284-286). Area outside a closed perimeter is not conserved

until Stage IIIB. This is probably because it is perceptually more

difficult (286-291).

14. MeasureMent of an area by superimposing smaller units over it is

grasped at once (295-296).

15. Subdivision of a cake into even fractional parts -- kids at Stage IIIA

have no.trouble dividing a cake into 3 parts. At IIIB, they can easily

make divisions into 5 and 6 parts. Success must be preceded by trial

and error at the previous substage, since representation cannot foresee

the possible unless guided by action (320-334).

1). 4 6.
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16. Doubling an area or a volume -- (length is doubled correctly). At

level IIIA, the children either change the shape by doubling one

dimension, or get the wrong answer by doubling all of them. At

Substage IIIB, the child realizes that doubling both sides gives the

wrong answer, but does not know how to get the right answer. The

right answer involves coordinating area and length -- their relation-

ship is still too subtle for him (342-350).

6

17. The child understands compensation of dimensions in a three-dimensional

framework. He will alter his dimensions as much as necessary to 'get

the same number of bricks into his block. But he thinks of it as a

.number of bricks, not as .a volume of'space, as can be seen by the

following: if the'bricks are immersed in water, and their arrangement

is changed, the child thinks that this will change the level of the

. water. Volume, in the sense of s e occupied, is not conserved until

Stage IV (370-381).
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Changes in Learning Prqcesses.in the Late Preschool Years*
1

Sheldon H. White

Laboratory of Human Development

Harvard University

"...Then it is safer that the brain be rightly'

consolidated before it begins to sustain labors:
in an infant the whole cranium is scarcely closed,

and the brain is not consolidated before the fifth

Or sixth year."

Comenius, The school, of Infancy.

"There is no absurdity so palpable but that it may
be firmly planted in the human mind if you only
begin to inculcate it before the age of five, by
constantly repeating it with an air of great

solemnity."
. sc

Schopenhauer, Essays.

Much evidence suggests that,there are important changes in children's

learning, or in qualities related to their ability to learn, during the

age range extending roughly from five to seven years. This evidence may

ultimately lead to some significant basis for judgment about two issues

which are much discussed in American education -- one issue the issue of

readiness, whether it is necessary or useful for educators to take pre-

cautions about acadiness for such subjects as reading, the second issue

having to do with compensatory preschool education, its aims, its approach,

its evaluation. Given the theoretical and practical issues which cluster

at the entranceway-to schooling, all research material suggesting cognitive

change in the child between five and seven years deserves careful probi

Taper presented at a symposium, Early Learning, at the American Educa-

tional Research Association Convention, Chicago, 1968. This analysis

was undertaken under Grant OE 5,10-239 from the United States Office of

Education.
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The best -known American evidence of transition in this age range

consists'in demonstrations of children's changing reactions to the tyo

special variants of diecrimination'learning: transposition and reversal

shift-nonreversal shift procedues. Because these changes move the child,

from an animal-like to an adult-like pattern of performance, and because

they occur at a time when children characteristically begin to name rela-

tionships between stimuli, the changes have been cited in support of the

argument that mediation is the basis of human conceptual thought. Pre-

sumably, children begin to apply names like "larger than," "middle-Sized,"

etc. in the age range from five:to seven and, through the mediation of

these naming patterns, their problem-solving begins to show signs of

conceptual activity.

If one means to be exact in the'use of the term 'mediation' --,the

precaution is important -- then there is an increading body of evidence

indicating that the hypothesis will not do. Exactly speaking, the mediating

response is a Member of the family of "pure -stimulus acts," or response-

producing stimuli, which behavior theorists have proposed as mechanisms to-

underlieterms like "expectancy," "symbol," or "concept." The mediating

response is assumed to be an implicit response, not necessarily verbal but

usually supposed to be, which the child makes to an originating stimulus.

The implicit response produces an implicit stimulus that may lead the

child by its habitual linkages to a final overt response never connected

to the originating stimulus.

In effect, to suppose for the child this intervening implicit

response implicit stimulus link is to suppose for him a kernel of central

choice. He now has an option inside which can prevent him from being
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"stimulus bound:" faced witha stimulus, he does not have to do what he

did the last time he saw it. Indeed, if one chains together many links

of mediating responses, as Osgood and Berlyne have done, one can produce

N., a central spider web of mediating responses sufficient to account for the

coT,plex choice systems underlying language and thought. Unhappily the

extended central neIworka of neobehaviorlem, like the elaborate central

structures of psychoanalysis, can explain a great many phenomena only

inexactly and in a post hoc fashion. However, the one-stage mediational

assumption of the Kendlers (1962) and Reese (1962) is a4cautious sup-

position and a reasonably testable one. It has been tested, and the

gathering evidence seems more and more to suggest that the child's

progressive sophistication in language between five and seven is not tte

cause, but is rather the correlate, of his progressive sophistication in

learning.

The hypothesis of mediation, as is characteristic of most stimulus-'

response explanations, was tailored to fit the data of learning experi-

ments, as is ,true of a rival attentions hypothesis (Zeaman and House,

1963) now favored by many. Howeve , it is possible that the age. changes

in learning to which these rival hypotheses addred% themselves cannot

be fully understood by an examination of the learning literature' alone.

To understand these age-changes in children's learning, we may have to

look far beyond what.is nominally considered the learning literature.

If one examines the developmental literature at large, the

over-whelming fact emerges that there are a larga number of behavior

changes reported inchildren between ages five and seven, changes not

only in learning, but in perception, learning, physical growth, pathology,
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emotion, and the factor structure of intelligence. While some of these

transitions might be harnessed with the learnihg phenomena under a

mediation or observing - response hypotheses, a good many others seem to

fall outside the scope of'either hypothesis.

The scope of the evidence, and several strong theoretical assertions

which have been offered about this age range, would suggest that the

developments within discrimination learning are part of a wide-ranging

change in the child. We will not have time to review all of thedevelop-

mental evidence today. Some of the empirical and theoretical material

relating to this age range has been reviewed previously (Kendler & Kendler,

1962; Reese, 1962; White, 1965, 1966a, 1966b). Instead, we will be con-

cerned to sketcoUt those facets Of the evidence which might be brought,

to bear on understanding the relationship of these data to the onset of

schooling and its influence upon the child's life.

When study after study in the United States, Britian, Switzerland,

.
and Russia turns up evidence of behavior changesfin the child in the age

range during which he typically begins school, our interpretation of

this material must envisage two alternatives -- first, the possibility

that the child's entrance into schooling, presumably a major event in

his life in all Western Societies has important effects upon him and

changes his reaction to any kind of psychological experiiiient with which

he is confronted -- second, the possibility that the observed changes

reveal a profound developmental change in the child himself which is a

precondition for schooling,.acknowledged in society's historical

decision to begin schooling at six.

0 3
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Viewing the alternatives in this way, we can seek to'kind evidence

which, in one why or another, controls for the effect-of schooling on

change in the child in this age range.

First, we can ask if there are physical changes in the child at

this time which might plausibly be related to changes in his cognitive

abilities.

Second, we can ask if other cultures have. practices or beliefs

which seem to acknowledge significant change in the child at around six

years of age.

Third, we can ask if the experimental material of Western, research-

,

producing societies is replicated in studies of children in cultures

where they are not placed in school.

.4

We begin, first, with evidence related to the physical growth of

the child. Figure 1 is taken from Tanner's book Growth at adolescence

(1955a). It illustrates the oldest known longitudinal material on

physical growth, measurements made by Count de Montbeiilard of hib son

over the years from 1759 to 1777. Discussing the figure, Tanner calls

attention to an accelerative component appearing at around age 6 and

indicates that this is representative of an acceleration in growth

which, in the anthropometric literature, has been referred to as the

"juvenile growth /spurt," or the "mid-growth spurt."

The next figure is taken from Zubek and Solberg's (1954) text, and

shows averaged curves of growth for a larger sample. In this figure,

the mid-growth spurt is clear in the weight data, particularly for the

boys, but does not appear in the height curves.

4
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In general, the mid- growth spuit has beqn of interest to anthro-
N

pometriats because they have seen that spurt as one of several indications

that the physical growth of the child may have to be seen as a phasic or

cyclical affair. In the early part of this century, Robertson (1915,

1923) was extensively concerned to establish the, roposition that physical

growth occurs in autoeatalytic cycles. Chemical products accumulating

during one p e of growth are presumed. to finally catalyze, trigger

off, another ph se of growth, thus eaking physical growth a saltatory

rather than c inuous affair. In the course of Robertson's argument

f
he ana yzed weight growth curves for an Australian working class sample

of children. He proposed that the onset of a major new cycle of growth

began at age 5, calling that cycle the 'Juvenile cycle."

In 1921, Bird Baldwin published a research report and literature

review on physical growth as Volume 1, Number 1 of.the University of

Iowa Studies in Child Welfare. This monograph, an immensely careful

effort, notes persistent ev k dence of perturbations in the growth

records of children at five or six years of age:

"The individual growth curves for pre-school

children show significant but unexplained fluc-

tuations at five or six years of age in indi-

vidual growth curves in height, weight and

breathing capacity."
(Baldwin, 1921, p. 71) .

Baldwin noted only the instability of growth at this age, but offered no

more exact description of the specific growth variables defining the

instability.

In 1935, Howard Meredith published another Iowa monograph, titled

"The rhythm of physical growth," which analyzed age changes in eighteen
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$4ndatd measurements applied to males betwe i one and eighteen years
J, -

4.

4 e.

of age. 'As his title implies, Meredith was concerned with the issue of
m

continuou
-.; 'f

ems sanatory, or phasic, growth patterns in'these f
. . . .

0
Altensions. Meredith proposed that his eighteen'measuremew conformed

to four' different, patterns. Two of those cyclical growth pattern

"broke" around age six.

One ofMeredith's types fits the data pActured in they lower right

and left figures of Figure 3. Meredith describes the patterns as

follows:

"There are three pronounced cycles for bi-condular
diameter of Aft femur and left humerus. The fink
cycle spans the years from birth to six, the second

reaches from six to eleven, while the thi extends -

betweeneleven and eighteen."

Meredith's description of a-second growth pattern, one applying to the ,

lower., right left figures of Figure 4, i as follows:

"There are three rough convex cycles between one

and one7half months 'd ten years for the four
measurements of ski and subcutaneous tissue. The

four minima o h e cycles occur at one and one -

half months and at approximately two, six and ten
years."

(Meredith, 1935, pp. 116-117)

Further growth curves showing the form of the second described cycle

are given in the Figure 5.

Meredith's analyses, then, are supportive of an acaolerattuu in

growth, a mid-growth SpuLt, v.e.gmrTing At ext,oul.. oia yowro of age in some

growth measures'but not at all, or not equally, in other growth measures.

In a subsequent discussion of the mid-growth spurt, Tanner (1947) suggests

a definition of the dimensions participating in the spurt.

1
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The next figure, Figure 6,is taken, from Tanher's article, and it

pictures the mid-growth spurt in females as it emerges in measures of

bitrochanteric diameter (hip width)., The lower figure shows the spurt

most clearly. Figure 7. is taken from the same article and illustrates

a differentiation suggested by Tanner. He suggests that'brand large

measurements of length do not reveal a mid-growth spurt very clearly,

but that measurements of breadth do. It'will be noted in the upper

.figure that the three curves reflecting length measurements do not show

much sign of a mid-growth spurt, While in the lower figure all three

breadth measurements do show such'a spurt. 144 -own impression, based

on examination of these and other data, is that sign of a mid-growth

spurt are more regularly revealed by measures of weight and width than

in measures of height or length of body parts, but there are exceptions.

These indications of a mid-growth shift reflected in anthropometric

dimensions of the body have only vaguely been linked with underlying

physiological changes during development.

Possible changes in part processes are suggested by an analysis of

the growth rates of four tissue types set,forth by,Scammon in 1930.

Figure 8 shows a set of growth trends derived by Scammon for four groups

of body organs at different ages, groups classifiedas lymphoid, neural,

general, and genetai types of tissues. For each tissue group, weight

at 20 is taken as 100%, weight at birth as 0%. Thus, these are'curri

of relative growth,rate. It will be noted that the weight of neural

type tissue reaches 90% of asymptotic value at age 6; it will also be

noted that a large acceleration of lymphoid growth also begins at that

age. The data on neural type growth may be the basis for an undocumented

,
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,assertion which one meets with occasionally in the literature, to.the

Affect that the growth of the nervous system is substantially completed

by age 6.

The next figure; Figure 9, also taken from Scammon, pictured

component curves representing the separate growth of the six organs

from which the neural type of growth was synthesized. 'It pictures re-

lative weight increments on the 0%-100% scale for whole brain, cerebellum,

pond and medulla, eyeball, head circumference, and weight of the pineal

body.

Recently, Dustman and Beck (1966) have reported results of a study

of visually evoked potentials drawn from a cross-sectional sample of 215

subjects ranging from one month to 81 years of age. The right graph in

Figure 10 pictures the amplitude of evoked occipital potentials over age;

the three separate lines indicate measures of amplitude for three time

intervals aftdr stimulus onset. It will be noted that a peak reaction is

found at age 6 in thedp data. The left graph of the figure compares the

records of three individual subjects aged 6, 16, 60. The most pronounced

reaction, represented by.the solid line., is thit of the six year old

subject.

The physiological or psychological' implications of Dustman and

Beck's data on evoked occipital potentials are not at all clear; for

the moment, we can only align their data with Scammon's data on neural

tissue growth., Scammon's data in a structural way, and Dustman and

Beck's data'in a functional way, both suggest that age 6 may be a sig-

nificant period in the development of the nervous system.
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Scammon's data on the development of lymphoid tissue are paralleled

by other data in this period; particularly interesting are a number of

reports of change in endocrine function -- for example, the following

quote from Tanner:

"The level of the /dating blood sugar has been
investigated in cross-sectional studies, the
blood being taken in the morning, after the
subject fasted since the previous night. The

level appears to rise about the time of
adolescence, no marked sex difference being
present... Very interestingly, there seems to
be another period of relatively high blood
sugar from age 5 to , that is, coincident with
the mid-growth spurt. It remains to be seen If

these results are confirmed in longitudinal
studies."

(Tanner, 1955a, p. 111)

This change in blood sugar4level seems related to a break in the growth

pattern of the Islets of Langerhans in this age range. At this time,

also, there appears to be fragmentary evidence suggesting a modification

of adrenal secretion, changes in pituitary action (Tanner, 1955b), and

a beginning acceleration of estrogen secretion (Tanner, 1955a, p. 120).

or Let me now summarize the material on physical growth. Within the

anthropometric literature, there is evidence for a mid-growth spurt

occurring 1t the age range from filie to seven, evidence from a number

of studies of physical growth. By and large, this evidence seems to be

seen most clearly in measures of weight or indices of 'body breadth.

What physiological processes might underly such a spurt is not clear;

there are several indications that these exterior changes are associated

in time with the growth of neural tissue and with suggestions of altera-

ti ns in various endocrine secretions.
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It if-Interesting, in the light of the growth changes just considered,

that Bloom (1964) has argued that a-stabilization of intelligence occurs

in the child, at around seven years of age. Bloom's argument was cow!.

structed from an analysis of the intercorrelations among longitudinally-

gathered IQ scores, but there are other lines of evidence which go towards

his point in suggesting that the child is "open" to certain kinds of

disorders only until about the age of seven. Such evidence has appeared

in relation to studies of early environmental deprivation, diabetes,

phenylketonuria, febrile convulsio s during childhood, and childhood

autism.

With reference to the depqvati literature, the case is least

..clear. As is well known, there is large literature on maternal

deprivation and institutionalization of children, and there is some

disagreement about the severity of disorder which some claiat children

receive from these treatments. In an earlier review of this literature

in 1961, Yarrow notes -- skeptically -- a consensus in the literature

that maternal separation before 5 is ape-to be most damaging to the child.

Later, ,reviewing the literature in 1964, Yarrow is clearer about a ter-

minal age for the effects of one kind of separation, that associated

with hospitalization:

"In regard to the effects of hospitalization, these
studies suggest that the critical period, that is,
the deielopmental period during which children are

likely to be most susceptible to damage by hospital-
ization, extends roughly from seven months to seven
years, with the most vulnerable period being seven

months to three years..."
(Yarrow, 1964, p. 115)
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Figure 11 shows the results of a survey of intelligence test

data gathered from some 38 diabetic children, aged 3 to 18 years. A

Stanford-Binet test was administered to each diabetic child in the

sample and to one nondiabetic sibling of each child, the sibling serving

as a control subject matched in everything except age and sex. The figure.

at the left side shows IQ differences between each,pair of diabetic and

nondiabetic sibs, plotted over age at onset for the diabetic sib. The

figure indicates that diabetic children with onset before five years of

age had IQs generally below those of their sibs; the right side of the

figure shows that there were 13 such children, with IQs averaging 10

points below those of sibling. Diabetic children with onset after five

years of age had IQ score° averaging within one score point of the

nondiabetic sibs. This evidence suggests that diabetes produces a

decline in intelligence before five years of age, but not after (Ack',

Miller, and We 1, 1961).

In the cad@ of another disorder, henylketonuria, there is data

suggesting the same kind hf"IQ vulnerability in an opposite way -- that

is, data !to suggest that the IQ scores of afflicted children may often

be improved.by appropriate treatment up until age five but not there-

after. In a volume on the management of phenylketonuria, Bickel and

Gruter (1963) eurvay 20 case histories of phenylketonuric children

treated with a phenylalanine-free diet, and conclude that such treatment

may improve the IQ by 10 to 30 points within the first five yeare, but

will produce only negligible improvement after that age. Amount of

improvement in IQ seems related to how much before filie treatment is

begun.

, I I
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Another abatement.a vulnerability occurs in the case of convulsive

seizures during_ childhood. It is not uncommon for young children running

a high fever to show febrile convulsions. These are not commonly re-

garded as serious, and children manifesting such seizures are commonly

given mild medication until age 6, which is accepted as the age at which

febrile convulatotis disappear in children (Carter, 1964).

Finally, mention should be made of what appears to be a critical

age in the rare but extremely interesting 'syndrome of childhood autism.

Most psychologists are familiar with Bernard Rimland's excellent recent

analysis of then clinical material pertaining 'o this disorder (Rimland,

1964). Further analysis since that volume was written has pursuaded

Rimland that there is a critical,,age in the evolution of this disorder

occurring at 5 1/2 years of age. At age 5 1/2, a great deal of the

symptomatology of the autistic child abates. At the same time, there

is a turning point in prognosis. If a child develops useful language

by 5 1/2, they is a chance he will recover, but if not there is not

much chance ( Rimland, 1965, 1967).

The abatement of symptomatology in autism at age 5 1/2 is of extreme

interest. Here follows a brief quote from a parent's letter to Dr.

Rimland:

"I should add that our boy has been making quite heartening

progress in the last feu weeks, at least in our

estimation. This is particularly true in the areas

of speech which are covered in your Questions from

about 66 onward. Although we never can predict when

we will and will not get a normal. response, there are

no longer any situations in which we can be sure of

getting an abnormal response. His speech has become

much more normally communicative4he uses "I" and "yes"

with normal frequency, and he hal begun to say "thank

i; 9
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you" and "I'm sorry" with obvious comprehension. He

now very commonly-looks directly at us when speaking,

and he is becoming surprisingly outgoing and affectionate."
s(Rimland, personal communication)

This brief quote mentions the abatement of five of he earmarks of

autism in this child, just 5 1/2. To those whoare familiar with the

autistic syndrome, this letter is a rather dramatic report of signs of

recovery in an autistic child.

To sum up the second body of evidence we have been discussing. It

appears that Blo'om's thesis that the intelligence of the'child is

stabilized around age 7 is consistent with several lines of evidence.

Evidence consistent with the thesis is found in.examinatpn'of the age-

course of a number of pathological phenomena. Each line of evidence

says in some way that the child shows mental or neurological vulnera-

bility until the age range from five to seven, after which there is a

kind of "hardening" of the child's status. The child is leas vulnerable

to disorder, or he grows out of certain problems, or -- in the unhappy

case of phenylketonuria -- ha becomes less open to treatment.

We return now, after an extended tour of the literature on physical

growth and the literature on pathology, to our original question. We are

concerned with the question of whether the extensive evidence of cognitive

changes in the child between five and seven years of age may reflect some

change in the child which is independent of schooling,perhaps a precursor

to it. We have now to approach that question in another way, by asking

if other societies which do not have universal schooling somehow give an

impression by their treatment of the child that he is changing in this

age range.
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It must, be recognized that our society makes not one but several

acknowledgements of compentence in the child at 6 and 7 years of age.

We place him in school. The,English common law, the basis of our own

common law, assumes that the child is first capable Axknowing right

from wrong, first capable of being guilty, first legally liable to trial

for a crime, at seven years of age. All this as codified in Blackstone's

Commentaries in 1769 (and long ago supplanted by the juvenile court

system). The Catholic canon law makes similar presumptions about the

child and first assumes. him capable of knowing 'iight from wrong, capable

of confession, eligible for first communion, at age 7.

Of course, the English common law and the Catholic canon law, were

once substantially one and the same, and reflected the thinking of an

older European society which was decisively not child-centered, which

apparently had no adolescent culture and no adolescent society, and

which took it for granted that children were grown up by the time they

were 7. Phillipe Aries has described the treatment of the child by the

society in his book Centuries of childhood:

"Once he had passed the age of five or seven,,.

the child was immediately absorbed into the world

of adults..."
(Aries, p. 329)

"In the Middle Ages, at the beginning of modern

times, and for a long time after that in the lower

classes, children were mixed with adults as soon as

they were considered capable of doing without their

mothers or nannies, not long after a tardy weaning

(in other words, at about the age of seven). They

immediately went straight ,into the great community

of men, sharing in the work and play of their

companions, old and young alike."
(Aries, p. 411)
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How do other societies view the child? Several years,ago, Anita

Rui Olds and I undertook a search through material of the cross-cultural

files at Harvard, looking for evidence on this issue. John and Beatrice

Whiting were kind enough to furnish us with a list of cultural materials

which contained some richness of information about child development and

the treatment of children and accordingly, after some free sampling in

the files a gel an impression of the kinds of information they would be
r

likely to offer, a systematic search was made through the records of 27

cultures to obtain all indications of cultural practices falling under

five headings, the headings given in Table 1.

Oneof our headings was, "A cultural view of the child as reasonable

or teachable after this period, in contrast to a mindlessness or lack of

trainability before this time." We were motivated to search for such

entries because Dr. Beatrice Whiting, in her Six Cultures studies, had

found cultures which used the culture word for "mindless" to refer to

children before five years of age. Here we were looking for a cultural

belief about the susceptibility of the child to training before a

certain age.

Our second category was "Demands that the child accept moral

responsibility at a later age, in contrast to a laissez-faire attitude

before." Some cultures, in effect, lay down the law to the child when

he is six or seven, indicate to him that he has been getting away with

things before but now he is expected to "shape up," follow the rules,

and so forth.

Our third.category was titled "Initiation ceremonies during this

period."
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Our fourth category was titled "Some indirect assumption of

adulthood such as the assumption of adult work, a practice 0 separating

male children from the mother or.female sibs, new demands for modesty

..practices, etc." It seems to say something for Sigmond Freud, Malinowaki

to the contrary notwithstanding, that this search category produced our

richest yield with some 932 of the sample of cultures having practices

that fell under this heading. It is apparently quite common to separate

the sexes in this age range, with boys sent to work with the men and the

girls sent to work with the women. (IT the culture is a hunting culture,

and the men must travel long distances, the boys will not with them

until they are somewhat older.) The children are Riven loincloths'if

they have,not had them before,. and so forth. By a-c laxTe, all of the

entries in this category have some plausible connection with the assump-

tion of sex-role identity, or an acknowledgment of the child's sexuality,

at around this time. (These acknowledgments, in turn, may underlie wide-

spread practices of extrusion of the child from the household, or in-

stitutionalized brother-sister avoidance, customs of a number of societies

with regard to the child from eight to ten (Cohen, 1964).)

Our fifth, and final category was titled "Any religious, mythological,

or theoretical view which implies that the child becomes more human, less

foreign, etc., during this period." Thie category found only 22% of our

sample. It was included because in our preliminary search we came across

a single entry -- which I now belt eve must be something of an anthro-

pological whopper -- to the effecr111114,one culture will kill a child if

he becomes seriously ill before four or five on the assumption that he is

a snake or other animal masquerading. in human form, but which will treat

him if he falls ill after five, accepting him as a sick human.

(3
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Thesecross-cultural data seem interesting, and therefore they have

been presented, but there are serious weaknesses in thig-tiad of cross -

cultural information. Assuming there are changes between five and seven,

the data describe the ways in which human societies react to those

changes, but the data are not themselves an independent source of evidence

that the changes exist.

First, the cross-cultural files are ambiguous. They were made up

by -imposing a uniform, elaborate index on a b6d. of ethnographic reports.

The, ethnographic materials were almost never collected with the index in

mind and thus, in many cases, there

index entries are skimpy and casual

af a book. One has some difficulty

are missing index entries, or the

quotes lifted from the running text

understanding the ethnographer's

moaning, or one may have difficulty deciding whether quoted material

represents a studied conclusion or a casual and guessy remark by the

writer. Hence, the problem of reliably interpreting the file entries

is formidable.

A second and overridingly serious problem for our kind of use of

the files lies in the issue of age-determinations. Non-literate cultures

almost never know how old a child is, and statements about age in

ethnographic reports always represent approximations or guesses. Un-

happily, one can be fairly confident of a bias in ages arrived at in

this way; almost certainly, an anthropologist would be tempted to guess

; at a child's age in part through his own, Western expectations about

what should normally be expected of children at various ages.

In short, these cross-cultural data may color our suppositions

about this age period, without lending weight to them. Taken at face
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value, the. data just presented are not discouraging to one who would like

to believe that there is-some universal recognition of change in the

child in this age range. However, they are_not forcing.

We turnr/finally,,to our thiid category of evidence. Here we are

concerned with evidence which might help us to decide whether specific

behavior changes found in the child between five and seven year& reflect

some intrinsic developmental process independent of his entrance into

school, or whether instead they primarily reflect an influence of

schooling upon him. Our test is whether these changes emerge in popula- .

tiont of children who are not placed 4r/school in this age range.
V

A number of studies have provided evidence that various cognitive

changes reported in the conventional research literature can be demon-

atrated in unschooled populations of children. Price-Williams (1961),

working among the Tit, in Nigeria, studied Piagetian conservation of

continuous and discontinuous quantities and found the Tiv children about'

one-half year behind reported age achievements of European children. In

another study among the Tiv (Price - Williams, 1962), he studied the ability

of children to cross-classify objects, faith, again, data comparable to

those of European children. Similarly, Sigel and Vermelstein (1965),

administering Piagetian conservation tasks to unschooled American chil-

dren in Prince Edward County, has found that the children developed

conservation at the expected ages and Goodnow (Goodnow, 1962; Goodnow

& Bethon, 1966), working with unschooled children in Hongkong, has

reported that lack of schooling does not upset the conservation of weight,

volume, or surface, but does upset a task'of combinatorial reasoning.

One may assume from these data that some cognitive changes may ;'

develop without schooling. However, there is also some evidence showing
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cross-cultural differences. Buchman (1946) has reported that a shift

from "Color-dominance" to "form-dominance," repeatedly found'to occur

at age 6 in Western children, was not manifest by age 17 in an African

sample. Suppes (196) has found that a sensitivity to rotation of forms,

which peaks in American school children at 6 years ofage, does not

develop in school children in Chana at all, ard he lirks the American

data to the influence of reading training in the first grade. Finally,

though most of the cross-cultural studies of Piagetian conservation tasks

have found them unaffected by lack of schooling, some data in Bruner,

.Diver and Greenfield's (1966) volume does suggest that they are influenced

by schooling.

.The total literature testing unschooled groups of children is still

small , but within the-literature we have there are indications that home

of the research results reporting age shifts between five and seven are

confirmed in children who have not been exposed to school.

We mov= towards 4 close. We have considered several bodies of data,

testing whether age changes in the child not attributable to schooling

occur between five and seven years of age: evidence of deflections in

physical growth, of changes in vulnerability to disorder, of changes in

4.

the practices or theories of various cultures, evidence drawn from

cross-cultural studies testing the 4estern reports of change_ in the child.

Despite the weaknesses of many/of the sources, despite the missing

logical links in the researi material, my own inclination is to accept

these data as indicating that there is a substrate process of change in

the child. The many research reports which show deflections in children

are not telling us about the impact of schooling -- not wholly, at any
N,
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rate. To some extent, they are telling us about developmental changes

in the child.

What do these developmental changes mean psythologically.

Educationally? Over the past decades, there has arisen a distant

harmony among educational, psychological, and psychiatric writings,

and byAnow a diveZ groUp of individuals are asserting, in diverse

wjs, that there is some significant alteration in.the mental function-

ing'ofthe child during the age range-froMfive to seven. The child

is asserted, normatively, to have "readiness" for reading training as

dig schools give it and he

\
is occasionally said to have lost readiness

for certain kinds of preschool: learning anvisaged'in the methodaof

Montessori. The child is asserted, normatively, to have reached the

terminus of a'juvenile psychosexual period and, between the ages of five

and seven to develop a superego, to inhibit juvenile psychosexual

period and, between the ages. of five and Bevel,' to defeloi5 a superego, to

inhibit juvenile sexuality, and to repreis -- develop an amnesia for --

the preceding events of childhood. Finally, the several contemporary

traditions of inquiry into the child's learning and -cognitive processes

have each independently adserted -- each in its. own terminology and each

on its own evidence that whatever each system considers'to be the

6

essence of syMbolic or abstract thought processeais emergent in the

child from five to seven. For American S-F, theorists, this is the time

whensmediation begins; for the Russians, this is the time when the

4
second signal system is internalized to become the human organ of planning

and reasoning; for Piaget this is the time when concrete operations

emerge..
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The separate theorists do not consider or explain one another's

findings. None encompasses a large literature of reports of age changes

which seem to fall outside any of the theoretical camps. Yet one can

clearly foresee that the theories and thejdata,all bearing on the same

range, seem dimly to delineate a unifotm picture of the developmental

substrate.
I-

1. They suggest the inhibition of a more juvenile syStem of

cognitive processes in this age range, with the Superimposition of a

more mature system of cognitive processes.

2. They suggest the existence in the older child and the adult of

at least two cognitive systems, ohe with a juvenile logic generally

characterized by the studies of the child before five, the other with

an'adult logic generally and vaguely described as conceptual thought,

and delineated by the studies of the child after seven.

3. They suggest that the juvenile logic has been roughly described

by associatioriism and learning theory, and that the precise qualities

necessary for conceptual thought are delineated in the transitions from

five to seven. At the moment these transitions, which need further

exploring, seem to depend on a limited number of new information-proces-

sing vectors -- greater speed of reaction motorically and, it seems,

internally; an increase of temporal coordination of information; and

perceptual changes in near,eceptor, distance-receptor dominance, in

intersensory coordination, and in orienting and habituation thresholds.

4. In the o der chpd and the adult, the juvenile logic and the

adult-logic coexi t characteristically in a temporally stacked systal --

the juvenile logic 'relatively fast acting, and somehow requiring
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inhibition if the adult logic is to control behavior. Thus, the

characteristics of impulsive thought may be juvenile, the character-

istics of reflettive though adult.

5. This temporally stacked seems. delicate and patterns

of abort- or, long -term stress may produce regression to.-- thatis,

disinhibition of -- the more juvenile logic. Thus, we find the repeated

reports of psychoppt'hological thought disorders described"as regressive.

Thus, we 'find Skemp (1961) arguing that children often have Problems in

school mathematics. not because they do not have the requisite intellectual

structures, but because stress disrupts their ability to apply them.

Thus, we find that in the aged adult, .at the time of what society calls
4

"second childhood," there is literally a reversal,of some of the 5-7

transitions and behavior patterns characteristic of the pre-5 child

reemerge, (e.g., Levinson and Reese, 1,967).

)6..Par nthetically, it has seemed to me that behavior therapy

may have more wisdom than it admits to. Behavior therapy, like psycho-

analysis, may have found a way to reach to and change the juvenile

system of which juvenile logic is a part,. It contrives to introduce

repetition, which younger children enjoy but which older children

generally find boring. It contrivesto manage and focus the attention

of the child, a precaution which we take for granted in the younger

child but which is much relaxed for the older child. It uses tangible

and sensuous rewards, necessary for younger children but not for older,

normatively achievement-motivated children. The design features of

behavior therapy which engage the juvenile logic in learning), rather

than the reinforcement theory which applies to that leari:ting, may be

the real art of behavior therapy.

)
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_These comments about the implications of the 5-7 material for our

understanding of learning-and cognitive processes must not obscure the

breadth of the transition. It is necessary to take lzhat.breadth into

account. Contemporaneous to the 5-7 changes in learning, there are

'significant changes reported in the physiological, perceptual, and

emotional literature and the chances seem good that these are linked to

the cognitive changes not by logic (some common subsumption under a

theoretical or functional principle, like decentration, concrete opera-
.

tions, or mediation) but by bio-logic, the bio -logic of Hughlings

Jackson. Nature, which dcies not respect the chapter headings of

Psychology, may' produce a genotypic maturational change which manifests

itself in a broad spectrum of phenotypic, conceptually dissimilar, be-
*

havioral outcroppings. That maturational change may be understood by

efforts to trace the outcroppings towards some common source. For the

first time, today, there may be enough breadth and depth to the neuro-

1r,phsiological and behavioral literature to make this a real possibility

(e.g., Milner, 19,62).

I believe that it is only by analysts on this scale that we will

'comprehend the changes in children's learning in this age range. Within

the learning literature, the large literatures we have collected on the

'transposition'phenomenon, on mediational versus attentional explanations

of changes in learning, on training of conservation, all seem to have

raised more issues than they settle. Perhaps the, learning literature is

too confined, too restricted by the limited number of things that one can

see and do in learning experiments, to probe its way towards an adequate

explanation of its own findings. Looking at the larger field of data,
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however,, one can envisage the possibility of an interesting and worthwhile

,theoretical scheme -- something like a highly refined and detailed and

physiologically rationaliZed form of Heinz Werner's Comparative Psychology

of tiental Development -- if the various phenotypic phenomena are traced

-towards their intersection by an imaginable elaboration and exploration

of information we now have. 410-

Psychology's ancient problem has been to define the nature of

conceptual thobght, Education's to foster it. If, as the rumors have

It, that level of thought emerges in the child from five to seven, then

it seems that in some worthwhile sense we may, now have data which, so to

speak, surrounds those problems and which offers routes towards their

solution.

IV
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FIGURES TO ACCOMPANY "CHANGES IN LEARNING PROCESSES IN

THE LATE PRESCHOOL YEARS"
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Table 1

Cro,;8cultural Incidence of Acnowledrc,ed Change in the Child

Between Four and .1!:i ht Years of Age
1

Scoring Cate,ory

a) A' cultor:11 vifw of the child as reasonable
or teachable after this - period, in contrast to

a mindlesf.uo or lack of trainability before '

thi8

b) Demri,18 that the child accept moral respon-
sibility at a later age, in contrast to a
laisez-faire attitude before.

'Percent Incidence

37%

33%

c) Initiation ceremonies during this period. 26%

,d) Sct.c indirect asu-iptivn of adulthood,

such a:, apiich'of adult work, a prac-
tice of seiatin male children from the
mother or ft.m.As n,w demands for

thod,:;:ty practices, etc. 93%

e) Any rvholoical, or theoret-
ical vie'; which impli(y4 the child becomes
morehumn, les foroign, etc., during this
period. 22%

1
B;Asc,i ou rativny: of the records of 27 cultures in the Harvard

crosscultur;,1 filet: (hite and Rui, 19C A, unpublished).

NOTE: The following 31-page section,

"Some General Outlines of the tlatrix of

Developmental Changes Between Five and

Seven Years," by Sheldon H. White, is

copyrighted and not available for

reproduction at this time. See

Bulletin of the' Orton Society, 1970, 20,

4T -ST.
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It is virtually universal in Western societies for the social and

educational status'of a child to be significantly redefined sometime

during the fifth, sixth or seventh years of life. Evidente can be mar-

shalled from a variety of sources that this universality reflects more

than cultural diffusion of an arbitrary social organization. First,

most psychological theorists who have attempteto encompass the scope

of human development have located within this age span beginnings of new

adultlike behaviors. Second, psychological research has demonstrated a

large and curiously heterogeneous collection of qualitative changes in

the behavior of Western children around theipixth year, changes in

learning, language, emotion', perception, and intellectual structure.

Third, the physiological and anthropometricliterature point up a variety

of growth phenoatena during these years. Lastly, there is cross-cultural

work to suggest both that non-Western children may under ,go aimilat changes,

and also that most non-Western societies show aomi implicit recognition

of new characteristics emerging at this age.

Piaget and his associates, in their broad theoretical view of intel-

lectual development, place special emphasis on the beginnings of "operas,

tinnal thought in the sixth or seventh year (e.g., Inhelder & Piaget,

1964). The progressive ordering of thoughts and operations into coherent,

equilibrated systems is seen to lay a logical foundation for the stable

understanding of the worlt1 which is culminated several years later. The

same age is the focus of a theoretical orientation i1n the Soviet Union

which dates back to Pavlov: around the sixth year, the, control of behav-

ior shifts from the simpler, claisically conditioned mechanisms, to a

higher leve1i Pavlov, this was the appearance of the "second signal

C 3
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system." Building on this work, Vygotsky (1962) attributed the onset,

. of adult-like conceptual thought to the uni9n of language with thought.,

Mdre recently, Luria (1961) has demonstrated the pervasive implications.)

of this more mature relationship forthe-control

ican "mediation theoA=s,ts point to a similar, pro

as language plays .an increisAng role in mediating

(Kuenne, 1946; Kendler & Kendler, 1962; Kendler,

'of pexhodynamic phenomena,, Freud has arguedpfor

of behayior. The Amer-

cess in, the sixth yea,

conceptual learning

1963). In the realm

the onset of significant

inhibitory mechanisms at this time. Following the,resolution of the

Oedipal conflict, sexual identity is firmly established' and the normal

child begins to form an adult-like superego. The onset of the latency

period is accompanied by 'infantile amnesia.' The concordance of these

theories, which arose largely independent from each other; is,impressive:

For each theorist, in his own language and from his own data, the period

around five to seven years of age is seen as the beginning of a dramatically

more mature organization of the mind.

White (1965, 1966a, 1966b,,1968, 1970) has presented Summaries of

many of the changes hown to occur during this'age range in children'
(

learning, language, emotion, perception, growth, and intellectual struc-

turew Many of these experimental results flow directly from the theoret-

ical works mentiony earlier, but a significant number of them appear

quite unexpectedly. Most Ormane to-the present issue of nonsocial causes

is 's.review of the physiological and anthropometric rgsearqh on

these years (White, 1960. He cites'a variety of sources Aich document
.

, 1

a "juvenile growth spurt," olr "midgrowth sPurt,Wwhich may be most reliably
.,.

seen in measures of width (Tanner, 1947X. 'Neural tissues, of particular

C.C.
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interest to psychologists, are said by Scannon (1930 to have feached

907. oftheir adult mass by age six. In a study of neural funCtioning,
g'

Dusimam and Beck (1966) have shown that the visually evoked potentials
10 0

from cortical areas peak in amplitude around the sixth year. There is

alscrsome evidence for change in endocrine function at this time (sae

Tanner, 1955a, 1955b) but as in other areas, the specific mechanisms

have not been ocated. Thus, it appears that the years from five to

seven are a significant period in bodily, neural, and endocrine develop-

ment, but our knowledge of what actually is Occurring as regards brain

function is quite limited.

A second line of evidence 'reinforces the suggestion that this age

range is of particular physiological significance. As 'reviewed by White

(1968), environmental deprivation and a variety of medical disorders

such as diabetes' are most'debillitating to intellectual functioning w en

encountered in the first five years of life. Febrite convulsions,

phenylketonuria, and childhood autism(also show changes in their effects,,

openness to treatment, and/or prognosis around the age of six years.

After this age, there seems to be some kind of "closing of the system,",

as the brain becomes less vulnerable to permanent damage by some pathol-
.

ogies, and less adaptable to others. It can be noted in this context

that Bloom (1964), studying intercorrelations of longitudinally collected

IQ scores, reaches a similar conclusion,concerning the normal stabiliz-

ation of intelligence.

If there are unique changes in physical and physiological growth

duting.th years five and seven, and if the social and- sychollgical
-

,--
4

changes which appear to accompany them in Western child n are not
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entirely the product of changes in their social and educational environ-

ment, we should be able to find anthropological evidence of some similar

changes in the children of non-Western societies. Unfortunately, little

work has been directed to this point, but two lines ,of evidence are

available. First, there is attgestion that other societies place new

educational, legal and moral demands on the six-year-old as do Western

education, common law, and canon law. White and Rui (1964) searched the

ethnogiaphiC reports in the Human Relations Area Files for evidence that

other societies give some im licit recognition to changes in the child

at this age. They looked for indica ions that the child was yiewed after

this age as reasonable or teachable, as morally responsible, as able to

take on adult work, as needing more strict qupervision in, the areas of

sexuality 'and modesty, or as worthy of a new role in the culture's

religious or mythological scheme for man. As the author acknowledge,

the results are open to question because of ambiguities in the Files

.

'concerning spedific behaviors; lack of verified ages of the children,

and possible bias by the Western ethnographers. Nevertheless, they do

suggest that most societies appear to be coping with these problems at

this age. Most dramatic was the 937. incidence of societies having "some

indirect assumption of adulthood such'as the assumption of adult work,

the practice of separating male children from the mother or female sibs,

new demands for modesty practice, etc."- (White 1968, p. 17).

The second cross-cultural approach, which the present study will

pursue in some detail, is to observe the fate of psychological tests

developed for Western children when these tests are administered to
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non -t1 stern children with little or no schooling. Most such attempts,
.

designed toward other ends, have focused'on older age groups and there-

.,

fore cannot speak to the present issue. The work of Serpell (1969a),

Suchman (1966b), and Suppes (1966) are notable exceptions for they

directly address the question of whether,a particular Western "five to

seven" phenomenon occurs in non-Western children. In these cases- -

concerning the relative importance of color and form in stimulus grouping,

and children's sensitivity to rotation of geometric figures--the results

were generally negative.

The larger set of studies attempting to replicate the'Piagetian

work on operational thought is also relevant since, as mentioned earlier,

this ability I's said to emerge around six or seven years of age. The

normative Genevan data on attainment of conservation of weight, number,

volume, etc. (Vinh-Bang & Inhelder, 1963) has been essentially'duplicated

for Western school children in Canada, the United States, Great Britain,

and Scandinavia (Pinard, 1960; Elkind, 1961; Lovell & Ogilvie, 1961;

and Smedslund, 1961). Early work on pop lations which were only "par-
.

tially schooled!' in Aden (Hyde, 1959), Hong Kong (Goodnow, 1962; Goodnow

& Bethon, 1966), and the United States (Sigel & Mermelstein, 1965)

tended to support the idea that not only the sequence but also the

timing of attainment of concrete operations are independent of Western

10
schooling. However, Price-Williams (1961, 1969), de Lemos (1966),,

Greenfield (1966), Keir (1966), add Heron ancPSimonsson(1969)havewshown

attainment to be delayed from one-half to four or more years in popula-

tions from Nigeria, Mexico, Australia, Senegal, Tristan da Cuna, and

Zambia. From these studies emerge several clue,t as to the role of

C 0.
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educational and cultural factors.

One effect of Western schooling can be to focus the young child's

attention on the way things look. American children (Bruner, 19661)atuld

schooled Wolof children, both urban and bush .(Greenfield, 1966), 'rely

heavily on perceptual justifications of their responses to the conser-

vation of volume task. If the vessels are screened from their view while

the liquid is poured,, young children in transition to conservation are

protected from the misleading.viaual cues, and thus are more likely to

give a correct answer. In contrast, unschooled Wolof children, both

conserving and non-conserving, are not so dependent on perceptual reasons,

and screening does little to improve their performance. Their failures,

rather, stem from attributing "action-magic" to the authoritative exper-

imenter: allowing them to perform the pouring transformation themsellies

increases their conserving responses to the level of their schooled

village:mates and Western children.

)?The results of Heron and Simonsson (1969) and Goodnow (19},

however, demonstrate that "schooling" can have, or not have, a variety

of effects. In the former study, fully a third of Zambian seventh

graders failed a non-verbal test of conservation of substance. In the

latter, a poor curriculum, particularly in science, was associe:-.ed with

a decline in conserving behavior during the early teens. De Lacey (1970),

*Heron and Simonssom (1969), and de Lemos (1966), among others, have

pointed out the crucial role of what happens outside school and the

general cultural ambiance. The work of Price-Williams (1969) has focu e

on the specifics of non-school experience. Following up his own sugges

tion (1961) that active manipulation might be a factor in the minimal

C '0 8
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lag in'con erving by unschooled Tiv children, he studied the children
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A

of potters and of non-potters in two Mexican villages. In both cases

he found that the potters' children attained conservation at a rate

similar to the Swiss norms, whereas the other children lagged by a year

and a half. In the cases of those children who had the most extensive

experience working with clay, their advantage generalized to include

conservation of number, liquid, weight, and volume. "Sigel and Mermelstein

(1965) postulate similar factors.behind the sex differences in their

data, and Kier (1966) points to the absence of such activity in explaining

the delayed conservation by Tristan da Cuna children.

Variations in performance on the Geneval tests, th are probably

best viewed as a complex result of implicit social and intellectual

patterns, explicit training of intellectual attitudes and strategies,

and specific long -term experiences with relevant objects:, All of these

affect the formation and integration of cognitive structures, and their

utilization in a particular situation.

Regardless of the ultimate validity of this view, however,"there

remains the question of whether some internal change around the age of

six produces the potatial to understand the world in certain Ways,

which potential may or may not be brought to fruition in all domains.

To this point, we should note that statements concerning delayed attain-

ment of conservation focus'on the age at which half the subjects succeed.

But the changes with age in group means are not linear. In every study,

there iR a steep rise in attainment beginning around the seventh year.

Greenfield (1966) provides the cleanest case in her unschooled bdah

children: 257. conserving at "six to seven" years, 457.' at "eight to

C G 3 9
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'nine", and 50% at "eleven to thirteen :4' (Heron & Simonsson's (1969)

and de Lemos' (1966) data ate.more dramatic but the possibility of a

"pal-up" effect by early schooling cannot be eliminated, even in view

of the limited final effects.) That a 8hange as fundamental as the onset

bf operatitnal thought should begin so dramatically at a similar age in

several diverse culture's is impressiVe.

In sum, there is evidence of many sorts, from many sources, sugges-

/ ring that between the fifth and seventh years of life all normal childrAn

undergo a relatively subtle but pervasive change in their physical and

mental growth, and that these changes will occur naturally, without any

tecific and direct prodding_ The hypothesis is by no means proven,

however, and as oie progresses from Geneva to Dakar, and from skeletal

structures to cognitive structures, the evidence grows weaker. It was

the goal of the present project to sample the variety of tasks which

E

have beem reported to show these changes in Western children and to

administer them to children of a society relatively untIched by the

culture in which they were developed. It was hoped that the results

Would shed some light on which aspects of the "five to seven shift" can

be thought to be relatively universal. Such delineation could point

toward underlying proCessea and how these processes might be affected

by the social conte n which they operate.
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THE STUDY

Description of the Populations

4

Two samples, one urban and one rur , were studied in the Central
ff

African country of Zambia. Zambia is, parsely populatdd (3.8 million

Africank,fnd 100 thousand European end Asians in 288 thousand dquare

milei), with the more skilled and educated residents concentrated around

the copper industry iti the north and the government in Lusaka. Other

industries and commerce are growing rapidly, especia indepen-

dente from Britain was won in 1964,'but life for the va= majority of

citizens remains rural, traditional and at a low economic 1

The urban-sample was drawn from Matero,.,a residential area of Lusaka

made up of one--:iite.rx. two - family structures With two or three small rooms

per family. Sanitary facilities are separate from the. house and runraTin

water is usually obtained from one of several, communal taps. An attempt

was made to test all the children ( plus some teenagers and adults) in

a three block area near a commu ty medical clinic. A recent survey

of Matero by the1medical team (Leeson 6 Frankenberg, 1966) suggested

that approximately 227 children between the ages of three and eleven

lived in this segment. (Because of high turnover, no exact figure is

possible). The average child in the current sample lived with his

parents and one other aeult (usually male), and four other children.

A total of/28 tribes ewe represented, six of them (Londe, Bemba, Cewa,

Nsengi, Mambuse, and Ngoni) contributing 507. of tA'sample. Ninety per-
t

cent of the marriages were inter- ti*bal. The fathers had an average.of
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five years of education, and the mothers two. Occupations of the fathers

ranged from unemployed (rare) to driver or'clerk with monthly incomes

of up to $100. Moat households were Protestant with some Catholic, Is-
.

lamic, and Pggan.' Virtually all the men and about half.,the women Claimed

to be literate in a Bantu language. Most of the adults werehorn in

rural_ areas, as were over half the children studied. Two thirds of the

homes had a radio.: A more detailed description of a similar but some-

what more prosperous suburb has been given by Munro (1968).

A growing body of literature (Cabak & Najdanvic, 1965; Stoch &

Smythe, 967; Scrinshaw, 1968) ,suggesta that not only gross physical

disabilities-but also previoUlly overlooked subtletiessof nutritional

deficiency in the early years of life can substantially affeot intellec-

tual ability. With this in mind, we note that neither the overall health

standards nor the nutritional level of the Materb populstion is high.

Data from the medical survey indicated that over half.the children in

the present sample had lost a sibling. (Since there are many siblings

* this does not imply a 50% death rate.) Over a quarter of the families

have no special cupboard in which to keep food. Cooking is often done

over an open fire and the water is of questionable quality. The children

have few clothes, and on the chilly winter mornings they are reluctant

to leave the hearthiNo overt malnutrition was ohsvved, butit has
4

been estimated byaishex (1968) that "between 707, and CO% of the primary

school children (in urban areas) ... suffer from some form of malnutri-

tion," Twenty percent of the tchildren admitted to the Lusaka Central/

HOspital'for measles,die mainly because of complications due to malnu-

tritton <Savage, 1968). Major factors in the poor nutrition are

Cc,v `'
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substitution of soda and sweets for the traditional cornmeal nshima)

and relish; intestinal parasites;'and the low priority o

to distribution of food.

School attendance is normal for the urban children,
r.

beginning around age seven. Since the present data were ''collected

during the short school vacation, attendance did not interfere with

sampling. Table 1 shows the distribution of grades by age for the present

11

sample and it is evident that the relationship, though strong, is not

as uniform at upper ages as in Western cultures.

(Insert Table 1 about here)

Three hundred miles from Lusaka on the Great East Road lies the

town of Katete, consisting.of a gas station, two or three trader's shops,

a small market, a Hindu Temple (serving the Indian traders), and a few

Other structures. St. Francis Hospitfl, part of the Episcopal mission

system, is several miles to the west, and the small British staff are

the only Europeans seen regularly in the area. Sixty miles further east

4 is Chipata (Fo4 Jameson), the largest town in the Eastern Province.

A dirt road leading south from Katete soon takes one to the district

boma where there is a post office and several governmental offices, in-

eluding that of the District Secretary. 'A small school, two churches,

and apumber of houses complete the settlement.

The boma road, followed some 10 miles south, leads one by the village

of Chimbelekiro, from which aboui half the rural sample is drawn. Ac-

cording
(

to a 1963 census, there were 194.inhabitantS, of which it was

estimated about 25 were children between three.and eleven years of age.
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The village is said to have grown since then. Several miles further a

dirt trail, barely passable by Land Rover, leads to the other sampled

village, Kazule. Three hundred ninety-nine people were recorded as

living there in1963, of which approximately 50 would be the right age

for this study. In both villages round mud huts with unthatched straw

roofs cluster around a clearing in the light woods typical of the Eastern

Plateau. They are laid out with concern toward family units but with

no apparent geometric organization.

The people of the villages are Cewa, related to the Nyanja and

Nsenga peoples. Before/61onization, the Eastern Province Acewa had

migrated north from what is now Mozambique, only to be dominated by the

more aggressive Ngoni tribe. It is estimated that they settled in the

Eastern Province is the colonials entered with their Pax Britannica

(Tew, 1950). The Acewa are largely agricultural, corn and peanuts (maize

and groundnuts) being the major crops. Cattle are 'seen in the villages

but are kept largely as a sign of wealth and for payment of bride prices- -

they are "blue chip stocks." Other domestic animals, such as pigs and

goats, are an innovation within the last generation or so (Bruwer, 1955).

A few short ethnographic reports exist on Cewa groups, Social

organization has traditionally been matrilineal and matrilocal. The

village was a conjoint family group, with the huts of those descended

from a "breast" of the family clustered around the but of the maternal

k grandparents. Religious and political life was largely organized around

animistic secret societies, called vinyau (Hodgson, 1933). A system of

guardianship decreed that the child was the judicial responsiIility of

the maternal uncle, even though day-to-day life was the concern of the
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entire community in most cases (Bruwer, 1949, 1955).

The traditional Cewa, according to Bruwer (1948, 1949), Oas born

in his mother's but and accepted into the tribe at one month of age.

He continued to sleep in her but until weaned, around three or four years,/

unless he became "clever" earlier. Leaving the parent's but at the

of. this first stage, he went to live Oith his maternal grandparents.

They were the story-tellers; the bearers of traditional wisdom. After

a few years, the child was teased for living with grandparents and around

sevens, he moved to a but with unmarried peers. The youths were generally

free from parental influence,. although the girls helped their mothers

with chores and the boys tended cattle. This stage ended with the ini-

tiation rites at puberty. For a boy, a brief ceremony after the first

erotic dreaM declared him a man. -Aecoming a woman was more complicated:

ceremonies started with the first menses and lasted through the first

pregnancy. Married adults went to live with the wife's relatives and

the cycle started anew. Writing in 1949, Bruwer (1949, p. 19F') noted

that "much of these things have been dropped today, as a result of

Christianity and civilized influence, but the four main periods of life

are still eminently clear."

Discussions with the headman and other adults' in the villages' of

the present study revealed that while much of the traditional remains,

ctange has accelerated. Most obviously, the matrilineal organization

has been abruptly replaced by patrilineage and patrilocality. The

Europeans' social system, like their political and economic ones, are

rapidly becoming prestigious and dominant. The Cewa chiefs simply

410
decided to altet their social structure and join with those tribes

GG 5
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traditionally patrilineal as an effort toward "One Zambia, One Nation."

. ,
The village headmen were preceded by their maternal Unclea, but will be

succeeded by their sons; patrilocal residences are growing more common.

Other changes are apparent too. New houses built in ChAmbelekiro will

follow a geometric arrangement. About three-quarters of the village

inhabitants are at least, nominally Christian, either Roman Catholic or

African Reformed. Polygamy is still permitted, but it 1)s said to be rare.

In spite of these changes the village remains quite isolated, with no

women and only a few men having travelled as far as Katete and its boma.

The pattern of growing up as recounted to the autfior y village

adults appears similar to Bruwer's description. The first stage ends

around three or four years when the 'child moves to sleep at his grand-

parents' hut. the second stage ends at five or six years when the young

males start taking part iq the care of cattle and the young girls start

helping with the preparation of cornmeal and with other chores. The

major criteria for this transition seemed to be, size: just under 4 feet

was the dividing line. When a child is "old enough to go to bed with

someone's" he is old enough to Mork in the garden and get married in a

few years. This transition occurs around thirteen to fifteen years.

It is unfortunate that the earlier ethnographic reports wre not availabli

before the present study began, and no specific made about

moving from the grandparents' but to an unmarried peers' Iut at age five

or six. Such a change was not4mentioned during several lengthy,discus-

sions of Cewa life, and no particular evidence of the change was seen

o
in observing daily routines. But in the absence of direct evidence to

the contrary, we cannbt rule out the possibility that this custom remains.

C O u (;
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The content of childhood, in any event, seems to lack the disconti-

nuity of sleeping arrangements. The Acewa have no formal category of

"childhood" as a separate state of life. There is one village life in

which all participate according to their ability. Roles and activities

differ as a function of sex and physical and emotional maturity, but the

process of growing up is a more continuous'ohe than in Western cultures.

.07Obedience an cooperation are the child's most important duties, viola-

ti

tiona of which are treated seriously. Deviations from the known and

traditional are discouraged. Much of'the child's play is in imitation

of adult activities, often blending with the chores assigned them. Imi-

tation, in fact, seems to be she major process of learning. The Cwa

way is the context of life, and as the child matures he absorbs the

behavior expected of him. While the stages of childhood described

earlier may dictate some physical aspects of a child'i life, there appears

to be few abrupt changes ih daily activities, no sudden onset of didactic

instruction, no formal entry into a new way of life. Bruner (1966a)

offers a cogent discussion of this aspect of enculturation among non-

industrial societies and the implications for the oourse of cognitive

growth.-For the present study, we should note the continuity of develop-

menvand the absence of redefinition of the child and hii life during

tt.

the middle of the first decade.

1.6exacy and education are valued by most villagers as part of
01.

Zambta's future (they made a generous contrilTion in the national drive

for funds to start the University), but do not touch theit daily lives.

Government schools have.been established in the area for several years,

but only 10%children from Chimbelekiro and about 20 from Kazule attend
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classes. These are mostly later-born boys who could he released from

family chores and were old enough to walk several hours to school every

1. day.' They were selected by the headman with the parents' consent.

In summary, Western values and ideas have reached the rural villages

in this sample, as evidenced in the social and religious reorganization,

and the recent entry of formal education. But so far, these changes

seem largely structural trappings. Isolated from all but a few neighbor-

ing villages, the Cewa have assimilated trousers and patrilinearity but
4

accommodation has been minimal: the content of daily life remains tra-.

ditional in orientation, value, and activity.

Nutrition in the villages is at leaztequal to that in the Mitero

sample. After weaning (which can be as late as1 three.years if no sib-

Hogs follow), the major daily meal is nshima (a corn mush) and a relish

of vegetables or occasionally meat. A second meal may be similar but

is more likely LCbe peanuts. The absence of unsanitary, diluted bottle

feeding in infancy, and of artificial sweets in childhood, and the pres-

ence of some high-protein foods in the normal diet all.cputribute to

the relatively high nutritional level of the children in the rural sample.
I.

However, parasites and the often limited supply of food can be seen to

interfere with health and development. In one of the few quantitative

studies of nutrition in Zambia, Thompson 1954) estimated that the

caloric intake of the women and children in villages averaged around

50% or 607. of daily requirements. A missionary physician who knew the

Acewa (but not the specific villages in the present study) estimated

that their nutrition was above this average.

Ci 8
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Sampling and Data Collection

A trained local assistant administered the tests in the local lan-

4

c page. The author was present at all times, handled some of the testing

materials, and engaged in friendly, though limite0,conversation. The

testing was carried out in the rear cabin of a specially adapted Land

Rover. This mobile laboratory contained .a small table, cabinet, and two

benches capable of-seating four people. Curtains were used, on the cabin

windows to prevent future subjects from examining the stimulua materials

and frekn Vinnoying the current subject.

Introduction to the Matero neighborhood was obtained through the

community medical clinic, and although the daily testing activities

proved quite a novelty, no animosity or fear was encountered. The Land

Rover was parked at One of several locations in the sampled area, and

the children who spontaneously gathered were tested.- At the end of

testing, each subject was given a6 orange. Only rarely (for example,

on a chilly morningYwas it necessary to seek out subjects. Virtually

all children on the list extracted from the survey data were accounted

for as either tested or having moved. A few children refuaed to be

tested, mostly three- and four-year-olds. Altogether, 176 children from

three to eleven years were tested, comprising nearly 807. of the presumed

target population of 227.

Teqingcprocedures for the rural scuiple were similar. A local A

woman with several years of education was rained as an assistant. Only

m*nor changes in the instructions were necessary to replace the few wdrds

familiar to thefurban children but not the rural. (Chi-Nyanja and Chi-



IIICewa are nearly identical for the present purposes.) Testing was done/

in the mobile laboratory'parked in the village. An attempt was made to

test all children not in school bet,;cen the ages of four and ten. This

--\,/ attempt was largely successful forele males, but due to the press of

time, a number of females were not tc:.ted.

Tables 2 and 3 show the number, age, and sex of subjects in the

two samples. Because the separation of the tasks into two batteries,

the incomplete teat g of some subjects (mainly teenagers), and occa-

sional unacorable data, the no vary from task to task and are reported

with each set of results.

(Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here)

r

Estimation and Validation of Apses

A

The ages of the urban children were obtained from several sources.

The curve by the medical clinic contained mothers' reports of birth

0

dates for nearly three-quarteril of the present sample. These were

(l
checked at the time of testing by self-report and comparison with peers.

q

When there was doubt about tho age, inquiry with the mother and/or peers

usually resulted in an acceptable

For the rural children, a combination/Of procedures was used tt

/
estimate ages. First, each subject was paired with those near him in

age, in order to obtain rankings of relative age from the children, Sub-

stantial disagreement over any palls was interpretedto mean that the indi-

,

viduals concerned were within a year of each other. The:final ranked

list, constructed and amended throughout the study, was checked with

r A Al
k, '0 L,
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Mr

several adult% in the community. They agreed with all the unanimous

fb(

'rankings and were able to straighten out all but ,a half-dozen of the

confusions. It was more difficult to pin down absolute ages. Stated

ages, available for about half the children, were rarely credible. In

each village, howver, at least one child could be identified as having

been born just before the rains of Independence Year--October-November,
h,

1964. These children provided an anchor point for the Low end of the

rankings. Puberty was used as an approximate anchor at the upper ages

of interest. Between'these points, ages were assigned with regard to

the natural groupings in the list, adults' advice on who was born "rains

apart," and the author's judgment.

Two physical.growth meas3tes were taken on both urban and rural..

Children before administering the psychological testa in an attempt to

validate the procedures used for estimating ages in the rural sample.

If the rural ages are accurate, goei\the logic, they should show the

)17same lationship to the phy cal growth measures as do the more reliable

. iurban ages.

The first measure was to note the presence or absence of adult

dentition, particularly the central mandibular incisors which/have been

shown in several Western populations to erupt during the sixth or seventh

year,(Vaughan, 1964; Carlos & G. Nelsohn, 1965;Clements, Davies-Thomas,

&iPrichett, 1953; Logan & Kottfeld, 1933). It is generally assumed

that "considerable individual variations in the timing -of eruption" can

be caused by "geographical location, social conditions, race, and sex"
. .

(Boyle, 1965, p. 31), but direct evidence on the role of genetic and

environm'ehtal factots is scarce.

U,i01



110 Garn, Louis, andKerewsky (1965, p. 228) refer to "large rpcial

r

differences in tooth eruption timing, differences in excess of 107., when

Chinese, Whites, Negroes, Amerinds, Asiatic Indians and Eskimos are all

compared." Dental inforMation on Bantu peoples is viAually nonexistent, Mo,

but it has been demonstrated'in some other African samples that he erup-

tion of permanent molars is generally similar in timing to Western

samples (Hiernaux, 1970). There is a t6dency in some African groups

for the second molars to appear earlier than in Caucasoids (Suk, 1919;

darothers, 1947) which Chagula (19t0) has related to the, precocious

skeletal development at birth of some African infants. Hiernaux (1970),

however, implies that no mean differences greater than one year between

African and Western samples have been adequately demonstrated. This
4

would agree with the estimate of Garn, et al. (1965). In any event,

there is no reason to expect on genetic grounds significant differences

between the-rural and more heterogeneous urban samples of the present

study. In the absence of more appropriate information, we can also

expect an average age it eruption within one year of the Western norms.

Most of the work on the effects of malnutrition on growth has used

somatic measures largely unrelated to the eruption of permanent teeth

(Filipson, 1968). The data of Garn et al. (19165), using-the well-fed

Fels longitudinal population, provide some evidence for a relationship
4

between caloric surplus and advanced dental development, but even there

the genetic factor remains dominant. They conclude that qirobably

because tooth formation has suc high genetic component in man, nutri-

tional factors are easily missed except en masse and in major nutritional

extremes" (O. 240).

0 C6102--
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As a second growth measure, each,child was asked to touch his' right

a
1

ear (the auditory meatus) with his left hand, reaching over the head

and keeping the neck straight. This. is not unually possible until around

the sixth year and, interestingly enough, was the criterion for entry

into school during colonial times in aibia,

1

Figures 1 and 2 show the percentage of children at each age in each

sample attaining- these criteria.' The curves for the two populations,

though not identical, offer substantial suppiirt for the ages assigned

to the rural children. The dental data are consistent with Western norms.

The greatest sample difterencea (not significant) are among the seven-

\ 1

and 8-year-olds, and it will be seen later that their data are occasion-

ally puzzling. olio differentiation ia.poasible after nine years, but

exact ages are of less importance there for the current thesis.

(Insert Figures 1 and 2 about here)

The Test Batteries

Fourteen tasks were developed and pretested in suburban Boston,

Maasachuaetts. They were chosen from those phenomena showing change

during the fifth through seventh years which held promise for relatively
F

simple cross- cultural use. Adapting the tasks to the local language

and culture was carried out in Lusaka, with the assistance of the re-

search faculty and staff at the Human Development Research Unit of the

,University of Zambia. After preliminary discussion and changes in the

tasks, the instructions were translated by a native speaker into Chi-

Nyanja, the Lingua Franca of Lusaka, and then translated back into English
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by another native speaker. This process of translation was repeated

until both the author and the local assistants were satisfied with the

results. Pretesting the results in several forms with a number of urban

and rural children led to further modifications. 'One task was elimillited

entirely. The final procedures are desAribed in the next section.

_Since the resulting Jet of 13 tasks was too long for many of the

young children, two overlapping batteries were created. Four tasks were

contained in both the A and B batteries; the remaining 9 were assigned

to either A or B. Each battery was given in reversed sequence for half

its presentations to control for order effects. Thus there were four

presentation sequences. (A) digit span, squares, diagonal, face-hands,

brothers, Bender-Gestalt, recall, color-form, left-right, and rotation;

(A') Same but opposite order: rotation through digit span; (B) digit

span, squares, diagonal, face-hands, contradiction, signal detection,

and delayed auditory feedback; and (B') contradiction through digit Ivan

in opposite order, with signal detection and delayed auditory feedback

remaining at the end to facilitate introduction of the tape recorder.

Analysis of variance revealed no significant diffgrences between the

two batteries (for the four tests in common), or between the two admin-
..

istrative orders.

CuiO4
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The Tasks: Background-, Prooedures, and Results

Digit Span

The immediate recall of a seri a of spoken digis is a standard

item in mental test batteries such the Stanford-Binet and the WISC.

Although the traditional rationale fol this emphasizes the role of

attention and resistance to distraction (Rappaport, Gill, & Schafer,

1945; Wechsler, 1944), recent research hAseiyed down the effect of

visual and auditory interference (Craddick & Gross:tan, 1962; Guertin,.

1959) in favor of "primary memory!' (Dallett, 1965). In his review

article, Frank (1964) states that the Digit Spiiit Test usually factors

onto a dimension of "memory" rather than one of "freedom from distrac-

tability." Scores increase substantially during middle childhood, and

there is some indication that the teat drops in correlation with IQ

after the age of five or six (Terman & Merrill, 1962). These facts and

its familiarity to Western psychologists suggested it as a useful compa-

rative test. In addition, it conforms with the advice of Nissen, Mach-
V

over, and Kinder (1935) that "tests which involve imitative functions,

immediate memory, ... and which ... are practically without representa-

tive content" are most useful when working in non-literate societies.

The stimulus series were taken from Wechsler (1944) and administeKed,

as suggested, at a speed of approximately one digit per second with the

voice dropping on the last digit of the aeries. Following the sugges-

tions of Blackburn and Benton (1957), only the more reliable forward

version was used; subjects were asked to repeat both series at a given

GC, 05
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level of difficulty regardless oftheir success on the first; and testing

was terminated after three successive failures. The maximum number of

digitambuccessfully repeated was recorded At the subject's score for

this test. An alternate set odigit series, using only the numbers

one through five, was used for those subjects who, when asked before

testing, were unable to count above fiVe.

It should be noted that the traditional Cewa numbers, with bases%

have all but disappeared coherent arithmetic' system.. The cardinAl

numbers modzi, wiri, and tatu are commonly heard, but only as synonyms

for the Europan one, two, and three. Most figuring is done in the as-

similated European version (e.g., "aevdhi").

(Inserts Figure 3 about here)

Figure 3 shows the median maximum number of digits recalled for

each age group in the urban and rural samples. The scores average one

V
point or more below American norms (e.g., Tdrman & Merrill, 1962)4_ In

. both samplesithere is a general increase in memory span for digits with

age, (E of F less than .01 in both cases), but only the urban data show

any, suggestion of a departure from linearity: the greatest increasis

&kre between four and six years. The urban children perform significantly

better than the rural ohes at ages five and six (, of t .06 at five;

,p .01 at six; 2 greater than .10 at other ages).

The preliminary screening question -- "count as high As you can"--

demonstrated dramatic increases around age seven in the childrens' abil-

ity to count (Figures 4, 5, and 6). The great majority are able by thit

age to coun.I to five, and many are able to go hither. The apparent

,07,106



urban-rural differences are not statistically reliable.

(Insert Mures 4, 5, and 6 about here)

Color-Form Dominance

4114

A number of studies, using a variety of procedures, have iTsti-

gated the apparent increase with age in using form, rather than color,

as the determining cue in matching visual stimuli to a standard. There

is considerable evidence that Western children over six years choose on

the basis of form (Descoudres, 1914; Brian & Goodenough, 1929; Colby &

Robinson, 1942; Segers, 1926; Corah,,1964; Suchman & Trabasso, 1966).

Just under that age, children are said to be largely color dominant

(Brian & Goodenough, 1929; Colhy'&,Robertson, 1942) or mixed (Descoudres,

1914). Engel (1935) and Lindberg (1938) present evidence for a weaker

trend for use of the color cbe dominating until the age of twelve or

thirteen. (Vhe picture is further confused by the reports of Doehring

(1960) and Kagan and Lemkin (1961) who find jo consistent age trends.

Variations in performance have been attributed to a number of factors:

intelligence (Engel, 1935; Lindberg, 1938), education (Honkavaara, 1958;

Serpell, 19696), sfx (Lindberg, 193a; Colby & Robertson, 1942; Honkavaara,

1958; Doehring, 1960; Kagan 64, Lemkin, 1961), personality (Lindberg, 1938;

- ,

Keehn, 1954; and tie related diagnostic procedures of Rorschach), lin-

guistic factors (Doehring, 1960; Suchman, 1966a; Carroll & Casagrande,

1958; Serpell, 1969b), and race and culture (Colby & Robertson, 1942;

Suchman, 1966b; Gay fa Cole, 1967; Serpell, 1969a). Stimulus factors

have also been shown to be of some importance (Bubng, 194/5; Corah, 1966;

Seipell, 1969b).

i 0
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P

Testing procedures in the current study were similar Co previous

ones in asking the subject to choose which of two stimuli is most like

a standard stimulus, where one is similar in form but of a different

color, and the other is thd same color, but of a different form. Six

white, plastic-covered Cards measuring 7 by 9 inches were used. The

standard stimulus was centered in the top half of the card,.the two.

choices being below, side by side. Thus the three stimuli were at the

vertices Of an imaginary triangle. Each stimulus was one of three forms

(square, circle, triangle) and one of three colors (red, blue, yellow).

The stimuli were of similar apparent size, the square being 2 inches on

each aide; the triangle 2.5 inches on each aide; and the circle slightly

under.2.25 inches'in diameter. Card one had a blue square compared to

a blue triangle and a red aquare; card two, a red triangle compared to

a yellow triangle and a red circle; card three, a yellow circle compared

to a blue circle and a yellow square; card four, a blue triangle compared

to a blue square and a red triangle; card five, a yellow square compared

to a red square and a yellow triangle; card six, a red circle compared

to a red triangle and blue circle. 'Thus the cards were balanced for

position preferences.

The research assistant presented the first card to the subject

and,vointing, she said, "Here is 'a picture of three things. See, one

here, one here, and one here. Look at the top one (pointing to the

standard) and tell me which of the bottom ones (pointing repeatedly to

the two bottom ones) looks like the top one." The procedure was repeated

with the remaining five cards. After the subject had answered on the

lent card, the research assistant point to the standaa'and the bottom

C 6 i 0
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figure to which the child had\not4pointed, and said, "Nov look at these

to. How are these two the same?" The child's immediate answer, of

lack of it, was recorded and questioning was continued (if necessary)-

until the subject acknoVledged that there .was a similarity. The other

/

five cards were thl repeated in reverse order, the pUtpose being to

teat resistance to the implication that the subject had chosen the wrong

. dimension. This procedIre was eliminated if the subject had shown no

dominant tendency Xfive or six answers on the same diMension). At the .

alicventh card was presented'to the Subject with a blue; triangle

a

'as the standard, compared to a blueltriangle and a red Circle. Presum-_

abltssubjectla who gave mixed responses to the tests because of confusion

Aver the instructions Might answer thieidentity item incorrectly.

It may be noted that there was difficulty in formulating the instrue-

tiaoa for'thistask. For TXmapie, one of the common terms for "the same".

implies-"the same form." After consulting with three local research
o

assistants and several other native-speaking adults, a pbrasingMas

chosen that was generally agreed to be unbiased with regard to form and

color;

Qnly four subjects failed to pass the identity item (card seven),

a five- and a seved-year-old-in the urban sample and a four- and a five-.

year-old in the rural sample.' Their data. were removed from the analyais.

Figures 7 and 8 show the perceotage'of children at each.age responding

on the basia of color (five or six of the six cards), form (five or six

as of the six cards), mixed (fewer than five on both cues), lit' having un-

scorable data (position preference or persistent inability to follow

instructions). In both sempleb the general level of form responding

. 0,x04
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t

clearly below that reported fOt-E topean 'children felted above), but
.

-.-
by.'idulthood the scores seem to be Within the range reported fOr the

Europeans; Comparison with' the Zambian data of Serpell.(1969a), although

1
. qA

notentirely.coMparable, reveals no dramatic differences. There appears

to be an increase in form responding With age in the urban sample begin-
,

ning around age six.. Among the rural subjects, no four-year-olds reepon4
.

or,.

...
.

. ,.

on the basis of form; from five on there'is a plateau which shoWe no

stable increase until the teens.

(Insert Figures 7 and 3-about here)

The most interesting result may be the decrease with age in the

percentage of subjects giving mixed responses. In both samples this

percentage has dropped to zero by eight years, with occasional reoCcur-

rentes thereafter. Some previous studies do not explicitly discuss the

treatment of inconsistent data. Figure 9 presents the percentages. of

form responders based on only those subjects who showed a clear domi,

nance 46r color or form. The upan data now show a sharp increase be-

tween the ages of five and seven, with a smaller increase aftei,nine.

The extremely small ns of the rural sample make its curve erratic, and

it A iis difficult to draw any generalizatioh; but it appears similar-to

the urban sample in shape.

(Insert Figure 9 about here)

*-4

Analysis of responses on the repeated presentation suggested that

the strongest resistance to

(

change was shown by the color-responding

1(young children and thelo in-responding older subjects, b% the effect'

C61-10
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was not striking:

Sensitivity to Rotation of Geometric Forms

The inability of the young child to behave differentially toward

two objects which differ only in their geometric orientation has been

the object of study byWestern psychologists and educators for many years.

In 1930, for example, Rice showed that yOung children, in searching a

matrix of simple drawings for ones which poked lice a standard (a dia-

'bond or a spoon), paid no attention to the orientation (vertical or

horizontal) of the drawings. At age five, a few subjects selected only

*"\* those drawings faith orientation identical to the standard, and the pro-

portion of children doing this increased until ake seven. Davidson

(1934) showed that reversal errors in matching forms and words to a

standard' "decreased distinctly at the mental age of five and one-half

years." Inca second study (Davidson, 1935), her data suggested that

confusion of letters which involved an invExsion (e.g., d and p) begins

to decrease at a mental age of five and one-half or six, while errors

continue until at least the age of seven and one-half for letters involving

rotation around a vertical axis (e.g., d and b). Gibson 1963) notes

that errors in rotation and reversals of letter-like geometric forms are

more frequent than errors involving topological transformation (e.g.,

closure) at four years of age, but they decline to nearly zero at eight

years. The importance of topological transformations, she points out,

,has been learned by children in the development of object perception,

while rotation and reversal are relatively unimportant until discrimi-

nation of letters is taught.
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There is little information-on this type of task for children

than eight yiars, but the data of Rice (1930) suggest that the sensitivity

to rotation may drop, rather than remain level, after the age of seven.

Suppes (1966) presents data from a task in which the ,subject has to

choo.e which of two figures,'differing in size and rotation, is most

like a standard'. They suggest a peak of sensitivity to rotation in the

first grade (age six), having increased from nursery schol And kinder-

garten, and decreasing at least_through grade six. Huttonlocher (1967)

has noted that testing procedures may have a major effect on the results,

althbugh her data, too, demonstrate the young child's difficulties with

orientation.

Rudel and-Teuber (1963) have pointed out the parallel between the

young child's difficulty in discriminating left versus right diagonals

and the similar difficulties of the octuplus (Sutherland, 1957), and rats

(Lashley, 1938); goldfish suffer a similar disability (MacIntosh &

Sutherland, 1962). SutAI a parallel fits almost too nicely with the

hierarchical view of cerebr.al organization which White (1966b) has

related to the "five to seven shift".

Adult subjects in non-Western cultures seem to show similar diffi-

culties in discriminating some kinds of orientation. Shapiro (1960)

demonstrated this with native Rhodesian subjects usingthe Kohs block

design test. The adolescent subjects of Jahoda (1956) in Ghana showed

a similar insensitivity on the Goldstein-Scheerer cube test. If re-'

quested, however, they could usually correct their copy, suggesting
1

differaces in the value placed on orientation rather than a perceptual

411 or analytical deficit. Deregowski(1966a) has demonstrated the difficulty

CG/12
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of Zambian subjects in interpreting the orientation of a depicted object.

Serpell (1968) replicated the Rudel and Teuber finding in both urban

and rural Zambian children. His results are in general agreement with

the American data, but show mastery of the oblique discrimination to be

delayed by two or three yeats in the Zambian children. He attributes

this lag to the substantial differences in education and environment;

pointing out that Jeffrey (1966) focused on the same factors in studying

the improvement with age, in American children. Supper 0(1966) notes

briefly)hatoa Ghanaian-sample did not show the increase in seititivity

to rotation in the first year of school.

The procedures Vn the present experiment were similar to those of

1.ice (1930). A Small white card 2.5 inches square was put in front of

the child. An outlined diamond, measuring slightly less than an inch

and .5 inches on its axes, was centered on the card and oriented verti-

caaly. The subject was then given a piece of paper, 5.5 by 8- inches

which contained a diamond in the same vertical orientation, along with

outlined figures of a square, a hexagon, and,a circle. The child was

asked to point to the figure on his paper which looked like the one on

thed, a request which only some of the very youngest children had

difficulty in following. He was then given a felt-tip pen and told to

touch it again, leaving a mark. -After an approving comment, the research

assistant removed both the standard and the subject's paper,, and then

presented the standard rotated 90 degrees, so the diamond was in the

horizontal orientation. The subject was given a second sheet of paper

with the same four figures in a different array. The diamond on the

subject's sheet was also oriented horizontally. The child was again

C 13
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instructed to mark only the figure which looked exactly like/the.standard.

If on these .two training sheets the subject seemed to h*ve difficulty,

they were repeated with additional instructions until it\ as clear that

the subject either understood what he was asked to do, o that the ,task

was beyond his present ability.

The first test sheet (pendicular) measured 3.5 by/ inches and
0

containea 35 individual figures, arranged in a five seven matrix.

Ten diamonds were distributed randomly among the of figures, which

were the same as on the practice sheets, (circles, exagons, and squares).

On this test sheet, however, half the diamonds wer tented vertically,

and half horizontally. The standard was presente to the child in the

vertical orientation and left in view. The subje t was told that on

this piece of paper there were several pictures ike the standard, and

he should mark all of the ones that were exactly like the standard.

Only if he began to' mark figures other than diamonds were any furthe

instructions given.

(

II

,09

When the subject was finished, both'his response sheet and the

standard were removed without comment. In their place wee put the

second test sheet (oblique) and the standard diamond, now oriented 145.

degrees off the vertical, from upper right to lower left. Half the dia-

J
monde on the subject's.sheet were oriented the same way, and half from

upper left to lower right. The instructions were as before.

If on either of the'two test sheets the subject marked any of the

rotated diamonds, the discrepancy was pointed out to him after comple-

tion of the oblique test sheet. "Look, you marked this one which, goes

this way, while the one up here says to mark only those that go that way,n

C0114
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Considerable emphasis wa Ofgiven to the difference in orientation. both
?

verbaily and by tracing the figures, but no verbal code for.the differ-

,

ence (such sit "porting p") was given; The subject was then given an

alternate response sheet, half the size of the first, and told "Now this

time mark only the ones that are exactly like etis' one," the standard.
I.

Approval of his performance was indicated at the end.

Figure 10 shows the perceRtage of children at each age who were
6

able to proceed through the practice trials without difficulty and com-

plete the tasks. (A few of the remaining children were able to proceed

to the first test after repeated instructions.) In both samples, many

of the youngest children were unable to follow the instructions, with

the percentage of successes rising rapidlyto nearly 100 at age five or

six. The amount of time required-to answer each of the test sheets
as

varied from 10 seconds to well over 3 minutes, th'e median being slightly

less thad 1 minute. The average time was seen to vary as a function of

the task (the oblique set was generally completed more rapidlythan the

perpendicular one); and by age (the subjects under six or seven years

generally taking more than their elders.

(Insert Figure 10 about here)

Figure 11 dhows the percentage of urban subjects for each of the

two tests and repetitions who marked none of the rotated figures. The

urban children make little spontaneous distinction between the rotated

and nonrotated figures through the age of seven, after which .an increas-

ing number of subjects respond only to the unrotated figures. The appar-

ent sensitivity of a few of de youngest children may be the result of

CO115
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poor search strategies (see below). In the rufal sample (Figure 12)

all subjects at all ages spontaneously marked at least one of the rotated

A

figures. It is clear from the repetition curvea of both 'samplers that,

when pressed, many of the older subjects are able to make the distinction

between the rotated and the unrotated figures. In the urban sample this
-4,

ability first seems to appear at age seven, but it is not until the teens

that the rural subjects can show any differentiation. The oblique dis-
r,.

tinction seemed more difficult for both samples.

(Insert Figures 11 and 12 about here)

If we look only at the figures with orientation identical to'the

standard, we can derive some information about the thoroughness of the

child's performance. Regardless of his behavior toward the rotated

figures, if he was abie to maintain atteneion to die task at hand, and

use an efficient searching strategy, the subject should have marked all

five of the unrotated figures. Figure 13 shows the median number of

correct (unrotated) figures marked by each age group in the perpendicular

task. It appears that the growth curve is largely completed by around

nine years in both samples. Results from the oblique trials are similar,

and the conclusion is corroborated by an analysis of subjects who marked

figures other than the diamond (e.g., circle, hexagon, or square). Such

errors were frequent in the young urban subjects but had Asamared by

age seven (with the exception of one adult). They were extremely common

in the rural children but rapidly dvreased as a function of age and

progression through the task. On the first perpendicular trial such
41'

errors had dropped out after age nine, and on the oblique repetition

CG 10
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there were no such errors after age six.

Bender Gestalt Test

(Insert Figure 13 about here)

Since its development in the early 1930'a by Bender, the visual

motor Gestalt. test (Bender, 1938) has seen widespread application.

Claims have been made for its validity in assessing native intellectual

ability, perceptual acuteness, emotional stability, psychodynamic mech

enigma, and the physical integrity Of the brain. AfteT an extensive

review, Billingslea (1963) concluded that, when used with adolescents

and adults, the test could be useful in discriminating psychotic and

organic populations from normal subjects. Up until the age of twelve

or thirteen, however, its only defensible use, when properly scored, is

in assessing intellectual ability. Koppitz, for example, using her

scoring system (Koppitz, 1960), has fOund substantial correlation with

WISC scores (Koppitz, 1958) and with achievement. and readiness tests

(Koppitz, Sullivan, Blyth & Shelton, 1959). In presenting her normative

results, Koppitz (1960) points out that "there is a marked drop in score

between the age of five and the gge of seven. Thereafter the decrease

is more :gradual, and seems to level off at age nine when sufficient

maturity in visual-motor perception has been acquired by most Ss to

draw the Bender correctly without any distortions." Smith and Keogh

(1963) plso report "the greatest change in performance .., between kinder-

garten and grade two." In neither study were subjects below kindergarten

or age five tested.

00117
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In the present study, only three of Bender's line figures were used

Design A consists of A circle and a diamond, .side'by side, just Couching;

design two has elev.en'columns of three small circles each, the coluratis

being tilted slightly to the left; and design six shows two intersecting

sinusoidal line i. These were chosen, after preliminary work, to sample

the four summary actors of Koppitz' scoring system (distortion of shape,

rotation, integration, perseveration); the three types of designs in-

cluded by Bender (closed figures, lines, and dots); and Koppitz' obser-

vations on which factors and designs might be mostseaponsible for the .

large 4hange in total score between five and seven (Koppitz, 1968).

Each design was drawn with black ink on a white card measuring 4

by 6 inCi4iclwhich was then laminated, in clear plastic. Testing proce-

dure's followed the instructions of Bender (1946). The subject was given

a sheet of blank paper and a felt-tip pen, and the first card (A) was

placed in front of him. The research assistant told the subject to draw

what he saw on the card, to mark his paper so it looked like the standard.

No time limit was imposed, and the responses to any questions were'non-

directive; The procedure was repeated with cards two and six, using the

same sheet of paper, unless the subject requested another.

9

After completing the three drawings, the subject was given design

A again, and a piece of transparent tracing paper. With the research

assistant holding the paper firmly over the design, the subject was

asked to move hie pencil over *the black line. that he saw on the paper,

that Is, to trace the design.

The three drawings were scored according to the system of Koppitz
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(1960), once by the author, and once by a Western research assistant,

without knowledge of the subject's ag . The Phi coefficient for the

'coring reliability on the 746 score for the urban sairipil was and

for the 459 scores of the rural samples .84. After careful comparison,

most of the disagreements were resolved to the satisfao,tion of both

scorers. For the eight unresolved scores, those assigned by the author

were used for analysis.' A total score for each'error type was formed

by summing across designs. The maximum scores were: distortion, 3;

integration, 3; rotation, 2; and perseveration, 2.

Two scores were derived from the tracing of design A. The first

reflected whether it was copied as a Gestalt, as two separate figures,

or was unscorable (e.g., no closed figures), Presumably, separation of

the figures (Koppitz' integration) or reorientation (Koppitz' rotation)

indicated an active restructuring of the design, since the proper orien-

tation and placement were clearly visible through the paper. Second,

the quality of the tracing of the circle was rated on a five-point scale,

from "virtually perfect" (1) to "barely recognizable" (5), in an attempt

to assess motor coordination. The criterion used by the rater was how
,

well the subject appeared to have succeeded in making the pencil go as

he wanted. The three-point Gestalt score had an interrater reliability

(Pearson r) of .92, and the five-point quality score of .61.

Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17 present the total score on each of the

four types of errors at each age for the two samplei. Both distortion

and integration errors decrease substantially with age, the major decline

occurring between agea five and nine, and five and eight, respectively.

The rotation scores are quite uneven in both samples, while there is a

CC) 19
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suggeition of a U-shaped curve for perseveration. Analysis of variance

indicates that all the age effects are significant beyond the .05 level,

except for the urban rotation (not significant) and the rural persever-

ation (p .18) scores.

Inspeqtion of error curves for each design (that is, before summing)

indicates the coherence of each error type was greater in the urban

sample than in the rural'one. Figures 13 and 19 show this for integra-

tion. The perseveration curves (not shown) reveal that design six is

largely responsible for the apparent peaking and ecline in peraeveraton
.

errors.

(Insert Figures 14' 15 16s 17"13 and 19 about here)

The Gestalt scores for tracing design A are shown in Figure 20.

In both samples there is a sharp increase up to the age of eight in the

percentage of children Who copied the Gestalt. this rise was somewhat

more rapid for the rural children, in part because of the difference in

unscorable responses. The quality of tracing_ underwent a more gradual

improvement, as seen in Figure 21. The age trends of both scores are

/1

stable beyond the .01. level in boti samples.

(Insert Fi ures 20 and 21 about here

The amount of time required for each drawing varied considerably,

from subject to subject, and design to design. In both samples, ambjects''

tended to take more time with age (E of F less than .01), with a sharp

increase for the urban children around age seven when they start school.

The rural performance was more variable, with a curious peak at age eight

N)12,0



on all three designs. In both samples, those subjects who spent longer

on the design also looked up at the model more-often.

Drawing the Diagonal

The emerging ability to copy a diagonal has been explored in detail

:11by Olson (1968). Five-year-olds, he has shown, can recognize diagonals

and sort them from non-diagonals. They.are likely to fail, however, in'

reproducing a diagonal of checkers od a checkerboard, even though.the

motor responses required in this task are demonstrably within their abil-

ity. They can recognize their failure,, but are unable to point out the

apecific.error. Olson further demonstrated that verbal-instruction in

specifying the necessary attributes produced a significant increase in

success, but that non-verbal rehearsal of a sorting procedure did not.

e explanation offered by Olson rests in a Piagetian framework of cog-

nitive representation. What the unsuccessful five-year-old cannot do

is call forth. the conceptual attributes of the diagonal (wch as starting

in a corner, being a straight line, and ending at the opposite corner)

and 4,,roduce these attributes insderial coordination with the whole.

In the present study the subject was given a piece of paper measuring

8 inches square, with A square 2 inches per side outlined in the center.

A similar sheet, with a diagonal drawn frost upper -right to lower-left'

was .resented as the standard for the subjectto copy. The_rotiearch

Assistant, pointing to but not tracing the diagonal on the standard, told
.

,---4

ithe subject: "Put this line on your paper, so your paper and my paper

are the same." Each response was scored by the author and a Western

research assistant, without knowledge of the subject's age, as being

CGi2t
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either (1) correct, (2) having an error (e.g., starting in one corner

but curving to end on a side) or (3) complete failure Ws., a horizon-

tal line or a circle). The iaterrater reliability (Pearson r) of 'this

scoring was .93. ,Responses in the first two categories were analyzed

for their orientation being correct (upper right to lower leit) ovrex

versed (upper left to lower right). oil

In the urban isample the ability to draw a diagonal correctly ap-

peared at age five and increased thereafter (Figure 22). Only three

childreni(two seven- year -olds and/one nine-year-old) who correctly started

their diagonal were unable to finish correctly. In the rural sample

(Figure 23), the ability Opears_more gradually with at least one subject

at most ages in the transition category (error). It is not until age

seven that a totally correct response was given. Both samples show a

rapid fall in the percentage of subjects unable to start the diagonal

correctly, from 1007. to 07. between ages four to 'seven in the urban sample

and five to nine in therural one.

(Insert Figures 22 and 23 about here)

It is not until age five or six,, therefore, that we can begin to

assess the accuracy of the orientation of the drawing (Figuire 24). Even

in the urban sample accuracy is not greatly above the chance 507., but

there does appear to be some increase with age. (The apparent high

success of the five-year-olds is misleading because of the extremely

small n.) In the rural sample it is only at the upper ages that the

subjects are numerous enough to suggest any generalization, and perfor-

mance is only slightly above the chance level of 507..
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(Insert Figure 24 about. ere)

DiscrimAp tion of Hilda and Left

The ability.to!reliably distinguish one 'i right hand fidm one's

left develops when the child is about six years old. As Piitget((19591

has pointed out, the sense of objective left/right, necessary for iden-

tifying the rigb hand of someone facing the subject,*does not develo4p

,--1--' ,

until later. Piaget sees thi ability as part of a generally increasi g
N.__,

accuracy of localization an orientation, and a decreivyin-egocentricify.

1

Bent(In (1959) relates it to symbolic verbal abilities, and their ewer-
.

gence around age six.

The Engligh words leht" and "left" have been partly ihidilated-

into Chi-Nyanja. For testing, both the English and the Nyanja (Cewa)

were used in case one was unfamiliar to the subjec .

lt
He was first asked,

4"Which is your right.hand? Show it to me." If the chilF:=4..unable

to understand the question, or answered it 'wrong, he was asked "Which

hand do you eat nshima with? Show it to me." (Nehima, the universal

corn meal ataple in the Zambian diet, is traditionally eaten with the

right hand; while the relish is handled with the left.) If the child'

was able to answer the question in this form, the nshimf/relish

tion was used instead of the right/left throughout testing. After the

first question, the research assistant responded "good" if the subject

was correct, and made peo response if he was wrong.

The child was next shown a small doll facing him. "Which is the

doll's right hand?" he was asked; "Touch it with your hand." Again

4 G6i23
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there was no correction, and the research assistant continued: "Now

touch her left hand." The child was next asked, "Now do you know that

this is the doll's left hand?" These three .questions were then repeated

with the doll turned around sip that its back was to the child.' If the

child's answers were not consistent with.eich other (that is, the Same
4'

hapd always called "right"), the child was told to hold the doll's right

hand. The doll was then slowly rotated back to the face,to-face posi-

tion and the child was asked again, "Nov which is the doll's right hand?

Why?"

Nearly 607. of the four-year-olds in the urban sample were tested

using the mright/left" distinction and by eight years of age all subjects

understood this form. Howeyer, three four-year-olds (437.).aad one five-

year-old (IOU responded incorrectly to both forms of the question

(right/left and nshima/relish). In co4xast, none of the rural four-

year-olds'understood "right/left", and by age eight only 607. could do

so; but all subjects answered at least one form of the questtc correctly.

Very few of the young children in either sample were able to trans- ,

pose and correctly identify (i.e.; consistent with their previous answer)

the right hand of the doll facing them. The general increase of this

ability, which starts around five, seems to show no reliable disconti-

nuities with age (Figure 25). The relatively high success of the urban

four-year-olds has no obvious explanation. Most, but by no means all,

of the subjects in both samples were able to answer the next question,

with the doll,fecitig away, in a manner consistent with their earlier.

answer for themselves, as shown in Figure 26. The responses to the

"How do you know?" 25uestions showed considerable differentiation with
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IIIage. Answers ranged from "I just know" to concise statements of the

principle involved, but generally fell in two categories: those which

indicated an awareness of the issue of objectivity, and those that did

not. As shown in Figure 27, it is not until the eighth year that the

urban children begin to give an. objective rationale. With one exception,

/ this does not appear in the rural sample until age nine. The results

of the retesting procedure were too confused to yield any information.

(Insert Figures 25. 26. and 27 about here)

Drawing Maximum and Mintmum Squares

As an example of the childa growing ability to use "asymmetric

relation groupings Ch<134:0" as he enters into the stage of concrete

operations, Piaget describes an experiment by Rey: "A square with sides

a few centimeters long is drawn on a sheet of paper which is also square ...,

and the subject is instructed to draw with a pencil the smallest 'square

he can, as well as ttie largest sqUare which can be made on such a sheet.

Now while adults (and, children over the age of 7 - 8) succeed straight

away in producing a square. of 1 - 2 thillimeters and one closely follciwing

U

the edge of the paper,- children under'the age of 6 - 7 at first draws

only squares scarcely smaller and scarcely larger than the standard,,

and they proceed-by successive, and often unsuccessful ial and error;

as if they at no time anticipated the final solutions" (Piaget, 1960,

p, 37). Wilat the older but not the younger subjects are able to do is

place, in thought, the perceived square "in a series of potential

squares,, becoming bigger and bigger or smaller and smaller in relation

G6125
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to the first" (Piaget, 1960, p. 3r). The ability. to construct and use t,

this kind of grouping is a landmark of conctete operations.

The materials used in the present study consisted of a piece of

white paper measuring 8 inches on each side with al-inch aqiiare drawn

in the center; and a similar piece of paper without the drawing. The

research assistant traced around the square on the first sheet of paper

with her finger and said to the subject, "Do yoU see this?" Then handing

him a felt-tip pen she said, "I would likeyou to draw me another one

just like this except make it as Ibig as possibls. The biggest squtte

you can possibly, draw." When the child had done'so, sheaid! "Good.

Now draw another square, but this time make it as little as possible.

The littlest squate you can possibly draw." Great emphasis was put on

41,

the references to, size. No cues were given regarding the placement of

the squares; if the subject pointed and asked "Here?" he was answered,

"Anywhere you want, but as big (little) as you can." Then, unless the

subject's drawings were nearly perfect, he was given the second, blank

,sheet of papetand asked to draw another minimum and maximum square.,

Repetition of the task without the model square was ilizraduced

after pretesting suggested that the presende of the model influenced

the nature of the task. A number of subjects seemed to make unnecessary

and dttrimental assumptions regarding the placement of their response.

For example, that the small square must be concentric with and outside

the model, thus restricting it-to at least the size of the model. Or,

more commonly, that the large square could not be concentric with the

model, thus limiting its size to the areas between the centered square

and the edge of the paper. Any unnecessary assumption about the
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concentricity of the response thus interfered with one of the two re-

quired tasks. On the second, blank sheet of paper, it was thought that
1

the problem would not arise. However, it appears that some subjects

continued to restrict the placement of their maximum square. by not allow-

ing it to be concentric with the prior, minimum square. Thus in addition

to testing the cognitive operations as described by Piaget, the task

contained-an element of insight concerning limitations on the placement

of the squares.

Figures 28, 29, 30, and 31 present the median area of the large

and small squares, with and without the printed model, for each age

group of the urban and rural samples. Performance improved dramatically

with age-in the urban sample, (e.g., 2. of F. for large area with model 10

.004). The major decrease in the minimum square occurs between five

and eight years;iincreases in the maximum square seemed largely linear.

. ,

Age effects in the rural sample are not particularly stable. The curioa--1

peak at age six for both maximum and minimum squares seems to be related'

to the large percentage of children drawing the squares concentric with

the Model at this age, as indicated tnqigure 33. The six-year-olds

were also the most likely, on the blank sheet, to draw their two squares

concentric. The urban children showed no major discontinuities with

age in use of concentricity (Figure 32). There was some tendency (not

shown) to line up at least one of the edges of the various squares (when

concentricity was not used) beginning at age four or five in the urban

sample, and six or seven in the rural one.

(Insert Figures 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32 about here)
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There was a dramatic increase with age in the quality of the square

drawn, regardless of its aide. Each response was scored by the author,

without knowledge of tht subject's age, as(1) a circle or free form;

(2) containing some semblance of corners; (3) a definite rectangle; or
.

(4) a squaie. llaod squares were rte. Figure,34 shows the percentage

of children at each age whO made some attempt at drawing corners on thekr

figures. (a of X2 of percentage by age less than .000 for each curve.)

Equally dramatic but more representative, is Figure 35, which shows th4

median score at each age. Most growth 'Occurred between the sixth and

seventh years:

(Insert Figures 33. 34, and 35 about here)

Brothers

In discussing the emergence.of the class incluSion grouping during

the concrete operations phase, Piaget (1959) points out that it is not

until the age of seven or eight that the child can count himself as

being the sibling of one of his siblings. Thus A may have ont brother,

B, but when asked how many brothers B has, A will respond "None".

There is no directly analogous word for brother
V
or sister in Chi-'

Nyanja or Chi-Cewa. There does exist, however, the word mlongosi, which

in normal usage means "opposite -sex sibling." (Like "brother", it can

be given a more general meaning.)

The subject was asked, then, how many alongosi (plural for6) he

had. If any confusion arose (stemming, for example, from the practice

of polygamy), the question was specified to mean opposite-sex siblings

C 6 12
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of the same biological mother. The child was then asked to name the

siblings, and using the name of the first one mentioned the research

assistant said, "Now let's talk abo4 (Chidoti). How many alonosi

doeii (she) have?" The child was then asked to name the siblings (of

LN1Chidoti).

y A number of subjects at all ages found this task extremely diffi- .

p.

cult, as manifested by-considerable hesitation before giving the answers,

and occasional difficulty in giving the names of one's siblings.- One

seven- year -old girl claimed she could not think of her sister's name.

When asked to look at the children playing outside the' mobile laboratory

and see if she was there, she replied "yes," and pointed her oiit. When

asked the name of the girl she had just pointed to, she said without

hesitation "Maria:" Even among adults the whole series of questions

brought forth a reluctance and hesitation not entirely understandable

by the Western investigator. One Zambian who had a Western university

education explained the situation this way: "To be questioned by a

stranger about one's family is extremely threatening. TO be asked about

one's brother's brother, when one has just spoken about one's own

br.others, is to imply somehow that one does not belong to one's family,

that there is a cohesive family unit without one's self. Even I, who

am used to Western ways, find the topic a bit embarrassing." Several

alternatives which would probe related cognitive groupings were tried

(such as asking if one would be a stranger in Malawi, and whether

Malawian would be A strainer in Malawi), but all seemed to involve more

procedural difficulties than the sibling question. Continued work might

/ have produced a better question.
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Figures 36 and 37 present the results for the urban and rural

samples. Answers were categorized as being either mature, egocentric,

or other (e.g., I have one brother, John; John has 15 brothers). In

both samples mature responses did not occur until age seven, after which

they increase in number. Idiosyncratic responses predominated until age

/six in the urban samp e and age eight in the rural sample.

(Insert Fisuris 35 and 37 about here)

Sensitivity to Contradiction: Object Invariance

The three previous tasks related to the work of Piaget (brothers,

left-right, and maximum and minimum squares) were designed to tap pro-

.,
cisses only peripherally related to the conservation' tasks. Since con-

servation is the only Piagetian'problem that has see9 wide application

in cross-cultural research, it seemed desirable to include one of this

type in the present battery. However, because of the difficulties in

translation of the procedures (cf. Heron & Simonsson, 1969), and the

often lengthy questioning which has been shown to be desirable (e.g.,

Greenfield, 1966), an attempt was made to probe some aspects of the

appreciation of invariance of objects through an entirely different

method.

Charlesworth (1967) has suggested that the absence of a belief

in the invariance of the size of an object across spatial transfortha-

tiona may be revealed in response to the trapezoidal illusion. When

presented with a plane drawing of two identical trapezoids, most West-

,erners report that the top figure appears larger in area. Presumably,

GGICO
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this effect is the result of compromises the visual system must make .

amongcues in the stimuli. Following Gregory's explanation (Gxegory',

1966) of the Muller-Lyer type illusions, the Western eye sees depth in

the figures and, makes an effort to preserve size constancy of the recti-

linear plane receding in the distance. At the same, timei, the spatially

contiguous parts of the trapezoid (the short top of thebottom one, and

the long bottom of the top one) are manifestly different in length on

the two dimensional paper. The erroneous conclusion that the top trap-

ezoid is larger may be the compromise Arrived at for these two conflic-

ting cues. In any event, the phenomenon seems reliable for Western subjects.

If the position of the two trapezoids is reversed, the top one still

appears larger, but the contradiction (that first trapezoid A was larger

but now B is larger) usually reveals to the adult that an illusion is

involved. However, if a young child has not yet leprned that such phys-

ical characteristics of objects as size are not transformed when objects

are spatially rearranged, he may not show any surprise to the change.

In the present experiment one red and one white trapezoid were used,

each with bases of .6 and 3 inches, and a height cf 2.5 inches. They

were made of colored cardboard and laminated in clear plastic. In testing,

they were placed one above the other (balanced across subjects for color)

directly in front of the subject, who was asked to touch the larger fig-

ure. Labeling the subject's response, the research assistant then said,

"Oh, the (red) one is bigger. Now watch this." The assistant then moved

the figures to reverse their positions so that the trapezoid which had

been on top was now on bottom. The assistant again said "Point to the

bigger one." The subject's answer along with any indications of surprise
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were recorded. If on the second trial the subject pointed to the same

position as on the first, he was asked, "How can it be that f4st the

(red) one is bigger than the (white) one?" Regardless of the tubjeet's

response on the second trial, he was next asked if the two trapezoids

were the same size, and then if they were different sizes. Lastly, as

a check on understanding of the instructipnis, a blue trapezoid of the

same proportions but obviously gfeater size was presented with .the white

figure positioned above it. The long base of the white trapezoid was

notices y longer than the tap of the lower, blue trapezoid. The subject

was asked to touch the larger figure.

The results were generally unsatisfactory, and they suggest that

the data are not able to speak to the intended question of sensitivity

to contradiction of object invariance. First, many subjects in both

samples "failed" the check item by pointing to the objectively smaller

white triangle ( ure 38). This suggests that the judgment was made

entirely on the basis of the two adjacent edges. A few subjects were

unable to give any coherent answer to this item. Second, up until age

six, t substantial number of subjects in both populations answered that

yea, the two trapezoids were the same size, and that yea, the two trap-

A

ezoids were different sizes. Lastly, and most importantly, the top trap-

ezoid was by no means the universal choice on trial one, suggesting that

the necessary illusion was either different, or weaker, for the Zambian

subjects than for Westerners (Figure 39).

(Insert Figures 38 and 39 about here)

If the perception of the illusion depends on the presence of depth

X
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cues, as suggested earlier, there are theoretical reasons to expect that

the illusion was marginal for the Zambian subjects. The data of Segall,

Campbell, and Herakovitz (1966), and its re-evaluation by Deregowski

(1967), demonstrate that the use of depth cues in such illusions depends

upon certain kinds of perceptual experiences. The continuous forest

growth on the Cewa lands, though notAense, allows little experience of

sweeping horizontal vistas, and little chance to learn the visual infer-

ences Segall 2121. postulate as necessary for the horizontal-vertical

illusion. Moreover, the rural sample had virtually no experience with

representing depth in two dimensions, and there is ample demonstration

that such experience is necessary for correctly using tWo-dimensional

depth cues (Deregowski, 1966a, 1966b; Hudson, 1962a, 19621.3). The urban

cchildren, in cohtrast, live In a visually more open environment, and

are far,more likely to have had experience with pictorial representation

of depth, especially in school. It appears from Figure 39 that suscep-

tibility to the illusion may be greater among the urban subjects. How-
*

ever, the instructional difficulties were no less in that sample, and

the results in general seem of little value for the present investigation.

Organization of Free Recall
ti

Changes during the early school years in a child's growing ability

to form and use conceptuil categories has,been the object of study by

numerous iaearchera using a variety of techniques (Kendler & Kendler,

1962; Kuenne, 1946; Inhelder & Piaget, 1964; Piaget, 1953; Bruner, Olver,

& Greenfield, 1966). The starting point for the present task was a study

by An,(ett (1959) in which she focused on changes during middle childhood
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in the uae and explanation of conceptual sorting. She presented her

subjects with 16 cards, each of which contained a simple line drawing.

Four cards portrayed animals, four plants, four vehicles, and four

articles of furtiture. Subjects were asked to sort the cards into

grouper that go together, and were then asked for an explanation of the

sorting. "The most frequent response at years five and iix," she re-

ports, "was to make no sorting at all; at seven and eight to sort the

A cards In eight pairs, but at nine and over to make four or five groups"

(Annett, 1959, p. 225). By eight years, all the subjects were able to

produce at least one sorting. When the sortinga were scored according

to a priori groupings, the most striking result was the dramatic )increase

in sorting by categories (i.e., animals with animals, not anima a with

plant or vehicle, etc.) from 437. at five years to over 907. after\age

eight. The explanations showed a corresponding but somewhat delayed

increase in the use of similarities between the objects and use of

class name.

Preliminary work with American subjects corroborated the fact that

a substantial number of children under the age of seven would be unable

to perform such a task. In the hope of collecting similar data without

demanding go much tf the young subjects, the general design of Annett's

work was superimposed on the free-recall technique used so successfully

by Bousfield (1953), Tulving (1962), Cole and Gay (in press), and others.
of

411,

The usefulness of this procedure stems from the fact that the subject,

when asked to give back a series of words which he has heard or seen,

rarely repeats them in the original order: in the process of storing

and retrieving the words, the subject imposes an organizational structure.

.

-1
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Success in recalling the stimulus words has been shown to be related

to the degree f organization (Tulving, 1968), use of-the visual mode

(Horowitz, ,$69; Rossi & Rossi, 1965), verbal labeling of the stimuli

by the subjects (Horowitz, 1969; Hagen & Kingsley, 1963), and, to some

. extent, age (Horowitz, 1969; Willner, 1967). The amount of clustering

(organization) in the recalled lost seems to-be responsive to a somewhat

different set of variables.. Willner (1967) has shown that items belong-

ing to cohesive concepts are more likely to be clustered than those

belonging to more diffuse ones, and Cofer's review (1965) amply demon.-

strates tut the clustering can be superordinate, or associative, or

idiosyncratic, d riding upon the specific cues built in by the experi-

menter.,,Aossi and Rossi (1965) have shown that with clear semantic

categories present in the stimulus, even four-year-olds recalled words

more frequently by category-clustering than be serial ordering of the

responses. Rossi and Wittrock (1967) replicated this finding on four -

year olds using' stimulus words controlled for associative strength.

Evidence'on the.relation between clustering and age is uneven.

Several studies suggest a general increase in clustering with aae

(Bousfield, Esterson, & Whitmarch, 195; Handler & Stevens,,,1967; Willner,

19A7; Moelly, Olson, Holmes & FlaveLl, 1969). Rossi.(1963) has presented

data indicating a monotonic increase in category clustering with mental

age, within the range of four to ten years. But Horowitz (1969) failed

to find an age effect between five and eight years and Laurence (1967)

obtained equivocal results with nursery and kindergarten children.

Since tht question in the present study is whether children of

various ages use different dimensions when categorizing objects, the

4.
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stimulus words were chosen to be open to categorization by more than one

scheme: cow, bird, monkey; tree, grass, corn (maize); axe, hoe, and

"slasher" (a bladed, golf.club-like hand tool for cutting tall grail).

The Ariorimmthods of association were intended as class (animals,

plants, toots); spatial contiguity (bird in the tree, cow eating. the

grass, and monkey eating the corn); and functional.use (axe on the tree,

, .

caring for the corn with the hoe, and cutting grass with the "slasher ").

Natives of the culture agreed that these were reasonable associations.

It is important to note an unusual( asp1.17.t of this list. Although

it is like the previously rag" lists in that words can be grouped into

mutually exclusive- groups (animals), the classes have a number of cross

associations. These associations (contiguity and function) are not ex..

haustive, in that neither type alone can group all the words: contiguity

pairs the animalr with the plants, and function pairs the plants with

the tools. Thus it lacks the symmetry of Winner's list (1967), and

the analytic procedures by Cole and Gay (in press); are not entirely

suitable.

A single colored drawing of each cf the stimulus words was prepared

by hand on an 3.5 by 11 inch sheet of white paper. Nd depth was repre-

sented in the drawings, and recognition of the objects proved not to be

difficult. Covered with plaslic, these nine pictures were assembled in

a looseleaf notebook in the following order: tree, cow, corn, slasher,

monkey, axe, grass, bird, hoe. The book was presented to the child with

the comment "Here are some pictures," and the child was asked to name

each picture. If there was hesitation in the naming, he was told the

name and asked to repeat it. The stimuli were presented at an
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the four- and five-year-old urban subjects.

Both repetitions and intruaions were Omitted in scoring the total

number of stimuli recalled. Figure 41 presents the median number of

correct responses at each age on trial one. The age 'trend (2 of F less

than .000) becomes somewhat sharper by trial four. The rural sample

had more very low scores thad' the urban sample wall ages, although

these Were numerous enough to affect the median score only at the lower

ages. The apparently sharper riae in the rural performance from four

to"six years probably reaults from the initially greater reticence of

the yOungest rural childrin.

(Insert Figure 41 about here)

In order to assess the extent and type of clustering in the sequence

of recalled words, eacht6onsecutive pair of words was scored as belonging

to the same noun group (e.g., cow, monkey); related by,spatial contiguity

(cow, grass); related by function (tree, axe); related by order of pre --

sentation (tree, cow); or nonelof these ,relations. _After reviewing the

constrained association responsea given at the end of the battery and

the accompanying explanations, grass-hoe was also counted as being func-

tionally related. By the same token, grass-bird and monkey-tree were

scored as contiguity. percentage of a subject's scorable pairs

(i.e., omitting repetitions and intrusions) falling into each of these

five categories was' calculated for each trial and their total. In both

samples roughly 407. of the pairs were clustered by group, 157. to 207. by

contiguity, 157. to 207. by order, and about 10'/. by function. In neither

sample were there any statistically significant differences by age in
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tiny of the types of clustering. This appears to be due to similar group

Nor
means, not to excessive within-group variance.

as Two problems prevent the conclusion that age is not a factor in

type of clustering on free recall,tisks in these populations. The first

is the unusual nature of the stimulus list. The variety O'f\Oossible

associations precludes a single dominant,base for clustering, unlike

most previous work in the area. If the age trends which have been demon-

strated by others represent an increase in the ability to utilize a .

single basis of clustering built int6 the list, 9 highly complex list

of words might still fail to draw it out. At all ages each subject used

,a. variety of associations, and this variety could-mask any groWing abil-

ity to cluster a particular way.

A second line of reasoning, rather than assuming that the abovep

results are valid and therefore require interpretation, looks to the

scoring procedures as a source of error. Although natives of the culture

being tested agreed that the scoring procedure was reasonable, any a priori

system assumes some risk of misclassifying the associations, inside the

ject who produced the responses. With one exhaustive, mutually ex-

clusive set of categories which can be applied to the entire stimulus

list, an a priori system can be used with dramatic success (e.g., Cole &

Gay, in press). But such is not the case here. Nor can approach of

Tulving (1962),, which imposes no a priori system in seeking structure

in the responses, be applied, because ofdifferences in administration

of the task and inadequacies in the present data.

prie a posteXiori effort was made to uncover systematic subjective

410
orderings in the data and it suggests that the apparent variety of
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sequences was genuine. A coincidence matrix was constructed With each

of the nine stimulus words being represented by one of the nine columns

and by one of. the nine rows. An entry was then made for each,sequential

pair of words recalled by the subject, at the intersection of the column

representing the first word in the pair in the row representing the second

word. The cell entries were accumulated for each of the four trials, and

for their sum, for all subjects at each age level in both populations.

At this point, inspection of the matrix is.hampered by the problem of

unequal marginals. For example, it may happen that "bird" is usually

followed by "tree", and only occasionally by "gtass"; but if "grass" is

rarely recalled at all, it may not be accurate to conclude that the

"gird-tree,association is stronger' than "bird-grass". Therefore, using

a procedure described by Mosteller (1968), the matrix was iterated until

all marginals equalled 100. This procedure maintains the interrelations

of the rows and columns (words) while eliminating the problem of unequal

marginals (rates of recall). Intpection of these matrices at the various

ages, ands#Verai attempts at summarizing them, corroborated the earlier

indication that within each age group subjects used a variety of associ-

ations,and. no reliable generalizations about differences between the

ages could be drawn.

The ace-Hands Test

Research using the Face-Handlest developed by. Bender and his

associates (e.g. Bender, Fink & Green, 1951) has shown that reporting

the perception of simultaneous tactjAe stimulation of the face and hand

is a behavior which varies with brain damage (Bender & Fink, 1952), mental
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age (Fink & Bender 1952; Pollack & Gordon, 1959), and altered states of

consciousness (Jaffe & Bender, 1951). Pollack and Fink (1962) have

provided a brief review of this work. The results are generally con-

sonant with the hierarchical' view of neural and intellectual organization,

and of particular interest for the present study is the fact that "below

the age of six years almost all normal children ... fail to identify

both stimuli correctly. The children are face dominant in that they

report the face stimulus but not the hand stimulus. Younger children

fail to perceive the hand stimulus even when tested with the eyes open'

(Pollack & Fink, 1962, p. 363)."

The procedures used in the current study are briefer than those cf

Fink and Bender (1952). Two colorful soft rubber "ticklers" were shoWn

to the child with the explanation by"the research assistant that "now

we're going to play a guessing game. He (the author) is going to touch,

you with.these, maybe one place, maybe two places, and you have to point

to where you were touched. Bsut to make the game harder, you must close

your eyes." A brief standard pretraining followed, during which the

subject was allowed to keep his eyes open and any errors were corrected.

The subject, was offered, and usually accepted, the opportunity to,turn

the game around on the experimenter. The standard pretraiing usually

lasted less than a minute but it was extended when necessary. If after

two minutes, the subject still seemed unable to-follow the game, the

task was skipped.

"or the actual testing, the subject sat with his hands palms down

on the table in front of him, and his eyes closed. The first item con-

sisted\pf touching lightly with the "tickler" the back of _the subject's
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right hand. He was told to open hiateyes and point to where he had been

touched. After his initial answer, he was asked, "Just there, or also

a second place?" This procedure was repeated eight more times, the other

items being, in order: right cheek; both hands; right hand and right

cheek; left hand; right hand and left cheek; left hand and left cheek;

right hand; and left hand and right cheek.

Figures 42 and 43 show for the two samples the increasing ease with

age of comprehension of the task. 'The results were most dramatic for

the rural sample, in which four out of six of the four-year-olds were

unable to perform correctly even with their eyes open on simple items,

atd the other two were able to proceed only after substantial pretraining.)

By age eight.gveryone was at least able to follow the basic instructions,

and by nine years, virtually no problems were encountered. 'There were

fewer urban subjects in the "unable" category.

(Insert Figures 42 and 43 about here)

The performance-by-age curves vary somewhat with the particular

result displayed. Contralateral items are easier than ipsilateral ones,

and since our interest is in the initial emergence of an ability, perfor-

mance on the contralateral items seems most germane. Figure 44 shows

the percentage of children at each age who answered both contralateral

items correctly (either spontaneously oar after the probe). Starting

from nearly zero at age four, the percentage begins to clink thereafter.

Again the rural curve is somewhat sharper than the urban one, with the

largest increase occurring between the seventh and eighth year. The

curve for ipsilateral items is similar, but tht increase is both later

C6141
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_(Insert Figure 44 about here)

The poorer performance of the urban children at ages seven, eight,

and nine resulted partly from their greater inconsistency: the percent-

age of subjects answering at least one item correctly was similar, for

the two samples. The urban subjects also made an average of three times

as many errors on the control items (single and symmetric touches) as

did the ruralsubjects (.23 vs .07). The two single-touch control items

were responsible for most of the urban and all of the rural errors.

When erring, ruralsubjects usually addeJ the symmetric part (answer

"both hands" to th left hand item), while urban subjects also guessed

non-symmetric pleCea.

Signal Detection

In studying the increasing ability with age to utilize a pre-stimulus

instruction for selective listening, and the effects of various stimulus

characteristics on this ability,Maccobyand Konrad (1967) used subjects

ranging from kindergarten through-the sixth grade. We can assume that

the age range was therefore roughly five through twelve years. Under

every condition for which data for,this entire range is reported (their

figures 2, 3, and 4), thb increase in mean score and the decease in

intrusive errors are greater between the ages of five and seven than

between seven and twelve. It-would have been useful for the present

purposes if there were data for younger children, but the phenomenon

seemed strong enough to warrant inclusion of a similar task in the
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present battery.

By slightly modifying the procedures ofMactobyand Konrad (1967),

the following Cask was devised. The child was shown an 8.5 by 11 inch

sheet of paper on which there were eight colored drawings: a jug, drum,

tree, spear, dog, bicycle, hoe, and small hut. The subject WWI asked'

to point to each picture and identify it, which was not difficult.

Then a small portable Tandberg model 11 tape recorder was brought out,

and a brief explanation about it was given. The child was told that the

machine, "like a radio," would talk to him and -say the names of the

pictures, but he could hear it only if he wore a special hat. The re-

search assistant demonstrated on herself how to wear a pair of earphones,

and then put them on the subject. A brief recording was played, repeating

some of the introductory comments. This slow and informal introduction

to the machine, and likening it to an'e ually wondrous but more familiar

machine, successfully reduced any apparent fear in all but a few of the

youngest children. When the experimenter was satisfied that the subject

was comfortable with the earphones and tape recorder, the stimulus tape

was presented.

The tape contained two voices, one male and one female, which ex-

-ThOlained to the child that thfy were going to say the names of some of

the pictures on the paper in front of him and he wis to point to the one

they named. After two simple,examples the subject was told that hence-

forth both persons (male and female) would say the name of one of the

pictures, but he should listen to only one voice. Two examples in which

the male and female spoke tequentially,yere preceded by the instruction

by one of the voices to "point ,only to what I say." After the two
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stimulua words were spoken, the voice which gave instructions said, "You

should have pointed to the (picture named)." After these two sequential

examples, the child was told that "now the two voices will talk together

at the same time," but that he should still listen to only one of the

voices. The prestithulus instruction and the repetition of the correct

answer were as in the previous examples, but the two voices spoke simul-

taneously. After these two simultaneous examples the male voice said,

"Here are some more, and the 16 test otimuli were given. The stimuli

were preceded by the instruction to listen to one of the voices, but

he correct answer was not repeated. The eight picture's' were divided

into four pairs, each member of the pair being said twice by each voice,

one of those times as the correct response, and one of those times as

the "noise". These four combinations of four stimulus pairs yielded a

total of 16 trials.

Figure 45 shows the percentage of children at each age who were

able to complete the task. Failure was usually due to an, inability to

concentrate and :tallow the directions, and was evident on the earliest

training examples. With one exception, no child under the age of five

was able to perform at all on the task.

,,rfratt Figure 45 about here)

Figure 46 presents the median 'number of correct.responses (out of

16) at each age. The increase in performance with age (ft of F less than

.01), in both samples seems to occur largely around age seven or eight,

with another increase during the teens. (The score for the single four-

year-old suggests that an even larger change may occur before five, if
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an acceptable procedure could be found.)

(Insert Figure 46 about here)

The particular pattern of. sounds and the absence of perfect balance

in the amplitude of the two voices no doubt contributed to the variation

in performance on any one of the items. In order to assess how well the

16 items as a whole were testing the same set of abilities,' that is, in

order to measure their dominant covariation, a principal component

factor analysis was performed on the intercorrelation matrix of the 16
01

teat items, using all subjects. Six factors with latent roots greater

than one were extracted, but *me unity was evident: With an Eigenvalue

of 3.01, the first factor accounted for 28% of the common variance and

19% of the total variance of the items; the next largest factor had an

Eigenvalue of 1.70. Assuming that the principal factor is the signal

detection ability we are attempting to measure, it was thought that

analysis of this factor might prove more revealing than the previous

analysis of total correct responses, which includes variance from the

other, smaller factors. Following this logic, rotation to a simple

solution is undesirable, so factor scores were derived on the first

principal factor by the Data -Tekt program, using a method equivalent to

the direct solution matrix inversion procedure outlined in Harmon (1960).

Mean scores on this factor show s''significant improvement with age (2

of F .005), but the shape of the curve is not noticeably different

from Figure 46.

411
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Feedback from normal, ongoing speech is available through at least

three systems: proprioceptive and kinesthetic cues from the muscular

apparatus involved in speaking; transmission of the produced sounds to

the ear through the Cony structures and other tissues; and transmission

by sound waves in the air. This last normally incurs a delay of about

.001 seconds (Yates, 1963), and it is well known that a distortion in

the delay can cause disruption of speech patterns. This is most famil-

iarly experienced in hearing one's own echo when speaking in a large hall.

Yates (1963) has provided a thorough review of the experimental

work on the phenomenon of delayed auditory feedback (DAF). The effect&

are Seen in a deterioration of speech fluency, prolongation of vowels,

increased intensity of speaking, repetition of consonants, and various

physiological responses by the subject. The extent of disruption has

been shown to vary with several characteristics of the subject, the

verbal materials used, the amount of delay introduced into the system

(.180 seconds is optimally disruptive), and the intensity of the feed-

back (see Yates, 1963). One of the most striking findings is that by

"Chase, Sutton, First and Zubin (1961), showing that the average disrup-

tion in children aged four to six was significantly less than that shown

by children between seven and nine years of age.

The delayed auditory feedback task was given immediately after the

signal detection procedure, and the subjects were therefore already

familiar with the tape recorder and earphones. A boom microphone on

the headset was set at 1.5 inches from the subject's mouth, and the in-

put and playback volumes turned up to about three-quarter maximum. Tape

speed was 3.75 per second, which, in the delayed feedback condition,
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produced a delay of .220 seconds. The function of the microphone was

briefly explained to the subject ("it listens to you"). The tape recorder

was set to "monitor", producing "simultaneous" (normal) feedback of the

N.,subject's speech into-the earphones, and. the subject was asked to perform

the following tasks: (1) repeat three times the word: idya ("eat");

(2) repeat three times the phrase Ulipo aporAre you there?"); (3) point

to, and name, each of the eight pictures used in the signal detection

task; (4) say the sentence: Atilt* amapita ku mudzi ("The father goes back

home."); (5) say the sentence: Anyamata, ndi atsikana athamanaira, in'tengo

("The boys and girls run in the bush.") The headset was then taken off

and the child asked: whether he heard a voice from the earphones; if

so, whose; where the voice seemed to come from; and whether the voice

sounded strange,. The research assistant then said, "We will do it again,

but this time a little differently.? With the recorder set for delayed

feedback, the procedures were repeated.

There were some difficulties in scoring the protocols because of

intrusions and errors in following the instructions, but the following

measures were obtained for most secti for most subjects: number of

syllables repeated (as in stuttering); number of prolonged vowel sounds;

total time to complete the utterance; and a four-point scale of grammat-
,

ical errors in the sentence. Only two subjects (a five-year-old rural

girl and a four-year-old urban boy) were unable to complete the task.

The measure of grammatical disturbance and the number of words re-

peated both had a very narrow distribution, and produced no uaeful

ysis by age. Repeated syllables were more frequent, especially in the

urban sample, but were still rare enough to be of uncertain analytic use:
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virtually all such errors were made by subjects between the ages of five

and nine.

The differential disruption of speech fluency by age is shown in

Figure 47, presenting the average ,increspe in time to complete the utterr

ance (i.e., time under delayed feedback minus time under simultaneous

feedback). In an attempt to reduce the variance caused by individual

differences in speaking speed, and by minor errors in following instruc-

tions by the younger children, the time scores were percentaged (time

for delayed minus time for simultaneous divided by time for simultaneous).

The results proved similar. The five subtaska did not differ greatly,

and the total scores shown accurately represent the subtsek trends. The

age differences in increase in time are most unlikely bychance (g of P

410
less than .01 for each sample), and it is clear that the younger children

show very little disturbance of speech. There is no immediately apparent

explanation for the observed sample difference in disruption.

Insert Figure 4 abqut dare

In addition to a slower rate of speaking in general under DAF, the

older subjects prolonged more syllables andjhad longer pauses between

words and between syllables. The age difference in number of prolonged

syllables (Figure 48) is statistically reliable (a of F less than .01

in each sample). That the Boundless spaces between syllables and words

also increase is shown in Figure 49 for the rural sample. The two curves

are for the increase in amount of time (1) actually producing sound and

(2) between snunde, foi the sentence "Meta Amanita Ku mudzi" (measured

electronically). It appears that some younger children actually
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compressed their speech, while the older ones increased both pounds and

spaces. (2 of F for sounds .01; for spaces, .05.) This example was

chosen as the clearest, but results for the other sentences, and for the

urban subjects, were quite similar.

(Insert Figures 48 and 49 about here)

It is not until the tieventh or eighth year that the subjects could

recognize that they were hearing their own voice, even in the simultaneous

condition. The percentage of subjects who could identify the/source of

the voice as being the tape recorder increased from zero % of the three-

and four-year-olds to about 507. at five,.and about 607. or greater from
40

age seven on. Younger Subjects tended to attribute the voice to the

410

experimenter, the machine, or some nearby animal or object.. Most subjects

agreed that the voice sounded strange, but only the teenagers and adults

distinguished between the two conditions (simultaneous and delayed).

Even in these groups, only 307. were able to make some reference to time

in.their explanation of the difference.
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Discussion gnd Conclusion

The results can.be drawn into three general groups. First, the

inappropriateness of a feWprocedures is suggested by the nature of the

resulting data. Second, one task showed no particular sensitivity to

change during the fifth to seventh years, although administration was

not difficult d the results were ordered Lastly, there are several

phenomena which oc ur repeatedly in the data and which seem similar to

the changes outl sed for Western children. They imply that the processes

behind th- e changes,.if not universal,at least exist in. the develop-

ment of children in two societies with substantial genetic and cultural

isolation (urban Western and rural Cewa). These effects, in conjunction

with the present urban-rural differences, form a picture of an underlying

'shift and its relation to cultural forces which is stxongly consistent

pith the original theoretical expectations.

The first category of ta t a, whose procedures or assumptions were

not appropriate to the samples, includes sensitivity to rotation, sensi-

tivity to contradiction, color-form, maximum squires and organization

of free recall. The sensitivity to rotation phenomenon seems to be

largely an effect of Cultural factors not present in the Zambian samples,

especially the rural one. This corroborates the conclusion of Suppe.

(1966). The sensitivity to contradiction task rested on the trapezoidal

illusion which was found to be very weak, if extant at all, in the

present samples. The results therefore cannot speak to the intended

purpose. In the case of the color-form task, testing problems may have

diluted a genuine effect: an approach which promotes greater consistency
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. .

migAi revea 1ra Western-like trend. Similarly" in the squares tasks, the

4.
.

particAlir met d of presentation was,distracting enough to interfere

4
9

with some pot ial results. Finally, the word list in the recall task

appeared to be too intricate for the intended purpose.

Digit span worked well in the sense that daffastration went

smoothly and the results are reasonably well-orderedbut the primary

data show no evidence of significant chdhge in'functioning around the

sixth year. Two explanations--other than chance--appear possible..

First, there was no solid ground for claiming a dramatic change in the

Western scores. It was the change in correlations which appeared most

noteworthy-. Or second, it could be that the forces p educing a sudden

change are largely cultural, and the changes are not un uely related

to growth at this age.

The results most germane to the Trent thesis are, of course,

those which show marked change i. performance around the age of six

.years, and four clusters s o emerge. The first, and strongest

generalization is that children under the age of five or six are extreme-

ly difficult to test. The rapid increase in ease of getting the subjects

to complete the testing procedures was most dramatic in sensitivity to

rotation, free recall, face-hands, and signal detection (Figures 10, 40,

42, 43, and 45). Not so easily presented by graphs was the pervasive

and often baffling-impression by the author that there was something

`About the entire process of sitting down with an adult and being asked

questions which have a specific answer which was not appreciated by the

four- and five-yearolds, This is also true, of course, in Western

'cultures, and those few ressibrchers who do work with very young children
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take a variety of measures to offset the problem. White (1970), working

from the Western data, has especially'focused on the older child'

-"sharply enhahced ability to form a system of behavior in accord with

a proposition offerrd to the child and then, an ability to maintain the

proposition an extended period of.time.1%

Those results involving a general ability for perceptual analysis

and integration suggest a second, though possibly related, factor. oi

change around the age of six years. It is best seen in the rapidly in-

creasing.ability to draw the diagonal; to make the maximum square with

corners, and to not distort and to integrate successfuLly the Bender

Gestalt figures, both freehand and tracing (Figures 422,,23, 34, 14, 15,

and 20). It is important to note that thes'e changes are not the result

of schooling or specific training with pencil and paper. In the urban

sample, the changes occur substantially before the children enter school

(with the exception of Bender Gestalt integaption fre hand),-and there

appeared to be little if any opportunity for working with such materials

in the home. The rural sample, of course, provides an even stronger

case--the children are entirely unschooled, 'have neva. seen printed

'materials, and with very few exceptions had never used a writing instru-

ment before. Lines on paper are simply not an element in their lives,'

yet around six years they rapidly improve in the ability to work with

them. Since there is little self-selection by not performing on these if

variables, the phenomenon is clearly in addition to the testability

factor. It may be, of course, that an ability to maintain attention

and to analyze visual and auditory information are involved in both

phenomena: clearly they allow the subject to display at the moment of
/

tl
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testing whatever intellectual abilities he has, and they are likely to

have contributed in the preceding months or years to the development

of the Abilities being specifically tested.

The delayed auditory feedback, signal detection, and face -hands

tasks form the third group: they all tap an ability to differentiate
I

and utilize two similar stimuli impinging with near simultaneity. The

results of this group are of special interest because of their "primary"

quality. They. are more "information processing" than "logical thought",

cognitive more in the sense of Neisser (1967) than Piaget. If there is

a universal non-linearity to development between the ages of five and

sever, which stems from changes in physiological organization or func-

tioning of parts of the brain; then one might expect those tasks which

most directly tap the neural control of behavior to yield the most

dramatic and reliable results.

The delayed feedback task deserves special focus: the shape of

data makes it one of'thedmost successful tasks, and the simplicity. of

the task makes the data especially compelling. There is a distinct

qualitative (Figure 49) and quantitative (Figures,47 and 48) change in
6

behavior after age five. Because the subject is asked only to repeat

a simple sentence, and because the phenomenon is completely involuntary,

the task is as much a naturalistic observation as a test. This is re-

flected in the virtual absence of a testability factor in collecting;

the data: there was no question of the children's not understanding

the "purpose" and "rules" of the procedures and no reticence in responding.

A stimulus' processing ability is also seen to emerge around age

five in the face-hands task, where it works to the subject's advantage.

4
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The present results do not replicate the especially steep slope Of in,

crease during the sixth and seventh years found by Fink and'Bender (1952)

(perhaps due to'procedural and analytic differences), but the overall

timing is quite similar.

The difficulty of the younger children in responding to the signal

detection task was so great that it shows up best in the inability simply

to complete the task (Figure 45). After that, scores in the task, given

the ability to finish, increased rather slowly and linearly (Figure 46).

It seems that social factors or testability put a high "floor" on scores

in thta particular method of "signal detection ability". It is unfor-

tunate that a second signal detection task which behaved more like DAF

/and which was `quite non-linear in an American sample (Super, in prepara-

tion) was eliminated from the present batteries for technical reasons.

The...: procedure, following Siegenthaler and Barr 11968), measured the

dec.Lbel shift necessary to detect a signal with and without white noise.

The interpretation of MI! as more sensitive in the present sample

6 fundamental processing Con to social or testability factors, in

contrast to signal detection, is supported by the results from a third

Zambian sample, of rural schooled children. These data were collected'

as part of the current project, .but the number of subjects was so small

that detailed comparison wita the other samples did not seem worthwhile.

Within this sample, however, the ages (seven to nine) of the 16 subjects

were relatively independent of their grade (one to three). The over-

whelming majority qf performance scores correlated more highly with

grade than age. For example, total score on signal detection correlated

.60 wi h age, and .74 with grade (the latter significant at the .05 level).
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Only rarely was the difference in correlations significant, but the

directionality was overwhelming. In contrast, all the delayed feedback

variables correlated more highly with age than grade. For example, in-

crease in time correlated -'.75 with age, and -.42 with grade (the former

significant at the .05 level). While the problematic nature of these

data dictate their location tn the'Discussion section'rather than Results,

their implications for our understanding of the five to seven shift are

profound. If valid, they strongly support our special emphasis on the

delayed feedback results as the task most sensitive to the maturational

basis of that shift. (Social factors no doubt also play a role, as \L

suggested by the apparent divergen e of results between the urban and

rural samples.)

The fourth cluster of positive results may best be labeled-,cognitive

maturity.' Three of the tasks related to the work of Piaget and his

colleagues belong here: minimum squares, left-right discrimination, and

brothers (Figures 30, 31, 25, 27, 36, and 37). All show dramatic improve-
,

ment during the sixth and seventh years, depate difficulties in adaptation

and presentation.

The number of pictures recalled show some non - linearity before'and

after age six (Figure 41) and this result may be included under the

heading cognitive maturity. If phis effect is replicable, it is not

clear why the memory for digits did not show a similar effect. Two

explanations seem reasonable. First, that in spite of both being verbal,

the two tasks involve somewhat different kinds of memory processes (e.g.,

visual vs. numerical), and that these processes are not affected equally

by the changes at six years. Or second, that the social situation in

GGi56
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the piCture task requires more openness to talk and greater test-taking

ability than does that in the digit recall task; thus it is more sensitive

to competence as a subject, which is a major area of growth, as noted

above.

Up,to this point in the discussion, little attention has been given

to the differences between the urban and rural samples. It should be

clear that most weight has been given to the rural-sample when consider-

ing the question of universality in that it shares far less with-Western

culture and.education than does the urban sample. ITested at each age,

relatively few of the alp/parent sample differences are statistically reli-

able. But if, in addit -ton to probability estimates we pay'some attention

to the application of differences at successive age levels and with sim-

ilar variables, three phenomena seem worth noting in regard to the effects

of cultural ambiance and specific training. The examples below should'

be regarded'as inuatrations of reasonable abstractions, ratherthgn

proven cases in every instance.

The Western nat re of the ~eeks is reflected in the generally' supe-

4

rior performanCcof the more Weacern urban sample. One factor, without

doubt, is- the,urban children's better understanding of the testing situ-

ation: in most cases where ease of understanding the task and responding

in some fashion have 'been qurified, the urban children have less

difficulty, This is particul&-.:ly true in the youngest age group, four.

years. While one might argue either way that one sample would, be r-cre

anxious than the other at being interviewed by a white adult, it appears

that something in the urban culture has prepared the children Dar this

type of interaction. The present study cannot differentiate between
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such possibilities as diffusion from the schools and the effect of urban

living conditions on daily social interaction. In any event, the differ-

ences between samples appears to be less important than the earlier

commonality that children under six years are hard to test.

The cosmopolitan, mechanical, geometric, and literate urban culture

cilln also be seen to have a number of 'direct effects on children's per-

formance on the tasks. Since moat often the effects begin before the

age of entry into school -- although they may increase at this age--we

must attribute these effects not simply to schooling but also the cars,

signs, "carpentered world", and lees traditional values of urban culture.

These factors seem to have two kinds of effects; to accelerate the

achievement of certain behaviors, which achievement would be gained

anyway; and to increase the acquisition of specific skills to a level

which is not achieved-without the urban supports.

The "Johnny and Jimmy" effect of simply speeding normal achievement

(McGraw, 1935) best seen in the ability to count, and to a lesser

extent, the ability to recall digit sequences (Figures 4', 5, 6, and 3).

In both cases, the urban sample is ahead of the rural one at the younger

ages, but the final adult levels are very similar. That urban children

are given more exposute and training in numbers is\ of course, an assump-

tion. In any event, this is a more specific instance of the urban pre-

cosity found in the general ease of testing.

The last class of sample effects lacks the "catching up" of the

rural sample. In almost all of the drawing tasks (e.g., using corners

in maximum squares, Bender Gestalt distortiorscore), the urban sample's

410
superiority increases with age, especially at the age of entry into school.
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They achieve at a level of performance never equalled by the rural

subjects. One can assume these effects are the result of experience

with drawing and writing, and of living in a g n ally geometric envi-

ronment. It is interesting to note that the urban adults, who have

largely grown up'in Ehe same schoolless culture as their rural peers,

are also out-performed by their schooled and urbanized children on the

Western tasks.

The distinction between these two effects is 4t least partly arti-

ficial, and the sensitivity to rotation task provides an especially

instructive example (cf. Jahoda) 1936). Simply asked to mark all

figures like the model, the rural subjects never differentiate on the

basis of rotation. In the urban sample, childfen begin to differentiate

around age eight, after some schooling; the percentage increases with

age (except for the unschooled adults). Urban life and schooling teach

most urban subjects that rotation is a dimension relevant to the same-

ness of printed figures. ',":11 specifically 1.quested to discriminate

rotation, however, the rurn1 a;...:Es perform nearly as well as the older

urban subjects under the Scme urban seven-year-olds

will also disciiminate. Children under seven are unable to discriminate

under any of thi present conditions. Thus performance depends on an

interplay of maturing abilities, specific training, and cultural impli-

cations concerning the expected behavior. Thcre m

the first two factors independent of the third.

ay be nc finality of

Cultural factors need not always be In favor of schooled, urban

subjects, of course. It can be imagined that rural, minimally schooled

Appalachian children would perform better on evaluation procedures

cu,V09
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developed by Cewa psychologists than would urban children from Scarsdale.

(For the non-American reader: Appalachia is a rural, poverty-stricken

area stretching along the inland Eastern part of the'United States;

Scarsdale is a well-to-do suburb of New York City, inha t d largely

by professionals and intellectuals.) In this sample, the rural subjects

perform more accurately than the urban ones on the face-hands test. One

reason to believe the difference is real is the special attention that

was given to the task by subjects. An elderly adult referred to it as

the'"witch-doctor one," explaining that touching different parts of the

body was part of a traditional routine for diagnosis of illness. If

- the task was seen by the subjects as related to some traditional activ-

ities and values, one might expect the more traditional rural subjects

to perform better. Regardless of the fccts in this particular case, one

cannot ignore the importance of understanding how particular tasks fit

into the values, beliefs, and skills of a particular culture. Cole

and his associates (Cole, -.,;0; Gay & Cole, 1967) have pursued this

issue with brilliant success. TI,ey have, in essence, asked "how must

situations differ for peopl:u .Afferent cultures to perform in

similar ways, and what does this tell us of the role of culture in the

intellectual workings of the mind?"

Sample differences in the present study are not of direct importance

for the hypothesis (although they may warn us where not to generalize):

it is the similarities we seek. Yet the thesis is one of a major differ-

ence--between himans above and below the age of six or seven years.

There may be a "cultural difference" here: as pointed out earlier, the

children do not share the implicit rules and knowledge necessary to
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produce the prescribed behavior in the testing situation. But the dra-

matic increase in testability in the absence of cultural preparations

for the situation and the apparently prior changes reflected in the

delayed feedback task Support the contention that the change at six is

not simply a learning of the rules for testing.

No formal analysis was performed to isolate sex differens because

of prohibitively small n's (see Table 1). Visual inspection of differ-

encee on the major variables revealed nothing of interest.
4

Before turning to a final consideration of the "five-to-seven shift"

hypothesis in light of.these data, let us note the theoretical context

into which the hypothesis fits (White, 1966b). A major element of this

context is an evolutionary perspective which notes that the structures

for higher order functioning have been added over time to

structures in man's brain. The human brain at birth resembles in some

ways the phylogenetically earlier state, in that higher controls and

organization of the "newe:" stvv:tures are not yet fully developed.

There is ample neurological etJ rlay-dological demonstration of continued

brain growth up to the adolesceut years, and an important part of matura-

tion is the increasing role played by the higher centers of the brain.

As the higher levels of control become more dominant, the lower

level of organization does not dissolve. Adult functioning reflects

both the more basic and primitive aspects, and the more complex cortical

controls superimposed on them. Thus in psychological pathology, or

neural damage or disruption, when the higher controls are inhibited, the

effects of the lower ones can readily be seen (White, 1965; Werner, 1961)..

Razran (1964), drawing on the work of Bevel* researchers, has demonstrated

C6iG1
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this point for the different types of semantic conditioning in young

children; the feebleminded, and those under the effect of drugs or

fatigue. He concludes that."the lower level (of our learning potenti-

alities) is not non - existent, but held in abeyance and reasserts itself

in periods of lower organismic functioning (p. 215)."

It remains to justify the present data as supporting a phenomenon

called the "five-to-seven shift". The attentive reader will have noted

that in order to Anclude every instance which has been pointed out as

relevant, the phenomenon should rather be called the "four-to-ten shift."

At different times the focus was on the beginnings of growth on its

completion, or on an apparent non-linearity in its continuing curve.

But the view here claims to be more than just a summary of development

in the latter part of the first decade of life. It claims that at some

point around the age of five or six there is a fundamental change in

the organization of functia.aing in the brain. The change is of course

the effect of continuous growth, but disccntinuities in function may

occur because of different'cl rates of glowth in different processes,

or because of the emergence of a new process. In either event, there

is a change in the organization of control that is so fundamental in

its effects as to appear qualitative.

It is not necessary to the hypothesis--ar.4 in fact it appeata not

to be true--that all associated changes is behavior begin and end within

a span of two yeirs, centered on age six. It would appear rather that

a new system or princikle becomes introduced, perhaps suddenly, and that

the effects of this higher order organization continue to pervade the

organism's system for representation of the world and control of

to i (; 2
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behavior. There may be an analogy in the learning of mathematics: at

a rather low level, a student may understand Simple arithmetic--addition,

multiplication, division, and so on. He functions quite well with this

system. Within a relatively brief span of time, he is taught algebra- -

a new organization for his knowledge which both indicates new relation-

ships between the'present elements, and also makes way for entirely new

content. Under stress or confusion the student may function at a lower

level (Skemp,(Skemp, 1962): he may fit specific numbefi in the equation to

test its validity, or he may count on his'fingers. There is a sudden

change, it is superimposed on the old structure, its effects pervide over

time the entire system, and it provokes new and still more complex

content.

These principles, when applied to the present data, suggest that

the delayed auditory feedback, face-hands, and signal detection tasks

tapped a rather fundamental aspect of stimulus processing and behavioral

control by the higher nervous system. This change, we might infer from

the present samples and the Western data, occurs in all children. It

is manifest in some specific skills, changes in cognitive functioning,

and an increased ability to cooperate and perform, in the kind of testing

situation favored by Western psychologists.

Cultural pressures and trhining are effective in teaching each

child who is able specific skills, be they signal detection, drawing,

story-telling, understanding social relationd', or whatever. Without

specific training, somd/children may still acquire these skills given

enough time for incidental and random learning. That is to say; at a

410 given age, a given percentage of children will be able to perform 11.
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certain task; another percentage can easily learn to do so, another

percentage can learn with difficulty; and another percentage simply is

unable to emit the requested behavior. The more importance assigned to

a skill by a culture, and the more learning of that skill it promotes,

the leas'ready a child haa'to be to acquire the behavior. Thus in a

drawing-oriented culture, children under Live may draw well relative to

children from other cultures. But if all young children cannot draw to

c

A certain criterion and most older children can, the percentage who can

will increase rapidly as maturation reaches a. crucial point at around

five or tax years.

The suddenness of the shift may, of course, look different whqn

individual curves'are drawn (Estes, 1956). The forma of the present

aggregate curves no do result in part from the distribution of ages

at which the hypothesized shift occurs. Only longitudinal studies with

a more aatiefactory n can approach this question with any finality.
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Note

1. The location of the Teen and Adult groups on the abscissa of

tte graphs has been arbitrarily set at what corresponds, spatially, to

eleven and thirteen years. It is imp.rtant to remember in reading the

graphs that were they properly located (which location would, in fact,

vary with the particular, subjects reprqsented) the slope of the curves

would be noticeably leas steep after age nine. For visual clarity in

the figures, the abscissa and connecting lines have not been,interrupted,

which would have visually reinforced the discontinuity.

Because of the small and unequal ns, the quanta by which the per-

'centaged curves can vary is-different for the several groups and samples.

To aid the reader in studying details Of the graph, the n of each age

group is reported with the figure caption. Points iepresenting a single

subject have been put in brackets.-

*fo
The lines connecting points have occasionally been omitted for the

sake of visual clarity.

a
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TABLE 1

Age and Schooling Urban Sample

Highest
Grade

Entered

Age (in Year

Under
4 4 5 7 8

Teen
(10-17)

Adult
(over 17)

6 16 18 16 5 4 0 5

1 3 14 4 1

2 4 7

3 4 13 7 1

4 2 13, 3

1 9

6 1 13

3 1

8 1 4

ir
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TABLE 2

Urban-Subjects: Age and'Number

L

Male

Female

Mean Age
(in years)

Std, dev.
of age

Undet
4

5

1

3.0

.29

;

A

Age (in Years)

7 8 9

Teen
(10-17)

Adult
(over 17)

14 11 . 14 34 14

10 9 5 14 16 2

4.1 -4.9 6.0 7.0 7.9 9.1 12.3 36.0

.22 ,24 .31 .30 .24 .51 -.5 8.2



TABLE 3

Rural Subjects: Age and Numb9r

4.
Age (in Years)

Male

,percale

Mean Estimated Age
(in years)

Std. dev. of age

4

5

1

(4)

S

\ 5

8

4

(5)

6

8

2

(6)

8

3

(7)

8

8

0

(8)

9

8

0

(9)

Teen
(10-17)

11

4

13

1.9

Adult
(over 17)

11

9

33

'11.9

C n (
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Percent of children with adult mandibular' incisors,

4

and,sample. -N urban at each age: 16, 18, 48, 23, 24, 27, 49, 16.

Rural: '6, 12, 10, 11, 8, 8, 15, 20.

ff

Figure,2 Percent !f children able to reach opposite ear, by age and

sample. N Urban and rural: as in Figure 1.

Figure 3 (-Median numbes of digits recalled, by age and sample. N urban:

16, 18, 19,-23, 16, 22, 41, 16. Rural: 6, 12, 10, 11 15, 20.

Figure 4 Percentage of children who can Count to five or m e, by age

and sample. N urban and rural: as in Figure 3.

Figure 5 Percentage of children who can count to 10 or more, by age and

sample. N urban and rural: as in Figure-3-:

Figure 6 Percentage of children who Can count to 20 or more, by- age and

sample. N urban and rural: as in Figiire 3.

Figure 7 Percentage of urban subjects responding color-dominant, form-
;

dominant, mixed, and unscorable, by age. N: 8, 10, 10, 12, 6, 13, 20, 8.

Figure 8 Percentage of rura
16

bjecta'responding color-dominant, form-

domlnant, mixed, and unscorable, by age. N: 3, 6, 4, 4, 4, 4, 7, 10.

Figure 9 Percentage of wistent responders who responded formrdominantj.

by age and sample. N urban: 1, 4, 4, 7, 6, 16, HS. Rural:
r

1, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 5, 9.

, it 1 r



Figure Captions, cont'd -2-

Picture 10 Percent of subjects completing the rotation task, by age and

sample. N urban: 7, 9,,9,,11; .6, 9, 16, 8., Rural: 3, 6, 4, 4, 4, 4, 7, 10,

Figure 11 Percentage of urban subjects discriminating rotated figures,

by age and trial. N: 6, 9, 9, 11, 6, 9, 16,

Figure 12 Percentage of rural subjects discriminating rotated figures,

by age and trial. N: 1, 4, 4, 3; 4, 4, 7,-10.

Figure 13 Median number-ofunrotated (correct) figures, by Age and

sample. N urban and rural: as in Figures 11 and 12.

Figure 14 Mean sum of Bender ipeatalt distortion scores, by age and sample.

N urban: 7, 9, 9, 11, 6, 12, 10, 7. Rural: 3: 6, 4, :, 4, 4, 7, 10.

Figure 15 Mean sum of Bender Gestalt integration scores, by age and sample.

N urban: 7, 8, 9, 11, 6, 12, 113, 7. Rural: 3, 5, 4, 3, 4; 4, 7, 10.

Figure 16 Mean sum of Bender Gestalt rotation scores, by age and sample.

'N urban: 4, 5, 9, 11, 6, 12, 18, Pi. Rural:. 0, 1, 3, 3, 4, 3, 7, 10.

.

Figure 17 Mean sum of Bender Gestalt perseveration scores, by age and sample.

N urban: 7, 8, 9, 11, 6, 12, 18, 7. 'Rural: 2, 4, 4, 4,4, 4, 7, 10.

Figure 18 Mean Bender Gestalt integration scores, urban subjects, by

0-

age and design. N: .as in Figure 15.

Figure 19 Mean Bender Gestalt, integration scores,-'rural subjects, by

age and design. N: allyn Pigure 15.

1



Figure Captions, cont'd -3-

Figure 20 Percentage of subjects who traced Bender Gestalt design A as

a Gestalt, or as unscorable, by age and sample. N urban: 7, 9, 10, 12,

6 12, 18, 8. Rural: 3, 6, 4, 4, 4, 4, 7, 10.

Figure 21, Mean quality rating for tracing Bender Gestalt design A, by
r.

age and, sample. urban and rural: as in Figure 20.

Figure 22 Percentage of urban subjects drawing diagonal correctly, with

an error on the end, and complete failure, by age. N: 5, 7, 8, 6, 6,

8, 12, 9.

^/*.Figure 23 Percentage of rural subjects drawing diagonal correctly, with an

error on the end, and complete failure, by age. N: 43, 6, 4, 4, 3, 4, 7, 9.

Figure 24 Percentage of subjects drawing diagonal with correct orientation,

by age and sample. N urban: 0, 2, 7, 6, 6, 8, 12, 9. Rural,: 2, 0, 1, ,

2, 4, 7, 9.

Figure 25 Percentage of subjects responding to doll facing them consistent

with answer for self, by age and sample. urban: 6, 10, 9, 11, 7, 8, 18,

j

8. Rural: 3, 6, 4, 4, 4,4, 7, 10.

Figure 26 Percentage of subjeyts responding to doll with back to them

co istent with answer for self, by age and sample., N urban: 6, 10, 9,

11,7, 9, 18, S. Rural: as in Figure25.

Figure 27 Percentage of subjects giving objective rationale-fot answers to

left-ri/ht questions, by age and tafiple. N urban: 6, 9,'9, 11, 7, 9, 18,

8. Rural: as in Figure 25.



Figure Captions. cont 'd -4-

Figure 28 Median area oflarge square, with and without model present,

urban subjects, by age. N with: 12, 17, 18, 23, 16, 26, 38, 16.

Without: 12, 15, 18, 18, 14, 15, 9.

Figure 29 Median area of large square, with and without model present,'

rural subjects, by age. N with: 5, 11, 10, 11, 7, 8, 15, 20. Without:

4, 11, ua, 11, 7, 8, 15, 19.

Figure 30 Median area of small square, with and without model present,

urban subjects, by age. N with and without, as in Figure 2C.

Figure 31 Median area c1 small square, with and without model present,

rural subjects, by age. N with and without, as in Figure 29.

Figure 32 Percentage of urban subjects who drew squares concentric, by

trial and age. N: as in Figure 23.

Figure 33 Percentage of rural subjects who drew squares concentric, by

'trial and age. NI as in-Figure 29.

Figure 34. Percentage of subjects who drew large "sqUare" with corners,

by trial, age, and sample. N: as in Figures 28 and 29.

Figure 35 Mean quality rating of squares, by age and sample. N: as
tai

in Figures 28 and 29.

Figure 36 Percentage of urban subjects giving mature, egocentric, and

other 'answers to the Brothers task, by age. N: 7, 9, 9, 12, 6, 9, 19, 5.

Figure 37 Percentage of rural subjects giving mature, egocentric, and other

answers to the Brothers task, by age. N: 3, 6, 4, 4, 4, 4, 6, 10.

MN.



Figure Captions. cont'd -5-

Figure 38 Percentage of subjects passing trapezoidal check item, by age

and sample. N urban: 8, 8, 9, 11., 7, 10, 21, 7. Rural: 3, 6, 6, 7,

4, 4, 3, 10.

Figure 39 Percentage of subjects choosing the top trapezoid on trial 1,

by age and sample. N urban and rural: as in Figure 38.

Figure 40 Percen*ge of subjects proceeding without difficulty through

Ohe recall task, by age and sample. N urban: 5, '9, 5, 7, 12, 7.

Rural: 3, 6, 4, 4, 4, 4, 7, 10.

Figure 41 Median number of words recalled on trial 1, by agy and sample.

N urban and rural: as in Fiiiire 40.

Figure 42 Percentage of urban subjects following the Face -Hands instructions

easily, needing extra pretraining, and unable to continue, by 4e. .16,

18, 19, 23, 15, 27, 42, 16.

'Figure 43 Percentage of rural subjects following the Race-Hands instructions

easily, needing extra pretrainiand unable to continue, by age. N:

12, 10, 11, 8, 8, 15, 20.

Figure 44 Percentage of subjects responding` correctly to !loth contralateral

items, by age and sample. N urban: 16, 18, 19, 23, 15, 27, 42, 16.

Rural: 6, 12, 10, 11, 8,.C, 15, 20.

Figure 45 Percentage of subjects completing the signal detection task, by

age and sample. N urban: 8, 7, 9, 11, 7, 9, 15, 7. Rural: 3, 6, 6, 7,

4, 4, 3, 10.
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Figure Captions, cont'd

Figure 46 Med an number of signal detection items correct, by age and

sample. N ur an: l, 5, 6, 11,(5, 8,.15, 7. Rural: 0, 3, 4, 5, 3, 4, 3, 10.

Figure 47 Median increase in time for speaking under DAF, in seconds,

by age and sample. N urban: 7, 7, 8, 11, 6, 9, 18, 7. 'Aural: 3, 5, 6,

7, 4, 4, 3, 10.

Figure 43 Median increase in number Of prolongations while speaking under

DAF, by age and sample. N urban and rural: as in Figure 47.

Figure 49' Median increase in time during sounds and between sounds, under

4'
--.DAF, rural Aubjects by Age. N: as in Figure 47. /
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Figure 28 Mediae area of laru,e square,' with and without model present,
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THE CORRELATION BETWEEN SOME MEASURES OF NEUROLOGICAL

AND. COGNITIVE'DEVELOPMENT IN THE YOUNG CHILD

Developmental psychologists have had Ln enduring interest in the-,

activity of the nervous system. Freud (1895) started his Project for a

Scientific Psychology in hopes of describing the neurological mechanisms

responsible for thought and action. Werner's (1948) organismic approach

has as one of its aims the discovery of how different aspects of an

individual's piychophysiological functioning'interrelate. Piaget (1952)

considers the maturation, of the nervous, system as one important aspect of

the development of intelligence. While the force of argument tips the

scales in support of the importance of establishing relationships between

neurological and cognitive development, the weight of evidence barely

budges them.

In some cases the evidence exists but waits ler someone to integrate

t . White (1965) has catalogued and described numerous changes which

occur in the child during the 5-7 age range. These changes occur along

diverse developmintal lines. White argues than an understanding of how

these changes. interrelate may require a neuropsychological explanation.

The. amount and tate of change taking place in the child and the proposed

neeci for a neuropsychologiCal approach makes this'age range optimal for

a stt y of neurological and cognitive relationships.

lhis qualifying paper describes a series of studies with six year

old bo s undertaken to explore these relationships._ The selection of

neurological and cognitive measures dill be discussed, followed by a

report each of the studies.
a.

CC .:43
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A brief search through the pediatric neurology liL nature reveals

a paucity of data concerning the normal development and maturation of

the nervous system. There are at least two reasons for this; the first

N., is one of prioaties. Pediatric neurology is a medical speciality and

as such places emphasis on diagnosing,and treating abnormal conditions.

The second is a state ofthe art probItm. Pediatrics is a relatively

young area of medical specialization. It has yet 9 develop a sophisticated

methodology for the study ,of central nervous finctions. The electroenceph

alograph provides a direct means of monitoring nervous system activity

but little is knotn about How to interpret this electrical'activity from

a normal developmental .standpoint. Techniques exist for the determination
4

of the structure of the nervous system (e.g. dissection, histology) but these

methods require destructive experimentation not applicable to intact human

beings.

The resulting situation is one that'finds the pediatric neurologist

making many inferences about the intactness of segments of the nervous

system from b iavioral data. In certain cases this method is straight

forward. For instance, a determination of the portion of the visual field

in which a patient cannot perceive a stimulus allows fairly precise

localization of impairment. However, the degree of neurological maturity

Of a sensory system or a particular portion of the brain cannot be

unequivocally assesed by this method. Until more is known about the

relationship between structure and function in the central nervous system

. .

one must rely on behavioral data and age normss_in assessing neurological

development. One cannot yet determine .on the basis of behavioral data,

what part of, or the degree to which, the nervous system has developed but
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only how this data compares with that of other subjects.

There exists therefore the necessity of using indirect behavioral
a

measures to assess neurological variables. aFor the studies to be reported

such tests were selected that required no complicated apparatus, and

could be administered in a relatively short period of time. Other'

criteria for selection were the existence of data on inter-rater
7

reliability and a developrriental progiession in performance level. %everal

tests of associated movement met these criteria.

Associated or synkinetic movements are mpvemenls accompanying a

motor or inteAded motor function but not necessarily needed for its

performance. They are usually contralateral and symmetrical to that

limb which is voluntarily active. For example, the closing of the

left Band while trying to .make a fist with th.right. These movements

are of value in clinicalidiagnosis (especially in cases of minimal

cerebral dysfunction) and in assessing neurological maturity (Connolly

& Stratton, 1968).

Fog and Fog (1963) have Used these movements to study cerebral

inhibition. They argue that the development of this inhibition is necessary

for the acquisition of detailed, disidiminative motor activity. The

results of their study show a steady decrease in the incidence of asso-

c iated movements with age.. They attribute this to the fact that excita-

tory mechanismsdevelopearlier than inhibitory ones. They used two tests:

one bilateral (associating movement from feet to hands) and one crossed

(associating movements from one hand to the other). With a sample of

265 normal and 784 mentally retarcledchildren they found that these

movements became inhibited in the course of-childhood. This effect

was greater in the normal than in the retarded group% Within the retarded

G .45



group those suspected-of having organic brain damage were. most different

from the normal group.

Zazzo (1960) and his collaborators have studied several ,of these

associated movements and, devised a test bal..ed on finger lifting. Using

Zaz,zo'sInger lifting test and-the Fogs' clip pinching tests Abercrombie

et (1964) investigated 'the responses of 23 normal children (mean age

9 years, 1 month) and 50 physically handicapped children, including

26 with cerebral palsy. Generally the cerebral palsied children were

found to be outside the normal range. However, the small discontinuous

sample of normal children made it difficult to establish a valid normal

mange.

Connolly & Stratton (1968) developedtanother test of associated

movement based on finger spreading. They administered this test,'a

modified version of Zazzo's finger lifting test, the fogs' clip pinching

test, and the feet to hands test to 658 normal children. The children

ranged in age from 4 years 9 months to 15 years 8 months. The-incidence

Of associated movements decreased with age. They also foUnd the tests

differed with respect to the age range of maximal sensitivity (sensitivity

was defined as the age'rangli within which more than 20% but less than 80%

of the children in a particular age group showed no associated movements):

clip pinching 5-13 years, fect.to hands, 8-13 years, fingr spreading, 10

years to beyond the age range tested, finger lifting from 5 years onwards.

The correlations, between the tests were all positive and largely significant.

To assess the reliability of the examiner's judgment regarding the

presence or absence of associated tpovelients thirty raters were trained as

scorers. They were shown movies of 5 children being tested and scored.
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Their ratings were compared to the examiner's.- The raters and the examiner '

agreed an average of 86.Ff'% of the time.

The studies being reported in this paper used the same tests as

did Connolly & Stratton. A detailed description of the tests and scoring

criteria will be distussed later.
. A

Another test of associated movement was adapted from the Ozeretsky

test of moto performance (Sloan, 1955). This test requires the subject

to touch each ginger of'one hand tothe thumb of the same hand in order.

star ing w the index finger and again starting with the little finger.

One more test was used to assess the neurological variable in this

series of studies. A shortened version of the Bender Visual-Motor

Gestalt Test (1938) was included'. The Bender requires the subject to

copy sample designs. Failure to copy a design correctly may be due to a

deficit in either visual processing or motor performance. The Bender test,

has been used as a test of visual-motor performance to diagnose'brain injury

and emotional disturbances, and as a predictor of school achievement.
to

%1(oppitZ (1964) has integrated research using the Bender with children ages

5-7 and has developed an objective scoring system for the test.

In order to reduce_tepting time a shorteried lorm of the test was

used.' Super (1970) provided the rationale for using three designs in

place of the original 10. The three figures used are examples of designs

employinz.dote, closed figures and lines. Bender (1933) argued these were

essential components of the test. In addition these three designs provide

the best coverage of the five scoring categories proposed by Koppitz (1964).

The test will 6e described in more detail later:

As with neurologilcal development there exists no direct:, way of

assessing cognitive development. Here too one must rely on some behavioral
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t ItuLtex of performance and infer what is going on inside the child's head.

'ThA Most cOmplete and systematic developmental theory of cognitive struc-

tures is-"'Cat proposed by Piaget (e.g. 1952, 8 '1964).

-

Piaget views cognitive development as a

Le,

s oelbiolOgical adaptation.

'This process represerqs a developmental change in the way a sub'e t 'perceives

and transforms experience. His experiments with-children have persuaded

him to view this development within a stage theory model. Accordingly,

a child.at a -particular stage of reasoning approaches problems and arrives

at their solutions in a consistent manner that can be described by a set

of rules. Each stage has its own coherent set of rules. Tanner (1953)

has argudd that Piaget'a descriptions of these S es resemble descriptions

of developmental progressions in biochemical and physiological systems:

Piaget describes the 5-7 year old child's ,cognitive behavfor as

relying progressively less on uch specific attributes of a stimulus.

:object as form and shape a more on such abstract concepts as quantity,

'weight and volume. The child becomes able, for instance, to conserve the

concept of quantity even when a stimulus object changes its shape.

Another type of cognitive task developed by. Piaget requires the

child to use the concepts "some" and "all" appropriately when responding

to questions about geometrical figures. He has found that the child also .

masters this task during the 5-7 period.

Piaget imposes that the mechanism which accounts for a child's ability

to solve such problems'is "decentering," e.g. when faced with a transformation

in two dimensions the child takes into consideration not only the most

salient perceptual dimension of change but also the other dirAmsion .

He makes a similar argument for the some" and "all" task. In this case

'116.

the child who does not answer the questions correctly is "Centering" on

CO A
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one of the stimulus elements to the relative exclusion of the others.

In the present study two conservation tasks and the "some" and "all"

task wer6 used to assess the cognitive variable. A detailed description-

of the tasks and thier scoring follows.

Study I: Weston, Massac4usetts

Problem:

This study was conducted to determine the correlation between the

previously mentioned.measures of cognitive and neurological development.
ti

Method':

Subjects: Thirty Caucasian boys in the first grade of a public

elementary school wereeelected as subjects on a basis of age.:All

the boys whp were between ,6.0 and '7.0 years of a e were eligible. The

experimenter exhausted 4 of the classes with eligible boys an took 4

subjects from the remaining class. The,mean age,of the sample was 6.54

years with a standard deviation of 0,27 years and a range of 6.1 to 7.0

years. Parents' occupation wag nsed_as an estimate of SES level. Twenty

two of the thirty subjects could be classified according to Duncan's (1961)

occupational scale. This tale runs from 0 (lowest level) to 100 (lighest

level) based only on parents' occupation. The mean SITS for the 22 was

79.59 with a standard deviation of 14.7 and a range of 37 -96.

An IQ estimate was obtained for each child on the basis of an

individually administered Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. The mean IQ

for the Ltiple of 30 was 119.17 with a standard deviation of 15,98 and a

range of 96-152.

C 0 N 4, 9
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Procedure

E was introduced to each S by the teacher. Outside the 'classroom

E told S that he "was interested in how boys'his age learned to do some

things with their hands and how they played some special games." S was

then asked if he would like to come play some ganes with E. All S's wanted

to participate.

S was seated in a chair near a desk,in a quiet room, After a.

brief conversation (how many children are in your family? what is the

part of school you like best? etc.) the experimental session began. The

o rder of presentation of tasks was invariant, On each task S was allowed

as much time'as,he wished.

The following tests were administered. Total testing.time ranged
.

from 25-40 minutes.

Neurological Tests.

1. BenderrCestalt (Bender, 1938) cards,A, 2 and 5. S was given a
sheet of plain 81/2 x 11 inch paper and a pencil. E said, "I want you to
copy this picture. Make yours look as,much like this as you can. Take
as much time as you,wish." This procedure was repeated for each card.
S'S reproduction waS.scored according to Koppitz's (1964)'system. S's
preferred hand was noted.

2. Clip Pinching (Connolly and Stratton 1968). S was told to put
hiS hands on the table ancemake'a fist as E was doing and then spread his

.

thumbs sq:they pointed toward each other. E then placed a 2 spring (bulldog).
papermcliR in betweeri the:thUmb and fist of S's preferred hand and asked S
to'see how far he could open' the clip. This was repeated for the nonpre-
ferred hand SI,was,giilen a score of 1 (associated movement) if the thumb
of the -.:ontralateral. hand touched the fist.

ot

3. Finger Spreading (Connlly and Stratton 1963). E demonstrated to
S thq spreading of the third (middle) from the fourth (ring) finger of
each hand in turn. S was asked, "Hold both hands out with your fingers
together.zInd then 'try to spread th(.se fingers as I do while keeping the
rest together;" If S succesfled in spreading the finger indicated without
fingers on the contralateral hand spreading a score of, 0 (pass) was given.

C6 50



A score of 1 (fail) was given for each of the following conditions:
inability to spread only the assigned fingers, associated movements of
contralateral hand. Each child could get a score from 0-2 for each hand.'

4. Finger Lifting'(after Connolly and Stratton 1968 and Zazzo 1960).
S was told "Place both hands flat on the table and try to lift just the
fingers r point to without lifting the others." Following a demonstration
the test was carried out on the third finger of the preferred hand, third
finger of the other hand, fourth finger of preferred hand and fourth finger
of the other hand in that order. The child vac given one point for each
of the following conditions on each trial: a) inability to lift the
appropriate fingers without lifting any other fingers on the same hand;
b) lifting any fiiigers on the oner hand while trying to lift the appro-
priate finger. A score, of 0 was given for each successful trial.

5. Finger Apposition (after Sloan, 1955)-.- $ was told to place his
elbows on the table with his hands open and arms pointing up. E then
demonstrated touching the fingers of his right hand to his thumb in order
starting with the index finger. This was repeated starting from the little
finger and working backwards. S was then told to repeated what he had
just seen with the hand E pointed to. E always started with S's preferred
hand. The point was given for each of the following condition's:
a) inability to touch each finger to thumb in turn; b) flexion'of fingers
or thumb on. other hand during,a trial. A score of 0 was'-given for each

successful trial.

6. Feet to hands (Connolly and Stratton, 1968, Fog and Fog, 1963).
S was told to stand facing the E and "let your arms hang down by your
sides." The E then demonstrated the task by` inverting his feet and walking
on the outside edges of them (distance of six feet). S was then instructed

or,to 4o what he had just seen. A score of 1 was given if there was supination
or pronation in the hands. A score of 0 was given-for successful performance.

The following chart summarizes the range of scores possible on each

neurological test. A higher score indicates a poorer performance:

Test Range

Bender-Gestalt 0-9

Clip Pinching 0-4

Finger 'Spreading 0-4

Finger Lifting

Fingdr apposition 0-4

Feet to hands 071

Total range 0-30
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Cognitive Tests

1. Deformation of clay (after Piaget 1950). S -oas given two balls

of clay (play-doh) with approximately the same amount of clay in each

(diameter 1.5 "). He was told to make them so "that one ball has just as

much clay in it as the other one." He was further told "when you finish

each ball should have just as much clay as the other one. "` After the S

was satisfied that each ball had the same amount of clay E performed three-

deformations on the clay balls S was told to watch what E did. After

deforming one of the balls E ashed "Do they-still haVe the same amount

-of clay or does one have morn than the other?" After S answered he was

asked why he,thought so and then asked to make the deformed clay into

a ball again. He was further instructed to make it so that each ballikad

the same amount of clay just as before. The following.deformatione.were

performed:

1) Sausage - E rolled ball into sausage shape approximately one
inch long.

2) Pancake - E pressed ball Into a flat disk approximately the size'
of his palm (diameter, 4").

3) Balls- Emade one of the balls into 10 small balls and placed them
in a line.

For each deformation a score of 1 (nonconservation) or 0 (conservation)

was given. On the basis of these three scores S was assigned to one of

the following three categories for deformation of clay task:

Nonconserver - Total score of 3

Transitional - Tot,a1 score of 1-2

Conserved- Total score of 0
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2. Cups and Circles (after Piage 1950) - egg and eggcup experiment -,

E placed ten small paper cups 1" apart in a row in front of S. He then

gave S a_cup full of cardboard circles (each about the size of a dime)

and asked him'to put a circle in front of each cup so that "there will be

just as many circles as cups. "' After S completed this task he was asked

if there were the same number of circles as there were cups. After agreeing

P

that the& were., S was presented with thelollowing transformation: E

moved the cups 2" apart and asked S whether there wve still the same number

of cups as tricles or whether there were more of one or the other., E

then asked Why he thought so.
it

S was then asked to put the cups back like they were before. After

be agreed that therewere the same number again he was_presented with

another transformation: E moved the circles 2" apart and asked the same

questions as in the previous transformation.'

For each trans ation S
/
was given a score of 0 if, he said there

were still the same number of objects and 1 if/he said that there were

more _of one type than the other. S's total ;icore was the sum of the two

transformation scores and on the basis of this score each S was assigned to

. one of three categories:

Nonconserver - Total score of 2

Transitional - Total score of 1

consever - Total score of 0

3. Concepts of "some" and "all" (classification) (after Piaget 19G4).

E placed a row of circles (1" in diameter) and squares (1" on a side) in

front of S in the followingeurder from his left" purple circle, purple

square, purple circle, purple circlo, purple square, red square, puiple
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-circle, red square, purple circle, Then E placed a pile of red squares, a

pile of purple circles, a pile of red circles and a pile of purple squares

on the table. E asked S: "If you -had to m ake
4

a row of things just like the

one in front cf you and you could use as may of these piles as you needed

which ones would you use? Point to the ones you would use."

E removed the piles and said "Now I am going to ask you "sNcme questions,

You can an-sler all of them by looking at the row of things in front of you."

The following questions were asked:

1) Are all the purple things circles?

2) Are all the square things red?

3) Are all the circles purple?

4) Are all the red things squares?

If S made no mistakes he was a conserver, if he made 5 mistakes he

was a nonconserver. If he made 1-4 mistakes he was transitional. His

final score was based on which of three categories he fell into:

Nonconserver - Total score of 2

Transitional - Total score of 1

COnserver - Total score'of 0

The following chart summarizes the range of scores possible on each

cognitive test. A highar score indicates a poorer performanCe:

Test Range

Play Doh deformations

Cups and circles

9

"Some" and 'all" 0-2.

Total range:



Results:

Neurological tests
4

Cognitive tests

mean s range
9,80 2.83 5-16

2.70 1.76 0-5

13

The Pearson Project moment correlatiod between the neurological and

cognitive test' scores was +0.60 (t=3.84, p< 0.005). (See Appendix, Figure 1).

Correlations were computed between neurological and cognitive tests

partialling out both age and IQ:

r
neurological, cognitive x age + 0.56 (t=3.57, p<0.005)

r
neurological, cognitive x IQ = 0.57'(t=3.68, p< 0.005)

Conclusions:

The data shows,a significant positive correlation between the measures

of nthrological development and the measures of cognitive development. This

correlation cannot be accounted for by either age or IQ.

Study II: Cambridge, Massachusetts

. Problem:

Is there a correlation between the neurological and cognitive measures

with subjects of lower SES and IQ than the Weston sample?

Method:

Subjects: Thirty Caucasian boys in the first grade of a public

elementary, school were selected as subjects on tho basis of age. All

but one of the boys was between 6.9 and 7.1 years of age. The other boy

was 7 years 4 months and was the youngest subject available to complete
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the sample. The entire pdpulation of eligible subjects in three schools

was selected. For the study the mean age of the sample was 6.59 years

with a standard deviation of 0.29 and a.range of 6.17 to 7.33 years; The

mean age of this sample is not significantly differ nt from that of the Weston

sample (z=0173, ns p< 0.05) .

Again parents' occupation was used to estimate SES level. Seventeen

of the 30 subjects could be classified. The mean StS was 28.35 with a

,standard deviation of 13,68 and a range of 12-53. This mean is significantly

lower than that of the Weston sample (t=21.26, p40.005).

An IQ estimate was obtained by individually administering the Pqabody

Ficiure Vocabulary Test. The mean IQ for the sample was 98.23 with a

standard deviation of 13.03 and a range of 62-125. ,This mean was signifi-

cantly lower than that of the Weston sample (z=5.57, pc 0.01).

Procedure and Method:

The procedures and methods used with the Weston 'sapple were replicated

with the. Cambridge sample.

Results:

mean S rape
Neurological tests 11.13 3.81 4-19

Cognitive tests 3.87 1.33 1-5

The mean of the neurological tests does not differ significantly

from that of the Weston sample (z-1.53, ns, p< 0.05). The mean of thc,

Cognitive tests is significantly higher then tho of the Weston sample

p!, 0.05) .
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The Pearson Product moment correlation between the neurological test

test scores is ='0.72 (t=5.62, p< 0.005) (Seescores and the cognitive

Appendix, Figure 2). This correlation is not significantly different

from that of the Weston sample (z=0.82, ns p\ 0.05)-.

Correlations were computed between the neurological and cognitive

,tests partialling oqt both age and IQ:

r

neurological, cognitive x age= 0.74 (t=5.85, p< 0.005).

neurological, cognitive x IQ= 0.69 (t=5.07, p 0.005)

15

Conclusions:

With a sample of boys lower,in IQ and SES but of the same age as the

WeS'ton sample a positive correlation between neurological scores and

cognitive scores was again found. This correlation does not differ

statistically from that of the Weston sample. Again it cannot be accounted

for by either age or IQ. The mean cognitive score of the Cambridge sample

is higher than that of the Weston sample. The difference between the mean"

neurological scores approaches but does not reach significance with Cambridge

having the'higher mean score (for 0.05 level need t of 1.64, t value is 1.53).

. Study III - Cambridge, Massachusetts

Proble.a:

How reliable are the neurological measures?

Method:

Subjects: 28 o( the 30 original Cambridge subjects made up the sample

a 7
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(1 child broke an ankle, the other was sick).

Procedure:

Each child was given the neurological tests a second time. The mean
number of days between 1st and 2 nd testing was 21.07 with a standard
deviation of 8.34 and a range of 9-35 days.' This time the tests were
administered in a way such that

each performance had 2 trials. (For
computational purposes trial 1 was used as a subject's score.) Exc'pt
for this modification the procedure was the same as before.

Results:

Two estimates of reliability were computed: between trials and test
re-test. The following Pearson Project moment correlations were obtained:

between trials = +0.93 (t=13.67' p < 0.005)

r

test retest = +0.75 (t=5.80, p c0.005)

(see Appendix, Figure 3 for test retest reliability).
The second set of neurological

scores had a mean of 11.04, a standard
deviation of 3.26 and a range of 4-18. This mean is the same as that for
the first set of scores.

The Pearson Product moment between the second set of scores and both
age and IQ were computed:

r

neurological II x IQ = -0.23 (t.21 us p< 0.05)

This,correlatinnts not significantly
different.from that found in Study I

(z-,0.73 us p <0.05)
4

r

neurological II )(Age = -0.18 (t=0.94 ns p<
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Thiscorrelation is not significantly different from that found in Study

(z=0.57, ns p < 0.05)

Conclusions:'

The inter trial reliability of the neurologfcal measures is high. The

test retest reliability.of these measures is moderately high. It is

possible that enough Zime had elapsed' between tests for some of the

subjects to have undergone developmental changes in these variables. In

this situation the correlation might be artificially lowered and.. therefore

not an accurate measure of the stability of the tests. If, however, the

0.75 correlation is 'an adequate index of'the reliability of the tests then

lhe correlation between the cognitive and the neurological tests is

approaching the limits of its reliability.

No significant change was found in the relationship between age or

']Q and neurological score from 1st to 2nd testing.

Study IV - Weston, Massachusetts

Problem:

Would.the original correlation hold over time for the"Weston sample?

Procedure:

,Subjects: 28 of the original 30 children were retested (1 moved, 1 was

sick) .

Method:

In order t.;() minimize experimenter bias each child was tested in two

C 2 5 9
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sessions, no less than 1-and no more than 7 days apart. The neurological

tests were given 'during the Session first 'and the cognitive measures during'

the second. To compute the mean length of time between first testing (Study 1)

and these sessions, the second testing date was determined in the following

way. Since the neurological tests were always given first this testing

date plus the mean number of days between the second neurological testing ,

and the second cognitive testing was used as the date of second testing.

The mean length of time between first and second testing was 121.75 days

with a standard deviation of 10.21 and a range of 109-136 days.

The neurological test items were administered in two trials as in

Study 3. While the 1st trial was used for purposes of analysis the

comparison of the 1st and 2nd,allowed for a check on the intertrial

reliability reporfed Study 3.

With these exceptions the method was the same as in the first Weston

study (Study I).

. Results:
mean s range

Neurological scores 7.57 208 3-12

Cognitive scores 1.50 1.43 0-5

The Tns of these scores are significantly lower than the means of the

first scores (z=2.93, p

Comparing individual changes bett.een 1st and 2nd neurological scores

reveals only three subjects with a poorer performance on the 2nd test. A

similar comparison betweenitdoicognitive tests finds only two subj %cts getting

poorer second scores.

C 020C 0
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T'he Pearson Product moment correlation between the neurological

score and the cognitive scores is +0..47 (t1.73 p< 0.01),(See Appendix

figure 4). This is not significantly different from the original correlation

(z=0.60 ns p

The following correlations were computed between neurological and

cognitive scores partialling out age and IQ:

r

neurological, cognitive x age=+0.47 (t=2.73, p<0.01)

neurological, cognitive X IQ = +0.42 p < 0.05)

As with the Study III the intertrial reliability was high, r...+0.92

(t=12.03 p< 0.005).

Conclusions:

Approximately four months after first testing the Weston sample

showed significant improvement in both, neurological and cognitive performance,

Op an individual basis only four subjects performed more poorly th$ second

time on either the neurologicp1 or cognitive tests. "Despite these changes

in the absolute valuolo of the scores a positive correlation between the

neurological and cognitive measures was found. As before, this could not

be accounted.for by either age or IQ.

Summary:

Tour studies have been reported that investigattad the relationship .

between measures of neurological development and men4iIres of cognit0v.

developcnt. Two groups of thirty six year old first graders were sbbS4ts.

(, co '2, 1
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A significant positive correlation was found bettieen a subject's

performance.on neurological tests and on,cognitiVe tests This correlation

was not significantly influenced by-the age, IQ or SES. of the. sUbject.

Subjects who were followed longitudinally (4 months) Showed improvement

° in performance level without change in the correlation between neurological

and cognitive measures;

The intertrial, reliability of the neurological items was veiy high.

The short term (three weeks) test retest reliability of the neurological

test was moderately high.

Ati

The,studies reported were.designed to identify a phenobenon and

establish some of its parameters. No studies have-yet been done 'that

p rovide.an explanation for the:correlation between, the particular neurological

tests and the particular cognitive tests. However, the metaphors that have

1it.
, .

been used to account for success on each Of the two kinds of-tests are not

n ec!ssarily mixed.

All the ne blogical tests except the Bender Gestalt measure associated

movement. ,Fog and Fog (1963) argye that the normal deyelopmental disappear-
:

ance of these movements depends on "cerebral inhibition."' While no one .,

knows exactly what this mechanism might be, it still'pwoVides a useful

metaphorical rationale.

, -\
On.the cognitive side, Piaget's metaphor for describing the process

finvolved in a child's.ability'to'gucceed on. conservation: tasks is "decentering ".

It .can be argued. that one aspect ot this "decentering" might involiMe the

(ability tollinhibit the first response to a persuasive perceptual change In

a stimulus object. This inhibition of response mi,ht facilitate taking more

than one dimension of change into account on a conservation task. The



neurological and cognitivd metaphors seem compatible.

Moving from a discussion of the particular testsused in this study

to a more general description of-what happens to the child from 5-7, one again
I sa_

confronts the inhibition taphor. White (.966,p.8).finds an

association in a number of studies.between impulsive, shirt latency

responses and more juvenile. behavior characteristics and long latency

respodsea-and more mature behavior characteristics.P _Kagan.(1967v.p.508)

echoes this interpretationl: "One of the processes common to many of the

psyChological changes can be described as an increase in reflection: an

Increased tendency topause, to consider the differential validity,or

a ppropriateness of a response; the ability to select the correct response:.

rather than admit one that happens to sit on top of the hierarchy when an

incentive stimulus appears:.
6

The inhibition metaphor appears to have an

extension that at least supports its face validity.

G*J

4
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Effects of Visu Noise on.Problem-Solving Estimated

by an 1fcending !lethod of Limits

Sheldon H. White and Richard S. l'ansfieId

Laboratory of Human Development

Harvard University

6

Abstract '1

Nixed or negative replications of previously reported age shifts

,

in reaction to stimulus variation have been round. The present-paper

reports a failure td replicate a previously reported (White, 1966) age

change in reaction to a varying-position discrimination learning cqndi-

tion. It describes an effort to develop a more efficient'format for

a

study of the effects of-Visual. noise on problem-solving. Using an Ascending

Method of Limits procedure, graduated amounts of visual noise were

. -

added to two discrimination problems, one with constant cues and the

other. with evolving cues. Thirty fifth-rrrade,rs. coped with our highest

noise level when cues were constant, but performance on the evolving

discriminZion was disrupted by lower noise levels. Poorer-performing 5s

were disrupted by middle noise levels; better-performing Ss coped with

high noise levels except at times of large chances in the positiv cue.

In general, it seemed as though the more "cognitive work" the t sk

demande le area he potentially dfsruptive effect of the noise.

C 71
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Effects of Visual Poise on Problem-Solving Fstimated

by an Ascending Method of Limits'

Sheldon E. White and Richard S. Mansfield.

Laboratory of Human Development

Harvard University

A number of studies have indicated that at about* six years of age

children improve in the ability to solve problems involving varying cues

(Collin, 1960, 1961; Walk and Saltz, 1965; White, 1966; Turnure, 1967;

Brown, 1969). White (1966) studied two variants of discrimination.learning.

one in which the rosftive or negative cuevaried, and another in which the

cues, varied in spatial arrangement from one trial to the next. He

found ace changes in reaction to both. With regard to the first kind

of variant, varying positive or negative cues; Walk and Saltz (1965),

and Brown (1969), have also found a comparable age shift. However,

they do not confirm the order of difficulty of experimental conditions

which White found for older children. With respect to variation of

cue position, there are no comparable investigations in the literature

bUt we have recently failed to replicate the original findings of an age

shift in sitivjty to this condition.,

The study compared Control, Varying-Positioh, and Late-Varying-Position

conditions, the first two conditions identical with those reported earlier,

the last a mixed condition-in which Ss were exposed to the Control arrange-

merit for their first 20 trials and then, if solution had not come, the

Vs:haring-Position arranort thereafter. With respect to the first two

conditions, Control and Varying-Position, the experiment was as exact a
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renlication'of the earlier studies as is usually nossible 'for psychological

. -

experiments conducted at a different time and place. The apparatus
. -

. .

was identical in function and in the face it-Presented to the. S. The'

.

E differed. The Ss, drawn frOm Waltham, Mass., would seem grossly

ci ormlarable to the original source a Ss. Yet the newer findings,.summarized

in Table 1, do not confirm the earlier findings. Earlier, it was found that

Insert Table 1 about here.

the Varying-Position condition significantly interfered with children's

learning at a younger age, after which it became facilitative. Table ]

shows no significant difference in the effects of Varyirig-Position and

Control conditions at any age with, if anything, a trend in the direction

opposite to that found earlier.

This pattern of mixed or negative confirmations of originally replicated

effects led us to seek a more reliable procedure for the study of the

effects of stimulus variation upon ]earning. The discrimination learning

procedure used as a baseline seems inefficient. Each S is confronted with

only' one level of stimulus variation, and there is something approaching, 1:

one -item test of its effect. The S solves or does not solve, with problem

difficulty quite imperfectly correlated with the trials-to-criterion index.

The present paradigm required the S to make response choices based

upon differences in a pair of visual cues. Teh S's ability todo this was

tested adainst not one but a series o,f noise levels, and this testing was

(\repeated six or seven times in l'the hai houe available for work with the Ss.

UNQ3
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4

Method

.An ascending method of limits (4as used to test the S's ability to

cope with graduated increments of visual noise during problem-solving.

There were two tasks. The first was.,a standard two-choice discrimination, )

and the second was an evolving two-choice discrimination patterned after
ti

a pnleviously reported task (White, 1965). The S began each problem with

trials on which his choice cues, line drawings, were clearly visible.

Then, each time the S responded correctly, an increment of noise iftb

.subsequently aided to further obscure the choice figures on the next

trial. This continued until the S made an error.- During. the standard

two-choice discrimination, almost all Ss were able tosustain correct

choices at the highest noise level used, and so Ss were only given one

ascending series of noise levels during this problem. During the presenta-

tion of the evolving discrimination, when errors at moderate levels of

noipc'were common, the Ps were exposed to _repeated ascending tests over

A the course of 80 trials.

r.

Y

Stimuli. Three sets of stimuli were used: the cues for the simple

,liscrimination; the cues for the evolving discrimination, and the noise

figures. A

For the simp di crimination, cues consisted of. a positive line, form

vs. a negative line form There were eight different pairs of'such forms

used with the Ss to avoid any chance effects of IcLioilyncratic properties

of any particular pair.

C '7
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The stimuli for the evolving discrimination were constructed from
. ,

a library of 13 "elements", lines and. geometric shttpes (Cee Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 about here

No element appeared simultaneously in the positive and negative cue, but

elements appearing in one cue might later appear in the other cue. Usually

t

a cue consisted of two elements. From trial to trial, change in the

stimulus series occurred as these elements wer faded in and out. Because

of this principle of fading, the amount di' change from trial'tO trial was

not constant. There 1.rials for which one element was completely faded

out, and the positive stimulus consisted of a single element. To he

consistently correct on these trials, a hubject had to remember both

elements of the positive cue from the previous trial. To choose correctly

on otheer trials, he needed only to remember one of the two elvmeJ3ts of

the previour positave cue.

The third group of stimuli, those making up the visual noise, were

used as overlays for both the constant and everchanging discriminations.

Stimuli for the visual noise were constructed from another library of

geometric shapes. These geometric shapes were placed randomly within two

N
square areas sp as to mask positive and negative cues of both,typcs of

discrimination problem.
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Insert Figure 2 about here

N
There were 40 overlays, made up-of,four specimens of each of.ten-levels of

visual noise. Levels of visual,noise.were established by-varying-the

/N.
nUmber of geometric shapes in each of the two ,square' areas. Level 1, .

t

representing the absence of-visual noise, had no shapes in either square i

k.

-are . 'Levels 2 through 10 and, 2,4,6,8,12,16,20,24, and 32 ihape,in
'

each square area.

All three kinds of stimuli were drawn on 5".x 8'1 sheets of colorless

t.elluldse acetate plastic framed in cardboard for Base of handling. For 1

each trial of the simp e and evolving discrimination problems both the

positiye and negative cue appeared on a,s4le sheet of lastic, Thet visual.

noise-figures were stored in a box with ten compartments,. so that the
.

experimenter could quickly select a specirr of a particular ldvel of

visual noise,. Using -a Thermofax 66AG 'overhead projector, stimuli were

projected onto a movie screen. Ss sat six feet from the screen. When
.

the stimuli were projected onto the screen', the separatiOn of the positive

p

and negative cues 'Was abOUt three,feet:

-Subjects. -Ss were 30 fifth graders drawn from t1.0 Classrooms of a

public schoolin Wa t, Massachusetts.2 The mean age was 1170, and

,there was,arange from 10 2-to 12-0.
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'Procedure. Stimuli for Ithe first trial of the simple discrimination

were projected onto the screen, and Ss.were told:

"Look at the figure on your right.4 In this game that figufe is

correct., Each time try to tell me which side. that figure 1,s

on -- .right or left."

After each choice, Ss were , "Good," or, "Not that :bite." As the

correct side changed accordin to a random sequence, Ss were required to

elect correctly ten times. hen the E began to introduce visual noise?

-StartinvatAeve] 2 the leve1rof visual poise was increased by one after

each correct ,choice, until t14 S made an error. IfS reached Level 10,

this-level was continued until; an error occurred.

Whsr. S made an error,'this a k was stopped and he was introduced

to the everchanging discrimiriation. The stimuljTor th

projectdd onto the screen and the S was told

t trial Were

. ,

"Look at4what you see on your. right. That you see on your right"
is, correct this time. Butit will change a little each time.

Pretty soon it wonit look at all like what you now see on your

V
I

-.

right. Each time, try to tell me which side it'is on. Sometimes'

it will be too hard for you, but don't worry; it gets too hard
\ .

\ 9*
for everyone. If you don't inoiur which side is correct, just make

St'.)
the bett guess you can. .

)
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Ss received at least ten trials on this task without visual noise.

Before visual noise was' added the last three choices had to be correct.

Beginning at Level 2, the le el of visual noise of the overlay was

increased by one aftereach correct choice until an error occurred.

At this point visual noise was reduced to Level 1 (no visual noise),

until three correct choices were made. Then visual noise was added'again.

As before, Ss reaching Leve 0 were given different examples of this

level of visual noise until they made an error. This pr46edure was

repeated until the first error afte4-the 70th trial. During this task.

the basic eVerchanginestimulus series alWays advanced on each trial,

regardless of S's response.

The total time required to run.each S ranged from5 to 35 minutes.

Results

Observation of Ss' behavior in the simple discrimination indicated

that the visual noise was having the intended effect ofonaking the

prol4em more difficult. It was evident that, the' more the noise the.

longer SS took-to identify the correct cue and, with high levels of

t

visual noise, latenaes of response were as long as 15 seconds. Eowever,
.

al-Most all Ss could-handle the highest noise'lev'els on this task. 'Twenty-
,

bix of the 30 Ss responded 'correctly at least'once.at leVel 10. Ss

seemed to fail; only when the particular overlay of visual noise was an

unusuedlieffective mask of the stimuli of the discrimination. It was

concluded that in a problem wbere exactly the sale visual figure had. to be.

located againand again Ss of this age could cope 'with maximal amounts of

our visual boise scale.

6-0278
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On the evolving-diserimination,-however, Ss operated correctly only

at lower noise levels. Each S made at least six errors capping sequences

oL4correct choices at ascending lcvel5 of noise. Tht level of visual

noise on the last correct trial before ank.ror was taken as an estimate

of the maximal level'of noise at which the S could cope frith an evolving

discrimination. Individual mean maxima ranged from 2.5 to 8'.4 with a mean

of means of 6,3'and a standard deviaiton of means equal to 1.3. 'There

were marked individual differences among the Ss in their ability to cope

with the evolving disCrimination through noise, but it was clear that Ss

could 'cope with much less noise during performance of theevolving discrimina

tion_thanthey could during the simple discrimination.
. _

Did Ss learn to handle the noise, Some Ss achieved progresSively

.

high-6r maxima during the task, as though learning or adaptation were

taking place. Other Ss showed declini , maxima, as,though they were

fatigued or bored. To test trend quantitatively, the average of the firs'

three noise maxima foy each'S was compared with the average of his last

three maxima. There was a slight trend towards higher maxima, not

`Significant (t = 1.61; 1)4...20). It was our impression that this

statistically neutral trend represented 7i. positive-learning ti-end balance

by an opposed negative trend brought about by fatigue. Usually, 'fatigue

is not a factor in a task of this length, but our high noise were

visibly quite demanding On the Ss. They often had to.engage in prolonged

and effortful Study. bf the,stimulus field befoire making their choice, and

their remarks sometimes indicated that they f&nd this wearisome and
-0

slightly unpleasant.

C 7 9
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We alluded. carlien,to 'disco innities in the evolving stimulus

seriet. Periodically one of the wo shapes making up the positive cue

and the negative cue would drOe out. (Sec Figure 1). During the first

ten trials of the evolving; discrimination, when there was no noise, all

Ss were consistenUy correct in their choices. However, Ss took much_

longer to make a response on trials where a shape which had been part of

the positive cue dropped out completely. Later, when noise was present,

long latendies and errors were common on thiS type of trial. At such poihts

Ss were likely to say, "It's not there," or "Neither one is right."

An analysis of.error., made on different types of trials confined

the impression of uneven difficulty in the stimulus series. Tiials where

only one shape was left in the positive cue were considered '!hard" trials;'

the trials immediately following these trials were also con dered "hard"

trials. Trials in which both shapes of the positive cue appeared in

-their largest form, and trials immediately following these trials were.

considered "easy" trials. For each S the numbers of errors on "hard"

El

and "easy" trials were computed. Etrors occurred much more often on

"hard" than on "easy" trials (t F5.33; p4.001).-

Inspection of the data suggested that"this relationship did not hold

t ,

for all Ss. ' Therefore rates of error 'orb "hard" and "easy" trials Are

exathined for "goal" Ss (tffose with the ten highest mean maxima) and "poor"

(those with the ten lowest mean maxima). ,"Good" Ss averaged 3.7 /

errors on-"hard"trials and ,5 errors. on "easy." trials. This.differ.nce

in error?'rhtes was highly significant (t ='6.-53; Pe.".001). In contrast,

!'poor" Ss averaged 3.2.errors on "hard" trials and 2.8 errorpon "easy"

;trials. This difference was not significant (t = s.). For each

C i,80

r
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"g?od" and "" the number of made on "easy"poor trials was

subtracted from the number of errors made on "hard " trials. The resulting

difference scores for Ss in the two groups could then be compared. For

, ,
good os the mean difference dcore was 3.2, while for "poor" Ss, this

score whs only .4. Difference scores for the two groups differed

significantly.(t = 2.48; pZ.05). These results all lead to the conclusion

that good Ss erred primarily On'"hard" trials.. whereas "poor" Ss erred

almost as often on "easy" as on l'hard" trials.

Some additional observations. During the course of the study, a

number of signs testified to the difficulty oft the noisy trials. The E,'

looking at the Ss,,saw that they were experiencing difficulty through a

number.of indications -- long latencies, a pbsture of tense and active

.searching-during the trial, remarks made. by Ss; To elaborate such obser-

vations, ten further Ss were drawn from the same grade of another.school

and were administered the task with an observer present who made a stop-- xp,

,watch record of tM to respond on'each,:t.rial, and who noted informal

impressions of; Ss behavior during and between trials..

The stopwatch records gave some quantAatilie estimate of a trend

which had been fairly obvious in the proceeding-work.. Each level demanded

more and more time, for the S to form his chOice. For-the terr.Ss, mean

choice times, in seconds-, for levels 1-10 were 2.2, 3.1, 3.7, 4.0, 5.0, 5,7;

6.0, 5.6, 6.7, and 7.8.

00281
-
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The latenCy trend derived f om the ten .2#. is not statistically

significant, but it isour belief that*thisis due to great variability

of the ldtency figures. We would uggest that the. prolongation of choice

under noise is "there( Certainly,during the larg preceding study,

itwas the E's strongest casual impre sion of the effects of the noise on

the Ss.

The informal observation included notes on fi.dgeting and restlessness,

song the Ss. Ss, particularly the boys, would be quiet and somewhat

tense during a trial, sitting leaning forward in their chairs, searching

the window. Between trials, there would be unusually high restlessness

and-motor discharge, perhaps simply because the motor restraint during

the trial cramped the Ss"': muscles. Other evidence, to be discussed

below, suggests that this cyclical pattern of motor restraint acid motor.

f
,/ discharge may supportthe performance of the Ss durindOthe noisy trials -

is

and may even be necessary to it.

.Discussion

The limits procedure was triedin an effort to develop's-more
a

efficient technique for the study of the effect of noisy cue conditions

on problem-solving. The problem-solving was pitted against a series of1

noise levels, with time within 6-iallgle session for six or seven tests for

-
noise maxima. The task did have a quality different fm those previously

used to_study cue variation during learning because it sought-to find the

S's limit. Fol4 some Ss, if not all, the: task introduced a feeling of stress
4

or fatigue not typical of experimental, problem-solving or procedures and'

onlY some further exploration will indicate how useful thetas can tie.
'3

Nevertheless, these preliminary results seem to have Some theoretical interest..

G 0. 4 3 2
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Our evidence suggests that withoa noise all Ss could make

correct choices on the constant discrimination and on the easy or hard

)
trials .of the evolving discrimination. But the nois9, in effect, converted

.

t Ldifferential difficurty.of correct .choices (reflected, to casual

bbserva ion, in choice latencies) into a differentiAal incidence,of

-errors It seems intuitively obvious that this would be-so, that visual

noise would have this effect, but the rational basis of this intuition is

not obvious in traditional terms. Traditionally, pex eption is supposed

to come before thought (here, the determination" of choicL and be apart

from it.

The noise load in itself did not throw off the Ss: almost all

could choose correctly on the constant discrimination at level 10. ..4iikittr"4-

loan, of the evolving ,discrimination did not throw off-the Ss: all Ss

could track the evolving discrimination without noise. It was the conjunc-

tion of-noise and choice which produced errors. Perhaps thereis a

tradeoff betwegel perceiving and choosing in this situation. There is now

awidespread conclusion that perception involves a sequential information-
.

processing activity which is, essentially, thought (Luria, 1966; Neisser,
114

1966; Piaget and Inhelder, 1969) and that the human capacity for such

information-processing is limited (Miller, 1956). Presumably, some

Oompcnenta.of what we commo0i-call.perception and thought must share

trhislimited capacity and, thus; a loAil on one clIgn take away from the load

that can be placed On the other.

1

p
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At least a part of what is above' called 'load'- may consist in real d

tine requirements. The most obvious effect of noise on any given trial is

to extend the S's study of the stimulus display-in order to"iocato his

choice stimuli. The E dries not perceive his choice cues instantaneously

as figure-agaitst-ground as is the case with noiseless cues.., Time

extension could amount to time overload. There may De a restrictive
A

time span for the assembly of informational elements for conjoint deter-

fination of choiCe which is anaNhous to, c perhaps exactly the'same as,

the span of short-term mem"; (White, 1969).

We obserVed a cyclical pattern of motor restraint during the trials

and motor discharge between the trials in a few ofthe Ss. This may be
. ,

an index of a supportive mechanism. There is evidence suggesting that in

older children and adults there may be a problem-solving mode, a special

psychophysiological state with distinctive characteristics, whidh may-serve

to protect cognitive Operations as they extend over time. That there .is a

. special state during problem-solving ir indicatedtby a miscellany of

psychopllYsd.ologieal studies of prOblem-solving (Germans, 1968; Elias and.

White, 1969;AElias, 1970). It has been suggested that probler'v4IsolVing may

.

o be protected by gradually risinggradients of arousal reflaed in EMG

and puplllary dilation records (Malmo, 1965; Beatty and Kahrieman, 1965).

At the same time, there has been repeated evidehce indicating that Ss

who show mototrestlessnessturinga task (Duffy, 1932) or who are

1
characteristically hyperkfnetic (Kagan; Mdss, and Sigel, 1963) have difficulty

.with,problem-solving. It is possible that restlessness tends to dissolve

,06 6 2 8 4
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the problem-solving node. The expends effort ib'sistain the ouiesccnt

state during.the Critical time of the ti4iul awl the "catharts' restrained

motor behavior between trials": As a task increases in complexity, the

,demands on the f, to sustain the problem-solving mode over time may

exceed his c717-lacity, and thus, in one sense, his atteution span.

,r,

I

0

N ,
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Co:Varir;ens of Control anlLate-VaryinPosition

Conditions at Th3:ce Grade Ldvels

Grade

Kinderarten

Second Grade

Third Gracie

Varying- Position

Conditiotn

Late-Varying-Positiqp

11 4 Trials to 9/30; N Trials8 to 9/10 N

(20 33.6 20 35.2 40

20
1

25.9 20 3.2.9 20

'20 20

4

COntrol

Trials to 9/19

114.4

33.2

12.2
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-Figure Captions,

Fig. 1. The ever.changing stimulus series. Figures seen on
\,

Trials 1-8 (two left columns) and Trials 41-48 (two right col-mns).

Fig. 2. A4trial of the everchanging stimulus series, with differ-
.

ent levels of visual noise added; (a) Level 1 (no visual noise)

'(b) Level 4 (c) Level 10.

1
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Abstract

v.

4 Larl.er research has shown that there is a development with age

in the ability to attend selectively.
Selective attention may be

viewed as coping with irrelevant stimulus variation or noise, during

problem solving. The purpose of the present study was to test for the

development of the ability to cope with noise in problem ;solving. Two

an auditory task and a visual task, were used to test the
tasks:

ability. As a test ofgeneral intelligeriee, the Peahody Picture

Vocabulark Test was ,.also administered. There were 30 kindergarten and

30 second grade subjects: 15 boys'and 15 girls at each grade level.

The visual task tested the,,, ability, to cope with visual noise

in tree types of problems: the first a discrimination with constant
v.\

position of presentation of cues; the second a discrimination with

varying position of presentation of cues, and, the third a relational

t

problem. In all problems the positive and negative cues apkared on

the rich% and left sides of a movie screen. Both types of discrimination

problems required the subject to point to a constant pair of shapes, and

the relational problems required the subject

\ thinner, or flatter-pairs of shapes. On all

'learned to point correctly in the absence of

irrelevant shapes.superimposed
over the cues

to point to, larger,

problems the subject first

noise. Visual noise,

, was then added in

A
graduated increments on successive trials, unt4]..,the subject made an error.

The auditory task tested a subjeet,.!s ability to detect a target

message gh/different intensities of noise. The task required the

subject repeatedly to point to one of eight familiar,objects drawn on

4 CG 8
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Vi.

ti

a sheet of piper before him. Subjects pointed according to the instructions

Of a signal voice, in the a sence of noise.' The noise, xture of

four voices talking togeth

graduated hncrements on

error. Nett, the nois7e

of the signal, and then
.

pointed 4irectly. The

levels ofiLgnal volume.

r, was then superimposed over thesignal in

su cessive trials,

level was set high

1

until the - -sUbjilet made an

enough to preclude percep' ion

veered in graduated-increments, until thelsubject

rocedure was repeated five, times at each of three

1

For the visual task the results shoWiad that thresholds for noise

were a

highest

Thresho

positi

grader

proble

The s

_each
4

with

Unction of the type of problet. Kindergarteners had their

hresholds on the discriminations with constant position.

ds were slightly lower on the discriminations.with varying

The lowest thresholds were on the relational problems. Second

performed at maximal levels on both types of disbrimination

, but at significantly lower levels on the relatidnal_problems.

, .

cond graders were consistently superior to the kindergarteners. At

rade`level subjects with higher IQs performed better than subjeets

ower IQs. However,"at the kindergarten level the superiority

of th high-IQ group was more marked on the discriminations than on the

relational problems, while at the second grade level the superiority of

the h gh-IQ group was Opaeent on the relational piroblems, but not on

thtdiscriminations%

9

.
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yhgeshOlds for noise on the auditory, task were also higher for second

graders,than for kindergarteners. At the kindergarten level high

auditory performance-was associated with high *visual' performance 1 But

at the'vecond trade lev61 there appeared to be

auditory and visual performance.

no relationnip between

The results were di4scuSsed in terms of.tke abilities required by

the visual. and auditory tasks. It was suggested that the' abilities

required on the viail taskwere-memery for shapes, systematic scanning,

and:inhibition of impulsive' rrsponding. The auditory task seemed to require

the,.ability to sustain att-ntion to the signal voice, the ability to

determine when signal words were being preserited, and the ability to

7 make use ofithe setaf response alternatives.

Some technical problems in the visual'and auditory tasks were

discussed, and a revised methodolpgy was proposed. Finally, directions

for future iesearch were suggested.
15-4.6c,
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Background of the Study

1}/ oflk
.

The'selection of sensory information from the envirorigient;
, pose/s a.

central .problem for researchers/in perception, cognition, and learning.

Organisms normally are expovd to a constant welter of stimulatiOn from

different sensory modalities. Yet at any given time they are able to

fliks op only a telected.:portionof
thiStimulation.`Thia focusing, or

selec6ive Kttention, is a way of allocating cognitive resources to

r

facilitate analysis of information. Vie processes underlying selective

attention are necessarily complex., for we are able to attend to highly

specific kinds .of stimulation within one sensory modality. At a'symphony,

for example, it is possible. to attend.to the music 'of one instrument,

"even thOUgh many other instruments may be playing simultapeously.

Examples of selective attention in other sensoryimodalities are also

plentiful. In a broader senA, selective attention, may be viewed as a

procebs Allowing the separation of reldvant from irrelevant information.

Selective attention is thus a necessary predondition for the application

of higher -level cognitive processes, and may be a crucial component of

intelligence, or problem-solving ability.
r

,Dniing the ascurdanCy of behavioristic psychology, there was little

40

interest in selective attention. As an unobservable, infernal proceis,

it was not consideted worthy of study. However, a number of experiments

in discrimination learn/ng demonstrated that animals sometimes respond

to only one dimension °foe stimulus,,andalso that this dimerisivnal

I

.
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.resiwnding can over -ride learned associationsbetWeen stimuli and

responses. The reader is referred tO reviews of this lice by

Mackintosh (1965) and by Fellows (1968). To accomodate' these results,

stimulus - response theoriSts propeSed various:proc es allowing for

selection of stimulus information. While some theorists -(Spence, 1940;
0,

Wyckefi, )54 Kurtz, 1955) attempted' to explain theIeleetion in terms

of overt,, orienting responses, other theorists realized that internal

unobservable processes Must)e at work. ,,AMong the hypothetical proesses

'proposed were: attention to stimulus dimensions (Zeeman and House,. 1963),

stimulus coding (Lawrence, 1963), Mediatiow.(Kendler.and Kendler; 1962,

1966), and stimulus analyzer aelectian, (Sutherland; 1959, 1964). These

.

7 .

hypothetical processes permittedsome theeriststo maintain'fa stimulus-

response theory of learning. However, this theory has,notbeep very

useful in explaining the internal processes Underlying le'arr0.-ng in

human subjects:

Nor

Stimulus Selection in Perceation'and Cognition

Recently, however, there has-been a widesiiread revival of interest

'in the internalvental processes ignor'ectby the behaviorists. The pro-

cesses responsible. for perception, recognition, anti memory are being

actively studied. And the problem of how organisms select stimulus infor-

mation is again a popular concern. Selection has been demonstrated at

many levels of perception and-cognition.

Cognition,, operates through a hierarchy of processes. At the lowest

levels are elementary feature analyzers responsible for perception. At

higher levels are ale processes "responsible for' focused attention. At

t
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still higher levels are processes for flie coding, memory, and retrieval

of,informatiOn.
The:higher mental processes required for problem-

solving are near the.top of the hietarcby. This view of cognition, is

of course oversimplified, but the notion of hierOrChichlly organized

ptocesses appears established: Psychologists have Ound selection of

information at every level of processing they have s udied. Some ex-
+

amples of selection at different levels will be outlined below,

Researchers-in neurophysiology
have,demonstrated selection at very

low levels of the visual system. For example, Lettvin and his colleagues

(Lettvin, listurana, McCulloch'and Pitts; 1959) recorded, the activities

offibets in the optic nerve fibers of unanesthetized.fogs while pre-
.

senting various 4isual stimuli: They found that, each filer had its own

fteceptiVe
or region of.the'retinawhete stimulation would produce

sale-activity in the fiber. These fibers proved to be quite selective,

in terms of the kinds of stimulation apPearing in their receptive fields,

which would ptoduce a response. For example, one type Of fiber, termed

a "net convexity detector,," responded if a small dark object entered the

receptive field and continued firing as long' as' the 'Object remained there.

Other fiber types responded t

net dimming.
1.

stained contrast, moving edges, and

Hubei and Wiesel.(1959,
Hubei, 1963) also found evidence of

selection in the visual system. .Recording from cells.of the Cat's visual

cortex, they found cells that responded to the orientation of stimuli on

the- retina. Someof these cells had what Hubei and Wesel called "simple"

fields. ...Such cells responded most
strongly to a particularly oriented

Odge occurring at a particular position within the receptive field.

00503
et,



Other cells,,with "complex" fields were insensitive to the exact

position of the edge within. the recrptive field, provided that a critical

e

orientation was maintained,. Like the'eells in the,Optic nerve of the

frog, these cells in the visual corteX'of the cat effectively select

information'from incoming stimuli.

ViSual pattern recognition requires analysis at-a slightly higher
71, ,

perceptual level. Seiectionin pattern recognition has been required in

studies where visual noise is added_to patterns which must be recognized

under tachistoscopic presentation. This literature is reviewed by

Webster (1966). Also in the area of'pattern recognition, selection has

been.detonstrated in the studies of visual search by Neisser and hib

sstiates. - These Aperiments are reviewed by .Neisser (1966, pp. 68 -70).

Typically, subjects are required to scar 50-line lists, each containing,

a single target letter at an unpredictable ,position. In scanning the-

lists, subjects report that they do not see individual letters; the
.

list is a blur'from Which the target letter stands out. Since the sub-

jects find the target letters, all the letters in the lists must undergo

at least some locker -level analysis. But by some selective process the

target letters are singled out for a more detailed analysis resulting

in their ultimate perception.

At a higher leyel than pattern recoghition, much selection of infor-.

mation occurs through active, focal attention. Visual, focal attention,

as measured by eye movements, has been shown to influence learning

(Wyckoff, 1952; White, 1966). But focal attention has more often been

studied in the auditory modality., by requiring subjects to "shadow" or

repeat a message presented to one ear., -while another message is

0',) 04
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ultaneously presented to the other ear:. This itetature is reviele-d

Neisser (1966, pp.. .206-212.): While siladowi g dne message, subjects

y become aware of cettinin kinds.of 1:nforM tiOn fromtheunshadoweci

Mlessage. And uriier some conditions they inadvertently Swi4-.Ch their
,

shadowing tempora ly from one message to the other. These phenomena

Pave inspired much theoretical deb e about the. nature of selective

auditory attention..
- :

A group of neurOphySiolo'iSts, (Hernandez-Peon, ,SchdOrer, and

Jouvet; 1956) have possiblyAiscovered a neuroldgical manifestation of

7
. ,

focal attention-to one Sensoiy modality. Recording from the cochlear

of the cat, thy y found, that the electrical activity produced bj-

t'

a sound was sharply deduced where the cat was presented with a visual or

anollactOry stimu us. The authors interpreted their results in ,terms

of a shift in at/entlon. But this interpretation must be regarded with

caution since 4t hasbeen disputed by other neurophysiologists (HUgelin,

Dutont, a P illaS;'1960).

Above the level. of focal attention, selection also occurs in pro-

. cesSes t 1 ted ta memory, The'belectiVe-nature of memorT:reijuires no

examples. Bat.the importance. of selection in the encoding of information

has rece tly been demonstrated in-studies of tHe effect of pt4aratOry

.set on he recognition of briefly presented visual cues. Apparently,

a prep ratory set facilitates recognition if it.permits the subjeCt
.

endode the stimulus selectively (Bettis and Haber, 1963; Bober, 1964a,b).

Selection also occurs in problem-solving, when higher mental pro- . ,

cts es are used. Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956) studied, strategies

in ifficult concept-attainment problems. The most efficient strategies
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were.called "focusing strategies," because thSj permitted consideration

of the smallest amount orelevont information necessary for solutid#.

This brief review has shown that selection occurs at many levels

of perception and ognition. It is by no means assumed that the processes

responSible for select on are similar in all the cases cited. v But selec-

tion usually implies a separation of relevant from irrelevant information.

The Role of Noise in Cognitgive Problems

It was proposed earlier that at the level. O ocal attention the

ability'to separate relevant from irrelevant information may be a crucial

coMponent,of intelligence or problem-solving ability. Indeed, irrelevant

information or noise is built into most cognitive problems. A very broad

definition of noise is assumed here: noise is any aspect of the problem

that interfe4s with the straightforward application of the cognitive

operations necessary for' solution. When noise is part of a problem,

solution requires'twd abilities: the ability toicope with the noise by

determining the problem's relevant aspects, and the ability to apply the

required cognitive operations to these rflevane aspects. While Solution

of the problem implies the presence of both abilities, failure may mean

only thst the Subjett is deficianp. in coping with the noise.-CWith a

reduction in the amount of noise, the subject might be able to apply...t

required cognitive4Operations.

.Thisargument has implications for many' developmental studies of

cognitive ability. Psychologists have often interpreted )1ounger children's

failure on a particular task.as evidence of a deficiency in some cognitive

ability. But it is possible that in many cases younger children's failure

0.0306
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stems only from an inability to cope,with noise. This'interpretation

would explaill the Unreliability of many age - related,. indings. Slight

procedural changes, having no obvious effect on the required cognitive

operatiois; may sufficiently alter the amount'of noise in theproblem to

bridg about different levels of performance.

The results of a number of developmental studies using different
.

cognitive tasks, suggest that the ability to cope with noise may determine

performance. Levin and Bamermesh (1967) Aserved that in laboratory

studies of matching and oddity learning children often pprform much more

poorly than on conceptually similar tasks from the Stanford-Binet. The

authors hypothesized that procedural:and.instrUctional variables are.
ace

important determinants of children's performance'on matching and oddity

learning-tasks: Testing, this hypotheSis, they _required one group of
,

subjects always to touch the sample stimdlus shape before choosing one

of thealtermtives. This condition was intended-to foice the subject'

to look at the sample cue. Another group was given instructions emphasiz--

ing the pdssibility and desirability of being correct.on every trial.

These instructions were intended to counteract the tendency to adopt

J

position-BOOed strategies leading to only partial reinforcement. Both

groups performed sigrificant1S,.,W4tter than a control groupreceiving

neither of:these instructions. For'both experimental groups the effect

of the instructions may have been to reduce the noiseln the experimental

situation.

.The abilitysto cope4ith noise may also affect performance on

Piagetian conservation-tasks. Bruner, Olver and Greenfield;'1966) have

suggested that younger children's failure on tasks testing conservation

00307 ".fi
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of volume is due to distraction by a perceptually salient aspect of the

iransformed stimdli. An irrelevant perceptual cue may be regarded as
%

a form of noise.' 'Bruner found that youn children, gaue more responses

indicating tonse vation when the transformed stimuli were screened, s4

that the irrele ant perceptual cue was not ,available. Thus screening

Obscured a kin of noise in the experimental situation.

There is evidence that coping with noise is also important in the

P

conservation of concepts of quantity. yhereas.Piaget (1952) had placed

the acquisition of this type of conservation between the aged of six and

seven, Mehler and his co4woikers (Meh],er and Be er, 1967, 1968; Bever,

Mehler and Epstein, 1968) have recently foun evidence for conservation

of quantity as early as '2 years, 4 month . Specifically, they found

eyidence for a 4ecline in conservation between ages 2-4 and 3-9, followed
1

.

by an increase between ages 3-9 and 4-7. Interpreting these results,

Mehler and Bever (1968) proposed that .the capacity fOr conservation of

quantity is present in 2-year-olas, butgubject to more general limita-

tions of attention and memory. To overcome these limitatibns, the child

forms perceptuq. generalizationst(e.g., The longer row had, more circles

%

in it.) which work in a majority of instances. But when the child dis-
.

covers that these perceptual generalizations fail in critical cases,

as in the tasks used to test conservation of quantify, he is ultimately

impelled to integrate them into a system that includes both the basic

logical capacities and the perceptual generalizations. Very young

children show conservation because one, source of noise, the perce4ual

generalpzations, is not yet effective4

In other developmental experiments-the complexity of instructions .

for cognitive tasks has been varied tilt- in effect, the tasks have
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been present6d Oder varying .conditionsof noise.

..-

Buttenlocher and

9.

Strauis (1968). reported two experiments- in which -children were required

t

A/
a colored block on a ladder containing one or two other, dif-'

ferent Colored blocks in fixed- positions. The resulting sequence of

blocks had to correspond to some verbal statement describing the

sequential relationship. When the mobile bilk corresponded to the

grammatical subject in the verbal statement, children made fewer errors

and took -less time than when that 'block .corresponded to the grammatiical.
i

object:' In the latter condition subjects had to transform the state ent,

so that the mobile block became the grammatical subject.

A'subsequent experiment Oluttenlocher, Eisenberg and Strauss;

required subjects to place a mobile truck adjacent to a fixed tru

that the positions of the trucks would conform to active and passive
\

statements describing which truck was pushing or pulling the other truck.

For active statements, as for relational statements in the previous

experiments; it vas

was the grammatical

easier to place the mobile truck correctly when it

'aubiect than when it was' the graMmatical object. For

passive statements on the other hand, it was easier to place the mobile

'truck correctly when it was the grammatical object. For both active and

passive Statements perfdtmance was poorer if the statement had to be

transformed so that the mobile truck would correspond to the grammatical

subject.

In another

essentially the

experiMent Zern (1V0) used a verbal exercise in which

same qUestion was asked In diffet ways, so that the

number of mental steps required to answer the question was varied. In

effect, he varied the amount of noise.in the ilbestion. The question

0 0 3:0 9
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afways asked whettOr a given number was odd or even. Response latency

was found to be a function of the number of.mental step's required to .

decode the question. The tendency to operate according. to a "mental

step".hypothesis, was equally apparent in children of all ages ranging

from 4 to 12.

Zern's study and the studies.of Huttenlocher and her co!-workers

found that varying the complexity of the instructions incr eased the

difficulty of problems. In one sense coylplex instructions constitute a

form of noise. Thus adding noise increased problem difficulty. The.
2.

Levin and ilamermesh study, showing that instructional changeS facilitate

*

matching-to-sample performance and oddity learningi and the studies using .

perceptual, screening to demonstrate conservation in young children all
A

suggest that decreasing the noise in an experimental' situation improves

the performance of young children. The implicatiofis-are that.theamount

of noise in a problem is all_ important deterMinant of performante1,and

that the ability to cope with noise develops with age.

Developmental Trends in SelectiVe Attention

If the ability to cope with noise. is ifiportang in problem-solving,

it would not be surprising.to find that improvement in this.ability had

broad implications for cognitive developmpt. Werner's (1961) theory
,

suggeSted.an,importaiit*Iir selective' attention in cognitive develop -

ment. Werner suggested that percepticr is initially global and becOmes
A

''.

. capable of differentiation only with development. Percepts from different
,

sensory modalities'are at first undifferentiated. Eventually, however,

fine discriminations within a sensory modality becom0 possible;
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Inspired by Werner's theory," Witkin and his co-researchers'(Witkin,

'Lewis, Herman, Machover, Meissner, and Wapner,, 1954; Witkin, Dyk, Faterson,

Goodenough, and Hay, 1962). defined a.cognitiVe dimension: field'dependence-

independence. This dimension was:measured by tasks requiring perceptual

-geld articulation.

dependent subjects,

Field-independent subjects, in contrast to field

showed less global and more analytic responding on

a.variety of cognitive tasks. Furthermore, with development; children

were found to'become more field-independent, and hence more analytical.

on perceptual and cognitive tasks. Toth extent that field articulation

implies the ability to attend selectively to certain cues and to ignore

other cues these findings are suggestive of developmental changes in

selective attention. Further evidence for development in selective

attention comes from diverse areas of research. Some of these areas are

considered briefly,below.

Incidental learning. Some researchers have used incidental learning

studies to assess the ability to attend selectively. Typically, subjects

are required to learn something. about relevant cues when irrelevant cues

are also present: Usually, there is also a simultaneous fldistiactor"

'task to insure an overload of stimulation. *Hagen and Sabo (1967) hypothe-,

sized that under these circumstances, older children, faith a greater

ability to attend selectively, would be.able io'inhibit attention to the

irrelevant cues, so as to be 'able'tp learn as much as.posqibie about the

relevant cues. In contrast, younger children, unable to focus attention

_.)exclusively on the relevant cues, would continue to learn about'the

irrelevant cues. Thus the ratio of central to incidental material learned

Would increase as age increased.
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Testing this hypothesis, MacCoby and'Hogen 91965) and Hagen (1967)

.-.

found that rcicall.of central material increased regularly with age, while

recall of.incidental material did not. Hagen's study also found correla-

tions supporting the developmental hypothesis. He found positive correla-
,

tions'between recall of central and. incidental material for children in

grades 1, 3, and 5, hut a negative correlation at grade 7; His explana-
.

Lion was that in younger Children the same factors affecting recall of

the central material, affected.recall of the incidental material while

in older children performance on the central task was a function of the

degree to which they could inhibit attention to the'incidental cupsk.

,The interaction between age level and central-incidental recall

.

was repricated by Hagen and Sah6 (1967), who showed that the increasing

proportion of central to incidental material recalled was also apparent

in ninth graders. These authors also demonstrated that differential,

recall rates for, central and incidental material could not be attributed

to different rates of memory loss for the two types of material. The

recall rates were the same, w ther central or incidental material was

reported first1 t

e' Druker and Hagen (1969) .also using an incidental learning experiment,

found evidence that the greater tendency of older children to focus on

the central and incidental cues led to a decline of'incidental recall in

older children, but not in younger children. A post -test questionnaire,

administered to all subjects, showed two response tendencies clearly

related to age: focused visual scanning and verbal labeling. The
4

authors proposed that these skills were responsible for, the older subjects'

better ability to focus on the central material.

C 0.41;
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Several other studies have:-.found decreases with age in the relative

"-

amount of incidental learning. branejand Ross (1966) studied attention °

tp cues of -relevant and irrelevant dimensions in a visual discrimination'

*r.problem. Cues from both dimensions were made redundanduringian over-
J

training period, and then a, second learning problem was administered.

In comparing second and sixth gradersit was evident that the sixth

graders had been focusing attention more exclusively on he dimension-

relevant aspects, while the second gradels' attention was more global.

A study by Siegel and Stevenson (1966), using a discrimination learning

task with central and incidental components, showed an increase in ,

incidental learning between ages 7 and.12, and a decline between ages

12 and 14. The researchers concluded that older children tended to

disregard the irrelevant stimuli. A subsequent study 'by Siegel (1968)

showed that 14-year-old children were better able to inhibit attention

to constant irrelevant cues than to changing one, in a discrimination

learning task.

All. these studies using

age in the ability to attend

attentionr-theProportion of

incidental learning suggest an

selectively. But, as an index

central to incidental material

increase with'

of selective

learned is

rather crude. With this proportion as a measure, selectiye/attention is

' partly a fUnction of material nit learned. Moreover, the incidental

learning experiments assume an overload of incoming information. The

overload necessitates a selection. Put the assumption of-an overload may

not be valid for all subjects. highly intelligent subjects, or subjects

with eidetic imagery, might be able to process all incoming informatii.

For such sublects the proportion of central to incidental material recalled
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would not constitute a valid index of selective ntrention Furthermore,

4.

the incidental learning eechnigne reveal little about the procepAes

which election is accompli9hed. Possible processes include focused.

visual attention, systematic scanni trategiest and.encodinh and re-

f

hearsal practices, To determine which processes are at work in a given

A

experimental situation, a more direct method of measuring selective

attention is needed.

Visual search. Other evidence of development improvement in visual

selective attention comes-from studies of visual search behavior. NeisserIS

work in this area,. with adult_ subjects, has aIleady been mentioned. In

. a study by Gibson and Yonas (1966) second, fourth and sixth gradersApd

college sophomores wererequiLei_ta. search for one or.two target letters

fn lists of letters varying in visual confusability. Search time decreased.

With age, and a highly confusAle.visual context increased search time

at all age levels. No interaction wafound between age level and degree

Of confusability of context: It had been hypothesized that with a highly

confusable context younger subjects search time would be increased 'mucp,;,,

more, relative to that of older subjects. For.the younger subjects were
f ,

presumed to be less familiar with letters and their distinctive features.

However, it is ilossible that even the youngest subjects were so familiar)

with letters that highly confusable contexts disrupted their perforMance

no more than that of older subjects. In any case, the superiority of

older subjects on the visual search tasks suggests an improvement with

'age in the ability t select relevant from.irrelevant'information.

Pattern reeognition. One tachistoscopic study of recognition sug-

gested.developmental.changes in attention. Munsinger and Cummerman (1967)

00314..
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studied the effect of-visual noise on the identification o.f.tpchistot

. ..-,

soo,Aly presented random pOlygonb. .-Second.graArs, fifth irlersAnd
. .

,
. .

. .
. _

. .

.s.,

college'adults.vere reqUired to identify high and low variability forms
. 0.

with-grids of noise 'superimposed. The grids were either .synOmatic or

.

random in the distribution of lines along the-X and Y coordinates, and

were of eithelow.or'high density, Identification of, forms was %asier -
,

.. ..-
. ,

.

. , .

- when _the noise was of low n4ty and' when it was systematic, UndetC-16;7 .

. .

. :

. .

,
.

Conditions the adults werk superior to the fifth grXdysr who in turf

y

wer superior to the second graders. There was also an interaction be--

ueen age level and density of poise, with the, superiority of adults

over children beihg most harked under low-density noise. Finally, it

was found that children could more easily learn to extract signal

.

-

from systematic noise than from random noise. Thus the study demonstrated .
r

an improvement with age in the ability to identify j)ietnted,

patterns obscured by noise. to. the extent that noise:had to be ignored,
i

,selective attention was required.

Selective listening., Developmental changes in selective attention

have also been studied in the auditory modality. Maccoby and Konrad (1967)

required children aged from 5 tb 12 years to identify one of two simur- °

taneously presented auditory messages. 'In some experimental conditions

`a visual signal, two seconds before the presentation of the auditory

messages., dndicatedthich of the two messages was to ise identified. In 'r

other conditions the signal occurred after the presentation of the

__...messages. There was an improvemenewitH0age itithe ability to report

accup tely.the target message. Howgver, it was not found that the older.

thildi better per4ormance could be traced to any ,deater ability to
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..maintain set
for-thi target Message,

Children of all ages---studied im -

Ir.

proved their performance With a preparatory signal when listening for

,

two-worapiatwes
and lithe, amount of

improvement was similar for all

age. leVelS:. When listening for'single.words;:the
oldest groUp:.,did 'not

improve 'performance'with's
Preparatory signal, whereas. younger children

did. The inVestigatorss:oncluded
that the older children were better able,

to dovithout a preparatory signal.

It was not entirely clear hOW prepixatory signals facilitated per-

formance. The advantage was not ,in allowing the subjeCtto.qrient his

ears, since the signal was just as.effective When both messages came

over a single, loudspeaker as when,they came over separate speakers. 'Nor

didthe advantage of the
prftaratory,signal depend up n the familiarity

of the stimuli, upon their sequential probability,. or onsistently upon

theageofthe subjects. The authors rejected the hypothesis that the

effect of set was to reduce the burden or immediate memory for the,

messages; If this hypothesis were true, the advantage of the preparatory

signal would have been greater when the messages were longer, less

familiar,,and of ,lower sequential probability. But the preparatory set

.

improved patformance no more under these conditions than under control

conditions And despiteta moderate
increase in memory span across the

age levels studied; e magnitude of the advantage of the preparatory

signal did not decre Se with age. As an alternatiye*planation, the

researchers suggested that the preparatory signal allowed a shifting of

--/attention to the desired elementsof a complex'stimulus. If this

eliplanation as correat,.then subjects of all ages.studied-had the ability

to foods att ttion to some degree. And the development of the ability was

eronmot,dwi.Ate W.ithth6 development of other abilitle$i responsible for 0 0 ..3 t 6
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identification of the messages without the preparatory signal.

Varying cues. Aline' source of evidence for developmental changes,

O
in selective attention-comes frot studies using varying cues. A number

oi studies have Shown that younger children,are poorer than solder children

in coping with ring atimuli. ,C011in studied tactual discrimination

of forms made patterns of tackan,awooden base. 'In one study

(Collin, 1960) she fOund that first, ::second., _and third graders were only

Slightly poorer than adults at deciding whether wo,of these fOrms,were

the same or differeni. itit when noise was added to the forms, through

the addition of larger tacka:which,had to bedisregarded in making

judgments adults were able to ignere the noise. aridlnaintain good per-.

formanCe,- while children were not. In other studies using this tactual

discrimination task (Collin, 1961) younger children were poorer than

older children at learning tOdiscriminate when there were extraneous

tacks.

Other evidence of older children'S superiority in coping with problems

involving varying cues Comes, from discrimination learnin2 studiesS(Wa4

and SaltZ 1965;,W14fe, 1966; *Brown, 1969). White (1966) introduced three

kinds of stimulus variation. into a standard discrimination learning

probleao.variation of the positive cue, variation of the negative cue,

and variation of the positions where. the cues were displayed. The

results of the study,'in which the different problems were given to young

children. of different age's, suggested the existence of an age- shift,,
A

.---'occurring between the, ages of five, and 'seven, in the ability .to cope with

the stimulus variation, Before tia age shift, stimulus variation

Peeled learning, while. afterwards, stimulUs variation'had either a neutral
,

..00.317



or a facilitating effeCt. Walk and Saltz'(1965) and Brown (1969) also

found evidence for an age-Shift in,..the ability to cope with cue varia-

tion. However, they did not replicate the order of difficulty for the

.

cue variation and control conditions that White had found for older

children. Furthermore,,a recent attempt failed to replicate the age-

Shift.in the effects of the varying position condition (White and

Mansfield, 1969). Thus the discrimination learning studies produced

unreliable results:

But there are other'disadvantages to using discrimination learning

rate as a'baseline against which to measure the.ability to cope, with

stimulus variation. Each subject can he tested only once, and under only

one condition of stimulus variation. For thesereasons a different tech-

pique was needed to investigate developmental changes in the ability to

cope with stimulus variation.

Visual Noise in Problem Solving

White and Mansfield (1969), developed a technique in which subjects

were requi red tomake response choices based upon differences in a pair 0

visual cues. Graduated amounts4.of visual noise were added to,two dis-

Jimination tasks one with constant cues, and one with evolving cues.

An ascending method of limits procedure, to be described in detail later,

measured a subject's capacity to cope with a series of visual noise levels.

Thirty fifth graders were able to cope with high levers of visual noise

when the relevant cues were constant. But, in the evolving discrimination

_./performance was disrupted by moderate levels of visual noise.

performing.subjects were disrupted by middle levels of. noise,

of the amount of trial -to -trial change in the

00318
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.,performing subjects, however, were able. 5,0 cope with high levels of

:-

visual noise, except at times of large change in the positive cue. The

researchers concluded_that the greater the amountof "cognitive work"

demanded by the underlying discrimination task, the greater was the

potentially,, disruptive effectof visual noise.

Purposes. of the Present Study .

The results: of the fifth grade study suggested that superimposing

visual noise on visual choice response'tasks provided a satisfactory .

method for studying the ability to. filter out irrelevantinforffiation:

during problem-solving.

The main purpose of the pregent study was to determine whether.tbere:-:-

are developmental changes,in the ,ability to cope with visual noise. A

'was previously mentioned, Munsinger and Gummerman(1967) found develop-

mental changes in the ability to identify tachistoscopically presented'

forms in the 1?-esence of visual noise. In the Oiesent study the em-

phasis was on problem solving,- rater tban pattern egcognition. No

time limits on viewing the stimuli were imposed, and the target and noise

figures were very-similar in appearance. A second purpose of the pre-
.

sent study was to test whether the effect of problem difficulty on

visual noise threshold would be different for kindergarteners and second

graders. Third, the study'investigated the relationship between IQ and

the ability to cope with visual noise on

,Finally, the study tested whether visual

tasks of graded difficulty.

.noise threshold was related to

auditory 'noise threshold, as measured by an auditory task.

.

.
First ,.it was predicted that on the visual task.older childien would

00319



perform better than yoUnger children, regardless cif Oroblemdiffi

culty. Second, an interaction was expected 'betweeri the effects of age

and problem
pdfferences between average performance levels

on problems of Tying difficulty/sere expected 'to be greater for younger

.

children 'than for older children. There were two assumptions underlying

this prediction. The first was that visual noise-was potentially mdst

disruptive when:the underlying problem demanded high athounts of ;cog- 41

nitive work. The second assumption was that the amoaqbef cognitive

work demanded by problem was not the same foi children of different

ages. For older children it waslikely that none of the undir*ingl)rob-
.

'Iems entailed much cognitive work; hence visual noise waSTexpected to

prodnde only Smalildifferentes:inperformance-on the voblems althoUgb

they were graded in difficulty. ''For younger children, however, it was

likely that the problems of varying difficulty Aid entail different

Nit?

amounts of cognitive work, Therefyve, younger children's scores were

expected to be more divergent than older children's onthese(problems.

Another similar hypothesia was that there would be an interaetton be-

tween the effects of IQ and iiroblem difficulty.' Tht effect of problem

7--
difficUlty was expected to be less apparent in high-IQ than in low-IQ

children. The reasons for this hypothesis were simila'to the reasons'

outlined abOVe fOr the prediction Of differential performance Ofolder

and younger.rhildren.

Finally, it was predicted that the ability to cope with visual. noise

would be related to the ability to' cope with auditory noise on an

auditory,task. Thieprbdictionassumed that some bentralrocesses

facilitate selective attention across sensory Modalities.

00 20
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Method

Three tasks were.a<Iministered in separate sessions, alwayS:in'the
7

same Orderi ,a.:Vidual task, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary. Test :(PPVT),

and an auditory task. The PPVT was administered in standar ashioh;

accordingtothe instructions of the test manual (Dunn ..1965). The:-

method-and procedure for the visual and auditory tasks are presented

Separately below. Subjects were 30 kindergarten and 306econd.grade-

children frOm an elementary school-in Newton, Massachusetts. The school

drew studentg chiefly from working class and lower middle class families.

.To_facilitate 'analysis of-possibleTsex differences in performance, eqUal:

numbers of boys and girls were tested at each grade level.

Visual Task `71 "7

The visual task tested the ability of kindergarten and 'second grade

children to cope with visual noise in three types of problems varying in

'difficulty. In all three types 'of problems the subjects made responpe

choices between pairs of cues displayed on a large movie screen. The

easiest type of,problem was .a discrimination with constant cues,

which always appeared in the same two-positions on the right and left

side of the screen. These positions were the centers of two square

areas in which visual noise might appear (See Figured). On ccessive

trials the positive cue appeared on the right or the left ac ording to

4'

a random sequence. The-second typd of problem was asoadiscriMination

.with. constant. cues, but the-cues might appear in.any.of four positions

Within the noise fields. The locationof the cued within the noise fields

0 03.21
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(;) A

Figure 1. Positions where cues may appear in noise
fields: (a) in discriminations with constant position of
cues, and (b) in discriminations and relational problems
with 1.e.rying position of cues. The squares are noise
field and never appear on the screen. The circles
are positions where cues may appear.
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was unpredictable. The ehird,,type of problem, with cues changing from

trial to trial, required the subject to choose on the basis of'some

relation between the two cues: In three relational problems- the larger,

thinner, and flatter shapes. were respectively correct.. Againi the

position of tha cues within the noise fields was unpredictable. In all

three types of problemsthe subject. was first taught to choose correctly

in the absence of visual. noise. Visual noise was .then superimposed- in

.graduated increments after each corr4t-choice, until the subject /

made an error. Repeated runs of asce ding noise increments yielded sev-

eral estimates of a subject's capacity for visual noise on each type

of task.

Stimuli. Stirili for the visual task were .of two general types:

stimuli making up fhe.positive and negative cues for the three types

of problems, and stimuli taking up the visual noise.

The stimuli making up the positive and negative cues In all three

types of problems had the same general design: each cue consisted of

two line drawings of^ shapes, connected by a
trt line (See Figure 2).

In the discrimirfat on problems each.cue.consistedoftwa-different shapes,

, 1 0

selected from a lilrarY of eight such shapes. In.no discrimination did

a shape appearing in the positive cue also appear in the negative cue.

Six discrimination problems.were administered'to each child: three with

constant position of cues and three with varying position.

There were three relational problems. The first was a size dis-

crimination procedute. Both the positive and negative cues were a

constant pair of shapes differing only in size; the larger cue was

always the positie,one. Since the cues might. appear in any of four

G.0 3 2.3
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sizes, the pr quired a comparison `of the two cues presented on

each trial,

The second relational problem required the subject alwaya to select

the 'thinner of two. pairs of similar shapes. Prom trial to .trial four dif-
'4

ferent pairs of positive and negative cues were rotated according to a

random sequence. ThuS the shape of the relevant cues was unpredictable.

In the'thlrd relatiOnal problem the subjeCt had to select. the

flatter of two pairs of similar -abapes,, Again, since four sets Of. zues.

were used, the shape of the relevant cues was unpredictable.

The o' general class-of stimuli,:thope making up the visual noise,

were used as overlays with the problems described above, Stimuli for

the visual noise were conFtructed from another library, consisting of

12 geometric shapes. These.shapes, also line drawings, were placed

randomly within two.squarb areas, so that when an overlay 'Was used with

the stimuli for one of

tive and negatiye cues

the problems, the noise covered both the pool.-
J.

(See Figure 3). There were 40 overlays, repre-

senting four examplesof each of ten levels,of visual noise. Level 1,

representing thd absence of visual noise, had no shapes in either square

area. Levels 2 through 10 had 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24,'and 32 shape*

in each square area,

.Both.the,atimuli for the three types,of tasks and the stimuli for

the.visuatpoise were drawn on 5" by 8" sheets of colorless cellulose

acetate plastic framed,in cardboard for ease of handling. The positive

and negative cues for each trial of(aptoblem appeared on a single sheet

of 14,,beic. The visual noise figures were stored in a boxwith ten

compartments, so that the experimenter, could quickly-select an example

to, 0°03.25
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(a)

(c)

'1igwe 3. The cueb for a discrimination problem with
different levels of visual noise superimposed: (a) Level 1,

.or the absence of visual noise, (b) Level 3, and (c) Level 10.
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of a particular level of visual noise.

With a Thermofax 66AG overhead projector, stimuli were projected

onto a 5,ft. by 5 ft. movie screen, Subjects.sat 4 feet from the

screen. When the stimuli' were projected onto the screen, the centers

of the positive and negative cues were about three feet apart.

Procedure. Each subject was adminisWied nine problems: three

discriminations with constant poSition of cues, three discriminations

with varying position, and three relational problems. Prior to these

nine pviblems each subject received an unseored practice problem, a

discrimination with constant position.- Pilot testing had shown that

'kindergartener-6 Improve their performance significantly between the

% a
first and second problemS. The pr4ctiee problem was an attempt-to

neutralize this learning or familiarization effect.

The stimuli for the first trial of the practice 'problem_appeared'

on the screen. Using a pointer on the transparent plastic on which the
0

stimuli Were drawn, the experimenter said:

Look at the shapes I am pointing to. In this game these
are the shapes I am thinking of. Sometimes they will be on
one side of the screen, and sometimes on the other side.
When you find the shapesa am thinking of, point to the
side of 'the screen where you see them.

The stimuli for the second trial then appeared, and the subject pointed

to one side of the screen. If the subject did .not seem to understand the

procedure, the instructions were repeated. Only a fc subjects had to

have the instructions repeated more than once. Thestimuli for successive

were then presented until the'subject reached a criterion of ten

consecutive. ciorrect choices. At...this point the experimenter began to
i

. .

.

ir
superimpose overlays of visual noise.on the stimuli of the discrimination.

6.0 3.2 7
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Starting at Level 2, the level of visual'noisc wasdincreased by One after

each correct choice, until the sdbject made an error.. Depending on the..

subject's choice, the experimegter said, "Good," or "Not that time:"-

An error after the initial,criterion or a correct choice at Level 10

of visual noise terminated the practice probleM Immediately after

the practice problem the nine, scored problems were administered.

The,procedurn for the six discrimination Problems waa identical to

the procedure for the. practice problem,' except that_only four consecu-

tive correct. responsearequired before the additioilot noise.

The. relational problems began with a different Set of instruction's:

Look at the -dhapes I am point to. Notice that. they

look like the' other shapis, except that they are

_bigger (thinner/flatter). Your joh- la always to

find the shapes that are (thinner/Votter).
whet you find them, pointtWthe side the screen

where you See them. ,Sometimes they will be on one
side of the screen, and sometimes they will be on, the

other side.
-9

Otherwise the procedure Was the same as for thAidiscrimination problems.

'

Throughout the task thee' samples of visual noise were rotated within

levels: the experimenter always drew an ov'eriay from the left of the

appropriate compartment and returned it to the .right. The time to

administer the task ranged from 30 to 40 minutes..

Since the experimental design demanded comparison of performance Oft

the three types of problems, it was important to control for the order

of their administration. This was especially true because in an

earlier study Mite and Mansfield, 1969) subjects had shown either

improvement or decrement in performance over time. Therefore, the

nine problems were altgays administeredin three blocks, with each type

of problem represented once in each black. With this constraint of

.00328
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blocking-by type of problem, six different orders of presentation were
'

selected: Thus in the 'same block"different subjects received different

problems. Eac.subjeet was randomly assigned one of the six order's.

To insure that any differences in perfOrMance on the three types of

problemsvould not be due to differences in the particular stimuli used

'as cues, there were two Aternate sets of stimuli. Dalf the subjects

.

,received one set, and half received the other.. For the discrimilation
I 7 .

problems the two,sets .d the positive and negative cues interchanged.

Pilot testing had indicated that with visual noise superimposed, most

kindergarten and second grade subjects look only for the positive cue.

The alternate setshad different shapes for the relational'problem in

which size was relevant. The reader will recall that in this problem the

shape.of the relevant cues did, not change. But the alternate sets had

thg sameg stimuli for the other, two relational problems, since in these

problems the cuANggchange from tr"fnl 't -o trial.

. .

Auditory Task

The auditory task tested the subject's ability to detect a target

messagethrough different amounts of auditory noise. The task required

the subject to point to one of eight familiar objects drawn on a laminated

sheet of paper before him. The subject wore a set of headphones connected

to two, tape recorders end a stereo amplifier, sa that a signal played

on one tape recorder and noise played on the other were mixed by the am

plifier and sent to both ears. White a voice constituting the signal told

N-- the subject successively to point Es different apjects, noise, at any of

eight graded levels of intensity, could be superimposed. The subject

first pointed to the objects correctly in the absenc9 of noise. Then,

00329
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cOrrecily. The

of signal volum

ing estimates o
.

Apparatus,

Model 33-195 headphones. The subject s, eadphones were connected to a

Realistic Model S41O0B stereo amplifie whiCh mixed the outputs from
.

ect.response, the noise level for the next 'trial -was

until the Subject made an error. Next, the noise

a high level that,hearing the Signal was Impossible.

failure to point to the object indicated by the signal,

was decreased by one, until the'aubjedttirstpointe&-

prodedure-was repeated fivetimeaat each of three levels

e, so that at .each level five:aSeending: and:five descend--

fthe subjecCa'threshold-fOr noise were obtained.

Both the subject and:t eexperimenteryare realistic

__

two Realistit Model "505 tape rec derp. : .0ne 6f:thetape recorders played

thesignalland the other played the noise. Sinde the experimenter always
lb

haiLto hear the signal, his headphones were connected-Only to the output

'of the tape Dec

heard the noise

T e auditory task used two kinds, of theyisual

rder playing the signal. Thus the experimenter never '

stimuli to whic the subjects pointed, and the auditorystiMuli making

up signal and n 'se.. The visual stimuli were colored -line drawings of ,

eight familiar bjectsr bell, a'boat,
,

a.sack- a clown, an apple, a

wagon .a pencil '.and a:turtle. SinEe theSe obj'etts appear very early in

the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, in a section normally adMinistered

'only to three-y ar-olds and" retardates, it seemed reasonable to assume

that the object would be familiar to all kindergarten and' second grade

subjects in the present, study. The eight objects, each drawn' on a

3. 3/4" byd.3/41 sqUare of.paper, were mounted on an 6 1/2" hy:11" piece

00330,
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of white paper, soPthat when. this paper was placed horizontally in

front of the bubjeCt,;:ther'were-twO rows of four objects. For protec-

,

tion.of the stimuli, the paper was laminated witiutransparent plastic.

The auditory stimuli making:up the signal consigt.0d of the names of:_,1.

the eight familiar objects, Half of the names had two'sYlIables; half
.

had one syllable. Although the names were probably not equally dis.

criminable from each other, there were no easily confusable pairs 'of

names. A tape recording,of a male voice succeisively.told the subject

- . .

to point to different objects:' "Point to.the apple, point to the

clOwn, point to the boat,.." EaciCobjeCt occurred equally often, and

the same object never occurred twice in succession. The latter condi-

,

Lion woO:necessary because pretegting had indicated that youngschildren

tend to keep their finger on one object until they heat the signal voice

indicate. another Object. To insure a relatively' uniform frequency of

occurrence. Of each object throughout the signal tape, objects were selet-.

ted for the tape in blocks of eight, with.each object occurring once in

each block. Within each block, however, the Order of appearance of the

eight objects ways different. Every five seconds there was an instruc-

tion to. point to a new object. And there were always at least three
- e

seconds between the end of one instruction and the beginning of the

neld Pretesting had indicated that in the. absence of noise most kinder-

. garten children required less than).one second to point to the correct

object, if they had previously named each object and pointed to it three

times. Whe noise was sUperimposed over the signal, choic s often took

longer, since lack ofce ainty forced the subject to decide between two

or more alternative However, the interval between instructions could not

0 0 3 3 1
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be too long, or younger Subjects were' likeiy'tolose interest in the-

task. In recording the tape, an attempt7i,las made to maintain aeonstant

level of loudness throughout the tape.

The noise stimuli to be superimposed over the signal- were intended',

to maximally masking. To mask the signal consistently, the-noise had to-,

be continuous, wIthout the pauses occurring throughout normal speech.

Thus a mixture of several voices was necessary. But the quality of the

noise had to be similar to that of the ifignal._ ./1. very large number of

voices mixed together sounds like white noise, and therefore does not

mask as effectively as a smaller number of voices. .Experimentation.

suggested that the best mask of the signal, was a small number. of male

voices mixed together. To make the noise'tape, then, a male voice

simultaneously recorded the same message;on two tape recorders. The

message as a passage from a textbook-on child'development, and contained

none of the eight names used as auditory stimuli; on the signal tape. The

two tapes were tnen rewound and set to play back slightly out of syn-

chronization. When the outputs of the two tape recorders were,conneCted

to the input of the stereo amplifier, the mixed output of the amplifier

s recorded on a third tape recorder. After this process was repeated,

there were two, tapes, each/with two voices mixed. These two tapes were .

then similarly mixed,to make the actual noise tape, with four mixed

voices. ,Each voice was the sadOmale voice that had recorded the signal

tape. Although it was possible to identify occasional words on the noise

,,_tape, it was impossible to follow any individual voice.

Since ascending and descending_method of limits procedures were to

bO used to test a subject' s ability to respond to a target message

C 0 (:), 3



against different intensities of noise, it,was necessary to define a

number of levels of intensity of noise. Although the tape recorder
.

playing the noise had a volume scale, calibrated from 0 to-110, it was

not -clear that this-was an interval scale; equal increments .of volume at

different points on the scale might result in unequal'increaseain per-

ceived intensity. Furthermore,, with the apparatus connected as, in the.

present experiment, it was apparent that the characteristics of the

volume scales on both tape recorders depended on the vblume and balance

":settings for the stereo amplifier. For fixed settings of the stereo

amplifier, the volume scale of the tape recorder playing noise was

recalibrated into an interval scale with eight levels.
I

The resealing required' a separate experiment, that was adMinistered

to five adult subjects. At different settings of the volume control,

these subjects listened to the poise tape, and, as the.noise was turned

down, judged when the perceived 1bUdness was 'halt the original level.

From these.judgments it was possible to mark off an equal interval scale

for the volume control. 'The scaling experiment is described in detail

in Appendix A. it

Procedure. To familiarize sub3ects with the visual stimuli and

their names, there was a pretraining period., occurring immediately before

the actual auditory task. The experimenter pointed to and named each of

-the eight.pictures. The subject was then asked to dethe same thing.

If the subject hesitated in naming any of the pictures, the experimenter

....supplied the name immediately. Afterwards, the experimenter pointed to

any pictures the subject_had not named and asked the subject to name them.

All subjects, except threa kindergarteners, were able to name all the

00. :; 3 3
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pictures the first time through the series. No subject had to go

through the series more than twice: Next, selecting. pictures randomly,

the experimenter instructed theesubjeat: "Point to the ,apple. Point to

the Clown.. Point to.the.bOat....." This procedure continued until the

subject had pointed to each picture three times.

Then the augtorY task,, began.. Explaining the apparatus and task, the

eXperimenter said:

Now we Are going to play another pointing game. These

are headphones. (The experimenter pointed to the two

sets of headphones.) Yob will wear one set, and I will

wear the other. This time the voice telling, you what

to point to will come from thetape recorder. (The

experimenter pointed to one of the tape recorders.)
Whenever you hear the voice, point to what it says:-
Sometimes it will be hard tohear what the voice says,

.because you will also hear some noise that sounds like.

a lot of men talking together. Sometimes the noise

will be so loud that you cannot hear what the voice-

. says ,to point to. But listen hard, because sometimes,

even when the noise is loud, you will be able to hear

what the voice saysto point to.

The experimenter then put the Subject's headphones in place, and put on

,his own headphones. With the "signal" and "noise" volume controls. set

at 2 and 0, respectively; both tape recorders were turned on. Thus

the subject heard only the signal*tape. After he had pointed correctly

five times, noise was gradually added. Beginning at Level 1, the

noise level was increased by one after each correct response, until

the subject made an error. Subjects pointed correctly only at

Levels 1 and 2. When the subject made an .error the.level of noise

present on the last trial before the error was recorded, and a descend-
.

ing series was then begun. Since pretesting had shown that adult sub-

.jects were unable to hear the signhl With the noise .'at Level 3, the descend-

ing serieswas begun at*Level 3 of noise. .After eachfailure to point correctly,

0 0 5 3 4
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the level of noise was decreased by one, until the subject pointed

correctly, and the levei of noise.present on that trial was recorded.

The procedure was repeated-until'the subject had completed. five ascend-

ing and five descending series,

Next the signal was set to 4., for ten more alternating ascending

and descending series. The ptOcedure was similar to that for the first
4

ten series, but with the signal volume set to 4 descending series

%-began with the noise at Level 6

When 'the second ten.. series Were completed, the signal was set to 6 ,

fOr the last ten ser es. Again, the method of limits procedure was the

same, but the descending series.began with, noise at Level

.

Thtis:at eacho three levels of signal volume- there were five'

ascending. and five descending estimates of a subjectls ability to detect

a target message through noise.
. .



Results
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The results for the visual task are presented first. The effects on

performance. of age level; sex, and type of probl'em are analyzed... AnOther

analysis considers-the effects of age level and sex on changes in per--

formance over the three blocks of problems. Next, PPVT IQ scores are

presented,*and the performance of high-r-and low-p.subjects on the

Visual task is analyzed. The results for the auditory task follow.

Groups high and low in auditory performance are compared on the visual

task. Finally, a correlational analysis is used as a different approach

to the analysis of the relations between the variables of the study.

Visual Task

ft will be recalled that subjects learned to respond correctly on

each. visual prOblem before noise was added. The noise level was then in-

creased until the subject either made an error or chose correctly at

Level 10 of noise. The highest noise level at which the subject

responded correctly was taken as an estimate of the subject's capacity

for noise. .Thus there were nine estimates, corresponding to the nine

problems. It will be remembered that the problems were of three types.:

simple discriminations, discriminations with varying position, and

relational%problems, also with varying poSition. For each type of
;

problem there were three estimates of a subject's capacity for noise.

The average of these zstimates Waa subject's score for that type of

problem. Table 1 shows the scores for kindergarten and second grade boys



Table 1

Mean Scores on-Visual Task: By Problems,.,

Kindergarten

Grade Level, and Sex

Discrim.;
constant
position

7.2

Type.of prcblalh,

Discrim.;
varying
position

1.

RelationalL
varying
position

7.8

Girls

.

9.3

9.3 4

Jt



and girlson the three types of problem.
A

A three -way analysis of variance was performed, with, sex of subject

and grade level as.between-subjects effects, and type of problem as a

within- subjects effect (Lindquist, 1953). The main effect of grade revel

wastsignificant (F = 41.5; p 4.01), as was the main effect of type of

problem (r = 32.8; p 401). Thus second graders performed better than

kindergarteners, and the three types of problems did produce different

",levels of performance.

The order of difficulty.Of the three.types oUproblems was examined

by testing for differences between means for the three types of problems.

The difference in performance on the two types of discrimination problems

was not-significant for second graders, but almost reached siinificance t ,

for kindergarteners (t = 1.63; p = .07, one-tailed). Thus Varying the

position of the cues in the noise fields had no'effect on the performance

of second graders, but tended to lower the performance of kindergarteners.

For the tWo types of problems with varying position there was a marked

difference in performance. The relational problems were more difficult,'

both for kindergarteners (t = 6.34; v( .001,*two-tailed) and for second

graders-(t = 4.83; p4C..001, two-tailed).

In the analysis of variance describeabove)sex of subject was not

0

significant, and there were no *significant interaction' effects. An

.interaction ilad been prediCtedbetween the effects o grade level and

type of *problem. It was expected that kindergarteners would perform

almost as well as second graders on the discrimination problems but much

more 'poorly on the relational problems. Despite the failure to find a.

significant Interaction between the effects of grade level and type of
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problem, the prediction was not necessarily disconfirmed. A problem in
. _

the scaling of the visual noise levels complicated the interpretatio

the interaction. The scaling problem will be disCussed later-6'

.
.

. .

.,

The next section of the analysis for the visual task considered

changes in performance over time. Examination of individual protocols

showed that performance improved-Over,time for some subjects, but

declined for others. Table 2 shows-themean scores for'each of the three:

blocks of problems.-'AnOther three wa lysis'of variance was performed',

this time with sex of subject and grade level as between-subjects effects

and blocks as a withip-sublects effect (lindquist, 1953). The main effect'

of blocks was significant (F. = 6.46; p .O1) .--ksubsequent t-test showed

that there was a significant difference in performance between Blocks I

and II.(t = 7.70; pc: .001, 2-tailed). There wasAlo significant differ-
.

ence in performance betwden Blocks ;II ,and III. ,Thus the effect of blocks

was due primarily to improvement between the<fyst and second blocks.

The analysis of variance did not find significant interactions between

the effect of blocks and theeffects of either grade level or sex. Nor

was the triple interaction between blocks, sex, and grade level signifi-

cant. Thus the improvement between the first two blocks was unrelated ,

to grade, level or sex.

PPVT 19 and Performance on Visual Task

According to the test manual (Dunn, 1965) raw scares on the PPVT 'were

transformed to IQ scores. Table 3 presents the means and standard devia-

tions for these IQ scores. Boys had higher scores than girls)both at the

kindergarten level (t 5.37; p..4. .001) and at the second grade level

C 6 3 3,2
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Table 2

Mean Scores on Visual Task: By Blocks,

Kindergarten

Boys

Girls

Second Grade

Boys

Girls

Grade 1,6vel, and Sex

Blocks

ob.

5.8 6.8 6.9

6.3 6.5 6:7

8.2 9.1 !: 8.8

8.6 ; 8.5

o o

$04
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Table 3

Means and Standard Deviations

of PPVT IQ Scores

Group N Mean'. S. D.

".,

Kindergarten

Boys. .15 118.6 / 15.3

Girls 15, 109.9 9.8

Second Grade

Boys 15 111.3 13.9

Girls 15 107.4 17.1t.

. .

0 3 4 1

zz

;1)
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(t 2.53; pdC .02). This sex difference was not anticipated, and no

explanation.it offered for it.

To analyze the relationship between PPVT IQ and differential per

formance on the three tyyes of proble9s of the visual task -,the kinder-

,

garten set of IQ,sceres and the second gtade set were each divided at

at If

their median, so thatAeach grade YeVel there were equal high- and low-

.

IQ subgroup. Table 4, shows the Mean scores of 'these groups On the three

types.of visual problems. A three-way pa],.,'ygis of variance tred the

effects of grade level, IQ? and type of problem on visual noise-threshold,

Grade4evel and IQ were treated as between-subjects effects, and type of

'problem as a within-subjects effect (lindquist, 1953). Previously, the

effects of grade level. and type of problem had been found to be signifi-

*cant. The present analysis_of variance demonstiated a significant effect

,of IQ CF == 6.61; p .05). Further analysis showed that this effect of
.

IQ was significant at the kindergarten level (F n 7.16; p 4,.05), but not

at the Second grade level .(F 1.60; n.s.). Only at the kindergaxten
%

level did high-IQ subjects perform significantly better than low-IQ

subjects. Inspection of Table 4 suggests why' IQ was ,not related to visual

performance among second graders. ,For each visual problem the highest

possible score was 10. BUt on the two types of discrimination problems

the" average scores of both high- and low-IQ second, graders were between

.9 and 10. Since most second graders could cope with,the highest levels

of visual noise on the discrimination problems, there was little vari.j

ability in performance, and the scores were unrelated to IQ.

The analysis of variance foundno significant simple interaction

effects. An interaction had been predicted between the effects of IQ

00342,
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Table h

Mean Scores on,Yisual Task: By Problems,,
o'

'Grade Level, and IQ ..........11/.

ra:,..r4t.

Group

V

Type df problem

scrim.;
constant
position

Biscrim.;
varying
position

Relational;-
varying'
position

Kindergarten

High IQ 8.2 7.7 5.14

. Low IQ - 6.8 6.2 4.8

Second Grade

High IQ

Low IQ

9.3,

9.3

9.3-

9.0

8.0

6.7
6..

4



and type of probl 6m. Under this bynotheSis the scores of high- and

subjects had beenbexpected'to differ'More on the relational

proble6P Olentteither/6-f the two types of discrimi tion problems. It,

tio
ap.aSSUMed that he effect of IQ would be great

on the distriMina

between= I0 and 6?

ion,problems. The failure t

-relational than

find the Simple inte action.

/

e of probleth meant that the prediction did not hold/for
_

the Subjects as a whole.:

However, the analysis of variance did 'show w-a significant triple

.interaction between the effects of grade level, IQ, and:type of problem.

x. 3,16; p41.,.1)). The meaning of they triple i eractionwas that the

..prediction outlind above held for second graders but not for kinder-7

garteners. To analyze. the triple inter tion, first co

the difference between the high-for kindergarteners in'Table 4. N

and low-IQ groUps each typexeif problem For the simple-discrimination
iz

problems this-differencewas 1.4, d for the discriminations with varying'.

r--the scores

position it was 1.. But relational prOblems the difference was

only 0.6.. Thus o kindergarteners IQ had a-much greater effect on the

discrimination 4ro lems than on the relational problems. Now consider

the second grade s ores. Again, observe the difference between the high-'

and low-IQ groups On, each type of problem. 'There was no difference on

the simple discriminations, and on the discriminations with varying

%/'/-
position the difference was only 0.3. But on the relational problems

the difference was 1.3. Thus for second.graders IQ had,a greater effect

on the relational problems than on the discrimination problems.,

Any conClusions about the triple interaction should be very tentative.

High-IQ and low-IQ second graders did not differ on the discrimination

00544
OR



Both groupa were able,to cope with the highest levels of

visual noise Osedon these problems. Two interpretations were posSible.

Ihe'first.was
that at this age fevel IQ was really unrelated-tea pei4fOtmance

on the discrimination problems. A second Possibility Was-that.thesa4-

tion of IQ to discrimination performance was obscured by the' ceiling on

possibI4e s:cnres for,thediacrimination
problems With additional, denser

levele Of visual noise high- -and low -IQ second graders might have differed:
1 '

on the discrimination problems. The data provided no means of-deciding

'bef'w04.11-the Alternate interpretations,
Furthermore, the triple inter-

action was sensitive to the scaling problem mentioned earlier. At the

kindergarten level.' the failure to find' the interaction
between the effects

of IQ and-type 'of problem on visual noise threshold could have been due

,

to unevenness in'the scale of noise levels. *The scaling problem is dip-;

cussed later.

The principal result ,of this analysis of variancei, then, was that the

- high-IQ. groups in both-kindergarten.and
second grade performed better than,

the low-IQ groups on the visual task. While it had'been predicted that

the difference between the scores of the high- and low-IQ groups would

. .

be greater on the relational problems than on the discrimination problems,

the prediction held only for.- second graders.

The next analysis tested whether changes over time in performandeAn

the visual task were. related,to IQ. Table 5' shows the mean thresholds

of the high- and low-IQ1indergartners and second graders,for the'three

blocks of problems. In a tliree-way
analysis of variance IQ and grade

level were treated as between-subjects
effects and "blocks as a within-

A

sUblects effect (Lindclast,,f953).
Neither:the simple interaction between

00345



Table 5

Mean Scores on Visual Task: By Blocks,

GradeLeltel, and IQ.

Group

Blocks

II

Kindergarten-

High IQ

Low IQ

Second Grade.

High IQ'

Low IQ

6.7

5.5

8.4

7.9,

o'

..000 01111.101111.111

..1111.
III
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and IQ, nor the triple 4nterattioh between bloOks, IQ, and grade

level was significant. Thus changes ih pet&rmapceover time on' the

visual task were unrelated to IQ.

At this point a summary of the results for the.visual task is appro-

priate. Visual noise thresholds differed significantly for the three

. types of problems. For kindergarteners, but not for cPrnnd graders, the

diScriminations'with varying position were more difficult than the dis-
.

criminatiots without veryingposition.,And at both grade levels ye

relational problems were more difficult than thedisbrimination problems.

Throughout the visual task Second graders performedat higher levels

than kindergarteners: When subjects at each grade level were divided in-
.

to-high- and low` IQ subgroups, the high-IQ group at each grade level had

higher thresholds for noise than did the low-IQ grouv.. But among second

.graders the. high-IQ group was superior to the low-IQ group only On the

relational problems: Finally, therewas a general tendency for improve

ment in'performance'between the first and second blocks of problems.

This improvement occurred regardless of sex, grade leve17-or IQ.
. ( .

Auditory Task

On the auditory task, it will be recalled, subjects were required to

'point to the pictures indicated by a male voice. This voice was masked

by different intensities of noise. On ascending runs the voice was first

presented without noise. The intensity of the noise was then raised in

graduated increments, until the subject did not point correctly. On

descend ng runs the voice.was at,first completely masked by the noise,

the inten ity ofwhich was then decreased by graduated amounts, until the



subject pointed correctly. For both ascending and descending runs a.

subj,ect's score was the highest noise level at which he pointed correctly.

Because of the different consequences of errors in the two types of runs,

the scored derived from descending runs were generally higher-than those

derived-from ascending runs. An error due to momentary inattCntion early,

in an ascending run terminated that run, even though the subject might

hare beep able to respond correctly under much higher noise. levels-. If

a subject made an error early in a descending run, he atClaY's had another

- chance to respond at the next lowest noise

For each level of signal volume subject's average Score was corn-

puted. Scores from ascending and descending runs were pooled._ Table 6

presents thI mean scores for kindergarten and second grade boys and

'girls. Clearly, the higher the signal volume,, the more noise was needed

to mask the signal. But the different levels of signal volume did not
J

constitute conceptually different conditions. It seemed reasonable to

assume that the same ability to detect a sign Message through noise

being measured at each level of signal volume. Therefore, the three

scores for each pubject were combined. For each level of signal volume

the.scores of the sixty-subjects were placed in one distribution. With

this distribution as a base, the scores were transformed to T scores.

Thus each subject had three T scores, representing performance at each
i

level 0 signal volume, and the mean of these T scores was an index of

. .

his overall performgnce.on the auditory task.

.
.

. 1 .

.Table 7' presents the overall scores for kindergart en and second grade v.':

i.,;

boys and girls. A high scre indicated superior ability to detect a P.
.,

t

,signal through noise. As expected, second graders were superior to

0.0;34'8: .
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Table 6

Mean Thresholds on, Auditory TaSk-

Level of signal volume
Group

2 )1......1 ,/

.Kindergart en

Boys o76

Girls 0:5 o

Second GradC-.

Boys

Girls

0.9

ot8

2.2

l.7

2.7

2.7

A

00:349

3.4

3.0

3.7

3.9

A



Table "7

Means of Overall Auditory Scores

.

.

Grade level "'Boys N Girls i4

.

Kindergarten

,-. .

48.- 1 15' 42.7 15

Second grade '

k

54.5 15 54 8 15



kindergarteners (t (t .7.: 34.3; pe. .001) . Boys were superior 'to girls at the

kindergarten,level(t
7.1; p .001), but not at the second grade level

(t 1.2; n.s.). TheSek difference in kindergarteners, it will be

remembered, was associated with an IQ difference favoring the boys. The

low correlation betWeeniIQ and overall auditory score (r = .18; 11.s.)

could not explain the-sex,difference, tor the .correlation between sek

.
and overall auditory score was much higher tr The sex dif-'

ference in the auditory performance of 4indergarteners was not antici-

pated, and no explanation is offered for it.

Ile,next section of the analysis of results investigated a possible

relationship ,between perfor hce on the auditory and visual tasks. The

centeal

aiumption-was that -some process might facilitate both auditory and

visual selective attention. At each grade level groups high and low in

'Auditory-ability were created by dividing the overall auditory scores

at the median. Table 8 shows the performance of these high and low

auditory groups on,the,visual task. An analysis of variance tested the

effects of auditory ability, grade level, and.typo ofyAsual problem on

visual noise threshold. Auditory ability and grade level were between-

subjects effects, while type of visual problem was a within - subjects ef-

fect (Lindquist, 1953). The main effect of auditory ability wasnot

significant. However, the interaction between auditory ability and grade

level was significant (F = 5.04; Ra.': .025). The interaction was primarily

due to the significant simple effect of auditory ability at the kinder-
.

garten level (F,=--5.17; p G .05).
Auditory and visual performance were

.

positively related only at theklhdergarten level. It will be recalled

that at the second grade level visual performance was close to a ceiling.

00351 .
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Table 8

Mean Scores on.Visual Task:° Ry Problems,

Grade Level,. and AUditory Performance

Group
Type of problem.

Discrim.;
constant
position

Discrim:;
varying
position

Relational;
varying
position

Kiridergarten

High aud. 8.2 7.3 5.11

Low aud.: 6.7 6.5 4.8

Second Grade

High aud. 9.2 8.9 7.1

Low aud.' 9.4 9.h 7.6

Or.
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Thus visual performance was unlikely to be positively related to per-

formance On any other task.
/

CorrelatiOnal Analysis

As another. approach to ehe.inter-relationships among the variables'

of the study, a correlational analysis was performed. Pearson product-

moment correlations were coMputed for the following variables: mean

performance on the three blocks of the visual task, PPVT IQ, overall

auditory, score, and sex%of subject. The results for the kindergarteners

appear in Table 9, and those for second graders in Table 10.

-The contrast between correlations for kindergarteners and correla-

tions for second graders is enlightening. For kindergarteners, but not

for second graders, the three visual problems Were inter-correlated sig-

nificantly. While for kindergarteners IQ was correlated positively, al-
.

. though not significantly, with all three'types of visual problems,, for

. second graders IQ waspositively correlated only with the relational

problems. These results were consistent with the earlier observation

that second graders. reached a ceiling of perfdrmance on the two types of

discrimination problems.

The correlation between IQ and visual performance increased on succes-
.

sive blocks for kindergarteners, but decreased on successive blocks for

.second erS. Apparently, as the kindergarteners became more familiar

with the visual task, they reached a level of performance commensurate

with their ability. In second graders, however, familiarization with the

visual task pushed performance closer to the ceiling on each successive

block, so that the relatioh of visual scores to IQ declined over time.

O.3 '3

1



Correlations Among Variables

for Kindergarten Subjects

Varisble
1 3

1. Discrim.; constant

position

2, Discrim.;
position

3. Relational; var.
.position

h. Block I mean

5. Block II mean

6. Block III mean

7. PPVT IQ

'8. Overall aud,
score

9. Sex (M=1/F=2)

.52** .54**

. .60**

r'

-Variable no.

I

.67 ** .72** '.62** .26 '1 22 .16

.70** .73** .61** .36 .12 -.06'

..66** .79** .62** .18 -.11 -.12

4 5 '6 7

.624f* .34 .16 ..12

.52** .25 .02

37* .40* Z:07

.18 -.33

-.36

*P: .05
**p< .01

00354
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Correlations Among.Variables

for Second Grade Subjects M

Variable

Variably no.

2 3 4 5. 6

I

Idscrim.; constant,
position

2. DisApim.-; var.

position

3. Relational;
pobition 7.

h. Block I mean

5. Block II mean

6. Block III mean

7. PPVT IQ

8. Overall aim. .

score

9. Sex (M=1/F=2)

.24 -.02 .25' .16 .39* -.01 -.15 .03

.23 .37* ,41* .51** .18 .44* -.16

Or

.65** .62** .70** .50**-.15 -.14.

.11 .42* .46* -.16 -.01

.51** .30 -.42* -.22

.23 -.16 -.14

.13 -.13

..03

*pi: .05

**p< .01
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The correlations' between IQ and,rhe three types of visual problems

supported the results of earlier analyses. Fof kindergarteners these
*4

correlations were positive but low, suggesting that visual performance

was partly independent of IQ. For second graders, on the other hand,
a.

there appeared to be no correlation between IQ and either type of dip-

crimination problem. Once again, the probably cause was that second .1:;

graders performed so close to a ceiling on the discrimin ation problems

A
4Chat their scores were meaningless. On1.5,perfOrmance on the relatidnal

problems was...posiriveli.related 'to IQ. Of the thrJ6 types of'visual

problems, the relational ones correlated most highly with IQ in second

graders, but least highly with IQ in kindergarteners. This finding was

consistent with the tripi7e lteraction found earlier, between the

effects of IQ, grade level; and type of visual problem. At 'the 'kinder-

garten level the correlation between IQ and perforMance on the relational

problems (r .18; n.s.) was unexpectedly low, especially when compared

with the same correlation at the second grade level (r = .50; p 4: .01).

1144'
$44

But the low correlation for kindergarteners may have been another result

of theA problem n the scaling of thevisual noise levels.

The correlations of auditory performance with visual perfOrmance
112,4;

were generally low and inconsistent. Consider first the correlations t
.

for kindergarteners. Cprrelations of the auditory measure.with the two

types of, discrimination problems- werepositivebut lqw, and not signifi-

cant. However, these correlations must have been responsible for the

simple effect of auditory ability on visual noise threshold found

0'
earlier. For performance on the auditory task was not positively cor- 1

t `41related'with performance on the relational problems.
1.-

t Or 3, 5 6 -'
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Now consider the corrOations for second graders. The cotrcla-
.

tions of the auditory measure with the two types of discrimination
A

problems were negative. However, these correlations were probably

meaningless, since the 'second graders scored close Ito the ceiling on

both types of discrimination problems. The correlation of the auditory"

measure with the relational problems was also negative Sr r, -.15; n.s.),

but too low to require explanation. Thus there' was no evidence that

visual and auditory performance were pcisitively related at the second.

grade level.

The correlations between the auditory measure and IQ were low but

positive, both for kindErgarteners (r ..' .18; n.s.) and for second graders

(r n.s.). -Thus there was some slight evidence that IQ affected

performance on the auditory task.

The correlations of sex with other variables were consistent with the

sex differences reported earlier. kindergarplers sex was unrelated

to'performance on the three types of visual problems. The correlation

of'sex with IQ (r u. -.33; n.s.) was consistent with the superiority of
i

the boys reported earlier. 41-And the correlation of sex with auditory gar-

,

forma!ncekr m.
/
-.36; n.s.) was consistent with the boys' superiority re-

ported earlier for the auditory task. At the second grade level the

correlational analysis demonstrat d that sex was unrelated to visual per-

formance, auditory performance, and IQ.

In summary, the correlational analysis corroborated the results of
.

the earlier analyses. There was. some evidence that It; was p"Ositively

related to visual performance at both grade levels.. In kindergarteners

CO
"

4
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IQ was .correlated more highly with the discriMination problems than with

. /
the relational problems. .In second graders, however IQ was positively,

correlated only with performance on-the relational:problems. Auditory.

performancewas positively correlated with visual performance. only at

the kindergarten%levei and only for the discrimination problems. And

the correliitions between IQ and auditory performance were poSitive but

low at both age levels.

s
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Visual Task

. Discussion

I

46.

. --

Ar ..

.f'The'results:suggested an improvement with age In the ability to cope

with visual noise. Second graders were consistently able. to cope with

higher levels of noise than kindergarteners. Furthermore,. the disrup-

-,0 ktive efftct oz noise depended on the difficulty of the underlying

problem. At both grade levels performance on the relational problems

was more easily disrupted ,by noise than performance on the discrimina-

tions. , The greater difficulty of the relational problems was probably

due to the:need to locate and compare. both relevant cues. In the dis-

criminations, varying the position of presentation of the relevant cues

resulted in slightly lowered scores for kindergarteners; but had no

,effect on second graders'_scorea. The varying position condition un-

doubtedly lengthened search time at both grade levels. And with. longer

search time, kindergarteners may have been moreAlikely to forget the

relevant cues.

4 ,
There was also evidence that the ability to cope with visual noise

was -related. to IQ, as tested by th PPVT. Among the kindergarteners
-

hiZh-TQ subjects coped with higher oise level than low-IQ subjects on.

all three types of visual p.rblems. An unexpe ted result was that the

superiority of the high-I subjects was more a parent on the, discrimina-

tions than.on'the relational, problems. Among second graders the high-IQ

subjects were superior to the low-1Q subjects only on t1 relational

IToblerna, However, since Vile second graders attained maximal scores on

0 0 0 3 5 9)
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the diFtcrimination problems, these scores were not Mely to be re--

lated to IQ.

Because of certain technical probleMs to be discussed later, all

these'results must be accepted somewhat te\tatively. A problem in they

scaling of the visual noise leyels complicates the interpretation of

differential performance by different groups on the three types of visual

probleMs.

While the study suggested that theability.tocope with visual noise

in problem solving was related to age and IQ, no attempt was made to

determine that processes were involved in the ability. However, some

speculation is possible. First, the(noise may have interfered with the
r;

qa14-

memory for the relevant shapes Observation suggested that the inter-

ference was-greater on the discr,iminations than on the Telational-prob-
t

lems. On the relational pioblems, all that hgd to be remembered from
.

trial to trial was a verbal concept: "larger," "thinner," or "flatter."

It was probably easier to remember a verbal conc'e t than a particular

pair-of shapes. While kindergarteners often repo ed forgetting the.

target shapes, such lapses of memory were much rarer in second graders.,

Anther process involved -in coping with visual noise was systematic

scanning. It was the experimenter's impression that this ability was

touch more apparent in second graders than in kindergarteners. The

I

1

i

i

V41.

:1 '

r.T
. experimenter observed that second graders would exhaustively scan one

7....,

(

noise field before turning to the other field. In contrast, kinder-
4 (1jt:

:i
garteners would often shift attention between the two fields several f `:k

times before making a response, Failure to *scan the noise fields sys-
i

ti.

tematically and exhaustively inevitably increased search time and thus
iyy'

1` 4ii
%.
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made it more likely that-the .relevant cues would be forgotten.

. Coping with visual.ndlse also-required the inhibition of impulsive

responding. In the discrimination problems subjects sometimes made

incorrect choices on the basis of noise configurations similar to one
.

of the positive. shapes. In the relational problems, too, subjects-would

sometimes impulsively respond to a large, thin, or flat noise figure.

Impulsive responding was most common in the relational problem with size''

relevant. To be- consistently correct>a,Su ect had to locate both

: relevant cues and Compare them. Failure wa common when both the

positive and negative shapes for a trial were relatively-large. If

the subject found thd negative Shapes first, he was likely to point to

them immediately, instead of first finding the relevant shapes in the

other noise field and making a comparison.

Thus observation suggested that three factors: memory for shapes,
4

systematic scanning,'and inhibition of impulsive responding, were in-

volved in the ability to co'with noise on the visual task. Although

the study gave no indication.as to which of these factors was most im-

'portant in termining perfortance, there is evidence elsewhere that

all three factors are associated with developmental change.

Vernon's (1960) observations on young children's perception of-

complex forms support le notion,of development in the'ability to

,remember shapes. She noticed (p. 12) that when children were presented
. .

with relatively simple forms, they were likely to see the forms as
t

Wholes, and to neglect details. An attettional limitation of this type

would certainly be likely to result in poop memory for shapes. The

attentional limitation was much less rikely to be found in'oldet children.

0 0 3 6 1
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There is also evidence that the tendency'to scan systematically

develops with age. Teegarden (1933) required children to name

,

'..ipictures of familiar objects'arranged in, an array offive rows and

give columns. While saiAcr. children tended to name the ohjedts systematic-
,

ally, row by row or .column by coaumnS younger childlen were more likely

to adopt an irregular, unsystematic order. If, 4 the present study,

the kindergarteners' scanning of the noise fields was also unsysteMatic,

then their tendency to Oift.attention,between the noise'fielda several'

times before making a response la\understandable.. With an unaystematic,

search strategy, they would .lave no way of knowing whether they had

exhausitvely scanned a noise field. After looking at one noise field

for awhile,%they would have no reason not to switch to the other field.

They might switch noise fields several times-Abefore they either found the

positive cue or gave up and made a guess. .

. Impulsivity, the third factor affecting performance of the visual

task, may also chdnge deyelopmentally. The greater Impulsivity of

younger than older children is a commonplace observation of classroom

teachers. However, experimental researdh has more often treated imyul-
.

sivity as a personality trait or dimension of cognitive style than as a

characteristid-of behavior that changes with age (Kean, Rosman,Vay,

Albert and Phillips, 1964). Nevertheless4 in one study (Kagan, Rosman,

..Day, Elbert,' and Phillips, 1964) impulsivity, as measured by response

latency on a task requiring subjects to find hidden figures, was found

tcrbe negatively associatedwith the t'ndency to form analytical concepts.

And the tendency to form analytical concepts was found to. be related

positively to age. This ind.irect, correlational evidence is not

GO ;62
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conclusive, but it doessuggest that impulsivity tends to decline with

age.

Auditou Task

The auditory task strongly suggested a development with age in the

ability to cope with noise. In identifying target words, second graders

could . cope with much higher intensities of noise than could kinder-

garteners. The research suggested-a weak positive relationship between

IQ and auditory performance. But the correlations between these measures

were very low and not significant. At the kindergarten level subjects

with high auditory performance scored higher on the visual task than

subjects whose auditory performance Was relatively low. But the correla-

tion between auditory and visual performance was low. At the second grade-

level there was no evidence of a relationship between auditory and visual
4

performance.

Observation suggested that at t three abilities were r ired by

the auditory task. One important requirement was that th subject be

. 4

41,

able to attend consistently when the'target words w presented. Although

the auditory task took only 25 minutes to adm

tedibus. And distractions'from outside ale experimental situation were

abundant. In contrast to the viz task, which allowed.the subject a

period of time tO direct at ion to the relevant cues, the auditory

task demanded attentio to the'relevant cues at the time they were pre-

sented. Some su ects frequently seemed to be 'tuned out' when target

words were .eing presented. Moments of inattention became more frequent

task progressed. 'The capacity to maintain set consistently over

istei, it was' relatively



time was probably a function of attention span, But if attention' span,

was an important determinant of performance.onthe
auditory7task, the

superiority of the boys over the girls at the kindergarten_ level is

puzzling. Boys in this age range art usually thought to have shorter

'sttention spans than girls.. Possibly the greater eagerness of the.boys

to please a male experimenter offhet their normally shorter attention

spanh.

A second ability required by the auditory task was to be able to

}letermine when the target words were being presented. When there was

moderate noise, some subjects, even when they appeared to be attending,

often appeared not to realiie that a target word had been presented.

, . ASuch subjects were poor at differentiating signal frOm noise. 1..-...-

i:;:The auditory task also required the ability to make use of the set if f c

l'.**

.A
of response alternatives. Often noise degraded perception of the target

; : .;

Cwords, so that only crude features, such as the, number of syllables, a

:1*

4.

vowel sound, or a consonant sound, were available as cues for identifi-

cation. On the basis ofsuch features all but one or two of the

response alternatives pould often be eliminated. But some subjel,

were unable'to use the information provided by the set of alternatives.

For example, one such subject thought he had heard the word, "frog;"

nd declared that there was no frog among the alternatives. The word,

frog," has the same 'number of syllables, and the same vowel sound as -

he actual target word, "sock.v If the subject had considered. the'

esponse alternatives, he might have guessed correctly.

Using the set of response alternatives presupposed both familiarity

th the alternatives and the ability to listen for critical features

6 0 0 k; 64'
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distinguishing the alternatives. Despite the pretraining period, it

cannot be assumed that all subjects were equally familiar with the

alternatives, Rate-oi familiarization was probably a function of age

and intelligence. The tendency to listen for critical features dis-

tinguishing the alternatives was also probably associated with age and

intelligence. By varying the length of the familiarization period and

the size of the set of response alternatives, these relationships could

be tested.

Because of the differences between the auditory and visual tasks,

the tasks demanded somewhat different abilities. It was suggested that

on the visual task memory for shapes may have been an important deter-

minant of perfOrmancel. HDn.the auditory task it was not essential that

4 anything be remembered from trial to trial. However,, when the perceived

fragments of a masked _stimulus word did not permit immediate identifi-

cation of the word, it was presumably necessary to remember these frag-

ments while comparing them with the set Of response alternatives. Thus

the auditory task did require memory for incompletely perceived stimulus

words during individual trials. FUrt.bermore,.it was stated. earlier that

to make use of the information provided by the set of response alterna-

tives, a subject had to be familiar with the alternatives. Memory may

also have affected the rate'o familiarizatibn with the alternatives.'
a

But in both:cases, whatever memory was involved in the auditory taskyas

verbal memory. The visual task, required visual,memory.

While the ability to scan systematiCally seemed to fac4i.itate per-

..formance on the visual task, this ability was not required on the
.4

auditory task, since there was no need to determine the spatiallocation

0_ 0 5 6 5
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of the target stimuli.

53.

Impulsive responding, which seemed to lower performance levels on

the visual task, was not easy, to observe in the auditory task. From a

logical standpoint, if a subject was to make use of the set of response

alternatives, by comparing them with an incompletely perceived stimulus

word, he would have to inhibit impulsive responding. Inhibition should

lead to consistently longer response latencies. However, since only

three seconds were allowed for a responpe, it was difficult to observe

differences between subjects in response latency. Such differences

may have existed, and would have been apparent if response latency had

been measured. a

One ability that seemed important in the auditory task, the ability

to sustain attention, may also have been important in the visual task.

The visual task was tedious, and most subjects showed restlessness as

the task proEessed. I Clearly, some kind of sustaiped attention was

demanded. But on the visual task, in contrast to'the auditory task, sub-

jects had a period of time to mobilize their attentional resources on

each trial. /The need to mobilize attention on each trial was manifested

by a cyclical pattern of inhi ition of bodily movement during trials, and

motor discharge between trials. The motor discharge after each trial

seemed to indicate that attentional state required during the trials was

tiring or stressful. Despite. an increase in restlessness over time,

the mobilization of attention appeared to be successful, since the per-

formance of most subjects did not decline during the task. It will be

recalled that at both grade levels average performance improved between

the first twp blocks and then remained constant from the second to the

-)
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third block. Unlike the visual task, the auditory task did not allow time

for attention to -be mobilized; if a subject was not attending at the time

,a stimulus word was presented, he was likely to make an error. Thus the

demand for sustained attention w.s nore rigorous in the auditor task

than in the visual task.

The different abilities required by the visual, and au itory tasks

have been discussed, and it seems appropriate' now to consider some tech-

nical problems in both tasks. After these technical problems are

discussed, a revised methodology,
suitable for future studies, is outlined.

Finally, some directions for future research are suggested.

Technical Problems in the Visual Task

In the.analysis _of the results for the visual task a scaling problem

became apparent. The scaling problem Is relevant to the failure to find

ej

two predicted interactions: the first between the effdEts of grade level

and type of problem, and second between the effcts of IQ and type of

problem. The reader will recall that the index of performance for all

.g.

i
E

I,..t:

1..4"

visual problems was the highest level of noise at which the subject respon-
. .,

.

(

r.
)

. ,'
s

ded correctly. But with regard to their potential effect on problem-dif-

ficulty, the'noise
levels formed an ordinal, not an interval scale:

Clearly, each successive noise level increased problem difficulty. But

the amount of increase was not necessarily constant from level to level.

Increasing the noise level from five to six may have had a much greater

effect on'problem difficulty than increasing the noise level from seve

to eight. Thus the relevance of the scaling problem to interaction effects

is apparent or example,
shows that the difference between per-

. f nce on the discrimination problems with varying position and the

'00;0

V



relational problems was about the same for kindergarten as for second.

. grade subjects. Uowever, since the difference was measured at dif-

ferent segments of the noise scale for the two age groups, it was

impossible tti conclude that.the differential effect of noise on the

.

two types of problems was the same for both age groups. Indeed, it

would have been just as fallacious to conclude diet the, interaction

V

did not exist as to conclude that it did exist.

The same argument also applies to the existence of an interaction

between the effects of IQ and type of problem. The predicted relation-

ship between these effects was fOund only at the second grade level. And

the opposite relationship was found at the kindergarten level, with the

result tnet there was a significant triple inter/action between the ef-

fects of grade level, IQ, and type of problem. But the scaling problem

made it impossible.to interpret these results with confidence, for the

-
r.

difference in performance between the high- and low-IQ groups was measured

iat different segments of the noise scale for each type of problem.

. .4 , ,

If cross-over interactions had been found, scaling would not have ,

r

I

posed a problem., For example, if the kindergarteners had scored higher

than the second graders on the discriminations but lower than the 1

r

second graders on thb relational problems, the existence of an interaction

would have been clear, despite the scaling problem.

Future studies using the method of linats procedure to measure the

effects 'of noise will have to deal with the scaling problem. One pos-

sibility is to scale the noise'in a separate experiment. .Using a

matching-to-sAple procedure, with a fixed time interval allowed for

responses, the proportion of correct responses under different amounts

C 11 G 8
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of noise could be.detennined. On the basis of, the results, new noise

stimuli could b constructed, with the different levels forming an

interval sea
....

In the course of the study two other problems with the visual

task bec,am apparent. One problem was the exclusive use of errors in

estimating, -.the effects of noise. The use of this measure meant that

each ascend g series of trials produced only one index of capacity

-for noise. By also` measuring response latency, some independent infor-

mation, could be gained from each trial. Response latency is probably

More sensitive than error rate to the effects of noise.

A'final problem was the u of familiar forms as target shapes. On

phe discrimination problems the subject.had to remember the target

shapes from trial to trial. Since some of the target shapes; particularly

\

squares and circles, were more familiar than others, these shapes were

presumably easier to remember. To eliminate extraneous variation due

to differential famileiarity;of the target shapes, futuie studies might

use unfamilisar, randomly generated polygons (Attneave and Arnoult, 1956)

as target shaped.

Technical Problems in the Auditory Task

In the audikory task, as in the visual task, there were seVeralunex-

pected sources of variation'in performance.. One source of extraneous

variation was a_differential'susceptibility among the target words to

masking by the noise. For any given level of signal there were some

noise levels high enough to mask the signal completely and other noise

levels low enough so"thstperceptiOn of the signal was vtrtually certain. -
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But there was a range of intermediate noise level. s at which the

.

"s"--

stimyfus word were heard only part of the time. It was the experi-

menter's clear
impression that some word, such as "boat," "apple,"

and "Wagon,V. were
Auch,more,likeN to be recognized at intermediate

noise levels than were other words, such "pencil," and "turtle:"

A possible
explanation is that the vowel .sounds the more easily recog-

nized words are more distinctive against noise than are the vowel sounds

of less easilyrrecognized words. But Consonant-sounds also affected'

recognition at intermediate noise levels; the two words with the same

initial consonant,
"boat" and "bell," were frequently confused. Also,

words were likely to be %onfused with other words' having the same

number of syllables. Intermediate noise levels-degraded perception of

the stimulus words, so that only crude features such as distinctive

vowel sounds, initial consonant sounds, or the number of syllables,,

could be used to identify the words.
.

Since the stimulus words for individual trials were not recorded,

it was impossible to perform
statistical.analyses of the frequency of

identification Of particular stimulus words at different'noise levels.

However, the differential
vulnerability °X the stimulus words to masking

was a source of extraneous variation tovhich the method of limits pro-

cedure.was particularly susceptible. Easily masked words occurring

early in ascending runs of n rAtsulted in artificially low estimates

i

of the :mount of noise necessary o mask.the signal. Similarly, very

distinctivevardsoccurring
early in Descending runs often rekulted in

artificially high estimates of the noise requited for masking.

Ideally, the method of limits, procedure
would require a set of stimulus

. GOL7,0
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words equally distinctive against noise.: But there would probably be

differences in distinctiveness in any set of stimulus words. It

might therefore be easier to abandon the method of liMits procedure and-

test each stimulus word a fixed number off times against several moderate

noise levels. This procedure would provide indepehdertt information on

each trial, while also controlling for differential susceptibility of

the stimulus words to masking.

Another source of variation in individual' performance was the

inability of most subjects to sustain attention to the signal tape.

It was mentioned earlier that the auditory task, unlike the visualtask,

required attention to she relevant cues at the time they were presented.

With the method of limits, procedure, lapses of attention were often

critical; an error early in an ascending. series determined the snore. 1 P
9.

for the series. Most subjects were unable to sustain attention through-

*out the task and therefore occasionally made critical' errors early in

ascending series. As a result, within individuals there tended to be

rather high variability among the different estimates of capacity for

noise. One waytto deal with this difficulty would be to allow the sub-
,

ject to control the time of presentation of the stimuli by pressing a

button to indicate readiness. With subjects setting the pace of the

auditory task, the task would measure the. ability to differentiate sig-

nal.from noise under optimal conditions. But it is possible that under .

optimal* conditions subjects do not differ very much in their ability

to attend selectively. ft may be that the pressure of an externally

determined paceimake'boklfctive attending difficult. When selective

attending is required in everyday life, one cannot control the pace at



which informatipn is 'presented.

An alternative to allowing iUbjects to control the time of pre-.

. ,

sentation of -stimuliwould be to. eliminate, the method of limits ,ipro-'
. .

.endure. was s ugg es ted beforc, each stimulus ward were tested

xed, number of times agaitveral levels of moderate noise, the
. s. . .. .

.

-effect of errors due to momentary inattentien would-be- limitedbe-limited to indi7 .

. r

.

,

. lAdual Itlals. There. would still be variability:among each.. individual's
..

,

estimates of al"fiO capacity, but there would 'be many- more estimates.

avised Met dology
. '-.-

If the study were to. be repeated, 'certainchanges;would.have to
- ,

be-made, to deal with the technical problems in: the methodology of both
_

the auditOry' and visual tasks._ In the discuSsion of the technical

.e'

problems Ihee changes,wereisugg ted. The changes are summarized below

Three methodological Changes" are suggested for the visual task.

The most important one would be to use sdaled-qoise leVels, so that
,

.
interactions between the: effects of problem difficulty and other Vdri-

o
_Ales could be meaningfully interpreted.& A 'second change would be to

T

use unfamiliar 2shapes for the relevant cues. In the discrimination

problems, then,. the task of remembering the relevant cues wouldbe

. *

equally difficult for all Ptbblems. Finally; the measurement, of response,

latency would provide another, mere sensitive indicator of the effect

Ofjnolae -110,se latenCies would also constitute, Independent

information dh each trial. With thes dhange/s the visual task. could

be ,adminfstered as in the .p

FOr the auditory task the. ost importantschange would" be toeTegice
.

,the method of limits procedure w Yh' a prodedure testing the perception

ent study.

-



lbf.each stimulus word ;against several noise level

The measure of acapacity for noise would be the nui

/
identified atxach Level of nbise. One advantiyge

/
of derate intensity.

60.

beer of stimulus words

of the new technique

r

!would be that each trial would provide ind endeno!,information. There
C-

, ! --

would"be no wasted linoatl se evtrials so loW th t!identification

/
of the ;target words would be virtu 'ly certain or So high that identi-

fication would be impossible.' oment'ary inattention would affect

/ . .
!

. -
scoresAfor individual"tria /notnot scores for entire ascending runs.

furthermore,' since Back target word would appear an equal number of.
.

'times gt each. noise level, extraneous effects, .due to differeptial sus-,
y. ;

1

ceptibility of the to masking would beIcontr011ed:".Thus
v

the1lev procedure-would e=liminate the technical pro6.ens of

ti

I

study.
1 /

/ A. second suggested changesin the auditory task would be to measureA
/ 4 A 4

I a *

i
.

esponse latencies; so that the possible effect of-imulsive responding

could,be studied. With these two changes the auditory task could be
.

adminiStered as, in the present study.

target,words

r
Suggestions for,Future Research.

Future research'"on the development of the ability to cope,witti

,

noise might OnCeed in,severai directions, The relationship between

intelligenceand!selectiveAtention merits further study. The PPVT

$ selected .for its ease of administration and its relatively. high

eliability in'the 'age range tested. IOdndergarten children

(-Aderate positive correlation was found between PPVT IQ and perfo ante
(t.

.
tp

.

n the !visual'' t k. And it is possible that theme, correlation of t

0
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.

auditory task and IQ would be higher if th0 auditory task were modified,

,

!!!:

suggested earlier, to cope .with intra-ind4idual variability in

performance. But the PPVT, a vocabulary test, bears a very indirect

relation to roblem-solving ability1 /Intelligence test measuring .

problem-solving ability more directly would probably correlate more

J

_

;.[,,

_highly with the visual and auditory tasks. For, as was proposed earlier,

often entails coping with noise. l'Irolalem solving, itproblem=solving

was earlier siiggestcd, often require sAparating relevant from irrele-

vant information, and hence, in a broad sens the ability to cope with
..:7

,

,..

..

f

1

,

f41.1

of studies evaluating the effects of directive and non-d ective

,

ft

the ability to copewith noise: Bar-Yam (1969, pp. 7-10) reviewed a
. ,...

Several other findis suggest a relationship between IQ and

.

.

.

,

,

*

.

i

!%!1
t$I'l

teaching on children of different ability levels. Directive teaching ,

t A
traditional, "teacher\ centered," and highly structured, while non-

ective teaching was "learner,,centered" and less s.tructired. Bar-Yam

concluded that, lower-ability students tend to perform, better under

directive teaching, while higher-ability students tend toTcrform bet-

tet under non-directive teaching, partickarly!in tasks requiring. problem-.

salving._ It could be argued that directive teaching includes less

"noise"' than non-directive teaching. In this case the poor performance

of low-ability children under non-directive tOaching,may reflect their

Poorly developed ability to cope with noise,

Bissell (1970p. 28) evaluating the effectiveness of ltructured

and unstructured preschool program S for disadvantaged dhildren, formed-

a

. ,

onclusiOn parallel do Bat-Yam's. Bissell concluded that diredtive,
. .

. G 037.4
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highly structured programs tended to be more effective with the more -

disadvantaged of lower-class children, whilenon-directive, less !-.;;,.

,
.t...

structured programs tended to be more effective with, the less disadvan-

taged of lower-class children. Presumably, the more diapdvantaged

children tested lower on intelligence tests than the less disadvantaged

children. And again, the lower-ability, more disadllantaged children

may haverbeen less able than higher-ability children to cdpe with the

greater' amount of 'noise' in unstructured programs.

There is also a need for further developmental studies'Comparing

selective attention in different sensory modalities. Although'the

present study found relatively low correlations between performance on

the visual and auditory tasks, ,modifying the auditory task along the .
.

.

'
. 1

lines proposed earlier should increase these correlations. Performance
t'S

t .
4on.the visual and auditory tasks could also be compared with performance ' a

=

on a tactual task requiring selective attention. 0allin's (1960, 1961)

tactual tasks, described earlier, might be adapt dlor this purpose.

qft

A third area for future research is the investigation of the pro-
p..

cesses underlyipg the ability to cope with noise. On the visual task

studies of eye movement might demonstrate the importance of systemati

scanning strategies. .1n 'the discriminations the importance,of mem
.

for. the target shapes could be studied in several ways. ,For ample,

the number of discrimination trials prior to the addlikio of noise
. p.

might be systematically varied. More such trials s ould lead to better
.

memory for the targ
.

et shapes. The, type of f.' iarization with the
.(,

target shapes could also be varied. Befo e each problek some subjects :

coul4 be required to trace copies of the target shapes., The measurement -
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of response latencies might clarify the of impul- ve responding

1111

an both the visual and auditou tasks.

On the auditory task the ,Importance o the ability to make use

kik

of the set of response .alternatives uld easily be tested by comparing

performance in conditions usin: ifferent numbers of response aleerna-

Lives,

A final area future research ia, the 'study of the psycho-

. physiological ncomitants of selective attention. Both in the present

study an am- earlier study (White and Mansfield, 1965) focused

.
. 14.

att tion during the visual task seemed'to be associated with inhibi-

,tion of bodily m ovement and an increase in general muscular tension.

Between trials there was an -increase of bodily movement and a relecing

of the muscles. It is. likely that the ,cyclical pattern of motor

restraint and motor discharge is reflected in a cyclical patt6 of

psychophysi ological Changes. There is some evidence that in adult a

. /

special psychophysical state is maintained during problem solving

(Germana, 19681' Elias and White, 1969; Elias, 1970). The ability to

adopt this psyChophysiological mode probably develops with age.

Younger children may" be, incapable of achieving an opefmal mode. Or,

if they can achieve an optimal mode, they may be unable to maintain it

..bver'a period of time. The analysis of psychophysiological measures

durinirtaske requiring selective attention might illuminate, the

development of changes in attentional capacity.

U
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Resealing- the Volume Diaf of the Tape Recorder
Playing Noise to Create an Interval Scale of

.Perceived Loudness.

Appendix A'

Method

64.

Although the tape recorder playing the noise in the auditory task

had a colume scale calibrated from 0 to 10, it, was not clear that the

.
.

:'scale was an interval ohe; equal increments , of volume at different

points on the scale might result in uneq9a1 increases in perceived

loudness. The resealing required a separate experiment, that was ad-

'ministered to five adult subjects. At different settings of the volume

dial, the subjects listened to the noise tape, and, as .the noise was

turned down gradually, judged when the perceived loudness was half the

original level. From these judgments, it was possible to mark off an

equal interval scale on the volume dial.

-Subjects
1

The subjects were five adult graduate students in psychology: two

males and ree females. The span. number of subjects, .necessitated

by severe time pressure to develop and,adminigler the add4ory.task

)efore the subjects left school for vacation in June, did not appear

to be a severe limitation,-since for the purposes of, the study only a

crude approximation to an interval scale. was necessary. Furthermore,

et

consistency of judgments among the five subjects suggested that increas-

ing' the number of subjects would not substantially-alter the derived-

interval scale. The experiment did.assume tha't the,adults' perceived

I

:C Oro 7 7
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loudness' 'at different

in the.present study.

judgements was tedicius

been very difficult to

4
obvious reason to expe

those obtained for adu

Apparatus

65.

levels would be comparabale to that of the children

Because the procedure of obtaining loudness

and at times stressful, it_ wouli, probably have

administer to children. And there was no

ct that the results for children would differ from

lts.

The apparatus was .the same as was used in the auditory task. As

in the adriinistration of the auditory task, the tape recorders playin7g

signal and noise were
connected to the stereo amplifier, the output of

which fed into the subject's headphones.
Both-tape recorders were

turned on, but the volume control of the tape recorder playing the

0

-signal was always set to zero, so that the subject heard only the noise.

The volume and balance controls on the stereo amplifier were kept at

,the same fixed positions as in the audito'ry task.

10

Stimuli

The stimulis was the noise tape, played at different levels of

loudness, in terms of the volume dial settings of the tape recorder.

It will be remembered-that the noise tape played a lAxture of four

male voices. Occasionally, individual words- were intelligible, but-it

was impossible to foljow any of the voices.

Procedure

I

For each judgment the noise was first turned to one oUnine set .

tings (179) on the volume control dial. Then the experimenter raised



.50d:I.

66.

his hand, signalling the subject to listento the'fOudness of the
010 r.

noise. When ready, the subject tapped a pencil, and the experimenter

began to turn dawn the volume of the.noiSe., As soon.as,the subjeet

judged that the volume was half as -loud as tile original level, he

tapped again.

and recorded th

for the next tr

The experimenter immediately stopped turning the dial

reading. lie tlilen reset the dial to the level desired
"'

ial. The procedure was analagOus to a standard psycho-

physic,1 scaling technique ascribed by Woodworth (1938, pp. 505). How-

ever, in the present technique, the subject could not refer and

forth between the reference level and the level judged half as

,

Each subject made six judgments for each of the nine dial settin

There were three ascending series of trials, during which two judgrapnt.P

were required for each origins setting. Thus the sequend of 'dial,

settings (1,12,2,3,3,...9,9) as repeated three times. The procedure

took about 25 minutes to administer to each subject.

Results

For each subject the mean judgments .for the nine reference settings

were computed. Individual consistency of judgment was good,. except,,

,

for reference settings eight and nine, where distortion altered the

,quality of the noise. :Next, for each reference setting, the average

judgmen4'of all subjects was courted. Thus reference settings. Could

be plotted against settings judged half at loud.
kh

The nine points were

connected with a smooth curve, drawn by eye. Using this curve, one

could estimate for any intermediate reference setting the setting that

0 0 79



67.

would be judged half as_ loud. In Table A each successive setting was

perceived to be half. as loud as the preceding one. The arbitrary

perceived loudness value of 100 was assigned to setting 9, .and sub-

sequent perceived loudness values corresponded to lower dial settings..

anew s
0.

Thus e cale, from 0 to 100, representing Krceived

could be plotted against dial set4ngs. The six points were, conneCte&

with, a smooth curve, drawn by eye. On this curve equal intervals of

perceived loudness were marked bff. The result, shown in Table B, was

an interval scale of perceived loudness, in terms of the original

4

volume. dial settings. The%interval %perceived lo6duets between

noise levels was 12. Thus he Plunge dial was rescaied into an equal

interval scale with eight levels.

4

1

04(8:0

1.

L
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,Table A

Perceived Loudness for Volme Dial Settings

.
,

Perceived loudness_Volume dial
setting value

I

9,0

6.3

3.7

2,3

i..3

0.9

100

50

25

12.,

6.3

3.1

I I

('

G rt;
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Table B

Interval Scale for Loudness

Volume dial.
petting

.

. .

Perceived
loudnesg

Scale level

-1.5

3.3

. / h. Ii

5.7

6.71

7.5.

8.2

8.7
.

. "..

;

8

.20

32

.., hh

56

68

80

92

.

1

1

2

3

h
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5

6
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(1

Background of the Study.

Cognitive changes during the course of problem solving have been

investigated -in adolescents in two recent studies (Elias and White,

1969; Elias, 1970). The purpose of the esent study is to 166k at

- these chances during problem solving in younger children whose ability

to solve is just developing.

The first study presented problems in a series of trials. A subje&t
we

was asked to guess which of two words was correct. As soon as 'be guessed,

he was told which was in fact correct. Then he was shown two other words

and asked to guess between those. His task was to figure out a rule

which to choose Correctly every time. For example, a problem in which

the liords "park" and "playground" were shown on the first slide', and

followed by alternatives such as "river" and,"lake", was soTCed by the

rule, "the four letter word is correct". Oncesthe subject succeeded in

formulating the correct rule hp found it easy to respond correctly on

every subsequent trial.

High school students showed decreases in skin potential response

and in latency of overt response at the time of solution of a problem.

After solution they continued to respond to trials. Their performance

4
was now correct, latencies were brief, and there was less skin potential

response to each .trial. It was inferrexl that the changes observed were

caused .
e.dgnitive act of solving the problem which, in .this case,

meant formulating a rule to guide future choicest- Those subjects wlo

00394
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441.

were more skillful solvers showed morP marlied changes at solution than

6 ,

did Tess successful solvers (Eliab,1969).

In the,second study several problems were piesented in-a continuous

series oftrials designed so that the introduction of_a new problem was

MM.

VO.

not evident from the procedure. An example of such a-series is a
IL

number task in which the first rule to be formulated i ..even nuiaber".

When the subject has demonstratedrby
.

a series of correct responses that

he-has found that rule, a slide is presented withou.pausf in which two

even numbers are shown. The subject should recognize the anomaly aid

be baffled by this slide. "Hp can solve this new problem when he'induces

,the'rule "the two digit even number". The number of digits had varied

irrelevantly at the fiAt stage, so that the subject, in learnihg to

chdose by theeven/odd distinction, learned also to ignorp the number

0

of digits. Now he must begin to. notice it again if he. is to induce the
Ie

approp ate rule.

This design made it possible to measure changes in reactivity at the

time of recognition of a problem as well as at its solution. High school

students produced large increases in rbsponse latency and skin potential

response at recognition of a nAw problem. Decreases in these measures

at solution were also found, replicating the earlier finding. The

decrease at solution was n gradual decline over several trials, whereas

the increase at recognition was a sharp' change at the trial introducing
I

the new problem.
J

In the second study, skin potential responses were examined

separately for the events.of stimulus preSentatiotr, response, and fetd-

back on each successive trial. The pattern of changes in responpe to

0.0395



L
each event was found to be consistent wieh an information processing

interpretation. ,Lhig4. changes occurred in respOnge to events which'
. .

coxitld be inferfed to be less predictable .by the subject, and so brought
%.

him a large amount of'new information.. lehwas inferred from this study
4

tb when one'findt oneself faced with a problem in which one is un-

ertain of how to respond, onelenters a physiologically ana cognitively

. labile state which can last until the problem is solved'and uncertainty

is reduced. Perhaps this state is a prerequisite for the kind of

complex learning being investigated.

1 I.

The present study started from this point. A reliable pattern of

reactivity having been found in subjects who' ere'physiologically adult,.

the question arose of emergence of the pattern during development in

younger children. If the labile state is associated with this kinda

complex learning, then its emergence in development might coincide with

emergence of the ability to solve complex problems,:

This chapter 011 bp concerned with drawing the Ehree studies to-

gether by considering them in terms of an information processing approach

to complex learning and to its development in the growing child.

/1-)
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4

The O bject
)
of Study

Let us begin by-developing morefully.eheview of complex learning

being studied. The phencimenon was destribed,by Bruner, Goodnow, and

' Austin (1956). "Having mastered the Afftinction.betften odd and even

numbers', it In feat to remember what ie:was. like in a mental world

where there wds no such distinctican.e.,Moreover.thetransition experi-
.

encebetween not having' tld'distinction And 'having'it' seems to

wiout experiential content... It is, if you will, an.enigmatic

process and often a sudden proces...Something happens quickly and one

.
thinks one has found something... 'Now I understand the distinction,

before there was nothing,. and in between was only a moment of illuminaT

tion" (p. 50). _It is this transition from "not Miring"; to "having" a

concept which will be termed complex learningin this study. The
4

' adjective 1:complex".distingnisbes learning by concept attainment from

the paradigms of conditioning or simple discrimination learning. Bruner's

. ,

description invokes'a 'Sense of magic, which, I think, accurately reflects

the Sensation of sudden insight. What changes in that "moment of illumi-
.

nittion"? 'The purpose of these studies is.to try to shed some. light on

the "enigmatic process" which seems to be an important phenomenon of

complex .human iearnihg.

Bruner used the method of subjective report to describe the internal

process of learning in this passage. -What he called the "flippant of

-illumination" in his subjective terminology is labelled here as,"the

`cognitive,event of solution". The event of solution must be.prbceded by

an "event of recognition"; a moment at which one. becomes aware that one



, .-

haa'aproblem. The object of this study 14 a postulated labile period'
.

,bounded at its thinning by the internal cognicive event of recognition
.

.

of a problem and at its end byrsolution.

,
(Tfiredindicators of these,internal events are ref err d to

.

in the

title Of the paper. They are: performance, latency of evert iespon

.and amplitude of skInpotential:response.

, The logic'by which these three measures can be taken as indicators

of cognitive proCesSing during problem solving is as fqllows. The .

measures hal/6 been found'to Vary in predictable ways during the process

of working on a probleM: Russian Work on the orienting reaction has

shown consistently a relationship between these same variables and the

uncertainty. of a situationor its unexpectednes4 for,a subject. Irifor

oration theory offers.a model for. 'assessing theaMount-of information

eft/eyed by a message'in terms Ofits uncertainty or unexpeetednesslor

a'sub.ject. If one can identify, certain occurrences during problem

solVing'as being particularlyunexpeCted, one may be able toinfer what
.

waS expected by the Subjed hat,was taking place in.his cognitive pro-,.

cessing. Evidence Will-be presented to supPOrt the claim 'that response

latency and skin potential response do ind.igate-the amount of inforMation.

conveyed to a subject'by 44 occurrence, and that ther.efore.inferences

may be drawn fromthem about the structure of, cognitive' processes.
'
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IndicatOrs of Cognitive Processing

Changes durine, Problem Solvins.

There is evidence frOM a number of sources to support the claim

that reactivity (Ries change during ihe course of working on a probleM,

se that a labile period exists between recognition and solution of

a problem.

The beginnipg of the labile period at recognition of anomaly is

consistent with Russian findings on ghat they call the Orienting

Reaction <OR). They have given that name to a. comPlex,pf,responSes

which bccurs when a subject notices a novel or attentionLetting event'.

in the'eavironment, The reaction is composed-of a:var qw-.ofT ponses'

in different body systems, The head and eyes move to focus:on the

inging stimulUS Ongoing activity ceases. Characteristic responses

occur in. EEG and in the electrodermal and cardiovascular systems

"(Berlyne,'1960J Lynn, 1966). 'Sokolov (1963), whottudied the physiologi-

cal response systems intensively, commonly used simple stimuli such as a

. flash of light or a tone. Be found large ORs to initial presentation of

a'stimulus followed by habituation to regular-reetition, with restore-
.

tion of the.large responses for novelty or any sort of change in the

repeated pattern. The,phenomenon of a sugden increase in response Size

was found to occur strongly to anomaly at the introduction of a new
.

'problem'in the,Second study of the three under consideration. The
44

-increase was' recorded in electrodermal response and in latency of Overt

response but did not occur in heart rate.

The labile period has 'been found to continue during problem solving,

0 3 9 9
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in contrast to the rapid diminution of response amplitude which occurs

to simple'repetitiOn of stimuli. Lynn (1.966) pRints out that such
(,

diminution fails to occur if the stimulus is conditioned or has
;. -:

e

particular sign ificance for the subject. The phenomenon'is shown
. . -

.

clearly only if one divides learning trials intothose before.and

after the last error. When this is done, high reactivity until the

trial of last error is followed by the expected d,ecline. Germana (1968)

reviewed the'liteature for GSR, EEG, and heart rate. lie postulated an

activational peak'at.the time of solution, wi captivity increasing
. (

thtteafter, GSR And EEG showed the peak. Heart rate studies were few

and not clear. I reviewed GSR studies by Kintsch (1965), Obriat.(190),

Germana and Pavlik (1964), firings and Lockhart (1966), and Andreassi

and Whalen (190) in my qualifying ,,paper (Elias, 1969). --Their graphs

of CSR change at solution were cppipd in that paper to show the

presence of thc peak at solution in a number of different learning situa-

tions. I concluded that the decrease after the peak was a stronger effect
`

than the rise before it. .Kintsch's GSR data sho;ed partiCularly clearly,

in a study Of nonsense syllable learning, high amplitude variable\responses

until the trial .of.last error followed by a drop to much smaller respodses.

The same pattern can be found in studies of response latency in

studies duiing learding when trials are divided at the trial of last error.

Kintsch (1965) also recorded this variable and found long latencies until

the trial of last error,.and then a rapid diminution. Graphs were copied

in my qualifying paper from Kintsch; Erickson, Zajcowski and'Ehmanrt--(1966),.

Milluard (1964), and Williams (1962) to show the pattern, Here, ,4ain,

the striking effect is the decrease after solution rather than a rise

C C)110.0



beforehand-. The two papers which 6how pre-solution responses (Erickson

et al. and Millward) shoi,rlong latencies throughout the period before

solution. Other studies have also found'shorter latencies after

solution (Siegel, 1964;4phiag-rey Oroen, and Suppes, 1965; Peterson,

1965). The actikrational peak with its characteristic large decline

afterisolution wareplicated fit my secOnestudy in both electroderMal

response and latenCy.. .)

These studies are diverse in their learting)tdsks and measurement.

techniques.. Consideringthese differences, and consider kg the complete.

independence of the two measures of electrodermal response.and latency
5

of overt response, it is striking to see how similar the graphs look

from each study. Responseg.are.large and latencies long before solution .

and diminish consistently after i5t:.

-It can be conclu!ed from these-findings that the variables of

response latency and electrodermal response do vary in predictable rays

durin roblem. solving. They increase a recognition and decrease at

solution. The phenomenon of a lab' period between recognition and

solution occurs in a variety'oflearni'ng tasks.

Response to Uneukctedness

Evidence for the phenomena of the labile period has been presented.

The next question to be considered is how one may interpret such

phenomena. It has been claimed above that trey can be interpreted in

terms of the unexpectedness of occurrences for a.subject or his uncer-

tainty about an outcome.

Many of the Russian OR studies dealt with response to simple. external,

401
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stimuli such as
%
light,.sound, or cold, so the OR has.come to be associa-

ted with objective' stimulus parameters. However, the Riir.sian studies

also abound in references to the occurrence of.ORto changes,of all

kinds in the stimulus such. as chgnge of order,,change'efSequence, change-

ofpattern in any way;, in short to any change which is surprising or un-

expected (Berlyne, 1960; Lynn,- 1966; Duffy, 1962). OR-is-also`affected

A

by conditioning of the stimulus,:verbal inssyuction, or a requirement

to respond behaviorally (Sokolov, 1963; Leontiev,1961). These phenomena

have led authors to conclude that the OR must be related to the unexpec-

tedness of an occurrence for a subject as well'.\-ds to its physical _

characteristics (Berlyne, Lynn, Duffy).

It seems plausible to pursue the reasoning thatled to these ton-
,

elusions, and:to hYpothes,ize that the OR may includ.e component6 which

will serlY6 at(our needed indicators of the unexpectedness of an occurrence

for a subject. An anomalous slide introducing anew problem is obviously

unexpected by a subject; Trials during the period of working on a prob-

lem but before solution can have unexpected outcomes. After solution,

hOwever, the subject is much more confident of the outcome of each.trLal,
.

so his uncertainty is.reduced, and.,.he ip,,tever surprised by an outcome

which he did not expect.

*Information,Theory Model

Some measures of the unexpectedness of an occurrence for a subject

V

have been identified. We must now find a way to relate the concept of

unexpectedness to the transmission of information if we de to interpret

such measures in terms of information processing. Information theory

offers such a model.

G04-02
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Lei us consid0 tyre flow of information from an event to a subject
#

as a message. Since the studies under consideration were not designed

ina way to ?emit computation of the bits ,of information delivered. by

each event, I
A
nformation) theory noncepte iare ntroduced only for their

ilogic not for quantitative use. The subject is f rced,to make a choice

between alternatives. He chooses on the basis of a guess with,less

than complete certainty.of being Correct: As soon as he has made his

choice, the outcome -- -the ,correct choice- -is "revealed to him. The

A .

inforpation conveyed to hiM by this outcome is a function-of his esti-

of its probability WOre it occurred.. The information to specify

an outcome whose probability is p, is the log to the base 2 of the,

reciprocal of the probability of the event. With equiprobable alterna-

tives, logvl/p = log2 1/.5 = log2 2it., 1.

called a bit. The reasoning is as follows

This unit of information is

. .if a -subject has no reason

to,expectolie7outcome in a choice between- two alternatives his esti-

mate of the probability of one choice beihg correct is about .5. Feed-

back redlines his uncertainty to 'zero, so the event has given him one bit

of information. Tf, on the other hand', he has considerable confidence

that hehas figured out the rule by which to choose, his expec ?ation

of one outcome being correct is much higher. If it proves to be correct
/

his uncertainty was reduced by much less than-one bit. For example, -if

.in his estimation, p = 7/8, then log2 6: .2 bits. If, however, the

=expected outCorie proves to be the correct one, that event delivers much

more than one bit of infori;lation. If he estimates p to be 1/8, then

,log2 vtid7,,\= 3 bits. Therefore it can be stated that the informatiOn

transmitted is inversely,Aroportional to the individual's prior "estimate

C 04i 0 3
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of the probability of its occurrence. :Stated more simply, the less he

expdets an outcome, the more information he gets from It.

The information theory model makes d' logical case for different

t amounts of infei-matiOn to .be transmitted by the .outcome of a choice

dependingron how unexpected the outcome is to the receiver,

A few studies have been addressed to the question of finding be-
,

havioral response systems which'vary as functions of the amount of

information conveyed. Unlike the OR studies which have been considered
P

above, these are designed explicitly for stuxly of information content.

Direct relationships have been found between the information content of

a signal and CNV (contingent negative variati ?n in do pote from

the scalp; Walter, 1966), evoked potentials of EEG (Sutton, Braren,

Zubin,land.JohnY1965), reaction time (Nilgendorf, 1966), and pupil].ary

dilation (Kahneln and Beatty, 1967). These\studies all show that when

the flow of information is deliberately meaSured4 the measures vary with

the information content of a message. These studies do not, however,

deal with problem solving tasks nor Vith the measures to be used here.

-They are useful here in lending. supliet to the argument that covert

variables might plausibly be employed as indicators of the flow of
/

information.

If some covert responses do Co-vary with amount
4
of information trans-

.

mitted, then some specific predictions of changes in responsivity during

problem solving.can be made. Large responses to recognition of anomaly

at the introduction of a new problem should Occur becauSe that unexpected

at;event conveys a lot of information to the subject. Fairly large responses

are to be expected during 610 period of uncertainty before solution,

9 00404
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because the alternatives are roughly equiprobable during that perio

Finally, a rapid decline in respo itty is expectfd to occur after

solution has taken place and the S blect's uncertainty about the outcome.
. ,

of each trial has.been reduced. .,:hus,the labileperiod is predicted,

bounded at its beginning by recognition of,a problem and at its end by

solution. The expected patterns are depicted in Figtres 3 and 5.

The skin potential pattern has been draWn with a slight rise before .

solving;to show the activational peak predicted by GerMana (1968) as

well as a Much sharper drop after solution. Only the post-solution

decrease is expected to be a'significant change.
0

In summary, amodel has been presented froth information theory by

which the unexpectedness of an occurrence may logically be quantified and

be related- to the trargmission of information. Empirical tests of the

model show results which are not inconsistent with those of the present

studies, but not directly comparable. Curves have been derived from

predictions from the model for changes expected during the course of

problem solving related to changes in a subject's uncertainty about

outcomes.,

Cognitive Procbssirt Node14

'`'We come now to the final step in the argument. Uaving demonsOtated

that the measures under consideration do indicate the amount of infoima-

tion being transmitted by any one octurrence, it follows that one should.

be able to analyze 'a series of changes in these measures in terms of what

%

is taking place

t
n cognitive processing by Seeing whether the large

amounts of information arc coning inopt momenrNwhen one would expect etlem.

In order to derive expectations, we need a model for the flow of Anfonna-

tion throu'h the cognitive system during problem solving.

00405
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Such a model can be adapted from Miller, Calanter, and Pribram

(1960). They contend that behavior. is governed by plans. The unit of

behavior is a feedback loop set to minimize_ discrepancy between an

criteriacriteria derived from a governing plan for what the
.

, n

. operation should be. Criteria for what should be constitute tests to

Which what is can be compared. When the operation and the test are

found to converge, one can exit from'the unit of behavior. Such units

can be combined in many kinds of organizationsto'form compleX behavior

sequences.

Miller et al; described problem solving as a search through a set

ollalternatiVe hypotheSes for one that satisfies criteria derived from

a plan of search., If, as in my problems, the search plan included a

criterion such as making a choice which always turned out to be correct,

06---1.1em would be solved When that criterion wAs met. The event' of

recognition of a problem can be- interpreted as the moment at which a

search plan takes over the executive function and starts to govern the

cognitive apparatus. The event ofsolution is the time at whiCh the

search plan relinquishes control of thb apparatus and the newly formed
t

plan by which to respond thkes over in its turn. The labile period is,

-then, the period during which the cognitive system is governed by a

search plan.

In these terms:the problem before us can be stated as an inquiry

into the structure of a search.plan. The content of possible search

plans will not be dealt with here--f4r example, whether children are

more likely to search'by color or by form. There is a considerable

literature. in that area. However, the structure of a search plan is

of interest.
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One possi" gtvUcture for search plans would be a*linear sequence

of units, each involving only one operation. This would be comparable

to guessing on the first trial "it's the red one". 'Itf the color

.hypothesis is disconfirmcd, one might guess on the next trial, "it's

the square ofiePand so on.. Only one dimension-of variation is tested

on_each,tri4. If the tested dimension works, one would stay with it

until it is disconfirmed.

Another searchplan might involve a much more complex hierarchical

,arrangement` ..of units. At the top of the hierarchy is an oVern11 clan to

,
.

find a solution to a problem. Units of behav4ior including operations and

tests are nested under the supetordinate plan. This organization makes

possible a recursive program for processing each trial. Several test- /*

operate units are fitted together in a way which is written in fortran as

parentheses nested within parentheses. It is only possible to 'process

information in such a way if one has a firm notion at the opening4of the
-a,

first paragraph of the endpoint he wishes to rea at its close. Only

thon4can he keep his logic clear while handling several variables nested

within it. Such a plan has a tight'integrated.structure dominated by

the'goal of problem solving unlike the loose chain-liki structure of the

first plan. These two models for search plans are highly speculative.

An infinite variety of other such plans is conceivable.

By contrast to these postulated structures of search plans, 6 child

faced. with the task of solving problns by responding to trials in series

can behave according to another sort of plan. It could be called simply

a response plan. It consists of merely responding to trials without any

attempt to solve a problem. Its,goal presumablj, is to be obedient, to

004.07
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please the Experimentv or to please oneself. A subject can behave in

conformity with this plan by, position responding or by any games or

patterns of his olpleviSing as long as he presses a window whenever a

choice between two pictures is presented.

There are two ways tg exit from any sequenCe of behavidr including

problem solving.. Oneis by. convergence between testshat should be) and .

.operations (what is). In the case of solving prabIems, to exit by con-

vergence is. to find An adequate solution. The other way is by means Of

a stop rule; a rule built into the governing plan 'which previdecfor exit

without convergence of. tests and operations In order to, avoid an endless

feedback loop. The possibility of exit from a problem by a stop rule

rather than by solution is of interest because it *ill come up in

1
analyzing the data later in this paper.

The notion og.the stop rule was introduced from computer programming:

.'It waS found in programming that for every loop one had to have an

explicit stop rule. Otherwise the program might get caught in the loop

forever if the conditions for exit wee not fulfilled', The possibility is

notso obvious for human behavior becinse we seem to gave implicit stop,
,

rules. If a companion leaves you, saying, "Wait here-until I get back.

I won't be long." and Olen fails to reappear, you'wait'for a whit

because the condition for exit from the situation (his reapptara ) has

not been fulfilled. If you were a computer you would wait forever unless

a stop rule were written into your program. Being human, however, you

do not wait forever. A stop rule sets in eventually which instructs you

to exit from
AV
the situation. You then formulate ,another plan. You might

go and look foryour lost companion, or you might give up and leave in

.60408
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disgust. The computer analogy, by making the istue'explicft, brings_to

our attention the existenAliof implicit stop rules in people and makes

it possible to ask how they function for different situations or for

different individuals,

The cognitive processing model offered postulated that information

is being transmitted through the cognitive system in some kind of sequente

of units o1 tests and operations governedby plans. Two types of search

plans wer suggested; one more complex. and integrated than the other.
4

A response plan was also suggested which called for responding without+'

searching for a solution to the problem. The necessity of a stop rule

was claimed for processing under the guidanCe of any plan.

Summaryof Aroument for Indicators of Cognitive Processing.

It has been'claited that the *ensures of performance, response

latency, and skin potential response can be used 'as indicators of the

flow of information during the cognitive processing; involved in problem

solving. To support the claim, evidence has been presented to show that

,
these measures do vary, predictably during the course of problem solving.

It has been shOwn that such changes have been interpreted as being

related to.,the unexpectedness of an outcome. Unexpectedness has been

4\

shown to be related to the flow of information.accorOing to a model from

information theory. Graphs have been presented depictiniypredicted

changes in responsivity related to the amount of information transmitted.

A 'labile period is expected while the subject is uncertain about the

Solution to a problem. It is expected to begin with a sharp increase (--

in latency and In skin potential response size at the event of recognition

6-64o9
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of the probleM and to end with decrease at .solutien. Some speculations
,

1
. ...'

about plans of search during problem solving have-'een.offered. If
. .

the teasoning of this\azgument 1.4 accepted, .one can then make inferences
4 . V .

abo the validity of the speculative informatiou-PrOcessing models by

r

measuring the three variables and seeing where they indicate periods of
\ 7

large, and small information flow daing processing.

. .

Developmental Changes

r---

Up to this point the discussion has.beeneoncelmed only.with adult a

functioning-. A mode; has been' proposed, and a pattern of mature function-

'Ing has been COund which is consistent with it. The studyto be described

in this paper is the third of the group of three papers: It is concern&

With tho issue of the Orrger--ia7O1- the mature pattern ..during development.

Questions are immediately raised about each of our three indicators:

performance, electrodermal response', and latency of overt response. that

is'the course. of development of each response system? Can ote infer that,

it indicates informational 'flow in the child as we have inferred for the

adult? The literature- bearing on Oese.points ii\sparse, but can'offer

\

some clues bn which po base expectations.

Development of the Two Covert Indicators

No studies of GSR or latencies during the course of learning in

children were found.

There are a few reaction time studies in which electrodermal response

was also measured. Grim (1967) varied preparatory intervals and recorded
.

reaction times and ,GSR in first grade, sixth grade, and adults. Ec fouhd

00410
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no difference.in GSR amplIt4dc between children -and adult but in

first graders, unlike adults, reaction ).atencies increaSed with increas-

ing preparatory interval. Sixth'graders'showed the increase IessIdlarked/y.

c

: .

// A study by 'Elliott (1965:1966) compared 6 year Oldati7adul\e's in

thelffdct of varied. incentive conditions on'reaction tfme. Two years r

later he retested the same, subjects, the4children boing:8(yeara,,of.ago.

by that time. Hefound a difference in shin conductance level at age 8

- between incentive arirrial incentive conditions.' The subjects4had
.

`..

---'2.--4.

na'diffetence between co tions whed they were 6. Elliott' also howed .

-..

rich is a genAallyfpster overall reacts times for older subject

1:tccepted.phenomenon. He found that reaction time wits; related to skin

conductance level Or 8 year olds and for adults but not for the ,

children at 6 years of age.

A study. by Kaplan (1968) attempted to relate cognitive development

as measured-by the Word Association Test to arousal as measured ly,sk in

conductance level in 5, 6,. and 7 year old childrell. Simee'Ve did not

record conductance at the time that cognitive measures Were administered,

'there werci.no records of electrodermal changes during cognitive activity. .

He does show that 7 year ,old boys differed in skin conductauce level

> .

-

between high and low arousal conditions. 5 and 6 year old:boys and all

girls showed-no.difference between conditions.

The measure of coAductance level used by Kaplan and'Elliott is noti

the same as the electrodermal measure, skin potential amplitude, used in

my studies. Althugh skin resistance and skin potential response ampli-

tudes have been found to correlate quite closely, during active responding,

ti

the level variable is related not at 1011 to response amplitude in thin

4 00411



potential, and only slightly. in skin .resistance (Wil1cott,:-195-8I-Buratein,

Penz,fand Bergeron, 1965; Gaviria, Coyne, and Thetford, 1969)-. This lack

of relationship' makes extrapolation to my Study.impobsible. It is worth

noting,though, that-a hint is evident findings that.the.
. ,

eledtrodermal system is not related to .either cognitive or latency

ables at age 6 and becomes related to both at age 8 Therefore, we

can expect,with very little'confidence,that perforMance latency, and
/_,, ,.

skin-potential responses.maycOme together at about age 7 and show the
.

a -beginnings of the mature pattern dUrineproblem solving; that before

that age they.will be unrelated and erratic.

Relationships amorT the Three Indicators

Th ere is no evidence bearing on the issue of whether the variables

are true indicatoro of information'proeessingsin childhood, or on the issue

of what iMportance differences between variables might'have. Since the

two covert ,variables bear different relationships to the performance vaii-

able, a diagram will help to clarify the reasoning by.'which their emergence

may be interpreted.

Information Input
Information Skin Potential Response

Overt Response

>

[Processing

Response

Latency

,ta,

Shin potential-response and overt response, being two separate output

4
systems from the saltlecentral processing,are correlated in the adult.

If they are found to be not correlated in a young child, it could be.

due to a lack of connection between either output and the center, or to
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lac_ ic of functioning afHt110 center, One cannot diltinguiSh development.

in informatiori processing capacity at the'center from developmemt in the

output system. Electrodermal activity, being controlled by the auto-

static nervous system, is' an indicator of a physiological support system

. .

which' could follow -a.tourse of:Maturation separate from that of the

cognitive system, although.possibly Vitef to it. Response latency, how-
4

ever is not a separate response system. It is simply the time which

elapses between input and overt otitput. It can be conceptualized aS,,an.

envelope for central processing, telling none of the details of what

goes ortibut surrounding the period,of processing. Emergence.of

,

Correlation between skin'potentiel response and performance can, on

this bagis,A)e interpreter -as dA either to matakation of one or both
, .

response systems or to-beginning'of inform-t4-^n' p..ccessing at a tie w...

-
.

level. The appearance of a correlation between' response latency and .T.

performance should be due to new regularity in duration of information

processing. The emergence of a torrelation betWeen'skin potential

response and response latency shoUld be due to a deVeloping connection

between the autonomic suppOrt system and.the information processing

system.

'A Developmental.Model'Of'doaniive Processing.

The variable of task performance, the third of our three indicators,

is, of course, the usual measure,of cognitive,development. The liters-.

ture is fari'more extensive but much of it is of little relevance here.

,

_Going back to the information processing model worked out for adults, one

can consider how that might be elaborated to allow for developmental

chance in problem'solving abiliyy:'
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Kohlberg :(1969) has formulated with some care the stage theory of
W.

development of Werner, Piaget, and others: He emphasized that "stages

imply distinct or gyalitative'differendes in children's modes of think-.

ing or of .solving the same problem at different ages:' .(p. 352) . In

the present study children of different ages will be asked to solve the

problems. So we should expett to find distinct orqualitatIve
%

differences if the theoty of stage6 in development is to be confi6ed.*

He states further that, "Cognitive stages are hierarchical integrations...

Accordingly higher stages displace (or rather reintegrate) the struc-

tures found at lower,istages." (p. 353).. In order to:show the preSence

Of Stages one must show a discontinuity in development with a qualita-

tive -shift such that'post=shift functioning encompasses as well as,,

displaces pre-shift functioning. He does not discuss the relation of.

-4 -

cognitive development to physiological maturation.
4

A qualitative shift resulting in hierarchical integration can be

conceptualized by using the computer programming analogy. A comparable

shift in programming Would occur in shifting from a sequential program in

which one operation is performed at a, 'time-in sequence to a nested program

in width the same endpoint is reached in a more efficient and elegant why.

So let us propose a model of developmental stages as a loose sequen-,

Lai organization of information processing.units followed after a .transi-

tion by a nested hierarchy of the same component. units. At the higher

stage the individual units become Integrated into the larger unit. Once

the nesting concept has been grasped, it can be used for operations which

cannot be perform;.d sequentially.

White (1966) has argued for a shift from what I have called simple
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to complex learning at ages 5 to 7. Ie found that stimulus variation

hindered kindergarteners' performanceon a discriMination learning task

but that neither second norlourth grlderi were'-bothered by 'it.. He

doncluded that the older children could induce a.rule from selected

aspects of the !:timuli and use it as a guide as the situation Vailed.4

I am suggesting that they could subsume the. problem of responding to a

particular discrimination hierarchically under the.larger problem of

finding'en over-riding generalization brwhich to respond. The

kindergarteners were not yet ableto do this and therefore were foiced

to respond to each trial in sequence.as it came. Apparently if it

varied f om the previous. trial it wag regarded as a brand new problem.

The shif from simple to complex learning-cin be seen as an integration

of the earlier stage into a.later stage in which both more generalize-
,

tioh and intr discrimination are present.

Five_year olds have been found to have difficulty in learning a

task invo wing cOncept identificatibn and transfer as compared with
4

11 and 13 year olds (Odom, 1966). Concepts were identified more ade-

quately b older children in a ccp12;ahSon of kindergarten, first, and

third gra ers using a card sorting task (Hitler and Harris, 1969). In

discriminating photographic portraits, 5 and 6 year olds tended to

over-discr minate, whereas 7-9 year olds and college students tended

to over-ge erelize (Saltz, and Sigel, 1967). Errors in learning a joint

denial rul4 (not A, not B) dropped sharply after age 7 in a study of the

development of rule learning using choices between cards whose patterns

varied in limited set of dimensions (King, 1968).

These studies concur. with White's finding that a sharp improvAnt
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in ability to generalize or form concepts. occurs at about age 1. They

-are consistent with the hypothesis that children shift from processing

/". . .

each event as a new and rather separate experfence to processing each as

an 4tem subsumed under the task of solving a preblem by .finding a rule

which 'bin the items togethcik into a coherent whole. They do not,

however, test that hypothesis`.

\, A part of the model which was discussed earlier was the,stop rule

which is necessary to -escape from endless loops in case of lack con-

vergence betweenciPerations and the governinvian. One might surmise

that a creature whose lack of experience limited his ability to test a

plan and Whose lack of operational skills limited

Would need to rely particularly heavily on a stop

the-deVelopmental shift from sequential to nested:

his ability to Operate

rule. Moreover, in.

organization of the

structure,of pltns, the units are.more loosely organized before the

shift, and the end state'less dominating. The plan might be stopped

between ally tzo operations. After the shift the integrated hierarchical

structure, being tighter, may be less subject to the infusion of a

stop rule. .

5 year olds were foynd to be limited to ondr way of sorting cards in

a study of'free classification, in contrast to 8 and 'll year olds who

Could ire-sort the same cards several times according to different criteria.

They were also less able to sort by criteria other than those they pre-

ferred (Kofsky and Osier, 1967; Mitler and Harris, 1969), These findings

show a kind of rigidity in the 5 year olds which is strikingly different
.

from older children. It can be interpreted in terms of a tyrannical stop

rule which permitted the child to precassthe information coming in for
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only a shortime or in only one way and which then clamped down,

forcing termination of his involvement with the problem. Older

children were able to inhibitie stop rule: They could then complete

the task to their satisfaction, and exit by achieving-congruence between

the test and operate phases.

The developmental study was basically exploratory rather than .a test

of hypotheses. Its ,aim was to identify the emergence during childhood

. of the labile period found in adults during problem solving. From

evidence'lrom the three indicators taken together, more precise infer-

ences about information processing can be made. Data 'were sought on

the information processing issues suggested: that older children can

inhibit a stop rule in order to continue working on a problem if they

don't solve Wail-once; that they can respond.to a problem as an

integrated.whole rather than as a sequence of trials. The presence of

a developmental stage shift is suggested only if discontinuities can be
.

identified which'lead to the conclusion that a hierarchical integration

has taken place at sa point.

r, . C0417



-Method

Subjects

The subjects were.48.pupils at a public elementary school in

Cambridge. They,w re residents of a working.class.neighborhood.

Racially, they were white, Ethnically, many were of Italian Irish,

Polish, and Portuguese eXcraction.

16. subjects, half of them boys, and half girlOwere drawn from

kindergarten, second grade, and fourth grade. Selettion was planned to-

get a broad spread of ability. The teachers were informallY-asked to

suggest the best and worst students'in their classes so that some top

and some bottom students would -be represented. No attempt was made to

check the accuracy of the teachers' assessment. Children who were

said by their teachers to be mentally retarded or severely emotionally

disturbed were selected. Three children who showed signs of anxiety

in the laboratory were taken back to the classroom without being tested.

Th subjects ranged in age from 5 years, 0 months to 11 years,

11 months. The Kilt ergarten range was 5-0 to 6-7 with a median of 5-6.

Second grade ranged frots6-11 to 9-4, median 7-7. Fourth grade ranged

from 8-11 to 11-11, with 'a median of 9-11.

Tasks

Tasks were adapted.for young children from a design used previoUsly

with adolescents in my second study. An essential feature of the design

was that several problems were presented in an unbroken series, of trials.

.4
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After solving one problem, the subject was face& with ther one with-

I;ut any change in"procedure. This feature made it Possible to study

recognition as well as solution problems.

Composition of the tasks in detail follows. It is importantto

distinguish the terms task, problem, and trial.

.There were five tasks in all: an instruction task, a simple task,

and three complex taskS. The tasks were separated by rest periods.

The child was told when he was to start and when he had finished, so

the tasks were clearly delimited for him. There were several problems

within each task. The problems were not separated by breaks in time

since each task ran without panSe from.one problem to the next. The.

subject could recognize distinctiOns between problems only in terms

of content. Each task was made up of many.trials. ,A trial cpnsisted

of pres7tation of two pictures, choice of one bq the subject, and

immediate re-Oesentation of the correct picture alone to tell the

subject which choice was in fact correct. ran in this traditional

stimulus-response-feedback sequence Ohroughoft the task.

The substance of the tasks can bp.sf!be presented in outline form:

Instruction task (from my purse)

Problem 1. Pictures: a coin vs. a key/
Rule: The coin is correct.

note: in successive trials the coins and keys

vary. A quarter, a dime and a penny are used,

and photographed on different sides in different

pictures. A -house key and a .car key are photo-
,

graphed in various positions. So the images in

successive slides are never identical.'
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Problem 2. Pictures:- Theyme quarter vs. the penny.

Rule: The quarter is correct.

Simple Task --(adapted froth traditional animal discrimination work}-

.
Problem 1. Pictures: a black outline square vs. a similar circle.

I

Rule: The square is correct.-

note: In this tas he same square and circle.
appear in every trial so-there is no vajation
in the figures.

. 'Pictures: the same square vs. a square which
is identical except fora diagonal slash across it.

Rule: The square without the slash is correct.

3. Picture: a square with horizontal bars vs. ,a
square with vertical bars.

Rule: The squarewlth horizontal bars is
correct.

ow.

(adaptedForm Task (adapted from Bruney Goodnow and Austin, 1956,'Figure 1, p. 42.

Problem . Pictures: triangles vs..ovals.

Rule: Triangles are -Correct:

note: As well as varying relevantly in form, the
figures vary in color--red or blue, in number-- -
2 or 3, and 'in orientation--arratged horizontally
or diagonally across the picture. They also vary
in size, shape and rotation. Trianglesimay be
equildteral, isosceles, right or irregular. Ovals
may be wider or narrower than circles or perfecti
circles.

2. Pictures: Red triangles vs.. blue triangles.

Rule: Red is correct.

3. Pictures: 2 red triangles vs. 3 red triangles.

Rule: is correct.
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Pictures: 3 red triangles irranged horizontally
vs. 3 red triangles arranged diagonally.

Rule: Diagonal arrangement is correct.

Inside task (adapted from Shafp 1969)

Problem 1. Pictures: Blue outline circles vs. similar rectangles

Rule: Circles are correct.

note:' The figures may b'e'big or little one or two
in a picture, arranged in varying parts of the
picture and separate or on top of one another if
there are two in the picture.

2. :Pictures: a big.and little circle together vs.
2 bigs, 2 littles, or a single circle.

Rule: Big and little is correct.

3. Pictures: The little circle outside the big circle

vs.tinside it.

Rule: Inside is correct.

Leaves Task (tree pictures cut from Brockman, 1968; shell pictures

cut from Abbott, 1968)

Problem 1. Pictures: Leaves vs. shells

Rule: Leaves are correct.

note: Drawings of leaves and shells cut from field

guides are photographed. Every particular Hawing
is different from the others in an unspecified
number ofdimensions'such as kind of plaht, number
of leaves depicted, presence of buds, flowers, nuts
or berrieS, color, etc.

2. Pictures: Broad leaves vs, needles

Rule: broad leaves are correct.

3. Pictures: Palmate leaves (like a palm with major
veins rayed out like fingers. example: a maple
leaf) vs. pinnate leaves (one major vein running



down the middle of the leaf with side veikp
branching off, example: beech leaf).

Rule: P4finate leaves are correct.

4. Pictures: Smooth edged leaves vs. :serrate
(having a notched edge like a saw blade).

Rule: Smooth edged leaves are correct.

The windows in which pictures appQhd were side by side. The cor---'

'rect picture was presented.in a fixed pattern of random alternation of

right/left position. 'The randomness was-restricteeby'a requirement of

a change of aides within the first four trials of a new problem. Those

aspects of a problem which had not yet becomereleVant wer' made to vary

randomly between the correct an ncoirect picture. In th Form task,'

for example, when triangles .,ovals was the choice to be made, the

triangles might or might not be. red, 3 in number, or arrang d diagoaally./.

When the rule "triangles are correct" had beeri included, thi next pt lem

was introduced by a slide showing a pair of pictures Which could not be

distinguished by that rule. They both showed triangles, one set red and-

one blue. Either might be 2 or 3 in number, and horizontal or diagonal.

lf,the subject recognized the anomaly in this slide he must have induced

,the rule whiclirit violated and he must now see that he had a new problem.

Solution of a complex problem came about by finding an invariant

aspect of the varying figures and generalizing it into a rule which could

guide choice in future trials. The rules were selected as ones which
4

were comprehensible,to children of the ages of-the sample and were not

related to school learning. No letters or numbers were used. In the

Leaves task, technical terms are used here to describe differences between
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types of leaves which are visually quite distinct, Of course, the children

did not have to know the terms in orderto solve.ihe problems. The

criterion of solution was nine out of ten consecutive trials correct,'

If a subject failed to reach Criterion in 20 trials, he was told 'the'

rule and then given 10 more trials on which he could be correct if he

comprehended the rule. In-this way; he almost always had been correct

1s times before. receiving an anomalous slide signalling *'''new problem.

The focus of interest of the study was on the complex problems. The
.

simple task, in which the figures. did not vary wasiiesented-as

contras. Its problems could be solved by Oentification of the correct

figure rather than by rule induction. It taas eitpected,tbatall thhe

children would be able to solve the simple prbblems:

he Inctruction tack was givax at thobeginning'to teach the subject

about the procedure. It.sertied to train-him on the kind of response, t.

required, to show him the feature otapomaly at introduction of a new

problem and to serve as screening for children who could not do the tasks.

In summary, the complex tasks presented several problems in a con-

tinuousseries of trials consisting of .stimulus, respOns, And feedback.

Each pKblem was solved by induction of a rule from an invariant aspect

of varying figures by which to chOose correctly. If a child did not

solve a problem, he

Within a task, each

of a set of figures

problems

was told the rule, and then went on from there.

successive problem involved identifying a Sub-set

which had previouSlY been found to be correct. The

were not planned to be progressive in difficulty, but to be

approximately even. The simple task, by contrast, was

solub3e by every child in the sample. It consisted of

choice.discrimination proble6.

00423
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Apparatus

The apparatus for the.study consisted of-three partt connected by

Grpson-Stadler series 1200 programming equipment: The parts were a

-

slide preje tor, a response box, and a Grass model 7 polygraih.

The projector back-projected_ slides onto two ground-glass windows

set in a verticalppanel in,the response'box. The slide for each trial

;Y,:

'Contained two figures set far enough apart so that each showed in one

window. Each slide was followed by a keedback slide showing only the

correct figure for that

r.
t'*rial. Ten different pairs of slides were

madefOr each complex problem. When more than ten trials were needed,

the slides were recyCled.
ry

AS .the subject sat at the response bOx, he saw two windows in

front of him. The5r.were set in a vertical panel inset, deep in the box,.

so that when he leaned in, his field of views was confined by thodlade.s

71171;" Y'1i

of the box. He chose one of the two pictures projected on the windows
-.-

by pressing that window The windows were mounted on springs sa that

they could give a litt le when pressed, closing a switch. Pressing the
4

window caused the slide projector to advance. The subject was thus

informed of which picture was in fact correct.

The polygraph was connected to the slide projector an4 response

box via thg Grason- Stadler modules. The events of slide onset and

window -prese response were marked on its paper record. Response latency

was measured as the distance between these marks on paper travelling at

3 mm. per second. The experimenter marked each trial manually ns correct

or incorrect as it occurred. She kept count'of correct trials until the

00424
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.criterionof 9/10 was reached. She coqid then move on unobtrusively to

the first slide of th,i1kt problem.

The polygraph also recorded skin potential activity through a dc

pre-amplifier from silver - silver chleidp cup :electi'edes. Ofieelecttode.

was attached to the palm of the non-delainant hand. the reference elec.7..

trede was.plabed on the dorsal surface-ofthe forearm. A.flat plate FE0

electrode was applied to the ventral surface of the forearm as.a ground.

The skin was prepay by vigorous rubbing with rubbing alebhol,on a-

paper tisitie.. Electrodes were then appliedto the'skin and fastened with

Scotch tapes The tape was an unconventional addition which was fopnd to;

be both"effective at holding the electrodes, and reassuring to the sub-

\

jects because it was familiar.
O

1

The subject's wiggle

through a"ramp integrator

cartridge whic was taped

subject sat. \

Procedure

in his chair was recorded an the polygraph_

from a transducer made from.a phonograph

to an air-fillcd plastic cushion on which the

The study was conducted in a small room in the school. The room ,

was wired and fitted up as a laboratory. Each child was brought to the

laboratory for two sessions, in most cases on consecutive days. He was

told that gadgets were going to be put on his hand and that he was going

to play a guessinggame. The subject was seated at the response box and

electrodesCware applied. This took about five minutes. The procedure

was then explained by giving the Instruction task. The'subject was

asked to makea choice between pictures of a coin and a key. He was told.
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the meaning of the feedback slide. Then he chose between pictures of a
0

different coin and key.- After" a few trial's he was led to generalize to

the rule that the money was always correct: Heyas then run to 9/10:cor

rect without promPting. Next he was shown an anomaloui slide in. which

`both windows showed coins. After learning the rule that 'the quarter-was

correct, he was run to criterion on that problem.

After the Instruction task, he was given phe simple task, being

told only that the pictures would be different, but the procedure similar.

'
That was followed by a one minute rest period during which electrode

placement was checked and slide trays were changed. Nek he was given

one of the three complex tasks a4ording to ordering.determined by a.

Patin square. Then,electrodes were removed and: after being 'asked to

came:back.the folloWing day, he vas taken back tp his classroom.

The next dayliken the.subject returned;. electrodes were applied

and he was reminded of the procedure. The remaining:two complex tasks

were administered with a rest period in between. Each session lastei Arr

about one half hour.,

M and M candy wfs provided during'the sessions'., A gift Was offered

at the end'of the firSt sessi on and given at the end-qf the second.

Gifts were fake beards, mustaches, et al. for boys and toy watches or

jewelry for girls. The reaspn for giving candy and gifts was to counter-,

'act anxiety about the procedure and to give children a:positiVe feeling-,

about returning to the laboratory. In fact, being excused from the,/,

classroom and playing a new game.seemed to be adequate :incentives but

the gifts served as thanks to the children for participating.



Scoring and Ate reduction

The data recorded consisted of.thejhree indicators referred to

in the title: performance, skln potential, and response/latency, and

11.

in addition a measure of wiggle in the chair., The wiggle measure was

)

not found'to.relate to:Problet solving on inspection of the records

so it was not analyzed further.
.

records were scored for the three. indicators.

Performance scores consisted of: 1. How many,coMPldx problems each

subject had aolved out-of 11 problems given:,..2. Of those not solve

how'many'showed that he performed correctly after being told the

answer.: 3. In solved problems, hovmany trials took place 'before the,

beginningf the run of correct trialstto criterion.

Response latency was scored by measuring millimeters of paper travel

at the rate of 3 mm. per second between the mark for slide onset and that

for window-press response. Scores were transforthed by a log transforma-

tion i-i4order' to, normalize the distribution. ,

Skin potential responses
were measured in three ways: 1.The maximum

pen deflection during the six. seconds after. the subject pressed the window

to resporid was measured. That period was used because it had been found

in earlier studies to cotctain the largest response to a trial. It had

also been found in my second study that the diminution in respOnse size

after solution of a,problem occurred primarily at that time. One might'

call it the-"solution'measure- 2.,s. The large response to anomaly at the

introduction of a new however, did not occur after the window-

.

'press. It came at the beginning of a trial in response to-the onset of

the anomalbus slide. For this reason, the trials at the beginning of

new problems were measured not only after window-press, but also after

(6 2 7



slide onset. Thus, the "recognition" measure consisted of the maximum,

pen deflection during the whole period of 4 seconds after slide-onset'

and 6 seconds after-window -'press. 3. The thitd Ain potential measure'.

wasia.frequeney,count of responses to sltde7onset. As mentioned above,

,

responses occurred to slide-Onset at recognition of an anomalous-or

unexpected slide.. In older children and adolescents,noticeable responses

to the onset of a new slide were otherwise rare. It was noted, however,

in inspectionof the records that they seemeditoappear much more

frequently and erratically at'other,times in the records of the youngest

children:. Consequent4: a frequency count was done on the occurrence of.

'responses to slide-onset during-trials. after solution .had taken place,

when one would'not expect them to appear.:J'or,thispurpode, a response

.
was counted present if the. pen deflection. reached a peak of upward deflec-

tion and started dorm during the period-between the marks of slide onset

and elndowpresS response. Scores for the recognition and solutiOn

measuLase transformed into standard scores (z scores> in brder to

make scores of different subjects comparable.
. .

To summarize, three variables were scored. Performancescores were

number of complex problems solVed and maximum number of trials before

solving for each subject. Latency scores were log transformations of
(

distance of paper travel at 3 mm per second from slide presentation to

response. Skin potential Stion score waseft pen deflection during the

six second period after the subject's overt response at a setting of 5

mv. per cm.' The recognition score ln skin potential was mm pen

deflection during the longer period of four seconds after slide
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,
presentation and six seconds, after the sub'ject's response. A.third

score for the skin potential variable was a. frequency count of responses
x.

to slide presentation after having solved. For this purpose, respohses

were'counted if they showed' a peak of upward deflection during the period

between slide presentation and response. Size of the deflection was

not considered for ,the frequency count.
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Results and Discussion

_Analysis of the-data was aided at answering. several questions. The

first was to see if children of these ages would show the labile period

by patterns of increased reactivity at recognition of:problems and a

corresponding decrease at solution. The next questions were whether

differences in skill

ences in the pattern

children within one

Next, ielationship'

.or sex within an age group were related tip differ-

,

of reactivity. After comparisons were made for

grade, differences between ages were eXamined

among the three measures were investigated.' Finally

support was,sought from the findings for inferences about cognitive

processing and a stage theory of cognitive developAent.

' The-Labile PeriodN- Three Indicators'

Performance

Before looking into results on the.children'g reactivity,ve must

look at the performance measure. Solution is defined by error-free

performance, so this indicator sets.the botfnds on the labile period.

Perfoimance results show a continuous' improvement in number of.complex

problems solved with age as might Ve expeCted (figure 1). Contrary to

my. expectation, all children did not solve all the simple problems

(figure 1). The complex problems did turn out to be well planned in

difficulty for the group of children. There is no.evidence that subjects,.

'folund them all too easy or,too hard. The different problems did not
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prove to be equal in difficulty, however. Some by'very many

children, some by very few. But none was solved by every subject and

none was failed by every one. I have not'attempted to analyze'the .

subjects' responses to the content of.specific 'problems.

When maximum number of trials before the event of solution f r each

child was examined, a continuous improvement with age was not fund (Fig-

ure 2). Instead, kindergarteners solved quickly or not at all, while

almost half of the 2nd graders and 4th graders could solve after a

longer series of trials. The finding contradicts the common-sense expec-

tation that younger children would solve more slowly. It seems ad if the

5 year.olds must think of the correct rule almost immediately,if they are

to succeed in solving, whereas older children may discard one or two

possibilities which do not work before solving by the correct rule. Three

kindergarteners were omitted from this analysis because the trial of last

error could not be determined in their records.

Latency of Overt Response

We can now proceed to an examination of resultspertaining to the

labile period. It has been hypothesized that when a subject does not

know which choice to make, he pauses before responding; his response

latency is relatively long. When be is certain of which choice to make

because he has figured out the rule governing the problem, he can respond

more quickly.

Change at recognition. In order to document the expected change in

latency at recognition'of a new problem responses to,the first trial of

each new problem were compared to those of the preceding trial in the
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unbroken series. A change score was computed for each subject by sub-'

tracting the score for the preceding trial from the score for the

anomalous trial. Of the total of 11 problems offered, three-beg Sn'at

the beginning of tasks and_could--Ot-be-rdea:7so each subject'had eight

recognitions of complex problems to be averaged. The null hypothesis.

would predict no) mean change, becaUse chance differences betimen latencies

on these two trials would average out, to zero.

K marked increase in latency was found for all ages at recognition

.

of a complex problem (Table 1, Figure 3). Matched t tests comparing the

change scores with zero, were all highly significant (110. .001).- The

change is depicted in Figure 3 as a steeply riding slope at all ages.

No, difference is evident between ages. At all the ages tested, the sharp

increase in latency supports the inference that the subjects noticed the

anomalous character of the slidei introducingonew,problems.

It is worth noting'in passing that the overall Positioning,of

latencies on the graphs in Figure 3 shows the regular diminution o

latencies with increasing age. ThiS phenomenon is generally known and

accepted as a developmental trend for children of these ages.

ChaRgeatsoh. Decrease in response at solution is harder to

pinpoint because in a two-choice paradigm one has a fifty percent chance

of being right by chance.' Therefore it often seemed that the experience'

of solution occurred on trials later than the one following the last error.

For this reason four trials were averaged which were planned to surround.

the moment of solving. They included the trial before the'last error,

the last error trial, and, the two trials following. .The mean of these

four trials was compared to the mean of the four trills immediately fol-

lowing which were all correct and occurred during the criterion run.
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fable 1

Changes in response laten0 at recognition and
solution of problems within'schOol grades

Variable Mean \ ._
Grade Description Change . ELt...d.-7.Var.N

4 Increase at .19 .68 -,..006 16 9.588*** p=00000
recognition

Decrease at .06, .06 .003 16' 3.983** p=0.001
solution

Decrease in un- .02 .06 .003 -16 1.113 ns

solved problems
Decrease on .03 .07 . ..005 13. 1.575 p=0.141
being tad

Solved vs. tin- .04 .07 .0.05 16 2.440* p =0.028

solved decreases
SolVed vs. told .01 .09 .009. 13. 0.485 ns

decreases

'2 Increase at .19 .09 .008 16 8.227*** P=0.000

recognition
Decrease at 1/_.--111- .13 .017 15 3.222** p.0.066-

solvtion .

Decrease in un- .00 :12 .014 16 0.118 ns

solved ,Problems .

Decrease on .06 .12 .013 16 2.043 p=0.059

being told
Solved vs. un- .11 .19 .036 15 2.304*. p=0.037

solved decreases
Solved vs. told .05 .16 .026 15 1.180 ns

decreases

K /ncreaie at .22 .14 .020 16 6.048*** p=0.000i

recognition
Decrease at .06 .16

,
.025 15 1.445 p=0.170

solution
Decrease in .05 .10 .010 16 2.151* p=0.048

unsolved problems
Decrease On 6 .06 .10 .011 16. 2.163* p=0.047

being told
Solved vs. un- .01 .18 .031 15 0.178 ns

solved 'decreases
Solved vs. told .01 .22 .046 15 0.149 - ns

decreases
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The difference between these means was taken as the change in latency at

solutiod; the mean change score, 'Here again the null hypothesis pre-

dieted no change on the average.

Mean change scores were found for each subject by averaging his
k .

changes in up to'four solved problems. It was necessary to use only

those'prjoblems which were solved after the second trial in order that

the trial preceding the trial of last error not be the recognition trial

at the beginning of the problem. Since many problems were solved-on

the first4or second trial, this restriction reduced the number of problems

available fortnalysis, but 45 subjects provided change scores on at

least one problem.

Fourth and 2nd graders showed the mature pattern of deCreasing

latency at solution (p .01), The decrease w5s not significant for

kindergarteners (Table 1). The solid lines at solUtion in Figure 3

depict the slope of the changes at solution for each age level. These

results taken with the recognition changes show the expected increase at

recognition and decrease at solution which bound the labile period. The

period is identifiable at ages 7 and 9,.butnot yet at age 5.

Change without solution. The chlges at solution were contrasted with

comparabie.parts of unsolved:problems which were expected not to show

decreases. Unsolved sequences consisted of eight trials taken from

problems in which the subject ran to 20 trials without solving. The

exact eight trials to use was selected by matching to a solved. sequence

for the same subject. For exaMple, if a solved sequence was used in which.

the last error occurred on trial 6,, VW-sequence included trials 5-12.

0 0 4 3



Trials 5-12 of an unsolved problem were then chosen as an unsolved

sequence -for that subject. From one to fout unsolved problems were

averaged for a mean unsolved change score for each subject.,

"Since the unsolve sequences were by definition sequences before

solution had occur ed the subject should be working on the problem and

be in the labile state during that time. It is hypothesized that hi

latencies should be continuing, to be long without any trend to increase

or decrease. This was found to be the case for 2nd and 4th graders

1Table 1)3 Thefe was no significant chanme during unsolveIrsequences.

Figure g Aows the continued high,level with little_change in slope..

Kiii0ergarteners, however, did show decteasing Zatencies in unsolved

sequences (p..05).

If the observed changes at solution were really due to the internal

event of solution, the change at solution should be significantly different

from any change which might occur in matched-sequences without solution.

Comparison of decreases in saved versus unsolved sequences reveals such

differences (p < .05) in the records of 7 and 9 year olds, but not ii

5 year olds (Table 1). The conclusion.can*be dtawn that for the older
AO

\x0(ildren, the labile state does
exist and holds until solution; that the

decrease at solution is due to the cognitive event-of solving rather than

to some other change over time. For 5 year olds, on the other hand,
,

latencies diminished after the initial surge at recognizing a new problem

whether or not the child solved the problem. The labile,ydriod began for

them as for the others, but they could mot maintain it. A decregse

occurred over time independent of solving the problem.
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Change on being told. Another set of trials was contrasted/With
r

t,.
A

\\

those in which. solution took place. These problems are referred 'to here-

after as "told" problems.. They.are Problems In which the rule' was told

to he subject and he was then correct for ten trials. These problems

were solved by the performance criterion but not spontaneously. It was

expected that decreases in these problems would be similar to those in

which solution as spontaneous. The told sequences were chosen to

correspond to so ved sequences. TwO trials before being told were

averag d1,7i wo trials afterwards; These four were contrasted with

the four following" trials. Up to four told sequgncus were averaged per

subject to obtain his mean told change score:

When they had been told the rule, latencies of 7 and 9 year olds

tended to decrease but not so sharply ac when they' aolvcd for themcelves.

The changes did not reach significance (Table 1). The-told changes are

seen as dotted lines in Figu e 3 contrasting with the solid lines of

c'\,.

-II

spOntaneous solution. Five ear olds showed a decrease(f< 05) when

told the rule. The slope of change (Figure 3) can be seen to be very

similar to changes in solved and unsolved sequences. A comparison of the

change at spontaneous solution with that at being told reveals no

significant_ differences between the two conditions at any age (Table 1).

These findings are consistent with expectations for 2nd and 4th graders.

For kinderkarteners, they reinforce the conclusion that those subjects!

'latencies diminish irrespective of the state of solution of the problem.

Their pattern appears to be an increase in latency on recognition of a

problem followed shortly by.a decrease %Mother or not: the problem is solved.

.

A more detailedN.cture of tfig pattern of solving is given by

r n g'! n
VlUil

I
1 '
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Wel-by-trial graphs (Figure 4). The rise to an activational peak is

not evident- but the post-aolution decline-can be seen at all ages.. The
, .

thoimdan'equivalent decline when they were not solving during

the peribd_in which olderchildren maintained their lonOiatenCies.

To- summarize the findingaon changea4n latency at recogniti n and

solution, the labile period was found in7 and 9 yeaf olds. ThOY

showed increases in latency at recognition, continued, long latencies'until

solution; at which point, the latencies diminished. For theae Older

chhdren unsolved aeqnenceswere significantly different from solved

sequences, strengthening the inference,that the post-aolutien decrease

was related to the cognitive event of solving. Wh- these children were

0" : -

told the rule instead of inducing it themselves, the tended to shorten

the latency of their responses but. not significantly. The expected pattern

4pf-lability.during problem sole g was present in these children.

The 5 year olds present d a different pattern. They prodnced

increases at recognitio' large as those of the older children, but

long latencies were not maintained. Diminutions of about equal size

occurred whether a problem was solved,'-told, or not solved. It'can be

concluded that the change at recognition shows that the latency measure

does reflect cognitive functioning and the children did recognize anomaly

in this situation. However, they did not appear to be'able to maintain

the labile state in trying to deal with the anomaly. Their pattern was

one of a peak of latencies followed by decreases with or without solution.

The decreases must have been due to something other than the act of

solving the problem. ,

0044
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Amplitude of Skin Potential Response

Indications of a labile period are also expected to be found in

changes in amplitu e of skin potential response. The expected pattern

is similar to that' in latencies except that there is some

evidence from Germana and ~others that during the period before solving,

the size of responses ill tend to'increase instead of staying.agout

.the same as was the case with latencies

Change at, recognition. .A change score was obtained as it was for

latency, by subtracting the amplitude of the response to the trial prior

to the .anomalous'trial from the amplitude recorded on the anomalous trier

Allean score for the change for each subject was computed.

Group means were then compared by t test to zero Change predicted'by

the nula hypothesis.

Increases were found. They were significant in 4th grade (p C .05)

and kindergarten .(p .: .01) but not for 2nd grade7tTaIde 21. Figure 5

displays the changes Fakhically. Even in,2nd grade, a tendency to

increase is apparent in the. Figure.

Changes in solved unsolved, and told seauences., The change scores. -

were the same as those obtained for the latenty variable. The mean of

four trials after solution was subtracted from the mean of four trials

surrounding solutidn, of which the triar:Of last error was the second.

The same sequences were used for these analyses as for latency. T tests

were performed on group mean change scores:

The expected decline after solution was found for 4th grade (p cc .05),

but not for the two younger groups 1Table 2). Both 2nd grade and kinder-
,

garten produced non-significant increases instead of the predicted decrease

00442



Table 2

A,

Changes in skin potential response at recognition
and solution of problems' within school grades

Variable Mean
tGrade Description Change sd Var. N -test Sig.

4 Increase at .36
recogniti

Decrease at .24

solution
Decrease in un- -.32

solved problems
Decrease on- .23

being told
Solved vs. un- '455

solved deereases
Solved vs. told --.06

decreases

2i

t,

2 'Increase at .25
recognition

Decrease at -0,012

solution
a. Decrease in un- -0.12

. 'solved problems
Decrease on .41

.being told

Solved vs. un- .01

Solved decreases
Solved vs. told -.55
decreases

Increase at .38

recognition
Decrease at. -.03

solution
Decrease in un- -.03
solved problems

Decrease on .12

being told
Solved vs. un- -.02
solved decreases

Solved vs. told -.17

decreases

p G. .05

p .01

p cr. .001

.60 .36 16 2.414* ,p=0.029

L
.37 .14 16 2.554* p=0.022

, .67 .45 , 16 -1.672 p=0.081

.56 .32 13 1.442 p=0:175

.73 .54 16 3;019** p=0.009
...

--13.49 ,.24 -0.404 ns

.6Q .35 16. 1.682 p=0.113

. .49 .24 15 -0,961 ns

.45. .21 16 -1.022 ns

.44 a9 16 3:719** p=0.002

.67 .45 15 40.058 ns

.66. .44 15 -3.204**/ p=0.006
.

.48 :.23 16 1.112**. p=0.007

.67' .45 15 -0.198 ns

. .26 .07 16 -0.456 ns

.37'' .14 16 1.333 ns

.82 .67 '15 -0.075 ns

.71. .50 15 -0.929 ns
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0

(see Figure 5). So only the 9 year olds exhibited the mature pattern

of the labile period in the :skin potential measure. Neither a significant

rise in reactivity nor a significant decline was found in 7 year olds.

Five year olds produced the increase at recognition, but not the post- .

solution decrease.

No significant chances were found in the course of unsolved sequences.

Figuie 5 shows a tendency forresponse size to increase, especially in

the oldest. group, when solution failed to take-place.

When-the.subjects were told the answer, all ages showed a subsequent

decline in reactivity. This was not a significant change for the oldest

.and youngest groups, but the 2nd graders ptoduced a sharp decrease (p< .01),

in this condition (Table 2). Thus, the yearyear olds; who did not decline

on solving for themselves, did so strongly when they were told the rule.

The occurrence is hard to interpret. I would only speculate that perhaps

this equivocal finding is a sign of the emergence of the mature pattern,

but that it is still unstable and erratic at this age level. At age 5,

by contrast, the-mean change in solved, unsolved, and told sequences was

always close to zero. Kindergarteners' records showed erratic changes

whiCh cancelled each other out in the averaging. Such changes'seemed

unrelated to solving.. As with the latency measure the onset of a labile

period is apparent" at recognition but it must fade quickly in 5 year olds.

Figure 6 shows the detail of trial-by-trial changes in skin potential

response size. A curve which might be seen as an activational peak was

produced by the 4th grade, but it did not peak at the trial of last error

60 it is not a clear replication of Germana's (1968) hypothesis. The(
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post-tolution decline is evident for 4th graders, and for 2nd graders

when told the rule. Kindergarteners exhibited rr'atic variability.

In summary, the mature - pattern of reactivity,in the skin potential

measure was found,oftly in 9 year olds. They produced the expected rise

at recognition, continued high and rising amplitude while working on

the problem, and the post solution decrease. In 7 year olds it may have

appeared in equivocal form with a rise but not to significance at recog-

nition, and a decrease after having been told the rule, but not after

r. having solved spontaneously. In 5 year olds, the onset of the labile

period ap eared, but it was brief. There was no change in -IspOnse size

associated-with the cognitive event of solut4n.

Skill Differences

'An attempt was made to separate the effects of skill differences from
. .

those of age. Skill is defined by performance on'the tasks in-this study
i.

without reference to any external measure of intelligence or school

achievement. The five subjects who solved the most problems in their ,grade

comprise the high skill group. The five who solved the least make up the

1c)r skill group. Looking at Figure 1, it can be seen that the most highly

skilled kindergarteners and the least highly skilled 4th graders both

solved eight problems. On the basis of similarity in age, one would

expect highly skilled kindergarteners to show -responses like low skilled

kindergarteners.' On the basis of brightness, they might be expected to

be'like highly skilled 4th graders. On the basis of performance, they

should resemble low skilled 4th graders.

Analyses of covariance were performed to look at the effects of skill

on-the two measures with the effects of age partialled out. The results

00447
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were negative. F <1.00 for laency zhanges.at recognition, solution,

and unsolved sequences. F =.2.56 (p .12) in sequences inwhiOh the

rule was toldto'the subject. In skin potential, F r1.00 for changes

at recognition and solved and told sequences. F 2.51 (pg.-Z.13) in

unsolved sequences in the'skin potential measure. It has concluded that

ON,

mean changes did not differ, significantly between high and skill' grOdps.

Detailed.compariSons were then made on the groups of five high

skilled and five low skilled subjects within each grade. The groups

were top small fax significanCe testing but by looking at similarities,

at least one can make guesses about whether skilf or age differences are

the primary causes-of differences between groups.

In the performance criterion of number of trials before solving,

high skill subjects at each age tended to solve later than the low skill

groupsrof the sable age (Figure 2). The only kindergartener whose maximUm

number of trials before solving,was above seven was in the high skill

group. So'skill seems to be related to the ability to solve after'a1

delay, but age looks like a much stronger determinant than skill.

The latency findings for skill groups showed few striking differences

between the high and 1pw groups' (Figure 7). High skilled subjects tended

to show the pattern of the labile period more strongly tlian.low skilled

members of the.same age group. Note (Figure 7) the larger decreases at

solution for high skilled 4th and 2nd graders, and the tendency for

high skilled kindergarteners to hold long latencies better when they.

fail to solve:

Skin potehtial response changes were also similar for the most part,

considering the greater variability in general of this measure (Figure 8).

I
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Two notable differences between skill'groups can be noticed, however.

The 4th grade low skill group produced no increase at recognition of a

new problemdim contrast to all other groups in both measures. No explana-

tion is offered for this. I cats only.interpret it as a chance occurrence

in a.small group,. The other obvious difference in amount of change

between high andolow skill groups was in the_unaolv.ed sequences of 2nd

. graders. The high skill group showed a large increase like that of the

v.-

4th grade. The,low skill group, by contrast, shUwed a slight decrease very.

similar to kindergarten. Despite the small groups and lack of significance

tests, it is tempting to interp59x the difference between skill groups

!II 2nd grade as a deveirOpmental change; the more skillful children having

acAeved a more mature pattern of reactivity while working on a problem

while the less skillful are still reacting like kindArgerteners. The

notion is offered as a speculation without statistical support.

Sex Differences

No differences were apparent between the sexes on inspection of

results, so sex differences were not tested further.

Age Differences

'comparisons have already been made between ages. The 9 year olds have

been found to have achieved the mature pattern. The 5 year olds have not.

The 7 year olds have shown it '1.1 the latency measure, but not clearly in

skin potential. As we, ,as thpse comparisons, moiloe formal statistical

compat moons were M e of the differencea-between mean changes and their
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variances of the three age groups. Analyses of variance and planned

Oompakisons between pairslof means were performed to test differences

between mean changes of the groups.. ,F tests-were
s

performed to-compare

the variances around, the mean changes of the groups.
.; 4

e

Looking first at Table 3 for age comparisons in response latency,

)

- the analy/Sis of variance revealed no significanct differences batween

.

the mean changes of the groups at-recognition or solution. A'glance back

. .

at Table 1 showsiV that the mean changes were in fact vary similar. The

outcome of planned' comparisons between pairs of mean changes corroboraled

the negative finding.

So a development has been Observed in the pattern of changes*of

rt,actiVity, but it is not refle cted in diffdrences between the mean

changes for different ups. Let us look then at the parameter of

variability around the means, since the developing characteristic with

age has seemed to be a change from erratic variability to increasing

4
regularity of change. In the Table of Comparison of Vari ances in Table 3

differences.emerge. The latencies of graders were less variable

than 2nd graders as they decreased in solved and in unsolved sequences

fp .t.'".;.05). They were less variable than kindergarteners as they increased

at recognition.and decreased in unsolved sequences (1)-4 .05) and sOlved

sequences (p, .01). It is worth noting that, although the mature pattei=n

appeared in latency at age 7, the significant decreases in variability

occurred between ages 7 and 9. The interpretation can be made that the

pattern-was emerging at.7.but waS still unstable. fly/age 9.it stabilized.

Inspection of the results for the skin potential measure shows tHbm

to be consistent with latency. Analysis of variance and planned comparisons

0 0 4,5 2
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Table 3 i

Changes in response latency at recognition and

solution'of problems between school grades

'.

-Increase at

recognition

Decrease, at

solution

Decrease on
being told

Variable

?Increase at

recognition

Analysis of Variance
4th vs. 2nd vs. K

between groups.
within groups

between groups
within groups.

between= groups

within groups

Mean square -df F Sig.

. 01 2 0.414 ns

.01 45

.01 . 2 -0.812 . ns

. 02, 43

.01 2 0.311 ns

.01 42

Planned Comparisons of Mean Changes

Grades

4th vs. 2nd 2nd vs. K 4tb vs. K

_j -test Sim tztest Sir. tr-tesC - Sig.

0.031- - ns -0A719 ns -0.724 ns

Decrease at -1,385 p=.0.177

solution

Decrease in un- 0.394 ns

solved'problems

Decrease on -0.744 ns

being told

,Variable

0.913 ns . -0.025

- 1.280 ns -1,320

0.079$ n/ -0:717

Comparison of Variances
6

Grades

ns

p<.20

ns

4th vs. 2nd 2nd vs. K 4th vs. K

Jr, Slat g Sig. .E.
Sig.

Increase at

recognition

Decrease at

1.33,

5.67*

solution

Decrease in 4.67*

....."/ ,

pce. .05

p < .05

unsolved problems

Decrease on 2.60 ns

being told

7711, < .05 **p Z. 01

2.50 ns 3.33*

1.47 ns 8.33**

0.72 ns 3.33*

0.85 ns 2.20

i ooa(*p t

.

f0 3
r

p4 .05

p

.05
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J
of mean changes were all negative except for one comparison.' Tendencies,

to differ are evident in amount of decrease at solution but the differ-

ences did not reach significance. In this measure, as well as in latency

the striking difference among age groups was-not in their mean change's.

Comparison of variances for'skin potential (Table,4) did not show'

the regular decreases with age found in the latency measure. Fourth

graders showed less variability in their decrease at solution than did

kindergarteners ..(p .05). However kindergarteners showed less vari-

ability than both Older groups (p .05) inwolved sequences. Once again

it seems reasonable to conNlu-d-e-tlest children .Shov7ed-

reactions to the demandS of. the problems to,bepolved, the responses of

the 5 year olds bore less relationship to the course of problem solving.

.
,

To summarize the. age comparisons, no statistical differences were

found among mean changes between the three age group0m latency or skin

4,
potential response with one exception. Diffehences were found in .the

variability of the changes. In latency.the changes, both increase at

recognition of a problem and decrease at its-solution, became more regular

less variable--in older subjects. Skin potential retponsv became less

variable in their decrease at solution with age; but more variable in

sequences where Solution.did not occur,: Perhaps 4th gradeis had settled,

Into a pattern of stable change at solution and wide variability when they

could not solve, whereas kindergarteners were varying-erratically for

reasolis not related to. problem solving..
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Table 4'
ie.

Changes. in skin potential response at recognitin and

solution. of problems between school grades

2nalysis of Variance
4th vs. 2nd vs. K

Mean sqd6re

Increase at
recognition.-

Decrease at
solution

Decrease in un-
°solved problems

Decrease on
teing,told

Variable

Increase at
recognition

Decrease at
solution

.Decrease in un=-
solved problems

Decrease on
being told

Variable
A

Increase ate
, recognition

Decrease at
solution

Decrease in un-
solved problems

Decrease on
,being told

between groups
within groups

between groups
within groups

between'groups
within groups

between groups
within groups

Planned Comparisons

. 4th vs. 2nd
1-test Sig..

0.529 . ns

2.307* p = .028

-0.982 ns

-0.966 ns

.08,

.32

.27

.35

24

.32

.
df

"r

45

2

43

2

45

2

42

X
0.24

2.010

1.425

1.551

SiR.

ns

p

ns

ns

.14

of Mean Changes

. Grades
2nd

X-test

4th vs. K
t -test Sig.

ys. K

-0.655 rac :0.072

-0.407 ns 1.408 p = .17

-0.667 ns -1.589 p = .12

1.962 p = .059 0.5834 ns

Comparison of Variances

Grades

2nd vs. K 4th vs: K4th vs. 2nd

_X-L- SiZL-ZLLI-LtX Sipes.

0.97 ns 0.66 ns 0.64 : ns

1.88 ns 3:21* p< .05

0.33 ns .0.15 ns

0,64 ns 0.44 i ns

1.72 ns

(7.47 % ns

0:59 ns

Oft,

Note: These F tests are'ibased on the null hyPlipesiss s
2

younger

, If the'ratio of variances is reversed, younger subjects are found

variance in unsolved problems : .2nd_vs. Kf=3.00, ..05:.4th vs.

p< .01.
G 0 4 5 5

*n 4:: .05.

s2
older

to have less
K: F=6.44;
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Relationships among the Three Indicatbrs'

Correlational analyses were not done on the three measures. Thd

o

degree.of relationship between performance and each of the covert measures

\
was assessed by the significance tests reported. above. If a response

detieased in size regularly aft solution of ptoblems,when solution was

defined by performance, then that response was taken to be related to

performance., Denney and skin potential response were compared'aiMply by

inspection pf the retults-to see if regularity.in changes in latency

-paralleled variable.

Comparison of the three measures revealed a srrong.reIationship
/

among them at age 9.. Both covert. measures'yere significantly relat44 to
et .

performance at that age. Latency showed' a stronger and less variable

D

relationship to performance than did bkin potential. The only consistent

difference between the two.tovert measures in 4th graders was the tendency

for skin potential response to increase during an unsolved sequence, where-
,

as latency held an even level on the average. The skin potential change

did not reach significance though.

Children of all age's showed sharp. increases in both covert.measures

at recognition% -Secorld graders showed a decrease after solution in latenCy

and after being told in skin potential. Kindergarteners-showed decreases

in latency independent of solving, and no changes in skin potential asso-
.

ciated with solving.- The tact is true for both variables, that solved

and unsolved sequences of 5 year olds were Indistinguishable whereas for

older children the two kinds of sequence were significantly different.

ft

'
In general, it can be said that skin potential is a more erratic aid

0045'6.,



variable, measure than response latenCy. This may be because it indi-

cates all-kinds of other- physiological events going on in-the body as

well as the cognitive events being investigated. The surprising con-

elusion; however, is not how different but how similar changes in the

two-responses were..during the,pourse of problem solving. The information

processing interpretation is strengthened by the similarity. It would

not be likely to have occurred by chance. In future studies, it would

seem reasonable to measure only the latency variable since it is both a

.stronger, more direct. Measure of cognitive processing, and much simpler 1/4

to record.

Cognitive Inferences

'Having examined tWresults for each response system separately, let

us turn now to inferences about ,information processing capabilities which

can be drawn from evidence in all measures.

Ia
Stop Rule Infer ce

tFirst it will be inferred that an open period exists at all ages

examined, but that in 5 year olds it is brief. A stop rule is activated,

whether or not solving is successful, which terminates cognitive

processing and causes the child to exit from the problem. By the age of

9 the chil is able to hold the open period, so the stop rule is related

to successfu olution.

Performance evidence. Many prplems were solved quickly, on the

first or second trial, by many children at all ages, but when one looks

at how-slowly a child can solve one.finds age differences. Figure 2

0 0 4 5 7



W!)
decrease at solution, which.in Vle older children wassignificantly dif-

ferent from the lack of change in the unsolved cases; was seen in kinder-

-57-

, 7
_

.

records each child's slowest solUtion; that problem on which he ran to
.

. .

the,greatest number of trials before his last' error but did. ultimately

solve: The striking fact to be seen in the graph is that while Gth
o

and 2nd graders were indistinguishable,, kindergarteners, with one

-

exception, solved in the first few trials or not at 11. This is the

first- piece of evidence for abrupt exit from a problemby5 year olds
1,

with or without solution. There seems to be.,a shift of level of

functioning between ages 5-and 7.

htomparison of high versus low skill showed a slight trend for the

high ekill'grouP to be able to solve more slowly, but the skill difference

was not as sharp as thtage difference (Figure 2).
'

Response latency evidence. Evidence for differences. i11 ability, to

hold a labile state can be found in the covert reoponoes as well. The

garten children to appear with equal slope whether the child solved,

failed to solve or was told the answer (Table 1, Figure 3).

Here, again, the 5 year.01ds were seen to lack an ability to hold

long lat encies which is present in both 7 and 9 year olds., Something

'stopped them and forced them to exit from the problem. This is another
ON

piece of evidence for a discontinuous shift in level of functioning

between ages 5 and 7.

Skin-potential evidence. Inspection of Figure 4 depicting chalges

in skin. potential reveals a similar picture. All groups showed equal,

response to recognition of a problem, but at solution kindergarten was

different from the older groups. No change s evident whether the

00458



5 year olds salved or not. The open period of responding to uncertainty

was momentary. Thereaftet they.did not seem to recognize the continuing

uncertainty of the situation when they failed to solve, or the decrease

in uncertainty when they did .solve. They seem to have stopped working

s

on the problem.

When high and low skill groups were compared, a difference was
2

noted in skin potential response to unsolved problems in 2nd gfSaers

(Figure 8). The difference approached Significance (t 2.03 p < .08)'

even in groups of five children. The high skill group showed an'increase

similar to those found in 4th grade, while the low skill group showed

little change like the younger children. One can speculate that the

more highly skilled 2nd graders had passed the transition.to the more

mature stage and had achieved the ability to delay the stop Yule arta\

maintain their openness when they had not yet solved in order to work on

the problem, whereas the less skilled .2nd graders were still in the stage

of a brief open period with the kindergarten, and exited from the problem

even if they didn't,solve Once again the pattern of a shift to a higher

level of functioning appears at about age 7 with the suggestion that skill

interacts with age at the transition point, but is otherwise Unrelated.

; 4

Summa. In summary, the first information processing inference is\.,

that at 5 years of age processing is severely limited by the intrusion of

a stop rule which forces the child-to exit frdm a problem after a very

brief interval. Ile showed it in performance by solving problems quickly

or not at all. He showed it in latency of response by diminution in the

interval available for processing after a few trials whether he had

solved or'not. He showed.it in skiil potential by a lack of changes

00459



related to solving and continued erratic large. responses unrelated to

solving. Older ,children seemed to be able to inhibit the stop rule. They

could mobilize the resources of their bodies in support of the infOrmation

processing system thereby making possible sustained cognitive effort.

The evidence suggests that emergence of the ability to inhibit the stop

rule is a discontinuous stage shift rather than continuous developMent.

Skill enters as a factor only at the time of transition from one stage

to another.

Inference of Shift of Search Plans
I

A second inference can be made and suppotted by evidence. Although

the procedure was identical .for all subjects, children of different ages

saw themselves as engaged in different enterprises.. It was pointed out
1

earlier in this paper that the tasks are made up of problems which in turn

are made up of trials. The.younger children, while aware of problems to

li
be solved, saw their prima task as responding to pictures by pressing

1

a window. The older children, however, while elare4of the requirement to

respond to each trial, saw trials as instrumental to the principal task

of solving.problems. The results can be adequately interpreted, not in

terms of different levels of success at the same task as the childfen

develop, but only when it is dean that, given the same procedure, they
.or

are involved indifferent activities at different stages of development.

Their behavior is governed by different search plans. Again a shift of

developmental stage is indicated. AM.

PerforiOnce evidence. Kindergarteners were different from older

children in their performance on the tasks. They seemed content to press

.11
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the windoim.ine - nitely even though'they had not solved. They often

gave evidence of playing other games than the one set for them. This

was never observed in 2nd and 4th gtaders. . Examples of other games were

"eeny, miney, mo", and "is it paper? iS it iron?", or playing

peek4a-boo with the experimenter around the edge.of the response box.

Five subjects responded consistently by position, usually pressing the.

right-hand window repeatedly.

There was also evidence of inattention to the task, although the

windows continued to be pressed. Several subjects talked about irrelevant

matters. Two showed evidence of solving and then seemed to let the

solution drift away and be forgotten. Four children made frequent impul-

sive' errors after having solved, apparently dud to inattention.

Many of the children did not seem to grasp the concept of the task

clearly. When questioned about an error during the instruction task one

said, "I wanna lose sometimes, too". Another said, "I tricked it." Five
.

a

children showed reversal instead of solution. They responded consistently

wrong. They were making the required distinction on every trial, but

were not able to use the feedback information, in the expected way. These

observatNns are very familiar to investigators who work with 5 year old

children.

The presence of other games suggests that the 5. ear olds perceived

--..- the task set for them as being to respond topictures. They felt free to

,
organize the series of responses in any way which occurred to them. They

were operating by what I have called a response plan rather than a searth

plan. The drifting in and out of,cognitive organizations suggests that

41'N1 the sequence of responses was only loonely clonnecte8 in the children's

1 (5 Goal
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minds. The continuity of processing might lapse between trials. Informa-

tion seemed to be being processed in a'liner fashion as it came in

trial by trial. Memory of previous trials was evident, but trials were-

.
7,

not yet firmly connected as events instrumental to an ove -riding problem.

They might start a problem under the guidance of a linear search plan.and-

then exit from itto a response plan.

Latency evidence. The response latency' measure showed parallel

decrements in latency whether a 5 year old solved or noc, in contrast to

significant differences- between solved and unsolved problems in 7 and 9

year olds (Table 1 and Figure 3). The decreased were significant in both

thetold and unsolved conditions. The null hypothesis of no change is

a

disconfirMed. A change did take place with and without solution. One is

forced then) to conclude that the kindergarteners solved within their own

game rather than the experimenter's game. Whether their solution were

position iresponding, "eeny, meeny, miney, mo," or deciding to "lose

sometimes, too", they settled on one.which fitted the requirement to keep

on pressing windows and which reduced the uncertainty of the situation

for them.

Skin pOtenti 1 evidence. It was shown in the second study by the

author that at reco nition of a new problem, adolescents showed significant

increase in skin potential.response to the event of 'slide onset whereas

at solutiori, the significant decrease occurred to the. feedback event. The

present study used that information to the extent dat response to slide

onset and feedback were measured in assessing increase at recognition, but

later, there being little response to the slide, only response 4o feedback

was measured.
-)
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The kindergarteners were found to continue, much more frequently than.

others, to give intermittent large responses to slides even after having

solved the problem. This is interpreted as'continuing to respond to slides

as though they contain unexpected information. The frequency of responses

to slides was counted trials after the last error in all solved

problemt: The information rocessing hypothesis, would predict that such

responses would not occur after 'solution. They 'did occur in fact for all ...

groups (Table 5). 2nd and 4th grade proportion's look very-similar in

overall proportions and in range, although 2nd grade shows a slightly

wider range. Kindergarten, on the other hand', had only one individual

- whose proportion fell-below the overall proportion of the other two groups,

and-conversely, they_had only one member who exceeded the overall kinder-

garten proportion. The distribution of 5 year olds'proportions must be

distinctly different from the other two groups which appear to be indis-

tinguishable. Once again the pattern appears of change between ages 5 and

7, and no change between 7 and 9. Unfortunately.I:-.tests for differences

between proportions were not feasible according to a rule of thumb that

the smaller of p and, q times the smaller n should be at 'least 5 (McNemar,

1962, p. 60). This condition was not met by thes figures. Mithout a

test of significance, however, it can be.seen that the proportion of

responses to slide was definitely higher among kindergarteners.

When skill groups were compared, skill was found to have little

influence compared to age-'(Table 5).

It can be conclud from this, that all children did show s e response

# to slides after soluti n. 'However, 7 and 9 year olds responde in skin

% potential to only 1/5 of such slides as if they were unexpected,



*Table .5

Frequency of skin potential responses to

onset of slides after solution

Group Proportion:
Responses to slide
on*et / Number of
trials

t

Grades

4th grade 2nd grades, Kindergarten

.20. .22 .36

Range of individual .08 - .34

proportions:

.07 - .38 .17 - .67

Comparison of Skill Groups

4th 2nd

'Ugh Skill
Group Proportion: .20 .20 .38

Low Skill
Group Proportion .22 .23 . .37

0 0 4 G1,4
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whereas k tfdergarteners responded this way to over 1/3. It must'be that

&ie kindergarteners were seeing slides more often as new and interesting

,events rather than as redundant instances of a solved problem..

The immature stage of responding primarily to a problem as a sequence

of trials can be interpreted according to our model'Of processing as the

level of linear sequential organization of a search plan. One cognitive

operation is performed on each trial with only loose connections between

trials. This makes it possible for solutions to drift in and out of the

subject's attention. It also explains his erratic large responses to

slides after solving. He could be responding to some new attribute of a

slide which he had nbt processed before. The loose connections could be

broken by Ve intrusion of a stop rule, terminating the contra of the

search plan. A response plan would then take control of behavior.

The more mature stage was described.as a nested hierarchy made up of

the same component operations; but now made into an integrated organiza-

tion with the definite goal 'of solving a problem. Presumably the subject

had become able to consider several different attributes of figures. He

could process information from the dimensions of color, forM, and number

without losing track of his overall goal of finding a rule that works on

every trial. The evidence from this stud does. not prove that he was

doing so. He was not asked what strategies he was using. But the fact

that latencies stayed long, that skin potential responses stayed large

and that many trials sometimes passed before solution, indicates that the

subject was continuing to procesd'some sort of information related tp the
,

problem. The fact that these older children reacted less often to a slide

as novel after having solved can be interpreted as a sign that they had

0 0 4 6 5°
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processed the ways in which the figure might vary already, so it was

unlVely to contain unexpectedelements. The findings are consistent

with, but do not show conclusi'ely that a stage shift from sequential

to nested processing hag taken place:

Summary of Results and Inferences

Results

To summarize what has been found: a labile period was found in 9 year

Olds which continued from recognition to solution of a.problem. In 7 year

'olds it it was present but erratic, but in some measures, more evident for

more skillful solvers. In 5 year olds there was a momentary surgeTof
0

response at recognition Of a problem but lability.M.d not continue until

solution. These results appeared in both the latency and skin potential

variables, more strongly in latency.

1-

Two Cognitive Inferences

Cognitive hypotheses were put forward -which are supported by the
, .

findings outlined above. First, the 5 year olds were found to stop process-

ing the problems almost immediately which meant that if they didn't solve

at.once, they were unable to solve at all., This inference can be related.

to the rather vagu notion of attention span, but these data do not dis-

1tinguish between a top ule determined by elapsed time and,one determined

.

by number of hypotheses t sted by the child. The concept of attention

span seems to imply that the limiting factor is time.*The limit could be
.

set instead by number-of cognitive units which can be processed. The

CO466
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nature of. the stop rule would be an intriguing subject forluither

research.

4

Secondly, it was postulated that the 5 year .olds were engaged in .a

different enterprIse
from that of the older children although all had

been given the same instructions' and the same task. the younger children's'

o

notion of the task seemed to be ta respond to ,each picture. They organAed.'

-%)

the pictUres into problems only briefly and sporadically. Other unrelated

organizations of the task were satisfactory to them. Their cognitive

processing was inferred to involve solution of problems such as "how can

I please the
lady?" and "what game can I make out of this which will

please me?" rather than the problem which was set by thelinstructions.

.

The organization of information implied by five year olds' performance was.

interpreted as due to processing
of trials in a linear sequence with loose

connections'. It was suggested that 'a shift of developmental stage had

occurred, or was in the process of transitionby age 7. The higher stage

beginning at 7 and
conbolidated by age 9, involved'processes

of trials as

instrumental to an over-riding task of solving a problet. Operations were

nested into a hierarchical
organizatiori so constructed that.lecould

execute a number of operations on each trial and keep track of each over

a series of trials.

Inference of Stage Shift between Ages 5 and 7
A

Discontinuity
betweenages 5 and 7 coupled with similarity between°

ages 7 and 9 indicates the presence of a shift between developmental

stages. This was found in all measures. In performance, it c:ias noticed

in differ es in how slowly children solved.problems.
In response latency
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it.was_evident in the ability to maintain long.latencieSuntil a problem

was solved which was present in 7 and 9 year olds but not in 5 year olds

(Figure 5)'.:. In skin potential response it was Shown by increasing

responsiiiity before solution incontrast to deCreasgrs'after solution by

gyeat olds, by 7 dear olds when they were told the solution, but hever,
.\

by 5'year olds. It was also found in frequency-of response to Onset of

a slide which occurred after solution only in about:20% of trials for 7

and 9 year olds, but in 36% of trials for 5 year olds. In notable con- -
_

trast to all these changes between 5 and 7, the variance of latency

ch nges decreased between_ the ages of 7 ghd!9. Irrespective of the

interpretation made of .these results, the presence of discontinuity in.

So manY'different measures is interesting in view of the very smooth con-

tinuous increase ..f.n number of .problems solved with increasing age. Tthc

conclusion iSinjescap le that some,sort of stage shift must have been

1-occurring .ih developmenthetween ages 5 and 7. The stabilization occurring

t

between 7and .9 appears 'to be due to consolidation of the new stage.
g:' ,

i

When the influence of skill is compared to that of age in effecting

.

". the shift,,the evidence points to the conclusion that age-was more Sig'-

nificant than skill. Skilled 5 year olds were more like unskilled 5 year

olds in these measures than they were like skilled or less skilled 9 year 0

.

olds.. Howeveriskill does shop its effect at-transitional.points or stage

shifts.' The more highly skilled 'Subjects shifted earlier and showed the

Zr

1

tae more strongly than did their less skilled contemporaries.1

The purpose of this study As to investigate the emergence in chiti

deyeippment of a abile period during problem solving. A qqestion was

'raisfild as to wheth emergence Ofthe labile period of rea,ctivitx coincided

0 0 4 8
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with emergence Offlthe ability to solve complex prioblems. Insofar as the

study has proVided an answer-to thii question it seems to.be as followS.

The emergence of the labile period was found. It emerged. between ages

k
. I

V
5 and 7 and stabilized between 7 and 9. Nine year oldi had achieved the

pattern as clearly as had adolescents. The age of emergence of the 14bile

pOiod roughly coincides with emergence of the ability to. solve complex

problems. The study suggestS that the mechanism underlying ability,--te4..,

solve complex problems was an ability to "hang in"; to "stay on target ".

The older children could9hold their focus of attention onthe-problem to

be solved until they succeeded. They could mobilize physiological

support systems in the service of the cognitive task. Five year oldS'

:could not maintain such support from physiological responge systems. They

could not maintain the fo4ms.of attention. Although they showed that

they had the cognitive ability to solve the problems by solving them fre-

,iN
quently,)their power as prObleM solvers, was 'extremely limited because they

only had'a 'moment in which to wort; only A single try,at:a soiution.

Thetsignificance of the study seems to lie'in th&llypothesis that
.

the ability to hold a labile or reactiVe state as a support ercognitive

activity makes it possible to Continue information processing over a con-
,

/

, , .. , .,

siderable period .of time. Expanding the luration of processing greatly'

increases an individual's power as a processor of information, making

complex logical sequences available to him. The emergence'bf this abil5,.ty

seems to relaq primarily.to age rather than to skill. The ability seems''

'to :appear ad'a discontinuous improvemen,t.with age.
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